LEWES DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN PART 2: SITE ALLOCATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES DPD
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Policy-specific Representations

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven
Port
Representation References: E1
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Representation ID: REP/003/E1

Representation ID:

REP/003/E1

Representor Details:
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Alan Byrne

Organisation:

Historic England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation
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Name:
Organisation:
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Alan.Byrne@HistoricEngland.org.uk

Address:

Historic England South East
Eastgate Court, 195-205 High Street
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 3EH

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Minor addition suggested to Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port in view of the
potential to impact on the significance of Newhaven Fort by intrusion into views to and
from its setting:
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses
associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated with
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Representation ID: REP/003/E1
port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such
development would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All development
proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic beauty of
the South Downs National Park and the setting of Newhaven Fort Scheduled Monument
is minimised.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes BN7 1AB

By email only to ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Our ref:
Your ref:

PL00243322

Telephone
Fax
Email
Date

01483 252020
01483 252001
e-seast@historicengland.org.uk

2 November 2018

Dear Sir / Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Thank you for your email of 24 September 2018 inviting comments on the above document.
As the Government’s adviser on the historic environment Historic England is keen to ensure
that the protection of the historic environment is fully taken into account at all stages and
levels of the local planning process, and welcomes the opportunity to comment upon this key
planning document.
Historic England’s comments are set out detail below.
Housing Site Allocations
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
The proximity of the site to the Newhaven Fort Scheduled Monument is noted in the
supporting text (paragraph 2.30) but is not referred to in the policy wording itself. In view of
the potential to impact on the setting of the Fort we suggest an additional bullet point is
added to the policy:
a heritage impact assessment is undertaken with particular reference to the setting of
the Newhaven Fort scheduled monument, and appropriate design measures are
included in the development to avoid or limit harm to the significance of the heritage
asset.
Policy BA02 - Land adjacent to the High Street
Suggested minor change to bullet 3:
Development respects the character, appearance and setting of the adjacent
Barcombe Cross Conservation Area, including the setting the adjacent listed buildings
of historic interest;
3 EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS
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Minor addition suggested to Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port in view of the
potential to impact on the significance of Newhaven Fort by intrusion into views to and from
its setting:
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses
associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated
with port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that
such development would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All
development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and
scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park and the setting of Newhaven Fort
Scheduled Monument is minimised.
4 DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
PROTECTING AND ENHANCING THE DISTINCTIVE QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Historic England supports Policy DM25: Design and Policy DM27: Landscape Design.
Policy DM33: Heritage Assets
We support this policy but suggest a minor change to the wording to make the intention
clearer:
Development affecting a heritage asset will only be permitted where the proposal
would make a positive contribution to conserving or enhancing the significance of the
heritage asset, taking account of its character, appearance and setting.
All development proposals that affect a heritage asset or its setting will be required to
submit a heritage impact assessment supporting information proportionate to the
significance of the asset….
and,
Where the loss of the whole or part of a heritage asset can be justified by being
outweighed by substantial public benefit, the Council will seek, by a legal agreement
and/or condition, to ensure that the new development will proceed within a
reasonable timescale after the loss has occurred.
Historic England would strongly advise that the Council’s own conservation staff are closely
involved throughout the preparation of the Local Plan, as they are often best placed to advise
on local historic environment issues and priorities, sources of data and, consideration of the
options relating to the historic environment, in particular the requirement to set out a positive
strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment (NPPF para 185).
These comments are based on the information provided by you at this time and for the
avoidance of doubt does not reflect our obligation to advise you on, and potentially object to,
any specific development proposal which may subsequently arise from this or later versions
of the plan and which may, in our view, have adverse effects on the historic environment.
Yours sincerely

Alan Byrne
Historic Environment Planning Adviser
Historic England, Eastgate Court, 195-205 High Street, Guildford GU1 3EH

Telephone 01483 25 2020 HistoricEngland.org.uk
Please note that Historic England operates an access to information policy.
Correspondence or information which you send us may therefore become publicly available.
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Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
SOS objects to the allocation of the substantial portion of this site that is east and south
of the PAR roundabout to future development.
We object for the following reasons:
1) It will destroy a substantial portion of the remaining LWS which remains a rich habitat
for wildlife, including birds. This area is part of the SOS site referred to as 'Tide Mills'.
Tide Mills is one of the premier birding sites in Sussex, and our database contains
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Representation ID: REP/006/E1
16,165 records of 201 species (plus one subspecies) of bird recorded at Newhaven Tide
Mills since 2007. This means that nearly half of the 403 species on the Sussex Bird List
have been recorded there. Although some of the pelagic species, such as Puffin and the
Skuas, will have been observed at sea from the beach at Tide Mills, most have been
observed on land or using Mill Creek. This is shown by the illustrative records of each of
the 201 species in the separate attachment with this letter. Of these 201 species no less
than 42 of them are afforded protected status under Schedule 1 of the 1981 Wildlife and
Countryside Act.
2) Policy E1 is a replacement of policy NH20 dating from 2003, which was, we
understand, designed to create sites for employment opportunities in Newhaven as part
of an overall policy to regenerate Newhaven. However, paragraph 3.3 specifically states
that there is no longer a requirement to allocate additional sites for employment
purposes in the Local Plan Part 2. So from an employment point of view the Local Plan
Part 2 is saying there is no need for Policy E1.
3) Paragraph 3.13 says that It is anticipated that (the East Quay developments approved
in 2016) will allow the port to remain competitive by offering modern facilities to future
investors and customers and allowing the port to accommodate larger vessels should
the opportunity arise. We note that all reference to increased ferry activity at the port,
which was a feature of the 2003 Local Plan, has now been dropped. It therefore appears
that Policy E1 is not needed to either make the port competitive or to support an
increased level of ferry activity.
4) By failing to safeguard a designated Local Wildlife Site, this policy fails to deliver on
the specific policies which relate to biodiversity and conservation laid out in Part 1 of the
Core Strategy. Moreover, as shown in 2) and 3) above, no reasons are being put
forward as to why this destruction of a significant part of the remaining LWS is being
proposed.
5) To summarise: The Local Plan, Part 2, clarifies that the land to the south and east of
the PAR roundabout is not needed to provide either employment opportunities or
expansions of the port to make the latter competitive. All policy E1 appears to be
achieving is the further destruction of a Local Wildlife Site. For these reasons SOS
objects to this policy, and to the majority of this land being set aside for development as
it meets no defined need, and it will destroy part of an important Local Wildlife Site which
is a significant area for birds.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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SUSSEX ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Registered charity 256936

www.sos.org.uk

5 November 2018

By e-mail only
Planning Policy Team,
Lewes-Eastbourne District Council,
Southover House,
Lewes BN7 1AB
SOS Response to Lewes Local Plan Part 2

As well as this submission we would like our right to be represented at the public examination of this
Local Plan to be recognised. We object to three specific policies as follows:Policy Ch02
We object to the policy to develop six houses on this 0.5ha site across the road from the Chailey
Common SSSI, as this SSSI is a significant area for birds, including Nightjar, Woodcock, Cuckoo and
Woodlark. Its development will require that half the site has to be cleared of trees and we cannot
see that the benefit of this development can in any way be justified right next door to the SSSI. Its
omission will not prevent Lewes achieving its house-building target and it achieves nothing but a net
loss of biodiversity adjacent to an SSSI which is already under pressure from dog walkers.
Policy E1
SOS objects to the allocation of the substantial portion of this site that is east and south of the PAR
roundabout to future development.
We object for the following reasons:
1) It will destroy a substantial portion of the remaining LWS which remains a rich habitat for wildlife,
including birds. This area is part of the SOS site referred to as ‘Tide Mills’. Tide Mills is one of the
premier birding sites in Sussex, and our database contains 16,165 records of 201 species (plus one
subspecies) of bird recorded at Newhaven Tide Mills since 2007. This means that nearly half of the
403 species on the Sussex Bird List have been recorded there. Although some of the pelagic species,
such as Puffin and the Skuas, will have been observed at sea from the beach at Tide Mills, most have
been observed on land or using Mill Creek. This is shown by the illustrative records of each of the
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201 species in the separate attachment with this letter. Of these 201 species no less than 42 of
them are afforded protected status under Schedule 1 of the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside Act.
2) Policy E1 is a replacement of policy NH20 dating from 2003, which was, we understand, designed
to create sites for employment opportunities in Newhaven as part of an overall policy to regenerate
Newhaven. However, paragraph 3.3 specifically states that there is no longer a requirement to
allocate additional sites for employment purposes in the Local Plan Part 2. So from an
employment point of view the Local Plan Part 2 is saying there is no need for Policy E1.
3) Paragraph 3.13 says that It is anticipated that (the East Quay developments approved in 2016)
will allow the port to remain competitive by offering modern facilities to future investors and
customers and allowing the port to accommodate larger vessels should the opportunity arise. We
note that all reference to increased ferry activity at the port, which was a feature of the 2003 Local
Plan, has now been dropped. It therefore appears that Policy E1 is not needed to either make the
port competitive or to support an increased level of ferry activity.
4) By failing to safeguard a designated Local Wildlife Site, this policy fails to deliver on the specific
policies which relate to biodiversity and conservation laid out in Part 1 of the Core Strategy.
Moreover, as shown in 2) and 3) above, no reasons are being put forward as to why this destruction
of a significant part of the remaining LWS is being proposed.
5) To summarise: The Local Plan, Part 2, clarifies that the land to the south and east of the PAR
roundabout is not needed to provide either employment opportunities or expansions of the port to
make the latter competitive. All policy E1 appears to be achieving is the further destruction of a
Local Wildlife Site. For these reasons SOS objects to this policy, and to the majority of this land
being set aside for development as it meets no defined need, and it will destroy part of an
important Local Wildlife Site which is a significant area for birds.
Policy DM24 Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We believe that the first paragraph of this policy needs to be substantially strengthened, as it applies
to the most internationally important sites – RAMSAR, SAC and SPA sites – the ‘crown jewels’ of
conservation sites. Clearly under any policy headed Protection of Biodiversity it is absolutely
essential that there should be no doubt that development can only occur under the most
exceptional circumstances at such sites , and that if it does occur there must be full, like-for-like
mitigation or compensation. We would therefore ask that the first paragraph of this policy be
amended as follows:
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or
candidate Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area
(SPA) will only be permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or fully
mitigated against. After avoidance and mitigation measures have been considered, where residual
adverse likely significant effects arise, development will only be permitted if there is no alternative
solution, there are imperative reasons of over-riding public interest that would justify the
development and suitable like for like compensation is provided.

Yours sincerely,

Richard Cowser
(SOS Conservation Officer, conservation@sos.org.uk)
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SOS records of Species recorded at Tide Mills, Newhaven
SOS has 16151 records of 202 species at Tide Mills. One record for each species is shown below. Most records have 4‐figure grid references
for TQ4500, an area that covers Newhaven Hbr, Tide Mills and the Ouse Estuary Nature Reserve. Where a species has a record with a six‐figure
grid reference it can be pinpointed to the Tide Mills/Mill Creek LWS that will be affected by this development. Records for TQ4500
have only been considered if they also have a site name of Newhaven Tide Mills, or if information in the Notes (column G) makes it clear that this
was the location. No records are included where the site is shown as Newhaven Ouse Estuary. Red additions to the notes have been added
to provide additional information included with the full SOS record, or to clarify why the record is included.
Status
Arrival Date NumGrid Ref Notes
Record N Site Name
Species Name
3600788 Newhaven Tide Mi Brent Goose
Amber listed
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:55‐11:59)
487409 Newhaven Tide Mi Pale Bellied Brent Goose
17/01/2001 1 TQ4500 Sub species of Brent Goose
2116347 Newhaven Tide Mi Canada Goose
24/10/2013
TQ4500
1042338 Newhaven Tide Mi Barnacle Goose
Amber listed
04/06/2007 2 TQ4500 flew E
301146 Newhaven Tide Mi Greylag Goose
Amber listed
16/01/1997 9 TQ4500
605707 Newhaven Tide Mi White‐fronted GooseRed listed
12/01/1985 18 TQ4500 upto 18 between dates
2485564 Newhaven Tide Mi Mute Swan
Amber listed
04/03/2014
TQ4500 (11:30‐13:00)
136267 Newhaven Tide Mi Whooper Swan
Amber Listed
29/10/1988 1 TQ4500 flew WSW
598997 Newhaven Tide Mi Egyptian Goose
Amber Listed
09/04/2002 2 TQ4500 flew NW
3498646 Newhaven Tide Mi Common Shelduck Amber Listed
23/11/2016
TQ4500
1210141 Newhaven Tide Mi Mandarin Duck
29/12/2008 8 TQ4500 7 female
1041807 Newhaven Tide Mi Garganey
Schedule 1 species, amber listed 21/04/2007 2 TQ4500 (Migrant) pair on sea
3098836 Newhaven Tide Mi Shoveler
Amber listed
22/01/2015 2 TQ4500 (11:00‐14:30) Adult Female 1; Adult Male 1
2205212 Newhaven Tide Mi Gadwall
Amber listed
27/03/2014 1 TQ4500
3601276 Newhaven Tide Mi Eurasian Wigeon
Amber listed
01/01/2017
TQ4500 (10:00‐11:30)
3758011 Newhaven Tide Mi Mallard
Amber listed
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
3602137 Newhaven Tide Mi Eurasian Teal
Amber listed
19/02/2017 2 TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00) On Mill Creek
1210145 Newhaven Tide Mi Common Pochard Red listed
15/02/2008 1 TQ4500 male
926689 Newhaven Tide Mi Tufted Duck
01/02/2006 7 TQ4500 1M 2FF 11/2 {arb. date}
542851 Newhaven Tide Mi Greater Scaup
Schedule 1 species, red listed
06/11/2001 1 TQ4500
3324599 Newhaven Tide Mi Common Eider
Amber listed
13/12/2015 1 TQ4500
3342331 Newhaven
Velvet Scoter
Schedule 1 species, red listed
20/02/1986
TQ456002 TQ456002
3357096 Newhaven Tide Mi Common Scoter
Schedule 1 species, red listed
04/05/2016 8 TQ4500 W 8
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454033
1003956
2005225
505875
96852
1210149
423989
2551668
757944
390526
452671
3597639
3462608
1099795
1042042
1561924
2064871
133894
2184494
3498358
3598214
637227
2484981
131592
2361445
4077330
1041832
82371
452678
3604859
3606537
3098897
3098903

Newhaven Tide Mi Long‐tailed Duck
Schedule 1 species, red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Goldeneye
Amber listed
Newhaven
Goosander
Newhaven Tide Mi Red‐breasted Merganser
Newhaven Tide Mi Ruddy Duck
Newhaven Tide Mi Red‐legged Partridge
Newhaven
Grey Partridge
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Pheasant
Newhaven Harbou Red‐throated Diver Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Black‐throated Diver Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven West Pi Manx Shearwater Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Grebe
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Red‐necked Grebe Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Great Crested Grebe
Newhaven Tide Mi Slavonian Grebe
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Black‐necked Grebe Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Spoonbill
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Eurasian Bittern
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Grey Heron
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Egret
Newhaven Tide Mi Gannet
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Shag
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Cormorant
Newhaven Tide Mi Osprey
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Honey‐buzzard
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Sparrowhawk
Newhaven Tide Mi Marsh Harrier
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Hen Harrier
Schedule 1 species, red listed
Newhaven West Pi Montagu's Harrier Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Buzzard
Newhaven Tide Mi Water Rail
Newhaven Tide Mi Moorhen
Newhaven Tide Mi Coot

08/01/1999
21/01/2007
17/02/2012
28/01/2001
27/11/1983
11/04/2008
05/12/1999
24/01/1999
04/01/2005
07/12/1998
01/05/2000
19/02/2017
25/01/1987
24/03/2008
15/12/2007
01/01/2011
26/11/2013
11/01/1982
01/12/2013
21/06/2016
19/02/2017
01/01/2004
03/01/2014
10/05/1993
11/10/2014
23/08/2017
05/05/2007
10/01/1987
06/05/2000
22/01/2017
04/03/2017
04/03/2015
22/01/2015

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

TQ4500 Bird from 1998 until 08/01/99
TQ4500 2 male swimming and diving just east of the e
TQ455000 Adult; Female.
TQ453007 On the tidemills not on the sea
TQ4500 FEM
TQ4500 on shingle
TQ4500 {Newhaven; Tidemills} pair
TQ4500
TQ450003 on river in harbour
TQ4500
TQ457004 Record included as from Grid Reference site n
TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00) On Mill Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 1 offshore; 1 Harbour
TQ4500 on sea
TQ4500
TQ4500 still there in Mill Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 In roost north of Mill Creek
TQ4500 (11:45‐12:30) At opposite ends of the creek.
TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00) Seen off East Pier
TQ4500 sitting on E Pier low Ringed L leg inreadable
TQ4500 (09:30‐10:45) in Newhaven Harbour
TQ4500 IN OFF SEA
TQ4500 (Migrant) Flew W @ 14:45; photographs on K
TQ4500
TQ4500 (Migrant) male
TQ4500 RINGTAIL
TQ457004 Record included as from Grid Reference site n
TQ4500 (13:15‐16:30)
TQ4500 (09:55‐11:59)
1 TQ4500
TQ4500 (11:00‐14:30)
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3334771
2005230
3010657
2288182
1942998
1942719
454046
611033
2293507
571766
1944651
3763834
2288187
1548207
623229
533050
1594284
3608610
3302529
575171
533048
2206192
2488861
2207261
969311
1595398
2294525
838984
3555291
1945572
657300
1625630
3055077

Newhaven
Oystercatcher
Newhaven
Avocet
Newhaven Tide Mi Lapwing
Newhaven Tide Mi Golden Plover
Newhaven Tide Mi Grey Plover
Newhaven Tide Mi Ringed Plover
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Ringed Plover
Newhaven Tide Mi Kentish Plover
Newhaven East Pie Eurasian Whimbrel
Newhaven Tide Mi Curlew
Newhaven Tide Mi Bar‐tailed Godwit
Newhaven Tide Mi Black‐tailed Godwit
Newhaven Tide Mi Turnstone
Newhaven East Pie Knot
Newhaven Tide Mi Ruff
Newhaven Tide Mi Curlew Sandpiper
Newhaven Tide Mi Sanderling
Newhaven Tide Mi Dunlin
Newhaven Tide Mi Purple Sandpiper
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Stint
Newhaven Tide Mi Woodcock
Newhaven East Pie Jack Snipe
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Snipe
Newhaven Tide Mi Grey Phalarope
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Sandpiper
Newhaven Tide Mi Green Sandpiper
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Redshank
Newhaven Tide Mi Wood Sandpiper
Newhaven Tide Mi Spotted Redshank
Newhaven Tide Mi Greenshank
Newhaven Tide Mi Kittiwake
Newhaven Tide Mi Sabine's Gull
Newhaven
Black‐headed Gull

Amber listed
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Red listed
Amber Listed
Amber listed
Amber listed
Schedule 1 species

02/10/2016
17/02/2012
24/01/2015
30/10/2014
09/02/2012
13/05/2012
24/04/1999
10/05/2002
Schedule 1 species, red listed
03/05/2014
Amber listed
05/10/2002
Amber listed
09/02/2012
Schedule 1 species, red listed
29/04/2017
Amber listed
21/10/2014
Amber listed
21/02/2011
Red listed
31/08/2003
02/09/2001
22/05/2011
Amber listed
19/02/2017
Amber listed
30/01/2016
29/08/2002
Amber listed
20/10/2001
Amber listed
18/01/2014
Amber listed
03/01/2014
03/11/2013
Amber listed
27/08/2007
Schedule 1 species, amber listed 22/05/2011
Amber listed
28/11/2014
Schedule 1 species, amber listed 26/07/2005
Amber listed
12/03/2016
26/08/2012
Amber listed
06/12/2003
1853‐10‐22
Amber listed
28/06/2015

1
1
##
1
7
1
3
1
1
10
2
8
1
2
1
11
47
10
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
54
1
1
1
1
1

TQ455003 This vegetated shingle; coastal grassland; scru
TQ455005 Adult;
TQ4500
TQ4500 Flew in and tried to land on beach
TQ4500 + 1 on 26/02; on Mill Creek
TQ4500 On nest
TQ4500 Display flight
TQ4500
TQ4500 (Migrant)Off Mill Creek
TQ455004
TQ4500 + 2 on 26/02; on Mill Creek
TQ4500 (07:50‐09:15)
TQ4500 On beach near E Pier
TQ4500 Mill Creek
TQ459004 juvs roosting
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00) On Mill Creek
TQ452002 below the east harbour arm mix of shingle b
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 in vicinity of East Pier
TQ458004 (09:30‐10:45) TQ458004
TQ4500 Adult seen on western creek near bridge at 14
TQ4500 on Mill Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 in Mill Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 On East Pier of Harbour
TQ4500 Arb date: 1 killed nr Newhaven on or just befo
TQ454002 Old instrustrial site plus areas of shingle head
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520904
2293511
2489502
3767384
1362640
3055076
431352
3498413
3498397
284164
1445333
1210218
434619
3376132
1041862
3612548
3612567
2111780
3768283
1951310
3769753
641729
3771049
1168455
2571712
390604
3055080
2493338
2182175
1869056
575259
3615571
3615571

Newhaven
Little Gull
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Mediterranean Gull Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Gull
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Great Black‐backed GAmber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Glaucous Gull
Amber listed
Newhaven
Herring Gull
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Yellow‐legged Gull Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Lesser Black‐backed GAmber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Sandwich Tern
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Tern
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Tern
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Arctic Tern
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Black Tern
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Pomarine Skua
Newhaven Tide Mi Arctic Skua
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Guillemot Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Razorbill
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Puffin
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Feral Pigeon
Newhaven Tide Mi Stock Dove
Amber Listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Woodpigeon
Newhaven Tide Mi Turtle Dove
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Collared Dove
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Cuckoo
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Barn Owl
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Little Owl
Newhaven
Short‐eared Owl
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Swift
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Kingfisher
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Hoopoe
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Wryneck
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Great Spotted Woodpecker
Newhaven Tide Mi Green Woodpecker

02/01/2001 1 TQ4500 {Newhaven; Tidemills} First winter
03/05/2014 3 TQ4500 2 2ndCY 1 3rdCY
03/01/2014 10 TQ4500 (09:30‐10:45) followed the ferry into Newhav
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
24/01/2009 1 TQ4500 2nd winter
28/06/2015
TQ454002 Old instrustrial site plus areas of shingle head
14/03/1999 2 TQ459002 two on east end of tidal creek
18/05/2016 4 TQ457003 TQ457003
18/05/2016 3 TQ457003 TQ457003
07/08/1996 1 TQ4500 Sat 20 min on beach until driven off by Herrin
27/06/2010
TQ4500
08/10/2008 1 TQ4500 juv;also on 14/10
17/09/1999 1 TQ4500 juvenile along tideline feeding on whitebait
04/05/2016 1 TQ4500 one east at about 09:20; looked like intermed
27/05/2007 1 TQ4500 (Migrant) dark phase
19/02/2017 2 TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00) Winter plumaged birds seen of
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:30‐12:30) Seen off East Pier
15/02/2014 2 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
23/11/2012 1 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
30/06/2003 1 TQ453003
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
31/08/2008 1 TQ4500
26/03/2013 1 TQ4500
03/12/1998 1 TQ4500
14/10/2015 2 TQ4500 Two shorteared owls hunting over Tide Mills.
19/06/2014 2 TQ4500
01/12/2013 1 TQ4500 Seen well from bridge at west end of Mill Cree
23/09/1965 1 TQ4500 (Migrant)
27/08/2002 1 TQ4500
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (13:15‐16:30)
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3760395
1042520
1041833
2293512
3334772
1982977
3629939
3793040
3631627
3794714
1191865
1029264
3627421
3628483
2589906
3498528
1234099
2494874
575282
2283286
3555276
1613556
1975304
3420829
3783212
3783500
93389
67532
3424359
1283427
845203
3099325
3324598

Newhaven Tide Mi Kestrel
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Merlin
Schedule 1 species, red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Hobby
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Peregrine
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven
Red‐backed Shrike Schedule 1 species, red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Jay
Newhaven Tide Mi Magpie
Newhaven Tide Mi Jackdaw
Newhaven Tide Mi Rook
Newhaven Tide Mi Carrion Crow
Newhaven Tide Mi Raven
Newhaven Tide Mi Coal Tit
Newhaven Tide Mi Blue Tit
Newhaven Tide Mi Great Tit
Newhaven Tide Mi Bearded Tit
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Skylark
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Short‐toed Lark
Newhaven Tide Mi Sand Martin
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Barn Swallow
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi House Martin
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Cetti's Warbler
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Long‐tailed Tit
Newhaven Tide Mi Willow Warbler
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Chiffchaff
Newhaven Tide Mi Sedge Warbler
Newhaven Tide Mi Reed Warbler
Newhaven Tide Mi Marsh Warbler
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Grasshopper Warble Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Blackcap
Newhaven Tide Mi Garden Warbler
Newhaven Tide Mi Barred Warbler
Newhaven Tide Mi Lesser Whitethroat
Newhaven Tide Mi Common WhitethroaAmber listed

16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
03/09/2007 1 TQ458003 (Migrant) fem
05/05/2007 1 TQ4500 (Migrant) ad on beach
03/05/2014 1 TQ4500
02/10/2016 1 TQ455003 This vegetated shingle; coastal grassland; scru
07/10/2012 3 TQ4500
22/01/2017 2 TQ4500 (10:30‐12:30)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
22/01/2017
TQ4500 (13:15‐16:30)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
14/02/2008 1 TQ4500 In off the sea; rested on eastern harbour arm;
16/09/2007 3 TQ4500
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:55‐11:59)
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:55‐11:59)
30/12/2010 3 TQ4500
18/05/2016 2 TQ457003 TQ457003
10/05/2008 1 TQ4500 Migrant
15/04/2014 1 TQ4500 (08:35‐10:05) Migrant In off the sea 1;
15/06/2002 2 TQ4500 breeding prs under bridge
12/10/2014 25 TQ4500
11/05/2016 1 TQ4500 Singing
10/09/2011 6 TQ4500
26/08/2012 1 TQ4500
17/01/2016 1 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:00‐20:00)
01/06/1986 1 TQ454008
26/09/1992 1 TQ457004
24/09/2016 1 TQ4500 (14:40‐16:40) Male seen feeding in brambles
13/09/2009 2 TQ4500
04/09/2005 1 TQ453007
26/04/2015 6 TQ4500
11/11/2015 2 TQ4500
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637219
3625490
3407439
3638682
3432852
2500108
3621920
2502295
3623334
3010872
844796
3302533
67516
926991
3443077
1221772
2499723
3336503
1926513
3334778
927964
3302532
1926308
3302551
3337616
452730
3099581
2529532
3334770
79352
402090
2495699
3635233

Newhaven Tide Mi Dartford Warbler
Schedule 1 species, amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Firecrest
Schedule 1 species
Newhaven Tide Mi Goldcrest
Newhaven Tide Mi Wren
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Starling
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Ring Ouzel
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Blackbird
Newhaven Tide Mi Redwing
Newhaven Tide Mi Song Thrush
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Mistle Thrush
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Spotted Flycatcher Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Robin
Newhaven Tide Mi Common NightingaleRed listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Pied Flycatcher
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Black Redstart
Schedule 1 species, red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Common Redstart Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Whinchat
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Eurasian Stonechat
Newhaven Tide Mi Northern Wheatear Amber listed
Newhaven
House Sparrow
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Tree Sparrow
Newhaven Tide Mi Dunnock
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Yellow Wagtail
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Grey Wagtail
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Pied Wagtail
Newhaven West Pi White Wagtail
Newhaven Tide Mi Richard's Pipit
Newhaven Tide Mi Tawny Pipit
Newhaven
Meadow Pipit
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Tree Pipit
Red listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Water Pipit
Amber listed
Newhaven Tide Mi Rock Pipit
Newhaven Tide Mi Chaffinch

02/01/2004 1 TQ4500 scrub nr E Pier
23/01/2017
TQ4500 (14:05‐14:05)
13/01/2016 3 TQ4500
11/02/2017
TQ4500 (14:25‐15:44)
26/09/2016 20 TQ4500
16/10/2014 1 TQ4500 (13:10‐13:59)
24/01/2017 10 TQ4500 (10:00‐12:00)
30/12/2014 1 TQ4500 (14:45‐16:00)
24/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:00‐12:00)
18/02/2015 1 TQ4500
06/09/2005 2 TQ4500
30/01/2016 1 TQ452002 within the reptile translocation area inland fr
31/08/1992 1 TQ457004
01/09/2006 1 TQ4500 1 ju/fem {arb. date}
06/03/2016 1 TQ4500 (There are 196 records of Black Redstart)(14:
04/09/2008 1 TQ452007 Mill Creek
12/10/2014 1 TQ455006 TQ455006
21/06/2016 6 TQ4500 Two pairs of Stonechat at Newhaven Tide Mil
08/05/2012 8 TQ454003 TQ454003
02/10/2016 10 TQ455003 This vegetated shingle; coastal grassland; scru
29/10/2006 2
30/01/2016 1 TQ452002 within the reptile translocation area inland fr
08/05/2012 1 TQ454003 TQ454003
14/02/2016 1 TQ459002 adult
14/02/2016 1 TQ453003
02/05/2000 1 TQ457004 (Grid ref indicates site is Tide Mills not West P
20/03/2015 1 TQ4500 (09:00‐09:30)
10/10/2014 1 TQ4500 showing well on the open ground (photograp
02/10/2016 1 TQ455003 This vegetated shingle; coastal grassland; scru
03/10/1992 1 TQ457004
01/03/1998 1 TQ457004
03/01/2014 1 TQ452001 (09:30‐10:45) one at the base of Newhaven Ea
24/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:00‐12:00)
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1042752
1042797
926695
3636160
402233
3498624
1210306
3334777
3635899
3099684
1998963
3498640
656757
2294778

Newhaven Tide Mi Brambling
Newhaven Tide Mi Hawfinch
Newhaven Tide Mi Bullfinch
Newhaven Tide Mi Greenfinch
Newhaven Tide Mi Twite
Newhaven Tide Mi Linnet
Newhaven Tide Mi Lesser Redpoll
Newhaven
Goldfinch
Newhaven Tide Mi Serin
Newhaven Tide Mi Siskin
Newhaven Tide Mi Corn Bunting
Newhaven Tide Mi Yellowhammer
Newhaven Tide Mi Reed Bunting
Newhaven Tide Mi Snow Bunting

Schedule 1 species
Red listed
Amber listed

27/11/2007
26/12/2007
02/02/2006
19/02/2017
Red listed
17/12/1998
Red listed
18/05/2016
Red listed
08/10/2008
02/10/2016
Schedule 1 species
22/01/2017
12/03/2015
Schedule 1 species, amber listed 23/11/2012
Red listed
01/10/2016
Amber listed
04/01/2004
Schedule 1 species
08/12/2014

1
1
2
2
1
4
7
8
1
1
2

TQ4500
TQ4500 male
TQ4500 pair also 8/2
TQ4500 (15:15‐17:00)
TQ4500
TQ457003 TQ457003
TQ4500 also 7 on 27/10
TQ455003 This vegetated shingle; coastal grassland; scru
TQ4500 (10:30‐12:30) Long staying male bird seen we
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 (11:00‐13:30)
1 TQ4500 side of concrete path to beach
1 TQ4500
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Representation ID: REP/008/E1

Representation ID:

REP/008/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/008

Name:

Johnny Denis

Organisation:

Lewes District Council

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Councillor

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

johnny.denis@lewes.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I'd like to submit that new policy E1 in Newhaven replaces locally designated green
space and has replaced this with a development area. This is undesirable. It opens up
the west of the shingle beach and wildlife rich hinterland to further development contrary
to popular hopes and aspirations and the will of both Seaford and Newhaven Town
Councils.
This wasn't on the original consulation and the process here seems to be unfair that
representations form ESCC and Newhaven Ports can override the will of local people.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/008/E1

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cllr Johnny Denis
31 October 2018 13:46
ldf
Consultation

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I'd like to submit that new policy E1 in Newhaven replaces locally designated green space and has replaced
this with a development area. This is undesirable. It opens up the west of the shingle beach and wildlife rich
hinterland to further development contrary to popular hopes and aspirations and the will of both Seaford and
Newhaven Town Councils.
This wasn't on the original consulation and the process here seems to be unfair that representations form
ESCC and Newhaven Ports can override the will of local people.
Thanks
Johnny

Councillor Johnny Denis
Ouse Valley & Ringmer
Lewes District Council
Green Party - For the Common Good

1
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Representation ID: REP/009/E1

Representation ID:

REP/009/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/009

Name:

Chris Flavin

Organisation:

East Sussex County Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Infrastructure/service provider

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Chris.Flavin@eastsussex.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
In responding to the previous iteration of the plan, the County Council expressed
concern that the absence of specific policies for Newhaven Port could create ambiguity
for decision-makers in relation to proposals within the Port area. In turn, we suggested
that the Port area is defined and some policy framework is provided to aid in future
decision making. In light of these previous comments, we welcome the inclusion of such
a policy (Policy E1) along with the supporting text.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/009/E1
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Communities, Economy & Transport
Rupert Clubb
BEng(Hons) CEng MICE
Director

County Hall
St Anne’s Crescent
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1UE
Tel: 0345 60 80 190
Fax: 01273 479536
www.eastsussex.gov.uk

Tondra Thom, Planning Policy Lead
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB

05 November 2018
Dear Tondra,
East Sussex County Council Representations on the Proposed Submission
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site allocations and development management policies
The County Council wish to make the following representations which seek
modifications to make certain aspects of the Proposed Submission Local Plan sound.
We also have some other comments and observations which relate to certain points
that we raised at the draft consultation stage.
Highway Authority
Policy NH01 – South of Valley Road, Newhaven
The County Council, as Highway Authority, has very significant concerns with the
proposed access arrangements for the proposed allocation on this site. We are not
aware of any evidence existing, including anything submitted by the site proponent,
that addresses our concerns. Therefore, as it stands, we do not consider that the
deliverability of this proposed allocation has been demonstrated. In turn, it is
considered that this policy is ‘unsound’, due to it not being effective.
The policy stipulates that access to the site will be from Valley Road. The proposed
use of Valley Road to and from the east of the site (and links to the C7 ‘Lewes Road’)
is problematic; primarily due to the multiple ownerships of Valley Road and the
adjoining land, but also because of the classification of Valley Road as a Restricted
Byway and its current condition as a narrow track which is unsuitable for serving
additional vehicular traffic.
As a Restricted Byway [11d] the road allows for cyclists, pedestrians and horse-riders
but not for motor propelled vehicles unless it can be proved that the site had historic
vehicular rights prior to the Natural Environment for Rural Communities Act of 2006
extinguishing these rights (in a previous planning application on the site this proof was
not provided).
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Even if vehicular rights can be proven, the narrow width and the surface of Valley
Road between the proposed site and the eastern end of the Restricted Byway
(the point at which the adopted road starts -close to the Breakwater Academy
School) is unsuitable to serve additional vehicular traffic. Any new development here
would therefore need to improve/widen Valley Road to cater for a two way flow of
traffic, with a separate footway on the northern side together with a proper turning
head. This improved section of Valley Road would then need to be formally adopted
in view of its status as a restricted byway to enable access by all motor propelled
vehicles.
The multiple ownership of Valley Road complicates matters as each owner would
need to be party to any agreement in order to allow these improvement works to take
place and secure the adoption of the road as highway; something which was
previously highlighted with the previous planning application on part of the proposed
site (planning ref. LW/15/0881).
An alternative access route which could be used is via the residential developments off
The Fairway to the west/south-west of the site. ‘The Fairway’ includes The Fairway,
Brazen Close and Rothwell Close and does not form part of the adopted public
highway. However, the residential roads off The Fairway are privately owned and are
unlikely to be adopted due to various longstanding issues including drainage.
Any developer of the proposed Policy NH01 site would require agreement from the
owners of these roads [we believe that this is currently Persimmon Homes] to gain
access to this proposed site.
Another obstacle is that there is no simple way of connecting the proposal site to The
Fairway, Brazen Close or Rothwell Close. There are a number of complications with
each possible option but the main issue is that the proposal site owner doesn’t have
any control (or own) any of the surrounding land.
Another obstacle is that in order to connect the site access to The Fairway, Brazen
Close or Rothwell Close, the access route would still have to go across or along part of
Valley Road.
We would not wish to see vehicular access direct onto Brighton Road. The existing
house on the site 'Jace' is served by a steep and narrow access onto the A259 which
is not suitable to serve any further development. The site is within 40mph speed limit
and therefore visibility splays that would need to be provided are 2.4m x 120m in both
directions. These splays do not appear to be achievable unless third party land was
acquired. Furthermore, as the land here falls away steeply, it is unlikely that suitable
gradients would be achievable which would also affect the visibility for vehicular
egress. Assessment of the increase in trips onto the A259 at this point would be
required with consideration given to the adjacent controlled crossing.
In conclusion, as it stands the access to the proposed allocation is unlikely to be
deliverable from Valley Road [via the C7] or from any of the other alternatives such as
The Fairway due to the problems involving third party land.
Policy RG01 – Caburn Field, Ringmer
The County Council is content with the proposed policy and supporting text for this
proposed allocation.
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Electric Vehicle Charging Points
We accept that you have chosen not to follow our previous recommendation to include
a specific planning policy on Electric Vehicle Charging Points but we would urge you to
help raise the profile of EVCP’s by making reference to the Technical Guidance note
on EVCP's within the Plan and providing a web link to the document. It is particularly
important to highlight the valuable contribution that new housing developments need to
make in providing charging points which encourage and facilitate the uptake of
Electrical Vehicles and ultimately contribute towards improvements in air quality.
We note that Lewes DC is currently conducting a public survey regarding electric
vehicle charging points and we hope that this will help support the implementation of a
planning policy on EVCP’s at some point in the future.
Lead Local Flood Authority
The County Council, in its role as the Lead Local Flood Authority, had previously
requested that the Local Plan Part 2 was supported by an up-to-date Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment. It is now recognised that as the Local Plan Part 2 does not set the
strategic planning policies for the District (para 156 of the NPPF states “Strategic
policies should be informed by a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment”) that such a piece
of evidence is not strictly necessary. Nevertheless, local flood risk does need to be
appropriately addressed in the Local Plan Part 2, in particular with the proposed
allocations.
Core Policy 12 of the Joint Core Strategy sets a number of policy criteria that should
ensure that local flood risk and drainage are appropriately addressed in any proposals
that are submitted in pursuant of the proposed allocations.
It is noted that some of the proposed allocations in the Local Plan Part 2 (e.g. BA02
and BA03) include the following policy criterion;
“Appropriate Flood Risk Assessment, surface water drainage strategy and mitigation is
agreed with appropriate body and local planning authority and implemented
accordingly;”
The rationale for why this policy criterion is included is contained within the supporting
text for the policy. Whilst we do not wish to oppose these relevant policies, we would
wish to emphasise that an appropriate drainage strategy needs to be agreed and
implemented on all the proposed allocations in the plan. The District Council may wish
to propose some minor modifications to the plan to address this matter.
Minerals and Waste Planning Policy
The Minerals and Waste Planning Authority does not wish to challenge the legal
compliance or soundness of the Plan. However some changes are suggested which
the Council is encouraged to pursue.
Lewes District Policies Map
The Lewes District Policies Map does not appear to make reference to or show the
adopted Waste and Minerals Local Plan Policies Map. It is, therefore, requested that
reference is made to the Waste and Minerals Local Plan Policies Map on the Lewes
District Polices map and if possible is incorporated into the map itself. A copy of the
electronic GIS data is available on data.gov.uk or can be provided on request.
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Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
In responding to the previous iteration of the plan, the County Council expressed
concern that the absence of specific policies for Newhaven Port could create
ambiguity for decision-makers in relation to proposals within the Port area. In turn, we
suggested that the Port area is defined and some policy framework is provided to aid
in future decision making. In light of these previous comments, we welcome the
inclusion of such a policy (Policy E1) along with the supporting text.
Policy DM27
It is noted that previous comments on this policy do not appear to have been
incorporated into the Plan. The LPA is encouraged to reconsider this and incorporate
them as a minor modification to the Plan.
Previous comment: Whilst Policy DM27 (4) on Landscape design is supported
(“where practicable, use material excavated from the site for re-contouring, infilling and
top-soiling, ensuring that any land re-modelling respects the local topographic
character”), it would be preferable for the Plan to make reference to the other
requirements of Policy WMP 3d of the Waste and Minerals Plan 2013 to
minimise/manage waste during construction, demolition and excavation.
Should you require any further information on these points please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely

Jon Wheeler
Team Manager, Strategic Economic Infrastructure
T: 01273 482212
E: jonathan.wheeler@eastsussex.gov.uk
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Representation ID: REP/011/E1

Representation ID:

REP/011/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the
existing Tide Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and
leisure use and as a distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community
Action Newhaven that the area of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not
include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
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Representation ID: REP/011/E1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,
Email:
Telephone:
Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver

1
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.

3
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.

4
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The planned expansion of Newhaven Port is already committed to with permission
granted for the building of a new road link and bridge that will come into the area
allocated as site E1 and connecting to the scheme with planning consent for the
redeveloped East Quay area to the south west of the allocation. Under the conditions of
the planning permission for the redeveloped East Quay area is the agreed provision for
an area of nature reserve immediately to the east of site E1 and adjacent to the SDNP
boundary in the area of Tide Mills. Part of the Tide Mills area is within the SDNP to the
east.
Emerging SDLP Local Plan Policy SD18: The Open Coast describes the area of Tide
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Mills, up to the SDNP boundary adjacent to the proposed nature reserve, as the Zone of
Undeveloped Coast as shown on Figure 5.6 relating to that policy. At the coast this zone
extends from west of Seaford to the SDNP boundary and the edge of the agreed nature
reserve. Paragraph 5.162 of the supporting text for emerging Policy SD18 asserts the
landscape sensitivity of this coastal area and the need for a coordinated approach to
development which recognizes the adjacent pressures on this vulnerable area.
Core Policy 10 (CP10) of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), Lewes Local Plan Part 1 refers
to the first purpose of the SDNP, to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife
and cultural heritage of the area. CP10 also refers to appropriate mitigation and
compensation where development impacts on the SDNP. The SDNP is in close
proximity to site E1 and through the open nature of the coastline and the adjacent
agreed nature reserve is visually connected to the allocated site. Therefore it is
suggested Policy E1 cross-references policy CP10 and refers positively to the setting of
the SDNP, and the need to respect the landscape character of this connected area with
appropriate mitigation and compensation as required.
Also it is suggested the preamble paragraphs to the policy also make reference to the
South Downs Integrated Landscape Character Assessment (SDILCA), specifically the
Landscape Management and Development Considerations described in Appendix F,
Landscape Type F: Major River Floodplains, and F2: Ouse Floodplain area
http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-F-MajorRiver-Floodplains.pdf The wording should include the need for Visual and Landscape
Character Assessment to be carried out on detailed proposals for site E1 using the
SDILCA, due to the proximity of the SDNP and the setting it provides to the proposed
allocated site.
It is suggested Policy E1 cross references Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity, given the Local Nature Reserve and Local Wildlife Sites that are likely to
be effected by development on site E1, especially the proximity to the east of the agreed
nature reserve.
In addition it is suggested the policy contains wording on the protection of existing
connectivity on non-motorised travel routes through site E1, including to the nearby area
to the east in the SDNP. This reflects the intention in the JCS Core Policy Policy 13:
Sustainable Travel, bullet point c, and the policy intention for the adjacent area of the
National Park as covered by Strategic Policy SD20: Walking, Cycling and Equestrian
Routes in the Submission SDLP.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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05 November 2018

Tondra Thom
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
Dear Tondra
Subject: SDNPA representation to Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and
Development Management Pre-Submission Document consultation (Regulation
19)
Thank you for consulting the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA) on the PreSubmission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (LLPP2).
The SDNPA and all relevant authorities are required to have regard to the purposes of the
South Downs National Park (SDNP) as set out in Section 62 of the Environment Act 1995.
The purposes are ‘to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage
of the area’ and ‘to promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the
special qualities of the national park by the public.’
Duty to Cooperate
The SDNPA has a set of six strategic cross-boundary priorities. I would like to take the
opportunity to again highlight these which provide a framework for ongoing Duty to
Cooperate discussions:
•
Conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the area.
•
Conserving and enhancing the region’s biodiversity (including green infrastructure
issues).
•
The delivery of new homes, including affordable homes and pitches for Gypsies,
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.
•
The promotion of sustainable tourism.
•
Development of the local economy.
•
Improving the efficiency of transport networks by enhancing the proportion of
travel by sustainable modes and promoting policies which reduce the need to travel.
Housing
The housing provision figures set out in the emerging LLPP2 and the South Downs Local Plan
(SDLP) both flow from and need to be consistent with the Lewes Joint Core Strategy
notwithstanding the quashing of Policies SP1 and SP2 of the JCS insofar as they relate to the
SDLP. This set a figure of 6,900 net additional dwellings to be provided in the plan area,
which is equivalent to approximately 345 net additional dwellings per annum. Table 1 of the
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Statement of Common Ground between LDC and the SDNPA signed in March 2018, which I
am attaching for your reference, sets out a SDLP housing provision figure of 1,307 for the
plan period 2014-2033. Table 1 of the LLPP2 gives a housing figure of 1,432 for that part of
Lewes District within the SDNP for the plan period 2010-2030. The difference of 125 is
most likely due to the different plan periods. It would be good to meet and discuss the
matter and consider whether a focused review of the Statement of Common Ground is
needed.
Site Allocations
Policy GT01 – Land south of The Plough
Welcome the proposal to allocate this site for five net additional permanent Gypsy and
Traveller pitches, and the potential for meeting the assessed need for the Lewes District
outside the SDNP.
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
The planned expansion of Newhaven Port is already committed to with permission granted
for the building of a new road link and bridge that will come into the area allocated as site E1
and connecting to the scheme with planning consent for the redeveloped East Quay area to
the south west of the allocation. Under the conditions of the planning permission for the
redeveloped East Quay area is the agreed provision for an area of nature reserve
immediately to the east of site E1 and adjacent to the SDNP boundary in the area of Tide
Mills. Part of the Tide Mills area is within the SDNP to the east.
Emerging SDLP Local Plan Policy SD18: The Open Coast describes the area of Tide Mills, up
to the SDNP boundary adjacent to the proposed nature reserve, as the Zone of
Undeveloped Coast as shown on Figure 5.6 relating to that policy. At the coast this zone
extends from west of Seaford to the SDNP boundary and the edge of the agreed nature
reserve. Paragraph 5.162 of the supporting text for emerging Policy SD18 asserts the
landscape sensitivity of this coastal area and the need for a coordinated approach to
development which recognizes the adjacent pressures on this vulnerable area.
Core Policy 10 (CP10) of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), Lewes Local Plan Part 1 refers to the
first purpose of the SDNP, to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural
heritage of the area. CP10 also refers to appropriate mitigation and compensation where
development impacts on the SDNP. The SDNP is in close proximity to site E1 and through
the open nature of the coastline and the adjacent agreed nature reserve is visually connected
to the allocated site. Therefore it is suggested Policy E1 cross-references policy CP10 and
refers positively to the setting of the SDNP, and the need to respect the landscape character
of this connected area with appropriate mitigation and compensation as required.
Also it is suggested the preamble paragraphs to the policy also make reference to the South
Downs Integrated Landscape Character Assessment (SDILCA), specifically the Landscape
Management and Development Considerations described in Appendix F, Landscape Type F:
Major River Floodplains, and F2: Ouse Floodplain area http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-F-Major-River-Floodplains.pdf The wording should
include the need for Visual and Landscape Character Assessment to be carried out on
detailed proposals for site E1 using the SDILCA, due to the proximity of the SDNP and the
setting it provides to the proposed allocated site.
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It is suggested Policy E1 cross references Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity, given the Local Nature Reserve and Local Wildlife Sites that are likely to be
effected by development on site E1, especially the proximity to the east of the agreed nature
reserve.
In addition it is suggested the policy contains wording on the protection of existing
connectivity on non-motorised travel routes through site E1, including to the nearby area to
the east in the SDNP. This reflects the intention in the JCS Core Policy Policy 13: Sustainable
Travel, bullet point c, and the policy intention for the adjacent area of the National Park as
covered by Strategic Policy SD20: Walking, Cycling and Equestrian Routes in the Submission
SDLP.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village
Way, Falmer
The SDNPA supports the wording in paragraph 3.19 in the preamble to the policy regarding
key views into the SDNP, the stadium and the setting of the SDNP, and in paragraph 3.20
that the stadium has been designed to sit within the natural curves of the downland. We
strongly support the wording in paragraphs a) and b) of Policy E2.
To be consistent with the SDNPA’s response to the Brighton and Hove Draft City Plan Part
2 Consultation (Regulation 18), Policy SSA7 (site adjacent to E2) the following comments are
made. We suggest adding to the preamble paragraphs that the site is also a gateway into the
SDNP from the City of Brighton and Hove. We suggest adding to the policy the need to
provide visual connectivity to the SDNP, and therefore consideration of the setting in
proximity to the SDNP, in terms of the design of any proposed development. In the
preamble paragraphs suggest adding wording referencing the proposal site as a gateway to
the SDNP when exiting the City along a key transport route. Also suggest adding the need to
use materials and design reflecting the setting of the SDNP and referencing the SDILCA,
specifically the Landscape Management and Development Considerations described in
Appendix A, Landscape Type A: Open Downland and A2: Adur to Ouse Open Downs area
http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-A-OpenDownland.pdf
Lewes Local Plan Part 2 and Neighbourhood Plans Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)
The SDNPA overall supports the methodology and conclusions of the HRA in particular the
use of the Joint Habitat Regulations Assessment Addendum which forms Appendix B of the
Lewes Local Plan Part 2 HRA.
Yours sincerely

Lucy Howard
Planning Policy Manager
Lucy.howard@southdowns.gov.uk
01730 819284
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E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Seaford Town Council objects to policy E1 in the Plan for the following reasons:The area covered by the policy encroaches on the open green adjacent to Tidemills
which is within the designated South Downs National Park and extends to the edge of
the beach to the east of Newhaven Harbour.
Any development on this 'greenfield' area is bound to have a significant adverse impact
on its natural environment. Views across to the area from the Bishopstone area of
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Seaford and the sweeping views across Seaford Bay towards Newhaven Harbour which
contribute so much to the quality of Seaford and its seafront will also be permanently
scarred. E1 is therefore not consistent with the policies in the National Planning Policy
Framework 2018 (para 172) relating to the protection of designated National Parks.
The Tidemills area is an area of historic importance which attracts many visitors and its
protection is seen as a shared responsibility for the two adjoining towns. Any proposed
development which threatens the special quality and the unique natural environment of
that area in any way should be opposed.
The plan of the area within policy E1 does not show the line of the proposed Port Access
Road (PAR). If the land to the east of the PAR were excluded from the policy this would
at least ensure that the sensitive area of Tidemills and the SDNP should remain unspoilt.
The PAR would form a defined boundary between the 'brownfield' land to the west and
the 'greenfield' area to the east
The commentary in the Plan states that impact of policy E1 on the National Park would
be minimised This acknowledges that there would inevitably be an adverse impact on
the SDNP and it is difficult to see how this could be minimised other than by excluding
this 'greenfield' area
The policy as it stands does not accord with the sustainability principles embedded in
the draft Plan. It should not remain in the Plan other than in the suggested modified
form.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Planning <planning@seafordtowncouncil.gov.uk>
04 November 2018 20:08
ldf
Lewes Local Plan Pt 2 Consultation - Response from Seaford Town Council

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Seaford Town Council objects to policy E1 in the Plan for the following reasons:‐
The area covered by the policy encroaches on the open green adjacent to Tidemills which is within the
designated South Downs National Park and extends to the edge of the beach to the east of Newhaven
Harbour.
Any development on this ‘greenfield’ area is bound to have a significant adverse impact on its natural
environment. Views across to the area from the Bishopstone area of Seaford and the sweeping views
across Seaford Bay towards Newhaven Harbour which contribute so much to the quality of Seaford and its
seafront will also be permanently scarred. E1 is therefore not consistent with the policies in the National
Planning Policy Framework 2018 (para 172) relating to the protection of designated National Parks.
The Tidemills area is an area of historic importance which attracts many visitors and its protection is seen
as a shared responsibility for the two adjoining towns. Any proposed development which threatens the
special quality and the unique natural environment of that area in any way should be opposed.
The plan of the area within policy E1 does not show the line of the proposed Port Access Road (PAR). If the
land to the east of the PAR were excluded from the policy this would at least ensure that the sensitive area
of Tidemills and the SDNP should remain unspoilt. The PAR would form a defined boundary between the
‘brownfield’ land to the west and the 'greenfield' area to the east
The commentary in the Plan states that impact of policy E1 on the National Park would be minimised This
acknowledges that there would inevitably be an adverse impact on the SDNP and it is difficult to see how
this could be minimised other than by excluding this 'greenfield' area
The policy as it stands does not accord with the sustainability principles embedded in the draft Plan. It
should not remain in the Plan other than in the suggested modified form.
James Corrigan
Town Clerk
Seaford Town Council 5th November 2018

Geoff Johnson
Planning Officer (6 Hours per week)
Seaford Town Council
37 Church Street, Seaford, East Sussex, BN25 1HG
Tel: 01323 894 870
Web: www.seafordtowncouncil.gov.uk
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Newhaven Town Council's Representation on LDC Local Plan Part 2
Following discussion at Newhaven Town Council's Full Council meeting on the 16th
October regarding Lewes District Council's consultation of Local Plan Part 2, the town
council is making the following comments:
The reference in the Local Plan Part 2 to Neighbourhood Plans in general is welcome,
and in particular to the emerging Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan that will shortly be
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submitted for consultation under Regulation 16.
Policy E1
Local Plan Policy E1 seeks to bring up to date the earlier Policy NH20 allocated in the
LDC Local Plan 2003. However, there have been demonstrable and fundamental
changes to this land and the surrounding area which override the mere duplication of
this policy in Local Plan Part 2. The Town Council strongly objects to this allocation on
the following grounds:
* a) Since the 2003 allocation, land to the north and east has been included in the South
Downs National Park designation. The National Planning Policy Framework 2018 states
that GREAT WEIGHT should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and
scenic beauty in National Parks. The National Park is at its nearest point some 75
metres from the allocation, therefore any allocation in this area should not have any
'material' impact on the National Park or its context. The Port Masterplan states that
"National Park may be susceptible to visual impacts from any significant landscape
changes the and as such sensitive planning regarding future development proposals will
be required". It is considered that policy E1 has not been sensitively considered with the
policy stating that development ensure that visual impact on the landscape and scenic
beauty be 'minimised'. This is impossible to clearly define, intangible and therefore does
not meet the requirement that planning policies be clear and unambiguous.
* b) The site plan is not representative of what the site will look like by the time the Local
Plan is adopted. The port access road which is under construction will cut through the
centre of the site and this should be recognised in the text and map. Phase 1 of the Port
Access Road provides a defensible boundary, which divides the urban fringe to the west
and open undeveloped land to the east. This development approach should be repeated
to the next phase of the Port Access Road to the south meaning that the site area of
Policy E1 be reduced from the east, thereby reducing the impact of development on the
National Park, reducing the impact on the character of the undeveloped bay and
reducing the impact on recognised habitat and biodiversity of value, all of which are
substantive considerations.
* c) The original policy NH 20 sanctioned development on this land if it was wholly
related to the upgrading and expansion of the port. The replacement policy no longer
restricts development to just port related development but there is no justification
qualifying the change of approach. The recent approval for the improved deep-water
berth and port expansion, in addition to the building of the port access road supports the
approach that this land be used in connection with port needs only. There is no evidence
to suggest that Newhaven has any quantitative need for employment space and
regeneration has as its key concept, the re-use of brownfield land, making the best use
of land. Employment land reviews and updates qualify this, with the emphasis on
improving the quality of existing employment provision rather than the quantity.
* d) The site is outside of Newhaven's Enterprise Zone. Newhaven Enterprise Zone (EZ)
plans an important part of Newhaven regeneration and its vision therefore should be
captured by the aspirations for this local plan. The regeneration for Newhaven is
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predicated on a vision of 'sustainable development' via: 'clean, green and marine
technology sectors, including manufacturing and engineering industries linked to the
maritime sector. "
In addition, this designation is having a 'luke warm' influence on inducing firms to move
to Newhaven, despite the support to businesses it provides with large financial gains to
them. This reinforces the conclusions drawn from studies that Newhaven already has
enough general employment land to meet the need. Development east of the port
access road will make a negligible addition to Newhaven's total offer of employment land
but a significant material impact on the character of this unique and protected
landscape. The Employment Land Review points out that implementation of the EZ will
enable Newhaven to deliver a substantial increase of around 55,000 sq.m of new
commercial floorspace, as well as refurbishing a further 15,000 sq.m. This is clearly
more than adequate to meet the need identified up to 2030. As identified in the
Employment land report, there are numerous vacant undeveloped sites within the EZ,
including nearby Eastside North and Eastside South, two new industrial estates, both
empty available for development, both within the EZ zone, and both on land which is far
more suitable for development.
* e) This undeveloped site forms part of the wide sweep of Seaford Bay, a long and
exposed shingle beach with iconic views of both Seaford Head and Newhaven Fort
SSSI. It is one of the few locations in the whole South Downs designation where the
National Park meets the sea. It is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, and
forms part of the UN designated Living Coast Biosphere. Development that interrupts
the character of this open and wild area will create a significant detrimental visual
impact, harmful to the setting and designation of the South Downs National Park.
* f) It is designated as a local wildlife site and its internationally important habitat
includes vegetated shingle and several red book species. The East Sussex Vegetated
Shingle Management Plan (Tim Smith 2009) points out that Tide Mills (west) 'exhibits an
extremely good example of a vegetated shingle habitat' and suggests possibilities for
habitat expansion. The Habitat action plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following
objectives and targets, which this application fails to address:
* Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex.
* Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex.
* Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.
* g) The South Downs (draft) local plan has a vision of Newhaven based on sustainable
tourism as the gateway to the South Downs. If this site is retained as a local wildlife site,
crossed by footpaths, it represents is a key opportunity to realise that vision whereas the
proposed employment use in E1 would work directly against it. Newhaven
Neighbourhood Plan does not apply to this specific area, which is opted out, however as
background it against sets out the vision of Newhaven as: 'a hub for the 'clean and
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green' sector.'
* h) The Port Master Plan identifies the ecological importance and sensitivity of the site
and notes that this area "has the potential to host a number of protected species 1 such
as great crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were
undertaken during 2011 to determine the presence of such species and these surveys
identified a variety of habitats of principal importance under the Natural Environment and
Rural Communities Act 2006 including calcareous grassland, reedbirds, vegetated
shingle (a UK Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitat) and hedgerows. The bird surveys
identified some 86 species of birds of which 8 are of high conservation value". In terms
of development the masterplan states that "any future developments at the port would
need to be mindful of nesting periods and encouraging the breeding of these birds
through provision of specific types and positioning of nesting boxes for the varying
species of bird" and that "to the east of the port a Site of Nature Conservation
Importance (SNCI) which, although it is not subject to statutory designation, has the
potential to host a number of protected species such as great crested newts,
invertebrates and reptiles".
The Port Master Plan outlines a clear vision of development based on expansion of
freight/ passenger use, and in terms of development, on renewables and clean
technology. It states "The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving
commercial and ferry port and tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating
businesses in the new low carbon, leisure marine and fishing industries." There are five
strategic objectives, of which objective 2 is to: (2) Invest in infrastructure to establish a
clean technology and renewable energy business cluster, building on the success of
existing local businesses and the current opportunities in offshore wind. The Local Plan
policy makes no reference to this specialism.
* i) Flood risks in the Employment Land Report are identified as an important barrier to
commercial development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a
particularly issue in this location. The nearby Rampion building, also on shingle, required
foundations 60m deep. Shingle beaches themselves act as a flood barrier so
development in this area could impact on flood risk on land nearby.
* j) The Article 4 Direction for Newhaven will take effect in November 2018, withdrawing
permitted development rights for changes of use from offices or light industrial to
residential. This is action has been taken to support Core Policy 4 (Economic
Development and Regeneration) in terms of safeguarding existing employment sites
from other competing uses. This designation further reduces the need for this site to be
in employment use, as the sites identified lying within EZ are safeguarded under this
policy.
* k) Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested
with bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory and an opening swing bridge. Part 1
of the Core plan focuses on relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in
Newhaven, in particular Core Policy 9 which seeks to improve air quality. Reference is
made to the need to consider cumulative impact and this is echoed by the Newhaven Air
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Quality Action Plan which states "Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven
which have been identified for housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that
this is likely to generate, this action is critical to ensure not only that air quality
improvements come to fruition, but that the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air
quality using relatively crude assumptions relating to traffic growth have shown a
potentially significant worsening of air quality around the Ring Road in future years in
relation to the baseline scenario of no growth. It is therefore imperative that the planning
system is utilised to ensure that new development can support the Air Quality Action
Plan, rather than hinder its implementation."
The Local Plan policy makes no reference to the need to provide an environmental
impact assessment or Traffic study to support air quality imperatives. The planning
system is key to improving air quality and a key way where improvements can be
secured.
* l) Local Plan 2003 at NH20 sought to reduce and mitigate the impact of development at
East Quay through environmental impact assessments, sustainable transport provision,
lighting constraints and landscaping initiatives. This has not been repeated in the
updated Local Plan policy which is silent on any mitigation on environmental impacts.
In conclusion, sustainable development lies at the heart of the planning process and is a
key consideration in determining the robustness of development plans. NPPF 2012
states "plans should be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of
sustainable development" and that strategic policies should make provision for
"conservation and enhancement of the natural, built and historic environment, including
landscape and green infrastructure"
It is respectfully suggested that policy E1 is contrary to this government requirement with
its impact on the elements as outlined above.
Concern has also been raised by the local community regarding the clarity of the plans.
The overarching map for Newhaven on the consultation website (Policies Map - Inset
Map 2 Newhaven) suggests E1 covers a much smaller area - i.e the key shows dark
green but the majority of the E1 area is erroneously shown in dark pink.
The position of the Port Access Road on the map for the policy would also give clarity
and substantiate the request that the site area be reduced, so that employment
development be contained to the west of the Port Access Road with the highway
creating a defensible boundary to the biodiverse rich and nationally designated land to
the east.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Newhaven Town Council’s Representation on LDC Local Plan Part 2
Following discussion at Newhaven Town Council’s Full Council meeting on the 16th October
regarding Lewes District Council’s consultation of Local Plan Part 2, the town council is making the
following comments:
The reference in the Local Plan Part 2 to Neighbourhood Plans in general is welcome, and in
particular to the emerging Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan that will shortly be submitted for
consultation under Regulation 16.
Policy NH02
In respect of Local Plan Policy NH02, land at the Marina at present supports mixed use including
employment generating uses such as marine related manufacturing (supporting the local marine
cluster referenced in the Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan at Policy E4). The policy and preamble
makes no reference to such uses, although the retention of employment generating uses is
supported in LDC’s Core Policy 4 in the adopted Local Plan Part 1 and Newhaven Neighbourhood
Plan.
Newhaven’s Neighbourhood Plan at Policy E4 recognises that the value of the marine sector and
seeks to retain land and premises used by them, with development needing to take into account
their needs and operations. The site plan appears to include part of the slipway but makes no
reference to its retention. The additional slipway at the southern section of the site is totally within
the site boundary but not referred to. The loss of marine infrastructure including slipways in this
part of Newhaven would be catastrophic to the marine industry and contrary to LDC’s own policies
and those of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Local Plan Part 2, Policy NH02 refers to the support of small-scale specialised retail/food and drink
premises and leisure uses associated with The Marina activities. The policy appears to relate to the
direct needs of the marina and not for the wider needs of tourism. The Marina in Newhaven (like all
marinas), attracts visitors with the attraction of The Fort visitor centre adjacent, also being a pull. It
seems reasonable for smaller scale retail and leisure uses that are not directly related to the marina
to be supported and that the statement be included in the main body of the policy rather than an
aside, bearing in mind the existing offer of the town as; a junction of continental, national, regional
and local traffic, providing a gateway to the South Downs National Park and Egrets Way
development providing a sustainable transport route between Lewes and Newhaven which will
attract visitors in its own right.
Policy E1
Local Plan Policy E1 seeks to bring up to date the earlier Policy NH20 allocated in the LDC Local Plan
2003. However, there have been demonstrable and fundamental changes to this land and the
surrounding area which override the mere duplication of this policy in Local Plan Part 2. The Town
Council strongly objects to this allocation on the following grounds:
a) Since the 2003 allocation, land to the north and east has been included in the South
Downs National Park designation. The National Planning Policy Framework 2018 states that
GREAT WEIGHT should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in
1
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National Parks. The National Park is at its nearest point some 75 metres from the allocation,
therefore any allocation in this area should not have any ‘material’ impact on the National
Park or its context. The Port Masterplan states that “National Park may be susceptible to
visual impacts from any significant landscape changes the and as such sensitive planning
regarding future development proposals will be required”. It is considered that policy E1 has
not been sensitively considered with the policy stating that development ensure that visual
impact on the landscape and scenic beauty be ‘minimised’. This is impossible to clearly
define, intangible and therefore does not meet the requirement that planning policies be
clear and unambiguous.
b) The site plan is not representative of what the site will look like by the time the Local Plan
is adopted. The port access road which is under construction will cut through the centre of
the site and this should be recognised in the text and map. Phase 1 of the Port Access Road
provides a defensible boundary, which divides the urban fringe to the west and open
undeveloped land to the east. This development approach should be repeated to the next
phase of the Port Access Road to the south meaning that the site area of Policy E1 be
reduced from the east, thereby reducing the impact of development on the National Park,
reducing the impact on the character of the undeveloped bay and reducing the impact on
recognised habitat and biodiversity of value, all of which are substantive considerations.
c) The original policy NH 20 sanctioned development on this land if it was wholly related to
the upgrading and expansion of the port. The replacement policy no longer restricts
development to just port related development but there is no justification qualifying the
change of approach. The recent approval for the improved deep-water berth and port
expansion, in addition to the building of the port access road supports the approach that this
land be used in connection with port needs only. There is no evidence to suggest that
Newhaven has any quantitative need for employment space and regeneration has as its key
concept, the re-use of brownfield land, making the best use of land. Employment land
reviews and updates qualify this, with the emphasis on improving the quality of existing
employment provision rather than the quantity.
d) The site is outside of Newhaven’s Enterprise Zone. Newhaven Enterprise Zone (EZ) plans
an important part of Newhaven regeneration and its vision therefore should be captured by
the aspirations for this local plan. The regeneration for Newhaven is predicated on a vision
of ‘sustainable development’ via: ‘clean, green and marine technology sectors, including
manufacturing and engineering industries linked to the maritime sector. “
In addition, this designation is having a ‘luke warm’ influence on inducing firms to move to
Newhaven, despite the support to businesses it provides with large financial gains to them.
This reinforces the conclusions drawn from studies that Newhaven already has enough
general employment land to meet the need. Development east of the port access road will
make a negligible addition to Newhaven’s total offer of employment land but a significant
material impact on the character of this unique and protected landscape. The Employment
Land Review points out that implementation of the EZ will enable Newhaven to deliver a
substantial increase of around 55,000 sq.m of new commercial floorspace, as well as
refurbishing a further 15,000 sq.m. This is clearly more than adequate to meet the need
2
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identified up to 2030. As identified in the Employment land report, there are numerous
vacant undeveloped sites within the EZ, including nearby Eastside North and Eastside South,
two new industrial estates, both empty available for development, both within the EZ zone,
and both on land which is far more suitable for development.
e) This undeveloped site forms part of the wide sweep of Seaford Bay, a long and exposed
shingle beach with iconic views of both Seaford Head and Newhaven Fort SSSI. It is one of
the few locations in the whole South Downs designation where the National Park meets the
sea. It is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, and forms part of the UN
designated Living Coast Biosphere. Development that interrupts the character of this open
and wild area will create a significant detrimental visual impact, harmful to the setting and
designation of the South Downs National Park.
f) It is designated as a local wildlife site and its internationally important habitat includes
vegetated shingle and several red book species. The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle
Management Plan (Tim Smith 2009) points out that Tide Mills (west) ‘exhibits an extremely
good example of a vegetated shingle habitat’ and suggests possibilities for habitat
expansion. The Habitat action plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following objectives and
targets, which this application fails to address:




Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex.
Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex.
Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.

g) The South Downs (draft) local plan has a vision of Newhaven based on sustainable tourism
as the gateway to the South Downs. If this site is retained as a local wildlife site, crossed by
footpaths, it represents is a key opportunity to realise that vision whereas the proposed
employment use in E1 would work directly against it. Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan does
not apply to this specific area, which is opted out, however as background it against sets out
the vision of Newhaven as: ‘a hub for the ‘clean and green’ sector.’
h) The Port Master Plan identifies the ecological importance and sensitivity of the site and
notes that this area “has the potential to host a number of protected species 1 such as great
crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were undertaken during
2011 to determine the presence of such species and these surveys identified a variety of
habitats of principal importance under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 including calcareous grassland, reedbirds, vegetated shingle (a UK Biodiversity Action
Plan Priority Habitat) and hedgerows. The bird surveys identified some 86 species of birds of
which 8 are of high conservation value”. In terms of development the masterplan states that
“any future developments at the port would need to be mindful of nesting periods and
encouraging the breeding of these birds through provision of specific types and positioning of
nesting boxes for the varying species of bird” and that “to the east of the port a Site of
Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) which, although it is not subject to statutory
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designation, has the potential to host a number of protected species such as great crested
newts, invertebrates and reptiles”.
The Port Master Plan outlines a clear vision of development based on expansion of freight/
passenger use, and in terms of development, on renewables and clean technology. It states
“The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving commercial and ferry port and
tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses in the new low carbon,
leisure marine and fishing industries.” There are five strategic objectives, of which objective
2 is to: (2) Invest in infrastructure to establish a clean technology and renewable energy
business cluster, building on the success of existing local businesses and the current
opportunities in offshore wind. The Local Plan policy makes no reference to this specialism.
i) Flood risks in the Employment Land Report are identified as an important barrier to
commercial development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a
particularly issue in this location. The nearby Rampion building, also on shingle, required
foundations 60m deep. Shingle beaches themselves act as a flood barrier so development in
this area could impact on flood risk on land nearby.
j) The Article 4 Direction for Newhaven will take effect in November 2018, withdrawing
permitted development rights for changes of use from offices or light industrial to
residential. This is action has been taken to support Core Policy 4 (Economic Development
and Regeneration) in terms of safeguarding existing employment sites from other competing
uses. This designation further reduces the need for this site to be in employment use, as the
sites identified lying within EZ are safeguarded under this policy.
k) Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested with
bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory and an opening swing bridge. Part 1 of the
Core plan focuses on relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in Newhaven, in
particular Core Policy 9 which seeks to improve air quality. Reference is made to the need to
consider cumulative impact and this is echoed by the Newhaven Air Quality Action Plan
which states "Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have been identified
for housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to generate, this
action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition, but that
the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude assumptions
relating to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening of air quality around
the Ring Road in future years in relation to the baseline scenario of no growth. It is therefore
imperative that the planning system is utilised to ensure that new development can support
the Air Quality Action Plan, rather than hinder its implementation."
The Local Plan policy makes no reference to the need to provide an environmental impact
assessment or Traffic study to support air quality imperatives. The planning system is key to
improving air quality and a key way where improvements can be secured.
l) Local Plan 2003 at NH20 sought to reduce and mitigate the impact of development at East
Quay through environmental impact assessments, sustainable transport provision, lighting
constraints and landscaping initiatives. This has not been repeated in the updated Local Plan
policy which is silent on any mitigation on environmental impacts.
4
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In conclusion, sustainable development lies at the heart of the planning process and is a key
consideration in determining the robustness of development plans. NPPF 2012 states “plans should
be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development” and
that strategic policies should make provision for “conservation and enhancement of the natural,
built and historic environment, including landscape and green infrastructure”
It is respectfully suggested that policy E1 is contrary to this government requirement with its impact
on the elements as outlined above.
Concern has also been raised by the local community regarding the clarity of the plans. The
overarching map for Newhaven on the consultation website (Policies Map - Inset Map 2 Newhaven)
suggests E1 covers a much smaller area - i.e the key shows dark green but the majority of the E1
area is erroneously shown in dark pink.
The position of the Port Access Road on the map for the policy would also give clarity and
substantiate the request that the site area be reduced, so that employment development be
contained to the west of the Port Access Road with the highway creating a defensible boundary to
the biodiverse rich and nationally designated land to the east.
Yours sincerely,
Newhaven Town Council

5
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Representation ID: REP/019/E1

Representation ID:

REP/019/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/019

Name:

Marguerite Oxley

Organisation:

Environment Agency

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

marguerite.oxley@environment-agency.gov.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port falls in Flood Zones 2 and 3 (an area of higher flood
risk). In accordance with the NPPF 2018, we recommend the Sequential Test is
undertaken when allocating sites to ensure development is directed to the areas of
lowest flood risk. This should use evidence provided by an up to date Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment. We cannot see evidence of this approach to date and we would have
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concerns if development is allocated in Flood Zones 2 and 3 without the Sequential Test
being undertaken.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
This allocation has been added since the consultation draft and hence we have not had
the opportunity to comment on this previously.
We recommend that there should be evidence in the main document or the
Sustainability Appraisal to show that the Sequential Test has been undertaken and
satisfied.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/021/E1

Representation ID:

REP/021/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
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Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National
Park. There is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities
of the South Downs National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be
minimised however, from the information supplied, the impact from the development of
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this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to be significant. This allocation did
not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note that part of this land
was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been included at
this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location of this site we
therefore question the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in
an area of open coastline surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle
and floodplain grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to
the mean high water mark. This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and
supporting text make no mention of the biodiversity value of this site and this is of key
concern to Natural England. We advise that this allocation site is removed from the
LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National Park Authority for their
advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the
England Coastal Path is avoided.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.
Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
Page 4 of 6
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
Page 5 of 6
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Representation ID: REP/022/E1
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REP/022
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Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation
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Name:
Organisation:
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Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound
as it is neither justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole
of policy area E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is
designated in particular for it importance as an area of feeding and breeding ground for
a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle habitat (a habitat of principle
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importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been destroyed through
development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear
that locally designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that
priority habitats, such as vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through
the planning process (paragraph 117 2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF).
However the ecological value of this site seems to have been disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the
expansion of the East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the
Port Access Road (PAR) will also be lost and given that East Sussex County Council
consider that they have planning permission for this, SWT do not see why this area has
not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the east and the
south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the
development boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 'with
appropriate amendments to bring it up to date'. Since 2003 there have been significant
changes in Newhaven Port and in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC
have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was part of an overarching policy to
regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay development,
permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional
employment space within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also
falls outside of the Newhaven Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable
regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that 'the natural environment of the district, including landscape
assets, biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally
designated sites, will be conserved and enhanced by:...
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the
benefits of development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused...'
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation
of a Local Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which
have not been made clear, will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no
objectively assessed need for additional employment space and that the NPPF requires
that development is sustainable in terms of the economy, society and environment, and
in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local Wildlife Site is
not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover
the area for the PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced
to exclude any of the LWS to the east or south of the PAR route.
'
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Representation ID: REP/023/E1

Representation ID:

REP/023/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/023

Name:

Sandra Rogers

Organisation:

Brighton and Hove City Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Other Local Authority

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Sandra.Rogers@brighton-hove.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
The council welcomes the allocation of Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port for
employment uses associated with the Port. Newhaven Port, and the enterprise zone) is
identified in the Greater Brighton City Deal as one of several strategic growth centres for
the sub region
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/027/E1

Representation ID:

REP/027/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/027

Name:

Ann Schulte

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Biodiversity is imperative
This would does not reflect sustainable development from the original plans.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kydons Mom
04 November 2018 23:20
ldf
STOP & protect

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Biodiversity is imperative❗
This would does not reflect sustainable development from the original plans.
A concerned citizen.
Ann
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Representation ID:

REP/028/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/028

Name:

Dawn Thompson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Surely it is just "common sense" as to why we want to save and protect the small area of
local wildlife and beach!?
Newhaven/Tide mills as you all know has become a dumping ground with now more
permissions been given to allow aggregate Brett company to join in distributing the
already BAD pollution - Quote from LDC action plans from a few years ago "2.2 Nitrogen
dioxide: sources and potential effects on health All combustion processes in air produce
oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitric oxide (NO) are both oxides
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of nitrogen and together are referred to as NOx. Road transport is the main source,
followed by the electricity supply industry and other industrial and commercial sectors. In
the atmosphere NO is converted to NO2 via the reaction of chemically active species
such as ozone. NO2 is associated with adverse effects on human health, at high levels
NO2 causes inflammation of the airways, long term exposure may affect lung function
and respiratory symptoms. NO2 also enhances the response to allergens in sensitive
individuals. High levels of NOx can have an adverse effect on vegetation. Deposition of
pollutants derived from NOx emissions contribute to acidification and/or eutrophication of
sensitive habitats leading to loss of biodiversity, often at locations far removed from the
original emissions. NOx also contributes to the formation of secondary particles and
ground level ozone, both of which are associated with ill-health effects. Ozone also
damages vegetation."
The pollution has gotten worse over the years not better!
Apart from causing chaos on the already extremely busy roads with a choking amount of
air pollution, we as residents who live in newhaven experience all this on a daily basis.
WE NEED GREEN SPACE AND WILDLIFE ,we need to enrich newhaven/tide mills and
surrounding areas! the space at tide mills is important for wild life such as all
birds,animals,insects,plant life and microscopic organisms and ourselves to maintain a
healthy ecological BALANCE, wildlife need these areas to find food, shelter and raise
their youngs and the BIGGEST threat of this is DESTRUCTION OF HABITAT, it is also
very important to conserve these grounds to prevent flooding, we need to purify our
environment NOT demolish it,
Future that matters,
BBC article:
We extract billions of tonnes of sand and gravel each year to make concrete for the
building industry, and this is having an increasing environmental impact as beaches and
river beds are stripped, warn campaigners.
Alongside this environmental damage, the building industry is also a major contributor to
greenhouse gases - cement manufacturing alone accounts for 7% of global CO2
emissions.
In many countries, sand is often extracted illegally from beaches or river beds. But once
sand is taken from a river, the water flow can become faster and more violent - and the
water table alongside a river will fall, affecting farming along the river bank.
Dredging beaches for sand increases coastal communities' vulnerability to storm
damage - because sandy beaches act as sponges absorbing a storm's excess energy something that is increasingly likely because of climate change.
"The problem is that the demand for sand is outpacing what we know about the
environmental impact of extraction," says Dr Aurora Torres of the German Centre for
Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv).
[http://science.sciencemag.org/content/357/6355/970] "It is a hidden ecological disaster."
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The world's deserts may be awash with sand but this is of no use for construction,
because erosion means desert sand grains are too rounded and smooth to be useful.
The best kind are the grittier, more angular sand grains found in riverbeds or beaches.
So far our appetite for sand and gravel shows no sign of slowing down. The OECD
estimates we use 27 billion tonnes a year [http://www.oecd.org/environment/rawmaterials-use-to-double-by-2060-with-severe-environmental-consequences.htm] in
construction and that this will double to 55 billion tonnes by 2060.
Add in the sand and gravel used in land reclamation, coastal developments and roads and the current annual consumption rises to 40 billion tonnes.
This is twice the yearly amount of sediment carried by the world's rivers. In other words,
we're using up sand faster than nature is creating it.
So Government, perhaps take a visit to this area, please consider and take in the above
and make the correct decision as to what effects this would have in our part of the world
and its wildlife if you were to give the go ahead!! ITS common sense to save tidemills
beach
Thank you for reading my email
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

swift ly doesit
29 October 2018 16:03
ldf
ref policy E1 Saving tide mills

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Surely it is just "common sense" as to why we want to save and protect the small area of local wildlife and
beach!?
Newhaven/Tide mills as you all know has become a dumping ground with now more permissions been
given to allow aggregate Brett company to join in distributing the already BAD pollution - Quote from LDC
action plans from a few years ago "2.2 Nitrogen dioxide: sources and potential effects on health All
combustion processes in air produce oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitric oxide
(NO) are both oxides of nitrogen and together are referred to as NOx. Road transport is the main source,
followed by the electricity supply industry and other industrial and commercial sectors. In the atmosphere
NO is converted to NO2 via the reaction of chemically active species such as ozone. NO2 is associated with
adverse effects on human health, at high levels NO2 causes inflammation of the airways, long term
exposure may affect lung function and respiratory symptoms. NO2 also enhances the response to allergens
in sensitive individuals. High levels of NOx can have an adverse effect on vegetation. Deposition of
pollutants derived from NOx emissions contribute to acidification and/or eutrophication of sensitive habitats
leading to loss of biodiversity, often at locations far removed from the original emissions. NOx also
contributes to the formation of secondary particles and ground level ozone, both of which are associated
with ill-health effects. Ozone also damages vegetation."
The pollution has gotten worse over the years not better!
Apart from causing chaos on the already extremely busy roads with a choking amount of air pollution, we as
residents who live in newhaven experience all this on a daily basis.
WE NEED GREEN SPACE AND WILDLIFE ,we need to enrich newhaven/tide mills and surrounding
areas! the space at tide mills is important for wild life such as all birds,animals,insects,plant life and
microscopic organisms and ourselves to maintain a healthy ecological BALANCE, wildlife need these
areas to find food, shelter and raise their youngs and the BIGGEST threat of this is DESTRUCTION OF
HABITAT, it is also very important to conserve these grounds to prevent flooding, we need to purify our
environment NOT demolish it,
Future that matters,
BBC article:
We extract billions of tonnes of sand and gravel each year to make concrete for the
building industry, and this is having an increasing environmental impact as beaches and
river beds are stripped, warn campaigners.
Alongside this environmental damage, the building industry is also a major contributor to
greenhouse gases - cement manufacturing alone accounts for 7% of global CO2 emissions.
In many countries, sand is often extracted illegally from beaches or river beds. But once sand is
taken from a river, the water flow can become faster and more violent - and the water table
alongside a river will fall, affecting farming along the river bank.

1
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Dredging beaches for sand increases coastal communities' vulnerability to storm damage because sandy beaches act as sponges absorbing a storm's excess energy - something that is
increasingly likely because of climate change.
"The problem is that the demand for sand is outpacing what we know about the environmental
impact of extraction," says Dr Aurora Torres of the German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity
Research (iDiv). "It is a hidden ecological disaster."
The world's deserts may be awash with sand but this is of no use for construction, because
erosion means desert sand grains are too rounded and smooth to be useful. The best kind are the
grittier, more angular sand grains found in riverbeds or beaches.
So far our appetite for sand and gravel shows no sign of slowing down. The OECD estimates we
use 27 billion tonnes a year in construction and that this will double to 55 billion tonnes by 2060.
Add in the sand and gravel used in land reclamation, coastal developments and roads - and the
current annual consumption rises to 40 billion tonnes.
This is twice the yearly amount of sediment carried by the world's rivers. In other words, we're
using up sand faster than nature is creating it.
So Government, perhaps take a visit to this area, please consider and take in the above and make
the correct decision as to what effects this would have in our part of the world and its wildlife if you
were to give the go ahead!! ITS common sense to save tidemills beach

Thank you for reading my email
Dawn.
Resident

IMAGES
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Representation ID: REP/029/E1

Representation ID:

REP/029/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/029

Name:

Richard Hume

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Please don't develop the land to the side of E1.
The site is an important wildlife habitat, and in a town where many struggle, the amenity
value of the site is enormous.
The site will be irrevocably destroyed.
Please think again.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

05 November 2018 20:58
ldf
Leave Newhaven alone

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Hi,
Please don’t develop the land to the side of E1.
The site is an important wildlife habitat, and in a town where many struggle, the amenity value of the site is
enormous.
The site will be irrevocably destroyed.
Please think again.
Thanks.
Rich.
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Representation ID: REP/030/E1

Representation ID:

REP/030/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/030

Name:

Geoff King

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to draw attention to the Sustainability Appraisal underpinning the allocation of
Policy E1.
The very first issue is the title, Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
This title is incorrect as this land at Area E1 is not Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
The land at Area E1 is not even within the Newhaven Enterprise Zone. The land at Area
E1 is actually land at Tide Mills.
In Table 36 on page 79 three candidate employment sites are compared. Para 9.82.
states that Option C is currently a saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council
Local Plan. Core Policy 4 suggests retaining the unimplemented site allocations from the
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2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan. As the site remains deliverable and suitable for
employment development, its retention within the Pre-Submission Local Plan Part 2 is
considered appropriate.
This retention of the saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan is
challenged in that Policy E1 and the associated area of land at Area E1 is much larger
than the original area of land allocated in 2003.
The key purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal is to show that there is more Green
ratings than Red ratings and that the development is a "Sustainable development" within
the terms of the National Planning Policy Framework.
However this is highly questionable in the case of Policy E1 and the associated Area E1
as any development of a Site of Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local
Wildlife Site cannot sensibly be rated Amber and should be rated Red. The beach area
of Area E1 is internationally recogonised for its Vegetated Shingle and is part of the
Brighton Biosphere recognised as part of the UNESCO World Biosphere.
Further to this , if the community is deprived of access to a valued beach or public
footpath that should get a negative rating under objective 4 (Community).
The extra road traffic any development would create could be argued to endanger air
quality in an area of environmental sensitivity and so should have an Amber rating if not
a Red rating under objective 13. Air Quality.
Tide Mills is a tourist destination so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly
have a potentially negative impact on tourism, see objective 18.
The above observations should create far more Red or Amber ratings and very little
Green ratings and clearly make the development of a site that is a Site of Nature
Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site viewed as "not sustainable
development".
Only sustainable developments should be included in a Local Plan so the plan as it
stands including unsustainable development at Area E1 would I respectfully suggest be
"Unsound".
Given the current understanding that Newhaven Port and Properties have no interest in
any development further east than the Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills
there can be no justification for the large area of land allocated by Policy E1. There has
been no development on the already completed section of Port Access Road and
regarding that section of road, even ASDA pulled out of the proposals, so there can be
no justification for allocating even more land.
The Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills will itself take up the north western
and western sections of Area E1 which would leave an area of potential development
land between the current Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and
Bridge which would be far more in line with the 2003 allocation.
Given the above observations I would respectfully suggest that Policy E1 and the
associated area of land at E1 is not sustainable and is unsound and that this large area
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of land east of Port Access Road and Bridge should be removed from the Lewes District
Council Local Plan Part 2 thus reducing the allocation of land on the Tide Mills Site of
Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site to the area of land
between the existing Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and
Bridge with no development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge or south to
Seaford Bay beach.
As an aside, the rejected brownfield site at Balcombe Pit appears to be a very sensible
site for employment development, and the Sustainability Appraisal Table 36 appears to
show that it rates much higher than the land at Newhaven - Area E1. At present
Balcombe Pit is an abandoned chalk pit that is level with the surrounding ground level,
only one hundred yards from a railway station and a quarter of a mile from the main A27
trunk road.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geoff
01 November 2018 12:51
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version

Importance:

High

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD ‐ Pre‐
Submission version
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
I wish to draw attention to the Sustainability Appraisal underpinning the allocation of Policy E1.
The very first issue is the title, Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
This title is incorrect as this land at Area E1 is not Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port. The land at Area E1 is
not even within the Newhaven Enterprise Zone. The land at Area E1 is actually land at Tide Mills.
In Table 36 on page 79 three candidate employment sites are compared. Para 9.82. states that Option C is
currently a saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan. Core Policy 4 suggests
retaining the unimplemented site allocations from the 2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan. As the site
remains deliverable and suitable for employment development, its retention within the Pre‐Submission
Local Plan Part 2 is considered appropriate.
This retention of the saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan is challenged in that
Policy E1 and the associated area of land at Area E1 is much larger than the original area of land allocated
in 2003.
The key purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal is to show that there is more Green ratings than Red
ratings and that the development is a "Sustainable development" within the terms of the National
Planning Policy Framework.
However this is highly questionable in the case of Policy E1 and the associated Area E1 as any development
of a Site of Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site cannot sensibly be rated
Amber and should be rated Red. The beach area of Area E1 is internationally recogonised for its Vegetated
Shingle and is part of the Brighton Biosphere recognised as part of the UNESCO World Biosphere.
Further to this , if the community is deprived of access to a valued beach or public footpath that should get
a negative rating under objective 4 (Community).
The extra road traffic any development would create could be argued to endanger air quality in an area of
environmental sensitivity and so should have an Amber rating if not a Red rating under objective 13. Air
Quality.
1
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Tide Mills is a tourist destination so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly have a potentially
negative impact on tourism, see objective 18.
The above observations should create far more Red or Amber ratings and very little Green ratings and
clearly make the development of a site that is a Site of Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a
Local Wildlife Site viewed as "not sustainable development".
Only sustainable developments should be included in a Local Plan so the plan as it stands including
unsustainable development at Area E1 would I respectfully suggest be "Unsound".
Given the current understanding that Newhaven Port and Properties have no interest in any development
further east than the Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills there can be no justification for the large
area of land allocated by Policy E1. There has been no development on the already completed section of
Port Access Road and regarding that section of road, even ASDA pulled out of the proposals, so there can
be no justification for allocating even more land.
The Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills will itself take up the north western and western sections
of Area E1 which would leave an area of potential development land between the current Newhaven
Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and Bridge which would be far more in line with the 2003
allocation.
Given the above observations I would respectfully suggest that Policy E1 and the associated area of land at
E1 is not sustainable and is unsound and that this large area of land east of Port Access Road and Bridge
should be removed from the Lewes District Council Local Plan Part 2 thus reducing the allocation of land
on the Tide Mills Site of Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site to the area of
land between the existing Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and Bridge with no
development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge or south to Seaford Bay beach.
As an aside, the rejected brownfield site at Balcombe Pit appears to be a very sensible site for employment
development, and the Sustainability Appraisal Table 36 appears to show that it rates much higher than the
land at Newhaven ‐ Area E1. At present Balcombe Pit is an abandoned chalk pit that is level with the
surrounding ground level, only one hundred yards from a railway station and a quarter of a mile from the
main A27 trunk road.
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Representation ID: REP/031/E1

Representation ID:

REP/031/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/031

Name:

John Adams

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to make some comments:
There has been public access to the beach for many many years. This should be
maintained. As with public footpaths, ownership of the land is secondary.
On the E1 site, light industry may be acceptable Heavy industry totally inappropriate.
Consideration should be given to the road system - connecting the site to the A259 is
insufficient for any but light traffic. The A259 is already at full capacity, and adding
several hundred new homes to Newhaven is unlikely to help the situation.
The "nature reserve" separating Seaford from Newhaven should be maintained and if
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possible expanded.
I hope these comments are seen as constructive - If I had known about this earlier I
would probably have been able to give more detail.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john
05 November 2018 16:23
ldf
Newhaven ref:Policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I wish to make some comments:
There has been public access to the beach for many many years. This should be maintained. As
with public footpaths, ownership of the land is secondary.
On the E1 site, light industry may be acceptable Heavy industry totally inappropriate.
Consideration should be given to the road system - connecting the site to the A259 is insufficient
for any but light traffic. The A259 is already at full capacity, and adding several hundred new
homes to Newhaven is unlikely to help the situation.
The "nature reserve" separating Seaford from Newhaven should be maintained and if possible
expanded.
I hope these comments are seen as constructive - If I had known about this earlier I would
probably have been able to give more detail.
Best wishes,
John Adams
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Representation ID:

REP/032/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/032

Name:

James Aiken

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I oppose the plans of the devolvement of Policy E1.
It does not contribute to sustainable development and will affect the biodiversity of the
area
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Aiken
04 November 2018 19:35
ldf
Devolvement of Policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I oppose the plans of the devolvement of Policy E1.
It does not contribute to sustainable development and will affect the biodiversity of the area
-Regards
James Aiken
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Representation ID:

REP/034/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/034

Name:

Michael Akehurst

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Newhaven is already being over developed with noisy ,dirty industries.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
the natural habitats need to be left alone for wildlife ,too much of the green areas are
being eroded needlessly .
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/044/E1

Representation ID:

REP/044/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/044

Name:

Jenny Banks

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to severely object to planning permission on Tide Mills. I am outraged that
the cement works managed to get the go ahead and can't believe that any more would
be developed.
Tide Mills is a place of natural beauty enjoyed by many local people and from also
visitors further afield.
We have rare plants and wildlife in this area which would be affected.
It is a place of peace and tranquility which will be severely changed with more traffic and
buildings which will obviously have a massive impact on the environment.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenny Banks <j
04 November 2018 19:23
ldf
Referee E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I would like to severely object to planning permission on Tide Mills. I am outraged that the cement works
managed to get the go ahead and can't believe that any more would be developed.
Tide Mills is a place of natural beauty enjoyed by many local people and from also visitors further afield.
We have rare plants and wildlife in this area which would be affected.
It is a place of peace and tranquility which will be severely changed with more traffic and buildings which
will obviously have a massive impact on the environment.
Regards
Jenny Banks
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Representation ID:

REP/045/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/045

Name:

Keith Banks

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am shocked & saddened to learn that it is proposed to develop yet more of 'tide mills ' .
This is such a special natural area sandwiched between newhaven & seaford & the
South Downs national park. It should be protected as it is a site of ssi & contains the
habitats of many animals , birds , reptiles etc . Whenever I am down there , there are
always bird watchers , naturalists & even school party's observing this beautiful area , an
oasis !
Once these areas are built upon there will be no going back - they should be protected
for future generations.
Please do not open this area up for any more development.
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Representation ID: REP/045/E1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

22 October 2018 11:03
ldf
're tide mills development

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir,
I am shocked & saddened to learn that it is proposed to develop yet more of 'tide mills ' . This is such a
special natural area sandwiched between newhaven & seaford & the South Downs national park. It should
be protected as it is a site of ssi & contains the habitats of many animals , birds , reptiles etc . Whenever I
am down there , there are always bird watchers , naturalists & even school party's observing this beautiful
area , an oasis !
Once these areas are built upon there will be no going back - they should be protected for future
generations.
Please do not open this area up for any more development.
Kind regards , Keith Banks

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.

1
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Representation ID: REP/046/E1

Representation ID:

REP/046/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/046

Name:

Philip Banks

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to object to planning permission on Tide Mills. I am outraged that the cement
works managed to get the go ahead and can't believe that any further development
would be considered.
Tide Mills is a place of natural beauty enjoyed by many local people and from visitors
further afield. They are rare plants and wildlife in this area which would be affected. It is
a place of peace and tranquility.
There will also be a negative impact on the environment of the wider surrounding area in
Newhaven. It's road system can barely cope now. Increased traffic will be during
development and on an ongoing basis to serve the site. Air quality will suffer further for
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Representation ID: REP/046/E1
residents, which can have severely detrimental effects on their health and wellbeing.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phil Banks
04 November 2018 19:44
ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

I would like to object to planning permission on Tide Mills. I am outraged that the cement works
managed to get the go ahead and can't believe that any further development would be
considered.
Tide Mills is a place of natural beauty enjoyed by many local people and from visitors further
afield. They are rare plants and wildlife in this area which would be affected. It is a place of peace
and tranquility.
There will also be a negative impact on the environment of the wider surrounding area in
Newhaven. It's road system can barely cope now. Increased traffic will be during development and
on an ongoing basis to serve the site. Air quality will suffer further for residents, which can have
severely detrimental effects on their health and wellbeing.
Best regards,
Philip Banks
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1
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Representation ID: REP/049/E1

Representation ID:

REP/049/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/049

Name:

Esther Barnes

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared

Representation:
Please think long and hard about further development at Tide Mills. It's a beautiful nature
reserve, a welcome retreat from the industrial zones of Newhaven. It's enjoyed by
residents and non-locals alike. Consider the clean, green marine vision of the enterprise
zone - does this really fit with that? Is it necessary to have further development when so
much has been done in that area already? The traffic, air quality and noise pollution in
Newhaven is already heavy. We love to walk at tide mills to enjoy the peace, nature and
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Representation ID: REP/049/E1
clear waters. Please don't destroy that for greed. We've already lost one beach, don't
ruin another.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/051/E1

Representation ID:

REP/051/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/051

Name:

Paul Barratt

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The expansion of the industrial site into the area E1 will severely impact an important,
popular and much valued leisure and natural resource.
'This is not consistent with two stated aims in the Lewes Local Plan, namely
"PROTECTING AND ENHANCING THE DISTINCTIVE QUALITY OF THE
ENVIRONMENT" and therefore also contrary to the aim of "CREATING HEALTHY,
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES" as the area will no longer be attractive to people
wanting to exercise in and to enjoy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
This plan to expand into area E1 should rejected for the reasons given above.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/056/E1

Representation ID:

REP/056/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/056

Name:

Rebecca Bearn

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Little regard for the effects on wildlife and the health of the population around the areas.
Increased pollution and heavy road use on what are accident black spots already.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/056/E1
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/061/E1

Representation ID:

REP/061/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/061

Name:

Alison Beech

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to object to Tidemills E1 being used for development, as a local resident.
The area is the habitat for a number of rare species and should be kept to maintain
biodiversity and provide a green lung. Tidemills is an important area for local people to
exercise, get out in the fresh air, and relax, be that as a runner, dog walker, young
parent with small children exploring nature or similar.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/061/E1
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alison Beech <
30 October 2018 21:47
ldf
E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am writing to object to Tide ills E1 being used for development, as a local resident. The area is the habitat for a number of rare species and
should be kept to maintain biodiversity and provide a green lung. Tidemills is an important area for local people to exercise, get out in the fresh
air, and relax, be that as a runner, dog walker, young parent with small children exploring nature or similar.
Yours sincerely
Alison Beech
Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/064/E1

Representation ID:

REP/064/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/064

Name:

Lauren Bergeron

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
It has recently come to my attention that an aggregate industrial business expansion on
the community beach in Newhaven could have negative effects on the biodiversity of
this area. I am emailing to ask you to reconsider this choice as it does not appear to
reflect sustainable development as per original plans. Thank you for your time and
consideration of this very important issue.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/064/E1
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauren Bergeron
05 November 2018 14:42
ldf
Please Reconsider

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To Whom It May Concern:
It has recently come to my attention that an aggregate industrial business expansion on the
community beach in Newhaven could have negative effects on the biodiversity of this area. I am
emailing to ask you to reconsider this choice as it does not appear to reflect sustainable
development as per original plans. Thank you for your time and consideration of this very
important issue.
Kind regards,
Lauren Bergeron
Committing to Kindness
Founder, Content Creator

1
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Representation ID: REP/065/E1

Representation ID:

REP/065/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/065

Name:

Timothy Berrett

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Lewes District Council is gradually allowing the possible erosion/destruction of our
coastline and the western end of Seaford Bay.
I (and many others) care for our local environment and are trying to save our coastline
and the western end of Seaford Bay for future generations.
The local environment, coastline and Tide Mills is highly valued. I cannot see any
justifiable reason for its destruction.
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Representation ID: REP/065/E1
We are trying to save what will be left of Tide Mills after the harbour expansion works
currently under way to the south of the harbour towards the East Arm and the East
Sussex County Council plan for the Road and Bridge over the Railway Line and Mill
Creek and onto Tide Mills. Any further loss of land at Tide Mills would have a
catastrophic effect on the western end of Seaford Bay.
Allowing this development to happen would be the 'thin end of the wedge', with no doubt
further applications submitted and being granted, thus destroying even more coastline
and environmental features.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Do not proceed with this application.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
The public have a right to voice any opinions to the current proposal.
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Representation ID: REP/066/E1

Representation ID:

REP/066/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/066

Name:

Joanna Best

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
I am writing to object to the proposed plans to further develop Tide Mills. Any
development there will be completely out of sync with the natural environment which is
Tide Mills in its current state and will only lead to the degradation of the area as a whole.
This would not be in the public's interest and does not embrace the "contribution to a
sustainable development" which it should by law, and the loss of an important biological
area and damage to the local environment cannot be underestimated. Tide Mills is
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Representation ID: REP/066/E1
currently an area of peaceful recreation and offers a natural habitat for wildlife and
supports a large variety of birds.
In this day and age when we know so many animals are declining in number its hardly
forward thinking to destroy such a local treasure. It is a much loved area!
As money and bringing wealth is what the point of this proposal is, surely keeping the
area more scenic and encouraging tourism of these quiet spots is a better way forward
in which to draw more money in.
Newhaven has fantastic transport links with the ferry from France, bus services from
Eastbourne and Brighton, and trains also from Lewes and London. The town is at a
turning point and with the Seven Sisters and the South Downs National Park next door
it would be foolish to not want to regenerate and promote Newhaven as an attractive
town, as the ferry brings people in from France and the continent the council should be
doing its best to keep the tourists around the area not scaring people away with the
ugliness it seems to be promoting. The town could be so different with tourism at its
heart you only have to look at other seaside towns which have worked on the beauty
around them and done their best to profit on this e.g. Whitstable
You have a choice promoting this area and looking after it will give a quality of life for
your community including encouraging good mental and physical wellbeing, a diverse
wildlife population, increased wealth through tourism which would make Newhaven a
destination not the place to drive straight out of as quickly as possible as it does at the
moment and therefore regenerating the town and its centre.
Or carrying on with the further destruction of what was once a pretty little coastal town
with more polluting industry, heavy goods vehicles on our crumbling potholed roads,
worsening the health of the community which will all eventually cost the community,
council and government (Not the factory owners !) a lot of money in the future.
This plan certainly does not reflect the need for a clean green marine vision which falls
under the Clean Enterprise Zone which is part of Newhaven's plan.
Certainly in this era of climate change building industrial sites on this large scale on this
sensitive area can only add to the dangers associated with flood waters and the rise in
sea levels, what will be the impact on flood prevention in Seaford and the costs?
I for one am against any further deterioration of this area would be intolerant and
completely against public opinion and therefore wholeheartedly undemocratic.
I hope you will listen to public opinion and not to those that are only interested in making
money in the short term from such a development.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/066/E1
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Representation ID: REP/068/E1

Representation ID:

REP/068/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/068

Name:

Susannah Bishop

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Please protect the beach for future generations- we don't have enough to spare , don't
take what we have !!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/068/E1

Page 1659

Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susannah Bishop
04 November 2018 22:01
ldf
Newhaven beach

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Please protect the beach for future generations- we don’t have enough to spare , don’t take what
we have !!
yours sincerely
Susannah Bishop

1
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Representation ID: REP/069/E1

Representation ID:

REP/069/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/069

Name:

Jeremy Blakiston

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
With reference to this "consultation ", I'd have had no idea it was happening if I hadn't
seen the paper.
I'm totally opposed to the despoiling of the beach at Newhaven
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/069/E1

Page 1662

Hodgson, Lilly
From:
To:
Subject:

ldf
jeremy blakiston
RE: Consultation E1

From: jeremy blakiston
Sent: 05 November 2018 16:29
To: ldf
Subject: Consultation E1

With reference to this "consultation ", I'd have had no idea it was happening if I hadn't seen the paper.
I'm totally opposed to the despoiling of the beach at Newhaven
Regards
Jeremy Blakiston

1
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Representation ID: REP/071/E1

Representation ID:

REP/071/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/071

Name:

Laura Boniface

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Please do not allow any development on the land at Tidemills. It is a beautiful haven for
wildlife and local community and should be protected not built on.
I object to any proposal whatsoever to build on or near it.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/071/E1

Page 1665

Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Boniface <
03 November 2018 20:52
ldf
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whomever
Please do not allow any development on the land at Tidemills. It is a beautiful haven for wildlife and local
community and should be protected not built on.
I object to any proposal whatsoever to build on or near it.
Laura Boniface

1
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Representation ID: REP/073/E1

Representation ID:

REP/073/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/073

Name:

Clare Bount

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to register my objection to the proposed development planning ref E1, which, I
believe, will have a profoundly negative effect on the stretch of coast between
Newhaven and Seaford.
Should this proposal go ahead, we will see the loss of a precious nature reserve, an
area of natural beauty and community amenity. It goes against all development planning
for Newhaven - is neither 'green nor clean', and a mere 30 new jobs are are forecast.
The impact on the local environment will be huge, including new piers for docking, sea
defences to make it safer for the boats that will be waiting for the tide, a massive
elevated escalator tracking for moving aggregate, an overpass for lorries costing over
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Representation ID: REP/073/E1
£20 million, are just a few examples.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

clare blount <
05 November 2018 18:34
ldf
Planning ref E1: Objection

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Sirs,
I wish to register my objection to the proposed development planning ref E1, which, I
believe, will have a profoundly negative effect on the stretch of coast between
Newhaven and Seaford.

Should this proposal go ahead, we will see the loss of a precious nature reserve, an
area of natural beauty and community amenity. It goes against all development
planning for Newhaven - is neither 'green nor clean', and a mere 30 new jobs are are
forecast. The impact on the local environment will be huge, including new piers for
docking, sea defences to make it safer for the boats that will be waiting for the tide, a
massive elevated escalator tracking for moving aggregate, an overpass for lorries
costing over £20 million, are just a few examples.

Yours faithfully

Clare Blount
Resident

To help protect y our priv acy ,
Micro so ft Office prev ented
auto matic downlo ad o f this
picture from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Representation ID: REP/075/E1

Representation ID:

REP/075/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/075

Name:

Julia Brock

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Green spaces for adult wellbeing are part of government plans.
it is a crime to take a nature reserve and use it for industry. The bio diversity is lost for
ever. It is too close to the areas of SSSI and the World heritage Biosphere of Brighton
and the Downs, to be built on.
What future is there for tourism in the local area if all that is seen is industrial estates on
all sides.
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Representation ID: REP/075/E1
Any development of the remaining areas of Tidemills is a truly dreadful idea.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
See above re contradiction of government plans for green spaces.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/080/E1

Representation ID:

REP/080/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/080

Name:

Andrew Bryant

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Surely the plan will interfere with the use of this area as a beach. What is proposed?
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I suggest that the council msakes the plans for this area known.
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
I think is necessary as a local inhabitant who has in the past used the area.
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Representation ID: REP/083/E1

Representation ID:

REP/083/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/083

Name:

Robert Burns

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I object to proposed policy E1 in its entirety. it represents a step too far in the
development of this precious site that is of great amenity value to the local community as
well as being a site of significant value to wildlife and biodiversity. Substantial
development has already been allowed in this area in the face of extensive community
and statutory consultee opposition. Further degradation of the Tide Mills area will
effectively destroy its value forever. This is not sustainable development.
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List of reasons
* Unacceptable and unsustainable loss of biodiversity. Including internationally rare
vegetated shingle.
* Unacceptable and unsustainable loss of local amenity value.
* Unacceptable further likely detrimental effect on local air quality - already the subject of
a local aqma.
* Unacceptable further degradation of visual amenity with respect to the national park
and local amenity.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

atriptothemoon
>
04 November 2018 16:27
ldf
Ref: Proposed Policy E1 -- Lewes DC local plan

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I object to proposed policy E1 in its entirety. it represents a step
too far in the development of this precious site that is of great
amenity value to the local community as well as being a site of
significant value to wildlife and biodiversity. Substantial
development has already been allowed in this area in the face of
extensive community and statutory consultee opposition. Further
degradation of the Tide Mills area will effectively destroy its value
forever. This is not sustainable development.
List of reasons
1. Unacceptable and unsustainable loss of biodiversity. Including
internationally rare vegetated shingle.
2. Unacceptable and unsustainable loss of local amenity value.
3. Unacceptable further likely detrimental effect on local air
quality - already the subject of a local aqma.
4. Unacceptable further degradation of visual amenity with
respect to the national park and local amenity.
rgds
Robert Burns

1
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Representation ID: REP/085/E1

Representation ID:

REP/085/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/085

Name:

Diana Burton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I can find no reference to the planned cement works on your web site, except going
through a very hidden site on line.
Many years ago I heard a radio programme re the cement works in Derbyshire. It was
about the farming community living in the area. The families had contracted some sort of
illness which was a killer. Not only that but it was proved that the milk was polluted
through the cows living on the grass of the area. Unfortunately I can only remember the
gist of it. An MP was involved.
I would recommend that should Lewis Council still be thinking that a cement works is a
good idea, research should be carried out re the problems. I think the cement works in
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Representation ID: REP/085/E1
the Derbyshire area were closed down.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

D&J <
>
01 November 2018 11:17
ldf
Newhaven Expansion plans

Categories:

Complete, LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir
I can find no reference to the planned cement works on your web site, except going through a very hidden
site on line.
Many years ago I heard a radio programme re the cement works in Derbyshire. It was about the farming
community living in the area. The families had contracted some sort of illness which was a killer. Not only
that but it was proved that the milk was polluted through the cows living on the grass of the area.
Unfortunately I can only remember the gist of it. An MP was involved.
I would recommend that should Lewis Council still be thinking that a cement works is a good idea, research
should be carried out re the problems. I think the cement works in the Derbyshire area were closed down.
Yours Sincerely
Diana Burton
Diana's Tablet

1
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Representation ID: REP/086/E1

Representation ID:

REP/086/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/086

Name:

Julia Bush

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
This is a response to the consultation on the New Policy E1 involving development in
Newhaven, East Sussex. I am a resident on Newhaven. I live there with my husband we are both in our early 30s. We love living in the town but also feel very strongly that
the local planning for the town is not clearly thought out. We were shocked and horrified
to hear about the development of Tide Mills with a concrete factory and also the
development for new homes in the area.
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' and your new policy
does not. If the development at Tide Mills goes through there will be a huge loss of
biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle).
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The traffic and air quality in Newhaven is already extremely poor with the incinerator and
industrial warehouses, and ring road, this will add to it. Instead you should be thinking
about counter balancing the industry and helping the congestion on the roads.
You have also allocated new housing to Newhaven; this would be too much
development; there is a huge need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for
nature / leisure. I have a dog and this is a very important area to me and friends to walk,
socialise and exercise in.
This policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or
'renewable energy cluster' of the port masterplan. The maps weren't clear in the official
consultation documents.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Burnett Armstrong
03 November 2018 10:21
ldf
Tide Mills - New Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Hello,
This is a response to the consultation on the New Policy E1 involving development in Newhaven, East
Sussex. I am a resident on Newhaven. I live there with my husband - we are both in our early 30s. We love
living in the town but also feel very strongly that the local planning for the town is not clearly thought out.
We were shocked and horrified to hear about the development of Tide Mills with a concrete factory and
also the development for new homes in the area.
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' and your new policy does not. If the
development at Tide Mills goes through there will be a huge loss of biodiversity (including internationally
rare vegetated shingle).
The traffic and air quality in Newhaven is already extremely poor with the incinerator and industrial
warehouses, and ring road, this will add to it. Instead you should be thinking about counter balancing the
industry and helping the congestion on the roads.
You have also allocated new housing to Newhaven; this would be too much development; there is a huge
need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature / leisure. I have a dog and this is a very
important area to me and friends to walk, socialise and exercise in.
This policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or 'renewable energy
cluster' of the port masterplan. The maps weren't clear in the official consultation documents.
Regards,
Julia Bush

1
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Representation ID: REP/088/E1

Representation ID:

REP/088/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/088

Name:

Ann Butterfield

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I want to add my name to objecting to the ruin of tide mills a beautiful and haunting area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/088/E1
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ann butterfield
05 November 2018 07:34
ldf
Re tide mills exploitation

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I want to add my name to objecting to the ruin of tide mills a beautiful and haunting area.
Ann Butterfield
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1
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Representation ID: REP/089/E1

Representation ID:

REP/089/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/089

Name:

Ian Cairns

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I OBJECT to the allocation of Tidemills beach and land for future development.
This plan results in loss of important public amenity and loss of diversity including
internationally rare vegetated shingle habitat. The development allocation does not
contribute to sustainable development and will add to pressure for traffic, air quality.
Tidemills is an important open space separating the two connurbations of Newhaven
and Seaford and this plan significantly reduces this space. Tidemills is the last
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Representation ID: REP/089/E1
undeveloped coastal habitat between Seaford and Brighton and should be preserved as
such.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ian Cairns
04 November 2018 18:38
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I OBJECT to the allocation of Tidemills beach and land for future development.
This plan results in loss of important public amenity and loss of diversity including internationally rare vegetated
shingle habitat. The development allocation does not contribute to sustainable development and will add to
pressure for traffic, air quality.
Tidemills is an important open space separating the two connurbations of Newhaven and Seaford and this plan
significantly reduces this space. Tidemills is the last undeveloped coastal habitat between Seaford and Brighton and
should be preserved as such.
Ian Cairns

1
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Representation ID: REP/091/E1

Representation ID:

REP/091/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/091

Name:

Clare Carroll

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Development plan E1 is an outrage. Please can you work to overturn it?
The area of Tide Mills is a nature reserve which is well used by walkers. The impact of
the planned industrial development will be devastating. Is the cost of developing
infrastructure and destroying an area of beauty worth paying for just 30 jobs and a dirty
development?
I look forward to your reply.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/091/E1

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clare Carroll
05 November 2018 23:31
ldf
Planning ref E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Planning Policy Team,
Development plan E1 is an outrage. Please can you work to overturn it?
The area of Tide Mills is a nature reserve which is well used by walkers. The impact of the
planned industrial development will be devastating. Is the cost of developing infrastructure and
destroying an area of beauty worth paying for just 30 jobs and a dirty development?
I look forward to your reply.
Kind regards
Clare Carroll

1
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Representation ID: REP/092/E1

Representation ID:

REP/092/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/092

Name:

John Carroll

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am emailing to object in the strongest terms to the proposed E1 development at the
west end of the beach at Newhaven.
There are several major problems with the proposal from Brett Aggregates to build an
aggregate processing and concrete block making plant. It would involve the loss of
nature reserve, the loss of community amenity, and would destroy a beautiful area. It is
in conflict with development plans for Newhaven: it would bring pollution, and would not
even deliver significant numbers of new jobs - only around 30, which is a pitiful number
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Representation ID: REP/092/E1
compared to the negative impacts of the development. Moreover, the local transport
infrastructure is inadequate for the large numbers of lorries that the development would
involve: the A27 could not cope with them.
I hope you will take my objection and comments into account.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Carroll
05 November 2018 23:46
ldf
Planning ref E1: objection

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am emailing to object in the strongest terms to the proposed E1 development at the west end of
the beach at Newhaven.
There are several major problems with the proposal from Brett Aggregates to build an aggregate
processing and concrete block making plant. It would involve the loss of nature reserve, the loss
of community amenity, and would destroy a beautiful area. It is in conflict with development plans
for Newhaven: it would bring pollution, and would not even deliver significant numbers of new jobs
- only around 30, which is a pitiful number compared to the negative impacts of the development.
Moreover, the local transport infrastructure is inadequate for the large numbers of lorries that the
development would involve: the A27 could not cope with them.
I hope you will take my objection and comments into account.
Yours faithfully,
John Carroll

1
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Representation ID: REP/097/E1

Representation ID:

REP/097/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/097

Name:

Dennis Chanter

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
This email is a response to the current consultation concerning Lewes District Local Plan
policy E1. I'd be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt.
Although not a resident of Newhaven myself (I live in Eastbourne), I frequently visit the
area in question and would be very concerned if yet more of the land at Tide Mills were
to be designated for development. This area of vegetated shingle is an extremely rare
habitat in this country and I frequently see birds and insects there which are not often
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Representation ID: REP/097/E1
seen in other parts of Sussex, or indeed the UK.
Rather than replicate the various arguments against this proposal, of which there are
many more than have been presented in favour of it, I would like to say that I have read
the draft objection compiled by Community Action Newhaven (CAN) and fully support
the arguments made in that response. This has obviously been a very time-consuming
piece of work to put together, by volunteers, and demonstrates the strength of feeling
against this proposal.
Further, I would like to comment that I find the deficiencies in the consultation process,
highlighted in the CAN objection, extremely disturbing. As our paid servants it is the duty
of Lewes District Council staff to ensure that such consultation processes are done
efficiently and correctly, and it would appear that this has not been the case with regard
to E1.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dennis Chanter (home)
31 October 2018 11:26
ldf
Response to consultation concerning E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

This email is a response to the current consultation concerning Lewes District Local Plan policy E1. I'd be grateful if
you would acknowledge receipt.
Although not a resident of Newhaven myself (I live in Eastbourne), I frequently visit the area in question and would
be very concerned if yet more of the land at Tide Mills were to be designated for development. This area of vegetated
shingle is an extremely rare habitat in this country and I frequently see birds and insects there which are not often
seen in other parts of Sussex, or indeed the UK.
Rather than replicate the various arguments against this proposal, of which there are many more than have been
presented in favour of it, I would like to say that I have read the draft objection compiled by Community Action
Newhaven (CAN) and fully support the arguments made in that response. This has obviously been a very timeconsuming piece of work to put together, by volunteers, and demonstrates the strength of feeling against this
proposal.
Further, I would like to comment that I find the deficiencies in the consultation process, highlighted in the CAN
objection, extremely disturbing. As our paid servants it is the duty of Lewes District Council staff to ensure that such
consultation processes are done efficiently and correctly, and it would appear that this has not been the case with
regard to E1.
Sincerely,
Dr Dennis O. Chanter

1
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Representation ID: REP/099/E1

Representation ID:

REP/099/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/099

Name:

Jonathan Chappell

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Destruction of untouched original habitat. Plus proposing adding dozens of hgv and car
movements s into the Halfords roundabout which cannot cope with existing traffic. You
cannot keep drawing rectangles on maps and ignore the existing ecology and just hope
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Representation ID: REP/099/E1
the existing infrastructure will cope .
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The protect should be abandoned indecinite .ecological and enviry safeguards must be
put in place. Transport infrastructure particularly the area around Halfords roundabout
and the Ouse swing bridge must be improved so that it can take present traffic levels
without gridlock before adding additional lorry movements into the mix .
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To give voice to my concerns and see face to face how anyone thinks this development
is a good idea. One only has to spend a few hours around the proposed site to see that
the area cannot cope with this development.
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Representation ID: REP/100/E1

Representation ID:

REP/100/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/100

Name:

Juliet Charrington

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
While I am not familiar enough with the planning process, the development of Tidemills
into further space for industry such as the Brett proposal which was railroaded through
against the strongly expressed wishes of the local inhabitants goes against all that
should be law and due process. It represents a significant ingress into an important area
of environmental interest. Many rare birds and reptiles live here and we have already
lost too much habitat. It is also important historically and socially. The area is utilised
and loved by residents. Sustainable development is the only way forward if we are to
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leave anything worthwhile for future generations and this proposed extension to an
already dreadful plan falls extremely far short of sustainable. In the light of the IPCC
report showing we have around 12 years to make changes, this sort of uncontrolled and
unwanted industrial development is the precise sort of thing that must be suspended at
the least and preferably stopped. I have strong suspicions about the whole process
regarding the Brett proposal in the first place and this extension is definitely unsound
and unjustified.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
it needs to be cancelled. Tidemills is not the place for this, it is both environmentally and
historically important. It is bad enough that the Brett development has been pushed
through regardless of the wishes of local people, but extending it out in this way is
simply appalling.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/102/E1

Representation ID:

REP/102/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/102

Name:

Simon Clark

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I am writing to express my concern about plans for development of the land at East
Quay, Newhaven Port. Newhaven Town Council and many others are saying that there
should be no development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills
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Representation ID: REP/102/E1
once the road and bridge are built. I agree with the position of Newhaven Town Council
on this issue. The continuing development of Newhaven port in a way that neglects the
wishes of local citizens is threatening a fragile and beautiful area which has important
natural and environmental value. The economic development of the area could be
positive if it takes into consideration the development of tourism in and around
Newhaven. I don't oppose the economic development of port facilities in Newhaven, but
additional new facilities should demonstrably add to the local economy in a way that
benefits local people and should not be destructive to the environment, landscape and
wildlife in the area. It may be difficult to reconcile all these objectives, but this is what
local citizens expect competent local authorities and their advisers to deliver. Citizens
will not accept an ugly industrial development which provides few jobs or other inputs to
the local community is ultimately in their best interests, because it is not.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
There needs to be a much more specific discussion on the potential uses of the new
land. If the site ends up being used to create a concrete-making plant or a similar
industrial use, then this is not going to be acceptable to local people. If there is a
proposal to develop the site with work spaces and facilities which can be used by local
employers and citizens and tourists then the project could win a lot of local support. It is
possible to use this land in a way that is positive to the local economy, the local citizens
and existing businesses, but there is need for a much more specific discussion before
general approval is granted.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/103/E1

Representation ID:

REP/103/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/103

Name:

Richard Clayton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to object to the proposed new policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan on the
following grounds: Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
Traffic and air quality in the area Overdevelopment of the area will cause increased
traffic in the area, polluting the atmosphere and will cause traffic to grind to a halt on the
A259 where this feeder road will join the main carriageway. The development would not
reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable energy cluster of the
port master plan This designated local wildlife site must be preserved for future
generations, nature and leisure for the residents of Newhaven and beyond
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/103/E1

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Clayton
05 November 2018 20:08
ldf
E1 Policy Development at Tide Mills

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

Dear Sirs
I wish to object to the proposed new policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan on the
following grounds:
Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
Traffic and air quality in the area
Overdevelopment of the area will cause increased traffic in the area, polluting the
atmosphere and will cause traffic to grind to a halt on the A259 where this feeder road will
join the main carriageway.
The development would not reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or
renewable energy cluster of the port master plan
This designated local wildlife site must be preserved for future generations, nature and
leisure for the residents of Newhaven and beyond
Yours faithfully
Richard Clayton
Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/104/E1

Representation ID:

REP/104/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/104

Name:

Sandy Clayton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to object to the proposed new policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan on ththe
following grounds:
Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
Traffic and air quality in the area
Overdevelopment of the area with increased traffic from additional housing polluting the
atmosphere and traffic grinding to a halt on the A259
The development would not reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or
renewable energy cluster of the port master plan
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This designated local wildlife site must be preserved for future generations, nature and
leisure for the residents of Newhaven and beyond
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandy Clayton
04 November 2018 15:17
ldf
E1 policy

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sirs
I wish to object to the proposed new policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan on ththe following
grounds:
Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
Traffic and air quality in the area
Overdevelopment of the area with increased traffic from additional housing polluting the
atmosphere and traffic grinding to a halt on the A259
The development would not reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable
energy cluster of the port master plan
This designated local wildlife site must be preserved for future generations, nature and leisure for
the residents of Newhaven and beyond
Yours faithfully
Sandy Clayton
Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/109/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/109/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/109

Name:

John Cooper

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
E1: Land at East Quay Newhaven Port N Addition of Employment Land Allocation E1
Updated Employment Allocation
Reason for Objection
Changing the use of the land to permit Employment will
· Destroy flora and fauna that have been there for many decades and are enjoyed by the
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local and visiting members of public.
· Further restrict access to the beach that currently is used by residents and visitors
· Will give rise to more vehicular movement that will further raise pollution levels
adjacent to an area that is already highly polluted and has no long term pollution
measurement in place.
The area highlighted therefore needs to be protected against this Policy decision to
preserve the original and natural beauty of this land that is seen as part of the South
Downs Park.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Cooper
29 October 2018 09:29
ldf
'Joanne Martin'
Ref Policy E1 - Objection

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Objection to Policy E1
Reference “New policies or updated policies proposed in the Pre‐Submission Local Plan (N)”
Policy Type Description of Change Reason for Change
E1: Land at East Quay Newhaven Port N Addition of Employment Land Allocation E1 Updated Employment Allocation
Reason for Objection
Changing the use of the land to permit Employment will
Destroy flora and fauna that have been there for many decades and are enjoyed by the local and visiting members of public.
Further restrict access to the beach that currently is used by residents and visitors
Will give rise to more vehicular movement that will further raise pollution levels adjacent to an area that is already highly polluted and
has no long term pollution measurement in place.
The area highlighted therefore needs to be protected against this Policy decision to preserve the original and natural beauty of this land that is
seen as part of the South Downs Park.

John Cooper

1
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Representation ID: REP/109/E1/B

Representation ID:

REP/109/E1/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/109

Name:

John Cooper

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I object most strongly to proposal (Policy E1) as within the documentation there is
reference on pg 209 to medium and currently unclassified risk (ie Amber in colour) in
respect of Land Efficiency, Biodiversity and Environment (abstract below for ease of
reference)
Until such time as mitigation of the risks identified in table 113 are in place then a
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Representation ID: REP/109/E1/B
decision to proceed would be considered by many to be unsafe and liable to serious
consequences.
Furthermore rating Waste, Water , Energy and Air Quality as zero is not correct and
certainly item 13 Air Quality should start as RED until positive mitigations are in place,
monitored over time and then reviewed.
This Policy comes very quickly and seemingly very convenient, to all except Newhaven
residents and visitors to the greenfields and beach area of "E1", after the New Port
Access Road bridge was approved.
That project in itself, when taking into account the seriously ailing fiscal situation within
the Council, is now to be seen as a gross misuse of Public funds which need to be
redirected without delay to budgets that are already in desperate need for funds to allow
them to continue serving the community.
I trust this proposal does not proceed and I have copied in our MP who needs to be
aware of the finer detail, some of which is flawed.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Cooper
03 November 2018 13:31
ldf
'CAULFIELD, Maria'; 'Joanne Martin';
Lewes District Local Plan part 2, Policy E1 - Objection to proposed development on
greenfield area, East Quay

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it may concern,
Document
Lewes District Council
Pre‐Submission Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Site Allocations and Development Managements Policies
Document
Sustainability Appraisal (Incorporating a Strategic Environmental
Assessment)
August 2018 Cabinet Version
I object most strongly to proposal (Policy E1) as within the documentation there is reference on pg 209 to medium
and currently unclassified risk (ie Amber in colour) in respect of Land Efficiency, Biodiversity and Environment
(abstract below for ease of reference)

1
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Until such time as mitigation of the risks identified in table 113 are in place then a decision to proceed would be
considered by many to be unsafe and liable to serious consequences.
Furthermore rating Waste, Water , Energy and Air Quality as zero is not correct and certainly item 13 Air Quality
should start as RED until positive mitigations are in place, monitored over time and then reviewed.
This Policy comes very quickly and seemingly very convenient, to all except Newhaven residents and visitors to the
greenfields and beach area of “E1”, after the New Port Access Road bridge was approved.
That project in itself, when taking into account the seriously ailing fiscal situation within the Council, is now to be
seen as a gross misuse of Public funds which need to be redirected without delay to budgets that are already in
desperate need for funds to allow them to continue serving the community.
I trust this proposal does not proceed and I have copied in our MP who needs to be aware of the finer detail, some
of which is flawed.
John Cooper

2
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Representation ID: REP/110/E1

Representation ID:

REP/110/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/110

Name:

Joanne Cooper

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to object in the strongest terms to the proposal to industrialise the coast indicated
as E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan on the following grounds:
* It will ruin the beach environment and destroy existing plants and wildlife in the area,
which will already be struggling after the Brett Aggregates operation commences.
* There are existing public footpaths running through the E1 zone which are likely to be
affected by any development there.
* It is too close to the South Downs National Park and should be preserved as a buffer
zone against the unpleasant industrial actions that are proposed by Brett Aggregates,
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Representation ID: REP/110/E1
which will cause air noise and visual pollution.
* It is completely unnecessary to make this portion of the coast available for industry of
any sort as there are acres of commercial and industrial land around the port area which
is lying vacant.
* This area is a very much loved green space used constantly by the public for
recreation and as such is important for mental wellbeing as a welcome relief from the
creeping traffic jam which is enveloping Newhaven.
It is suspicious that the proposal has been inserted hot on the heels of the Port Access
Road being granted permission, thus it appears to have been waiting in the wings to
justify the gradual ruin of the much loved area.
Lewes Council must listen to local views as the plan is termed 'Local Plan' so should be
just that, rather than always prioritising commercial greed over the future of diminishing
public open space.
Please listen !
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Martin
03 November 2018 12:33
ldf
FW: Objection to New Policy E1 - development at Tidemills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Good Morning
I wish to object in the strongest terms to the proposal to industrialise the coast indicated as E1 in the Lewes District
Local Plan on the following grounds:
•
•
•

•
•

It will ruin the beach environment and destroy existing plants and wildlife in the area, which will already be
struggling after the Brett Aggregates operation commences.
There are existing public footpaths running through the E1 zone which are likely to be affected by any
development there.
It is too close to the South Downs National Park and should be preserved as a buffer zone against the
unpleasant industrial actions that are proposed by Brett Aggregates, which will cause air noise and visual
pollution.
It is completely unnecessary to make this portion of the coast available for industry of any sort as there are
acres of commercial and industrial land around the port area which is lying vacant.
This area is a very much loved green space used constantly by the public for recreation and as such is
important for mental wellbeing as a welcome relief from the creeping traffic jam which is enveloping
Newhaven.

It is suspicious that the proposal has been inserted hot on the heels of the Port Access Road being granted
permission, thus it appears to have been waiting in the wings to justify the gradual ruin of the much loved area.
Lewes Council must listen to local views as the plan is termed ‘Local Plan’ so should be just that, rather than always
prioritising commercial greed over the future of diminishing public open space.
Please listen !
Kind regards Joanne M Cooper.

1
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Representation ID: REP/113/E1

Representation ID:

REP/113/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/113

Name:

Liz Cowlett

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Objections to the encroachment further towards Tidemills shown in the Local Plan.
I wish to add my voice to those objecting to the use of this site for further industrial
development. I understand that there may have been historical earmarking of certain
sites for industrial development, but think that this should be revisited as the economic
and environmental situations have changed. The beach is a well used amenity over half
of which will be lost if this is agreed. In addition it is one of the places where the National
Park meets the sea and has specific vegetation on the beach which is relatively rare.
The plan also seems to be contrary to the green development of Newhaven which is
already suffering from the addition of an incinerator and a cement factory.
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Representation ID: REP/113/E1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liz
04 November 2018 16:26
ldf
Ref E1 Local Plan

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Objections to the encroachment further towards Tidemills shown in the Local Plan.
I wish to add my voice to those objecting to the use of this site for further industrial development. I
understand that there may have been historical earmarking of certain sites for industrial development, but
think that this should be revisited as the economic and environmental situations have changed. The beach is
a well used amenity over half of which will be lost if this is agreed. In addition it is one of the places where
the National Park meets the sea and has specific vegetation on the beach which is relatively rare.
The plan also seems to be contrary to the green development of Newhaven which is already suffering from
the addition of an incinerator and a cement factory.
Regards
Liz Cowlett
E Cowlett

1
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Representation ID: REP/114/E1

Representation ID:

REP/114/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/114

Name:

Tim Cox

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The west end of the beach has established rights of way that are not protected in the
plan
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/114/E1
protect the west end of the land in the plan
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/116/E1

Representation ID:

REP/116/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/116

Name:

Melanie Crawshaw

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to oppose the development of the Tide Mills area in Newhaven.
I have been a Newhaven resident for 11 years and have seen many a shocked face
when I tell people how beautiful parts of Newhaven are, but it is true and Tidemills is just
one of these beauty spots.
I regularly walk my dog's there and particularly in high summer the sheer amount of
biodiversity astounds me. This is an internationally rare area of vegetated shingle which
should be protected and absolutely not developed for industry purposes! Have we
learned nothing in all these years of destroying our planet? I am shocked that the council
seems to give priority to industry over protecting what is left of this beautiful place.
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Representation ID: REP/116/E1
They have been building a road with planning permission which was granted over 20yrs
ago, hoping no one would notice! They really should be ashamed of themselves! This is
an area very close to the south downs national park, people come from all over the
world to visit the seven sisters cliffs, this is 10 minutes drive away, we should be
developing a way of protecting what we have already caused so much harm to rather
than just deciding "oh well it's too late, let's put a tarmac plant on the beach". Please
don't condemn Newhaven any further than she has already been condemned, please
act to protect what is left of our beautiful town and don't allow the developers to destroy
such biodiverse land which many people get a good deal of joy from visiting, many of us
on a daily basis.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melanie
04 November 2018 20:00
ldf
E1 Newhaven

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear councillor,
I am writing to oppose the development of the Tide Mills area in Newhaven.
I have been a Newhaven resident for 11 years and have seen many a shocked face when I tell people how
beautiful parts of Newhaven are, but it is true and Tidemills is just one of these beauty spots.
I regularly walk my dog's there and particularly in high summer the sheer amount of biodiversity astounds
me. This is an internationally rare area of vegetated shingle which should be protected and
absolutely not developed for industry purposes! Have we learned nothing in all these years of
destroying our planet? I am shocked that the council seems to give priority to industry over
protecting what is left of this beautiful place.
They have been building a road with planning permission which was granted over 20yrs ago,
hoping no one would notice! They really should be ashamed of themselves! This is an area very
close to the south downs national park, people come from all over the world to visit the seven
sisters cliffs, this is 10 minutes drive away, we should be developing a way of protecting what we
have already caused so much harm to rather than just deciding "oh well it's too late, let's put a
tarmac plant on the beach". Please don't condemn Newhaven any further than she has already
been condemned, please act to protect what is left of our beautiful town and don't allow the
developers to destroy such biodiverse land which many people get a good deal of joy from
visiting, many of us on a daily basis.
Kind Regards,
Melanie Crawshaw

1
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Representation ID: REP/117/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/117/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/117

Name:

Emma Creighton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Leave tide mills and beach alone, goes against environment protection and is unwanted.
About time newhaven had a voice in council.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/117/E1/A
Leave tidemills alone.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/117/E1/B

Representation ID:

REP/117/E1/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/117

Name:

Emma Creighton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Leave tide mills alone
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/117/E1/B

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/119/E1

Representation ID:

REP/119/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/119

Name:

Katie Cunningham

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am very disappointed by the E1 plans to build on the Tide Mills site at Newhaven.
I strongly object to the developments for the following reasons:
- the new plans, only recently announced & some might say somewhat rushed, claim
more of the site than was originally planned. Not only is this taking more precious local
land, it is a beautiful sandy beach area. It will completely destroy this space for local
people & tourists. Nobody will want to visit a beach with a massive cement factory so
effectively this wonderful local resource is being taken away.
- this site is crucial for local wildlife. The cement factory will pollute and destroy precious
habitat. Tide Mills is an important part of the nature corridor of the South Downs. At a
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Representation ID: REP/119/E1
time where there is an increased acknowledgement of the responsibility we have
towards the wildlife we share the land with, it is ludicrous to be destroying habitat rather
than building on already developed sites. Each year more species are lost forever. We
can actually do something about this - so shouldn't we be doing what we can?;
- as one of the only points of contact from where the South Downs meets the sea, this
site is of ecological & geological importance;
- increase of heavy traffic into Newhaven will put pressure on the already crowded roads
& infrastructure;
- the views of local people have barely been taken into consideration. The people of
Newhaven will have to endure the pollution, reduction in air quality, spoiling of a beach
that has been enjoyed by local families for many years, whilst Lewes District Council
look on & are not impacted by the developments at all.
You really are making life harder & harder for the people of Newhaven. Newhaven is an
incredibly peaceful place & sanctuary for wildlife.
I am also very interested to hear what you are doing to improve air quality for people
living in Newhaven? Having also overseen the building of an incinerator in Newhaven,
the output of which is not seen in Lewes nor is the air breathed there, I do have to
wonder at the reasons behind Newhaven being the chosen site for polluting industry that
no one else wants on their doorstep. How much else can you put on one town?
If you would like to make money out of Newhaven how about actually helping to improve
the town? Town planners have effectively killed the high street with a grim ring road that
encircles the centre and ensures no one really shops there anymore. In these
increasingly divisive times how about building links with France to attract French & other
European tourists to the UK via Newhaven port? As the very first thing visitors will see,
is a cement works really going to create a good impression of our lush green rolling hills
of Southern England? We can do better than that!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Katie Cunningham
02 November 2018 20:39
ldf
caroline.lucas.mp@parliament.uk
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Lewes District Council,
I am very disappointed by the E1 plans to build on the Tide Mills site at Newhaven.
I strongly object to the developments for the following reasons:
- the new plans, only recently announced & some might say somewhat rushed, claim more of the
site than was originally planned. Not only is this taking more precious local land, it is a beautiful
sandy beach area. It will completely destroy this space for local people & tourists. Nobody will
want to visit a beach with a massive cement factory so effectively this wonderful local resource is
being taken away.
- this site is crucial for local wildlife. The cement factory will pollute and destroy precious habitat.
Tide Mills is an important part of the nature corridor of the South Downs. At a time where there is
an increased acknowledgement of the responsibility we have towards the wildlife we share the
land with, it is ludicrous to be destroying habitat rather than building on already developed sites.
Each year more species are lost forever. We can actually do something about this - so shouldn’t
we be doing what we can?;
- as one of the only points of contact from where the South Downs meets the sea, this site is of
ecological & geological importance;
- increase of heavy traffic into Newhaven will put pressure on the already crowded roads &
infrastructure;
- the views of local people have barely been taken into consideration. The people of Newhaven
will have to endure the pollution, reduction in air quality, spoiling of a beach that has been enjoyed
by local families for many years, whilst Lewes District Council look on & are not impacted by the
developments at all.
You really are making life harder & harder for the people of Newhaven. Newhaven is an incredibly
peaceful place & sanctuary for wildlife.
I am also very interested to hear what you are doing to improve air quality for people living in
Newhaven? Having also overseen the building of an incinerator in Newhaven, the output of which
is not seen in Lewes nor is the air breathed there, I do have to wonder at the reasons behind
Newhaven being the chosen site for polluting industry that no one else wants on their doorstep.
How much else can you put on one town?
If you would like to make money out of Newhaven how about actually helping to improve the
town? Town planners have effectively killed the high street with a grim ring road that encircles the
centre and ensures no one really shops there anymore. In these increasingly divisive times how
about building links with France to attract French & other European tourists to the UK via
1
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Newhaven port? As the very first thing visitors will see, is a cement works really going to create a
good impression of our lush green rolling hills of Southern England? We can do better than that!
Yours sincerely,
Katie Cunningham

2
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Representation ID: REP/123/E1

Representation ID:

REP/123/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/123

Name:

Oliver Darlington

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to register my opposition to any further development at Tide Mills, Newhaven.
This area has been used for decades for public recreation and is the habitat for
abundant wildlife. I have walked on it on numerous occasions since 1965. Developing it
would destroy this tranquil environment completely.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/123/E1

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Oliver Darlington <
31 October 2018 12:12
ldf
Tide Mills development

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I wish to register my opposition to any further development at Tide Mills, Newhaven. This area has been
used for decades for public recreation and is the habitat for abundant wildlife. I have walked on it on
numerous occasions since 1965. Developing it would destroy this tranquil environment completely.
Oliver Darlington

You don’t know what you’ve got …

… till it’s gone. Joni Mitchell

1
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Representation ID: REP/124/E1

Representation ID:

REP/124/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/124

Name:

Cheryl Davies

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am really concerned regarding the above and even more development at Tide Mills. It
does not seem to be part of the "clean, green, marine" vision of the enterprise zone or
the renewable energy cluster of the port's masterplan.
I don't think that the local Newhaven population have really been considered at all in this
with the extra traffic and pollution that will be generated in the town. Pollution is a
particular concern for me having had a close family relative die from asthma under the
age of 40. Also there is already such a bad smell in that area of the port due to the what
seems to be a sewerage plant. Will anyone want to work with that particularly in the
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Representation ID: REP/124/E1
summer. Can constantly having to tolerate that be good for your health? Are Lewes
District Council aware of how bad it gets?
Could you please send me confirmation that you have received this email please.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl Davies
04 November 2018 23:38
ldf
Concerns regarding New policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I am really concerned regarding the above and even more development at Tide Mills. It does not
seem to be part of the “clean, green, marine” vision of the enterprise zone or the renewable
energy cluster of the port’s masterplan.
I don’t think that the local Newhaven population have really been considered at all in this with the
extra traffic and pollution that will be generated in the town. Pollution is a particular concern for
me having had a close family relative die from asthma under the age of 40. Also there is already
such a bad smell in that area of the port due to the what seems to be a sewerage plant. Will
anyone want to work with that particularly in the summer. Can constantly having to tolerate that
be good for your health? Are Lewes District Council aware of how bad it gets?
Could you please send me confirmation that you have received this email please.
Cheryl Davies

1
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Representation ID: REP/125/E1

Representation ID:

REP/125/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/125

Name:

Lynne Davies

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
Newhaven is a giant car park, any more development will gridlock the whole town
affecting Seaford too. The whole Seaford/Tide Mills bay needs to be protected,
therefore, no further building works along the shoreline should be made. The only sandy
beach left in this area will be spoilt. Develop the town of Newhaven and there must be
more brown field sites in the area without ruining the coastline.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/126/E1

Representation ID:

REP/126/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/126

Name:

Chris Dawson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The area bounded by Tidemills, Mill Creek, the port and the sea should not be built on
for two main reasons.
It is a valuable amenity for the people of Newhaven and Seaford and an important area
for resident and migrating birds.
The proposed plan appears to allow about half this valuable area to be lost to possible
future development.
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Representation ID: REP/126/E1
I personally spend a lot of time photographing the wildlife here and it is wonderful to see
so many linnets, stonechats, goldfinches, greenfinches, whitethroats, wrens, robins etc
in such large numbers and all in one place, as well as rare visitors such as the red
backed shrike.
If the area is developed as planned it will undoubtedly have an adverse affect on the
less common birds that we see all around the creek and Tide Mills area, many stopping
off on their migration. I have seen and photographed little egrets, turnstones, redshanks,
avocets, kestrels, whimbrels, ringed plovers, grey herons, bar tailed godwits and many
more. I am no expert but I love walking around this unspoiled area photographing the
birds and learning about them. I understand that around 200 bird species have been
recorded in the Tide Mills area.
I strongly object to the area being planned for future development as shown in Policy E1
on the above grounds.
A rare visitor photographed right in the middle of the proposed development area - a
Red Backed Shrike:
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris
24 October 2018 18:55
ldf
Reference: Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

The area bounded by Tidemills, Mill Creek, the port and the sea should not be built on for two main
reasons.
It is a valuable amenity for the people of Newhaven and Seaford and an important area for resident and
migrating birds.
The proposed plan appears to allow about half this valuable area to be lost to possible future development.
I personally spend a lot of time photographing the wildlife here and it is wonderful to see so many linnets,
stonechats, goldfinches, greenfinches, whitethroats, wrens, robins etc in such large numbers and all in one
place, as well as rare visitors such as the red backed shrike.
If the area is developed as planned it will undoubtedly have an adverse affect on the less common birds that
we see all around the creek and Tide Mills area, many stopping off on their migration. I have seen and
photographed little egrets, turnstones, redshanks, avocets, kestrels, whimbrels, ringed plovers, grey herons,
bar tailed godwits and many more. I am no expert but I love walking around this unspoiled area
photographing the birds and learning about them. I understand that around 200 bird species have been
recorded in the Tide Mills area.
I strongly object to the area being planned for future development as shown in Policy E1 on the above
grounds.
A rare visitor photographed right in the middle of the proposed development area - a Red Backed Shrike:

1
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Representation ID: REP/127/E1

Representation ID:

REP/127/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/127

Name:

Mary de Pleave

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I object in the strongest manner to any industrialisation of the Tide Mills area. That such
a thing could even be envisaged by the council is appalling. Newhaven suffers enough
from pollution and the ecology suffers by such ill considered actions. It is an area giving
pleasure, enjoyed by the locals for walking and relaxing. The usual ploy trotted out is
that work is provided for the area and then we often find that this has been over-stated
and weighs lightly against other more damaging aspects eg. pollution/poor air quality. I
imagine also that the people who would vote for this don't live next door and are devoid
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of imagination. Commerce at the expense of vital, valuable aspects of our lives simply is
not worth it. I also wonder if councils ever take any notice of the people they represent.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Subject:

Mary de Pleave
04 November 2018 08:24
ldf
REF: E1.

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Lewes Council, I object in the strongest manner to any industrialisation of the Tide Mills area. That
such a thing could even be envisaged by the council is appalling. Newhaven suffers enough from pollution
and the ecology suffers by such ill considered actions. It is an area giving pleasure, enjoyed by the locals
for walking and relaxing. The usual ploy trotted out is that work is provided for the area and then we
often find that this has been over-stated and weighs lightly against other more damaging aspects eg.
pollution/poor air quality. I imagine also that the people who would vote for this don’t live next door and
are devoid of imagination. Commerce at the expense of vital, valuable aspects of our lives simply is not
worth it. I also wonder if councils ever take any notice of the people they represent.
Sincerely,
Mary de Pleave

1
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Representation ID:

REP/128/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/128

Name:

Daniele de Winter

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
The Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay is one of the few remaining unspoilt
green areas close to the sea in the Newhaven area and is home to precious wildlife,
both on land and in the sea. It is incredibly important that this wildlife be protected and
preserved! According to Friends of The Earth the UK has lost over 70% of its rabbits,
75% of all songbirds and over 80% or all insects, to say nothing of honeybees, moles,
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voles and other small wildlife in JUST 20 years. An environmental apocalypse is
happening on our doorstep. While the poisonous chemicals used in mass agriculture
appear largely to blame, these animals are also being robbed of their natural habitat,
they literally have nowhere to live. It is becoming desperately urgent for Lewes &
Eastbourne Council to treat protection of natural habitat and preservation of unspoilt,
wild green spaces as an ABSOLUTE PRIORITY, up on the same level as clean air and
clean water. You still have the chance to protect the Western End of Tide Mills and
Seaford Bay from development and keep it green and unspoilt. Please, PLEASE do so.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
To integrate the environmental and wildlife issues mentioned above into the key
priorities and considerations of the planning process.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To allow objective evaluation of all relevant issues.
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Representation ID:

REP/130/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/130

Name:

Anthony Delaney

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
As I cannot paste into this box, my comments are in the box below - which allows me to
paste. My changes come at the end of the comments.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The unused land in area E1 should not be developed. The land between E1 and the
River Ouse is already in the first stage of development, and this should not be extended
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eastwards along the shore and back lands of Seaford Bay.
This area is one of the few locations where Newhaven residents and visitors have
access to the beach and sea. The open land along Seaford Bay [including Tidemills]
forms a natural break between Newhaven and Seaford. Half of the bay area has already
been developed as Seaford town and the rest should be preserved as an area of
farming, nature reserves, open beach for recreation, and the historically important site of
Tidemills.
Development has progressed far enough. Organisations such as the Sussex Wildlife
Trust, South Downs National Park, National Trust, Water Sports groups and Newhaven
and Seaford town councils have consistently campaigned for the area to be kept as
open for the uses already mentioned. Similar areas are few and far between along the E
Sussex Coast.
Economic development of the Western end of Seaford Bay to a large degree contradict
Management policies:which could create healthy and sustainable communities. Physical and mental well being
are important aspects of any community and Newhaven has limited quantities of open
space, especially close to the sea. The area E1, and its surrounds, qualify as part of the
River Ouse, its margins, and associated Wetland, [as well as the relevant stretches of
Beach]
[Policy DM18.].
These areas should be preserved for the people of Newhaven, and Lewes District, and
visitors from further afield, to enjoy recreation, access to the sea, wildlife and ‘Green
Space’. This should also have applied to the land at the mouth of the Ouse, which is
currently undergoing its first phase of development. Surely that development should be
the limit to industrialisation of Seaford Bay.
CHANGES
• The land comprising area E1 should be left undeveloped, except for what is currently
built up, and left open as a recreational / wildlife / nature resource to benefit the
inhabitants of Newhaven and Lewes District.
• The value of this area as recreational land / nature reserves should be endorsed by
local government and actively promoted for its attributes.
• As much of the land as possible should be incorporated into the South Downs National
Park. Failing this it should be given local protection.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID:

REP/131/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/131

Name:

Mike Deubert

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The proposal to extend the area proposed for further industrial expansion does not give
sufficient importance to maintaining the overall tidemills area. This area of undeveloped
foreshore is unique as being the only stretch of natural beach foreshore along the
Sussex coast from Worthing to Eastbourne and beyond.
It is therefore esential that any further development opportunities are removed from the
proposed Local Plan to ensure that not only can the public continue to enjoy this very
special piece of marine foreshore and for local residents, in particular those living at
Bishopstone and the southern part of Seaford from the inevitable increase in pollution of
air quality from inreased commercial activity.
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It also appears to indicate in the Proposals, developement will probably extend to what
appears to be around 50% of the entire foreshore between the eastern harbour
breakwater and the Buckle, and would also finish very close to, if not abutting, the
boundary with the National Park Boundary, which is totally inappropriate in an area of
confirmed natural beauty and of great importance for birds and wildlife.
I therefor urge the Council to delete this proposal from the 10 year Plan. In hope that
common sense and concern for retaining what little is left of a very special area prevails
over and above the usual obsession with money as the only concern which seems to
overide everything these days. M.J.Deubert,
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Categories:
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The proposal to extend the area proposed for further industrial expansion does not give sufficient
importance to maintaining the overall tidemills area. This area of undeveloped foreshore is unique
as being the only stretch of natural beach foreshore along the Sussex coast from Worthing to
Eastbourne and beyond.
It is therefore esential that any further development opportunities are removed from the
proposed Local Plan to ensure that not only can the public continue to enjoy this very special
piece of marine foreshore and for local residents, in particular those living at Bishopstone and the
southern part of Seaford from the inevitable increase in pollution of air quality from inreased
commercial activity.
It also appears to indicate in the Proposals, developement will probably extend to what appears to
be around 50% of the entire foreshore between the eastern harbour breakwater and the Buckle,
and would also finish very close to, if not abutting, the boundary with the National Park Boundary,
which is totally inappropriate in an area of confirmed natural beauty and of great importance for
birds and wildlife.
I therefor urge the Council to delete this proposal from the 10 year Plan. In hope that common
sense and concern for retaining what little is left of a very special area prevails over and above
the usual obsession with money as the only concern which seems to overide everything these
days. M.J.Deubert,
,

1
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Representation ID:

REP/132/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/132

Name:

Shirley Deubert

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have read the above and am completely against the proposal to extend the area
currently covered for Port and commercial use into the remaining Tidemills area..
I see that the map on your document is unclear as to the extent of this proposal. - for
example exactly how close is it to the area used by locals and visitors for walking ,
swimming, or just relaxing. .It is just some black lines on part of a map. We have
dedicated residents who regularly keep the beach nearby clear of rubbish plastic itself.
Dont we all deserve this. I used to swim in this area many years ago and back then it
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was unsafe to sit on the beach because of oil. Dont let our special area be at risk to any
pollution.
I visited the Tourist Office in Church Street Seaford to consult the map from which this
proposal was taken. It was not available.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Categories:
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Lewes District Plan Part 2 Tidemills
I have read the above and am completely against the proposal to extend the area currently covered for Port
and commercial use into the remaining Tidemills area..
I see that the map on your document is unclear as to the extent of this proposal. - for example exactly how
close is it to the area used by locals and visitors for walking , swimming, or just relaxing. .It is just some
black lines on part of a map. We have dedicated residents who regularly keep the beach nearby clear of
rubbish plastic itself. Dont we all deserve this. I used to swim in this area many years ago and back then it
was unsafe to sit on the beach because of oil. Dont let our special area be at risk to any pollution.
I visited the Tourist Office in Church Street Seaford to consult the map from which this proposal was taken.
It was not available.
sincerely Shirley Deubert

1
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Representation ID:

REP/133/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/133

Name:

Marilyn Dewberry

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
The area and beach in this Tide Mills area is a Local wildlife area for nature and a
pleasurable area for both leisure and exercise. It does not represent the clean green
vision that was promised for this region and will not contribute to sustainable
development and Newhaven does not need more traffic and air pollution as air quality in
this town is already way above acceptable levels. The loss of biodiversity and concerns
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regarding rare vegetated shingle have been totally ignored.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID:

REP/136/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/136

Name:

Johnny Dimond

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have deep concerns regarding the development plans for the western reaches of
Tidemills beach and the shingle vegetative hinterland thereof.
This is an important wildlife area. Designated as a local wildlife site the development site
it is part of a unique habitat.
The "habitats regulation assessment" is totally misleading. Stating it will have no impact
on protected areas may be true but the local wildlife site is not officially protected under
these terms and it would of course be totally destroyed. It would reduce the all important
wildlife corridor from the sea to the downland national park to a potentially unsustainable
area.
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As a local resident and I oppose the potential development of this area.
May I also say that the way it is presented I feel is purposefully opaque. It is not clear at
all exactly where the development will be nor what form it will take. Lewes District
Council should be representing their residents better than this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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To whom it may concern,
I have deep concerns regarding the development plans for the western reaches of Tidemills beach and the
shingle vegetative hinterland thereof.
This is an important wildlife area. Designated as a local wildlife site the development site it is part of a
unique habitat.
The “habitats regulation assessment” is totally misleading. Stating it will have no impact on protected areas
may be true but the local wildlife site is not officially protected under these terms and it would of course be
totally destroyed. It would reduce the all important wildlife corridor from the sea to the downland national
park to a potentially unsustainable area.
As a local resident and I oppose the potential development of this area.
May I also say that the way it is presented I feel is purposefully opaque. It is not clear at all exactly where
the development will be nor what form it will take. Lewes District Council should be representing their
residents better than this.
Yours faithfully,
Johnny Dimond

1
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Representation ID:

REP/140/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/140

Name:

Bob Downing

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to object to Policy E1 proposed in the consultation papers as published on
the Council website, which seeks to have a marked area of land allocated for use as an
Employment Site, as below. I believe the Policy as expressed to be wholly flawed and
completely unnecessary.
* The map of the area to be affected (above) shows that the Council seeks to enclose a
substantial part of the former railway goods yard south of Mill Creek, between the
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pedestrian footbridge and Tide Mills. This area is criss-crossed by footpaths used by
many people for leisure and recreation, and particularly to get to the only partially-sandy
stretch of beach in the area, since the Newhaven Port Authority decided to close public
access to the West Beach some years ago. The map provided and the preamble make
no mention of this current usage.
* The primary footpath from / into Beach Road – identified as Footpath 7a on a plan of
the final stages of the Port Access Road – is neither indicated nor considered. It has
already been diverted once from its original route (directly from the footbridge over Mill
Creek to the beach), around the employment/industrial unit shown on the Council plan. It
is unclear whether the path would be simply blocked off along the northern boundary of
E1, thus rendering the Mill Creek footbridge redundant, or diverted once again around
the north and east boundary. If the latter is intended, the Council will have increased the
distance from Beach Road to beach by a factor of approximately 4.
* Twittens are a familiar feature of Newhaven and Seaford. The past failure of LDC to
insist that Footpath 7a should remain, as a twitten between the two sites, should not be
seen as a precedent; extending the diversion around E1 is not an acceptable proposal.
* The proposed E1 zone already includes (north-west portion) an industrial unit, which
provides employment. Unless the purpose of including it within E1 is to grant the Council
retrospective permission for having granted planning permission for such a site on such
land, then it obviously does not belong in this proposal.
* The proposal as illustrated omits all mention of the Port Access Road, which will
terminate in a roundabout slap bang in the middle of E1. LDC must already know that
this will happen, and that much of the site will be entirely changed by this. A roundabout
and whatever roads (designed for heavy goods vehicles and therefore substantial) lead
off it cannot be deemed to offer "employment" to anyone, apart from occasional brief
visits by ESCC Highways maintenance teams.
* The south-west part of the proposed E1 is to be turned into a 3½ha nature reserve by
the NPP, under the terms of LW/15/0034. Unless LDC has separately agreed to release
the NPP from this obligation, designating a previously agreed nature reserve as an
employment site is self-contradictory and very badly thought out.
* The remaining land indicated – ie not already built on, destined to become a wildlife
reserve or to be buried under roadworks – is far too small to merit special designation,
unless the entire purpose of Policy E1 is merely to tick boxes. This remaining land is
also unsuitable for development by such smaller enterprises as might be able to fit into
the remaining spaces, as each would have to have expensive deep foundations,
probably ruling them out on cost grounds alone. The land is undulating and mostly
unstable shingle; the adjacent port aggregates development is having to have work done
to raise its surface above possible flood levels, as well as include piling through to solid
ground. E1 is only partially protected from flooding by a bank along the Mill Creek, but
anticipated sea-level rise would threaten it from the seaward side. To summarise, it is
wholly unsuitable for anything other than large-scale development, for which there will
simply be no room. It is a non-starter, and therefore pointless.
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* The drawing includes a specific kink in its southern (beach) border, which takes in part
of the former seaplane base. There is nothing on the ground at this point to warrant this.
Nor is there any clear reason for determining the eastern border. Arbitrary lines on maps
are unacceptable and must be justified.
* What the proposal map does show is a threat to the remaining land between E1 (or the
Port Access Road) and Tide Mills south of Mill Creek. If the Council does intend to take
powers to permit further eastward development of the shoreline for employment /
industrial use, then it should come clean now and say so.
* The Council ought to be well aware of the sensitive location of E1. It almost borders
the South Downs National Park and the Ouse Estuary Nature Reserve; only the
topography of the railway and Mill Creek prevent this, and the beach there is widely
seen as both a part of the valuable coastal environment and a green buffer zone
between Newhaven, Bishopstone and Seaford. The Friends of Tide Mills (who, together
with the SDNP maintain wildlife "refuge logs" within the proposed E1) have recently
testified that the numbers of visitors continues to increase, and that it is a significant site
for bird watchers – and therefore birds which are relatively rare. The complete lack of
sensitivity shown in the proposal (regardless of its imminent demise under concrete and
tarmac) is unacceptable.
A rather more realistic plan of what is already happening and is about to happen to the
site in the wretchedly badly presented E1 proposal would be something like this: (See
Map attached via full response attached below)
I very much hope that future Policy and Planning-related proposals will demonstrate a
recognition of the complete situation surrounding any given piece of land, and not waste
the time of both the team itself and Councillors and members of the public by proposing
ideas which are unrealistic and divorced from reality.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy Team
[ ldf@lewes.gov.uk ]
Lewes District Council
23 October 2018
Dear Policy Team,
LEWES DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN, PART 2 – POLICY E1 - LAND AT EAST QUAY, NEWHAVEN PORT
I am writing to object to Policy E1 proposed in the consultation papers as published on the Council website,
which seeks to have a marked area of land allocated for use as an Employment Site, as below. I believe the
Policy as expressed to be wholly flawed and completely unnecessary.

1



The map of the area to be affected (above) shows that the Council seeks to enclose a substantial
part of the former railway goods yard south of Mill Creek, between the pedestrian footbridge and
Tide Mills. This area is criss-crossed by footpaths used by many people for leisure and recreation,
and particularly to get to the only partially-sandy stretch of beach in the area, since the Newhaven
Port Authority decided to close public access to the West Beach some years ago. The map provided
and the preamble make no mention of this current usage.



The primary footpath from / into Beach Road – identified as Footpath 7a on a plan of the final
stages of the Port Access Road 1 – is neither indicated nor considered. It has already been diverted
once from its original route (directly from the footbridge over Mill Creek to the beach), around the
employment/industrial unit shown on the Council plan. It is unclear whether the path would be
simply blocked off along the northern boundary of E1, thus rendering the Mill Creek footbridge
redundant, or diverted once again around the north and east boundary. If the latter is intended,
the Council will have increased the distance from Beach Road to beach by a factor of
approximately 4.

See separate enclosure
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Twittens are a familiar feature of Newhaven and Seaford. The past failure of LDC to insist that
Footpath 7a should remain, as a twitten between the two sites, should not be seen as a precedent;
extending the diversion around E1 is not an acceptable proposal.



The proposed E1 zone already includes (north-west portion) an industrial unit, which provides
employment. Unless the purpose of including it within E1 is to grant the Council retrospective
permission for having granted planning permission for such a site on such land, then it obviously
does not belong in this proposal.



The proposal as illustrated omits all mention of the Port Access Road, which will terminate in a
roundabout slap bang in the middle of E1. LDC must already know that this will happen, and that
much of the site will be entirely changed by this. A roundabout and whatever roads (designed for
heavy goods vehicles and therefore substantial) lead off it cannot be deemed to offer
“employment” to anyone, apart from occasional brief visits by ESCC Highways maintenance teams.



The south-west part of the proposed E1 is to be turned into a 3½ha nature reserve by the NPP,
under the terms of LW/15/0034. Unless LDC has separately agreed to release the NPP from this
obligation, designating a previously agreed nature reserve as an employment site is selfcontradictory and very badly thought out.



The remaining land indicated – ie not already built on, destined to become a wildlife reserve or to
be buried under roadworks – is far too small to merit special designation, unless the entire purpose
of Policy E1 is merely to tick boxes. This remaining land is also unsuitable for development by such
smaller enterprises as might be able to fit into the remaining spaces, as each would have to have
expensive deep foundations, probably ruling them out on cost grounds alone. The land is
undulating and mostly unstable shingle; the adjacent port aggregates development is having to
have work done to raise its surface above possible flood levels, as well as include piling through to
solid ground. E1 is only partially protected from flooding by a bank along the Mill Creek, but
anticipated sea-level rise would threaten it from the seaward side. To summarise, it is wholly
unsuitable for anything other than large-scale development, for which there will simply be no
room. It is a non-starter, and therefore pointless.



The drawing includes a specific kink in its southern (beach) border, which takes in part of the
former seaplane base. There is nothing on the ground at this point to warrant this. Nor is there any
clear reason for determining the eastern border. Arbitrary lines on maps are unacceptable and
must be justified.



What the proposal map does show is a threat to the remaining land between E1 (or the Port
Access Road) and Tide Mills south of Mill Creek. If the Council does intend to take powers to permit
further eastward development of the shoreline for employment / industrial use, then it should
come clean now and say so.



The Council ought to be well aware of the sensitive location of E1. It almost borders the South
Downs National Park and the Ouse Estuary Nature Reserve; only the topography of the railway and
Mill Creek prevent this, and the beach there is widely seen as both a part of the valuable coastal
environment and a green buffer zone between Newhaven, Bishopstone and Seaford. The Friends
of Tide Mills (who, together with the SDNP maintain wildlife “refuge logs” within the proposed E1)
have recently testified that the numbers of visitors continues to increase, and that it is a significant
site for bird watchers – and therefore birds which are relatively rare. The complete lack of
sensitivity shown in the proposal (regardless of its imminent demise under concrete and tarmac) is
unacceptable.

A rather more realistic plan of what is already happening and is about to happen to the site in the
wretchedly badly presented E1 proposal would be something like this:
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I very much hope that future Policy and Planning-related proposals will demonstrate a recognition of the
complete situation surrounding any given piece of land, and not waste the time of both the team itself and
Councillors and members of the public by proposing ideas which are unrealistic and divorced from reality.
Yours sincerely,

Bob Downing
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Representation ID:

REP/142/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/142

Name:

Martyn Dunne

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to raise my concerns regarding the proposed new policy (E1 of the Lewes District
Local Plan).
I understand that by law local plans must "contribute to sustainable development" and
am concerned that there is no guarantee that any development on this site would be
sustainable especially given the distinct probability of sea-level rises in the not too
distant future. If the area is industrialised and floods surely there is a clear risk of serious
pollution both to the internationally rare vegetated shingle and the local marine
environment?
Inevitably there would be increased traffic, especially lorries, adding to local air pollution.
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Has the possibility been considered that ,post Brexit, many more lorries may use the
ferry at newhaven to avoid the log-jams at Dover, which would make the additional
burden on the roads of lorries going to the proposed industrial area even worse?
I live in Lewes but enjoy taking my dog for a walk in the Tidemills area I am concerned
that the proposed new development would impact upon this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martyn Dunne
04 November 2018 15:34
ldf
Re: Consultation on new policy - E1. of the Lewes District Local Plan.

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Hello,
I wish to raise my concerns regarding the proposed new policy (E1 of the Lewes District Local Plan).
I understand that by law local plans must "contribute to sustainable development"and am concerned that
there is no guarantee that any development on this site would be sustainable especially given the distinct
probability of sea-level rises in the not too distant future. If the area is industrialised and floods surely there
is a clear risk of serious pollution both to the internationally rare vegetated shingle and the local marine
environment?
Inevitably there would be increased traffic, especially lorries,adding to local air pollution.Has the possibility
been considered that ,post Brexit, many more lorries may use the ferry at newhaven to avoid the log-jams at
Dover, which would make the additional burden on the roads of lorries going to the proposed industrial area
even worse?
I live in Lewes but enjoy taking my dog for a walk in the Tidemills area I am concerned that the proposed
new development would impact upon this.
Regards
Martyn Dunne
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Representation ID: REP/143/E1

Representation ID:

REP/143/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/143

Name:

Barbara Dye

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am shocked and disgusted that LDC are even considering development between Tide
Mills and the area to which ESCC have already given planning consent.
The remaining area is a valuable resource for wildlife and for local people and visitors. It
should be managed in perpetuity as such and in no circumstances developed at any
time. One of the attractions of this area has always been the comparatively "wild" green
lung between Seaford and Newhaven. Last week we walked with some visitors who
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have been coming here for nearly 40 years. They greeted the news of the plans with
utter disbelief - and the comment that Lewes District Councillors are a bunch of
Philistines to be even considering the idea.
Hopefully the council will see sense before it's too late.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Dye
05 November 2018 10:14
ldf
East Beach and Tide Mills

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I am shocked and disgusted that LDC are even considering development between Tide Mills and the area to
which ESCC have already given planning consent.
The remaining area is a valuable resource for wildlife and for local people and visitors. It should be
managed in perpetuity as such and in no circumstances developed at any time. One of the attractions of this
area has always been the comparatively "wild" green lung between Seaford and Newhaven. Last week we
walked with some visitors who have been coming here for nearly 40 years. They greeted the news of the
plans with utter disbelief - and the comment that Lewes District Councillors are a bunch of Philistines to be
even considering the idea.
Hopefully the council will see sense before it's too late.
Barbara Dye

1
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Representation ID: REP/144/E1

Representation ID:

REP/144/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/144

Name:

Robert Eade

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes
Not Justified

Representation:
See below.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Tide Mills and the surrounding area is such an important area for local wildlife, already
severely damaged by the plans that have been given the go ahead already. It is very
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important that nature, for once, is given priority in the area. Many rare creatures have
been seen there in recent years and many nest there.
This is also one of the few areas locally where people with mobility problems can walk
as it is flat, as well as being in the countryside. Every day Tide Mills is used by many
people for exercise and any further damage to the area would be a great loss to all
concerned.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/145/E1

Representation ID:

REP/145/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/145

Name:

Mick Easton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The tide Mills beach is important for the wildlife migrating birds hedgehogs foxes and
reptiles. The beach and seafront walk is also important to the people of Newhaven and
Seaford. Beaches are good for peoples lives should be thinking of making Seaford Bay
including the water a nature reserve
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mick Easton
03 November 2018 09:26
ldf
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

The tide Mills beach is important for the wildlife migrating birds hedgehogs foxes and reptiles. The beach
and seafront walk is also important to the people of Newhaven and Seaford. Beaches are good for peoples
lives should be thinking of making Seaford Bay including the water a nature reserve

1
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Representation ID: REP/146/E1

Representation ID:

REP/146/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/146

Name:

Michael Easton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Tide mills beach should be made a nature reserve left for the wild life, and the beaches
are a public right to roam not to close off and concrete over ruining the environment the
roads cannot take any more pollution for once think of the town not work against it . It
will not be true there will be more employment the working staff will brought in from
outside very locals will be employed. NEWHAVEN and SEAFORD need the bay from
the end of the breakwater to Seaford head, land and sea to be made a nature area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Easton
03 November 2018 20:02
ldf
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Tide mills beach should be made a nature reserve left for the wild life, and the beaches are a public right to roam
not to close off and concrete over ruining the environment the roads cannot take any more pollution for once think
of the town not work against it . It will not be true there will be more employment the working staff will brought in
from outside very locals will be employed. NEWHAVEN and SEAFORD need the bay from the end of the breakwater
to Seaford head, land and sea to be made a nature area.

1
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Representation ID: REP/147/E1

Representation ID:

REP/147/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/147

Name:

Rowena Easton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Selfish commercial interests should not be allowed to trump environmental and public
good. This development cannot be justified and will change the landscape to the
detriment of all.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Selfish commercial interests should not be allowed to trump environmental and public
good. This development cannot be justified and will change the landscape to the
detriment of all.
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Representation ID: REP/148/E1

Representation ID:

REP/148/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/148

Name:

John Edson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development,' this doesn't.
Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle); more traffic and
bad air quality; with all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, this would be too
much development. We need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature /
leisure.
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The policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or
'renewable energy cluster' of the port masterplan. The maps of the area weren't clear in
the official consultation documents. So would the appropriate authority stop giving
permission to desicrate this part of our seafront that is shared by residents of Newhaven,
Seaford and surrounding areas.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Edson
03 November 2018 13:43
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Re: New Policy E1
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development,' this doesn't.
Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle); more traffic and bad air quality; with
all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, this would be too much development. We need to preserve
this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature / leisure.
The policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or 'renewable energy
cluster' of the port masterplan. The maps of the area weren't clear in the official consultation documents. So
would the appropriate authority stop giving permission to desicrate this part of our seafront that is shared by
residents of Newhaven, Seaford and surrounding areas.
Yours sincerely
John Edson

1
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Representation ID: REP/149/E1

Representation ID:

REP/149/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/149

Name:

Terry Edwards

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I feel I must write and object to the proposed development in Newhaven, the scrap yard
working 24 hours a day on east quay is bad enough and now you have granted
permission for an aggregate plant as well, these are destroying any chance of quality
regeneration, what about the traffic increase are the delays not bad enough already, the
air pollution from increased vehicle movements, not to mention the loss of the beach
which can never be replaced with its vegetated shingle and the addition of more dirty
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industry at the start of the seven sisters does not improve anything. Please consider the
views of the people who can vote for you.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

31 October 2018 09:32
ldf
new policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear sirs I feel I must write and object to the proposed development in Newhaven, the scrap yard working 24 hours
a day on east quay is bad enough and now you have granted permission for an aggregate plant as well, these are
destroying any chance of quality regeneration, what about the traffic increase are the delays not bad enough
already, the air pollution from increased vehicle movements, not to mention the loss of the beach which can never
be replaced with its vegetated shingle and the addition of more dirty industry at the start of the seven sisters does
not improve anything. Please consider the views of the people who can vote for you. Regards Terry Edwards

1
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Representation ID: REP/151/E1

Representation ID:

REP/151/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/151

Name:

Alice Eldridge

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to express concern at the proposal to extend Employment Site Allocations
into area E1 at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
My concerns are as follows:
* In accurate map in original consultationmaterials
The original consultation map shows a much smaller (dark green) area for proposed
use, clear also delimiting the extensive area which now appears as important wildlife
territory
http://planningpolicyconsult.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/960002/41336613.1/PDF/-
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/Inset_2_Newhaven_v3_copy.pdf
This is highly likely to have misled local individuals and organisiations
* Concern over focus on "visual impact" The E1 proposal is introduced by saying: "All
development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and
scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park is minimised. "
Visual impact is important, but air, water and noise pollution and habitat destruction are
far more serious consequences which are being ignored in Newhaven.
or at the very least, should reflect the vision for Newhaven which is expressed in the
Core Strategy Part 1, the Port Masterplan, the Draft South Downs Local Plan, the
Neighbourhood Plan and the Enterprise zone regeneration plans for the area i.e. restrict
development to clean/green/ marine/renewable and/or sustainable tourism. If the term
'port related activity' is used there must be a clear definition of what this means.
Unanimous objections to the incinerator were ignored.
The existing metal recycling contravenes its original thresholds for operation times,
noise and dust pollution and NOTHING is done about it. Failure to intervene may just be
ineptitude on behalf of the council, but also smacks of disinterest or even corruption.
Similarly, the recent planning permission ceded to Brett Aggregates, despite their
abominable track record across the country smacks of desperation and lack of foresight
at best, and again, underhanded dealings.
As a community, we have no reason to have any faith in the idea that our council
(salaried by our taxes) holds any interest in the well being and future of our local
community.
The proposed developed contravenes many of the core objectives previously stated:
Objective 4. To create and sustain vibrant, safe and distinctive communities.
(Communities)
Newhaven is an area of high disadvantage (as evidenced in the indices of multiple
deprivation) with severe health inequalities. It has limited open space. The loss of this
popular and well used public open space crossed by official public footpaths will
severely impact on community happiness, health and wellbeing. It makes no sense to
grade is as of 'no likely effect' and it must be graded red (--)
Objective 5. To improve the health of the Plan Areas population. (Health) Newhaven has
severe health inequalities and issues related to congestion and poor air quality (see
below). Any additional road use arising from this development must be considered
detrimental and it should be graded amber rather than as 'of no likely effect.'
Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
This development of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains nationally
important habitat (see below for more detail) cannot sensibly be rated amber (-?). It must
be rated red (--)
Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area's air quality. (Air quality) As detailed in the
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previous town plan, Newhaven is already on a red alert. The extra traffic will directly
endanger air quality in an area of high environmental sensitivity, and in addition will
affect the nearby Newhaven AQMA, so should have been rated amber rather than of 'no
likely effect.'
I am not alone in these concerns. Please listen to your communities and try to approach
town planning with a slightly longer term vision. Yours, Dr Alice Eldridge
-- New paper Sounding Out Acoustic Indices out now in Ecological Indicators
[https://authors.elsevier.com/a/1Xjst,XRNLZ1uR] Dr Alice Eldridge Lecturer in Music
Technology University of Sussex Falmer Brighton BN1 9RG
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alice Eldridge
05 November 2018 12:26
ldf
Objection to policy E1 in the Lewes District Plan

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to express concern at the proposal to extend Employment Site Allocations into area E1 at East Quay, Newhaven Port.

My concerns are as follows:

1. In accurate map in original consultation materials
The original consultation map shows a much smaller (dark green) area for proposed use, clear also delimiting the extensive area which now appears as
important wildlife territory

http://planningpolicyconsult.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/960002/41336613.1/PDF/-/Inset_2_Newhaven_v3_copy.pdf
This is highly likely to have misled local individuals and organisiations

2. Concern over focus on "visual impact"
The E1 proposal is introduced by saying: "All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic beauty of the South
Downs National Park is minimised. "
Visual impact is important, but air, water and noise pollution and habitat destruction are far more serious consequences which are being ignored in Newhaven.
1
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or at the very least, should reflect the vision for Newhaven which is expressed in the Core Strategy Part 1, the Port Masterplan, the Draft South Downs Local
Plan, the Neighbourhood Plan and the Enterprise zone regeneration plans for the area i.e. restrict development to clean/green/ marine/renewable and/or
sustainable tourism. If the term ‘port related activity’ is used there must be a clear definition of what this means.

Unanimous objections to the incinerator were ignored.

The existing metal recycling contravenes its original thresholds for operation times, noise and dust pollution and NOTHING is done about it. Failure to
intervene may just be ineptitude on behalf of the council, but also smacks of disinterest or even corruption.
Similarly, the recent planning permission ceded to Brett Aggregates, despite their abominable track record across the country smacks of desperation and lack of
foresight at best, and again, underhanded dealings.

As a community, we have no reason to have any faith in the idea that our council (salaried by our taxes) holds any interest in the well being and future of our
local community.

The proposed developed contravenes many of the core objectives previously stated:

Objective 4. To create and sustain vibrant, safe and distinctive communities. (Communities)

Newhaven is an area of high disadvantage (as evidenced in the indices of multiple deprivation) with severe health inequalities. It has limited open space. The
loss of this popular and well used public open space crossed by official public footpaths will severely impact on community happiness, health and wellbeing. It
makes no sense to grade is as of ‘no likely effect’ and it must be graded red (--)

Objective 5. To improve the health of the Plan Areas population. (Health)
Newhaven has severe health inequalities and issues related to congestion and poor air quality (see below). Any additional road use arising from this
development must be considered detrimental and it should be graded amber rather than as ‘of no likely effect.’

2
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Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
This development of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains nationally important habitat (see below for more detail) cannot sensibly be rated
amber (-?). It must be rated red (--).

Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area’s air quality. (Air quality)
As detailed in the previous town plan, Newhaven is already on a red alert. The extra traffic will directly endanger air quality in an area of high environmental
sensitivity, and in addition will affect the nearby Newhaven AQMA, so should have been rated amber rather than of ‘no likely effect.’

I am not alone in these concerns.
Please listen to your communities and try to approach town planning with a slightly longer term vision.
Yours,
Dr Alice Eldridge
-New paper Sounding Out Acoustic Indices out now in Ecological Indicators
Dr Alice Eldridge
Lecturer in Music Technology
University of Sussex
Falmer
Brighton
BN1 9RG
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Representation ID: REP/153/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/153/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/153

Name:

Rod Evans

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Seaford Beach will soon disappear if all this encroachment is allowed.
'And the hinterland is being despoliated. Please stop it!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Expunge it.
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/153/E1/B

Representation ID:

REP/153/E1/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/153

Name:

Rod Evans

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Tide Mills beach and its hinterland are unspoilt areas, too few of which remain. Pollution,
noise, traffic, visual vileness all threaten this pleasant space and should be resisted, for
the good of the populations of Newhaven and Seaford. Recreation in nature is much
more important than yet another industrial sprawl. I enjoy walking in the peace and fresh
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air to be found along this strip of the coastline - please do not spoil it! There must be
other areas of Newhaven where new eyesores would have little or no impact.
Loss of biodiversity on this site is a worry too. Birds nest and feed here, vegetation of
types particular to the coast should be protected, walkers, swimmers and kite-surfers
love this place and it would be an act of damaging vandalism to destroy this natural
environment.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Protect our few remaining natural open spaces, including both beach and coastal strip.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/154/E1

Representation ID:

REP/154/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/154

Name:

Margaret Evans

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
This part of the town should be left to nature, for the enjoyment and recreation of all.
There would be loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle);
worries about traffic and air quality; with all the housing already allocated for Newhaven,
this would be too much development; I like to walk in the fresh air there and enjoy the
natural life and surroundings.
Please do not spoil yet another natural open space. There are other places in Newhaven
for industry!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rod Evans
04 November 2018 19:29
ldf
Newhaven east beach area

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir,

This part of the town should be left to nature, for the enjoyment and recreation of all.
There would be loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle); worries about traffic
and air quality; with all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, this would be too much development; I
like to walk in the fresh air there and enjoy the natural life and surroundings.
Please do not spoil yet another natural open space. There are other places in Newhaven for industry!

Yours faithfully,
Margaret Evans
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Representation ID: REP/155/E1

Representation ID:

REP/155/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/155

Name:

jean fairbairn

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
The "Gap" between Newhaven and Peacehaven and guarded like a precious jewel is
not a "Gap" protecting the open space between the 2 settlements is no "Gap" at all . I
speak of " Plots 42-48 Land South of Wilmington Road" which appeared (the whole field
that is, not just these plots which I co-own) in The Physical Development Vision for
Newhaven 2010 as WESTERN HEIGHTS (Option 2). Why was this site dismissed?
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
As there are houses all around it (Haven Way , a huge communications mast. houses
etc. )why not infill? Dismissing this site NH47 it was stated that 9 quality houses could be
built on that plot?
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/156/E1

Representation ID:

REP/156/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/156

Name:

Sue Fasquelle

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to register my opposition to any further development east of the Port Access Road
and Bridge onto Tide Mills once the road and bridge are built. This is an area rich in
native flora and fauna and should be preserved for the enjoyment of future generations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue Fasquelle
31 October 2018 09:52
ldf
Tide Mills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I wish to register my opposition to any further development east of the Port Access Road and
Bridge onto Tide Mills once the road and bridge are built. This is an area rich in native flora and
fauna and should be preserved for the enjoyment of future generations.
Sue Fasquelle
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Representation:
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I'm using this method of replying because I was unable to access the consultation
website because you did not respond to my request to set up a new password.
This response relates to the Land at East Quay Newhaven Port (Section 3.11 on)
I recognise the need for more employment opportunities in Newhaven but cannot
support the use of the area west of Tidemills for this purpose for the following reasons The area is a very well-used amenity whose loss will have a significant effect on local
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people, particularly when you consider that they have already lost the use of the west
beach.
Area E1 appears to include part of the Site of Nature Conservation Importance. As a
member of the Seaford Natural History Society I know that there are vegetative shingle
plants growing there. As these plants are becoming increasingly rare, we should be
preserving sites where they grow rather than building on them.
The south coast of England is very built up. The Seaford Bay area from Newhaven
harbour to the Bishopstone Station is one of the few stretches of coast which not built on
and to which there is easy access. I think the bridge over the railway is inappropriate
and so is this proposal.
Lastly, if development on this site goes ahead, I am concerned that we should not lose
access to the west end of the beach and that any buildings which are put in place should
not spoil the view. We disregard the importance of the environment on mental health at
our peril.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Categories:
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I’m using this method of replying because I was unable to access the consultation website because you did not respond to my request to set up a new
password.
This response relates to the Land at East Quay Newhaven Port (Section 3.11 on)
I recognise the need for more employment opportunities in Newhaven but cannot support the use of the area west of Tidemills for this purpose for the following reasons The area is a very well-used amenity whose loss will have a significant effect on local people, particularly when you consider that they have already lost the use of the west
beach.
Area E1 appears to include part of the Site of Nature Conservation Importance. As a member of the Seaford Natural History Society I know that there are vegetative shingle
plants growing there. As these plants are becoming increasingly rare, we should be preserving sites where they grow rather than building on them.
The south coast of England is very built up. The Seaford Bay area from Newhaven harbour to the Bishopstone Station is one of the few stretches of coast which not built on
and to which there is easy access. I think the bridge over the railway is inappropriate and so is this proposal.
Lastly, if development on this site goes ahead, I am concerned that we should not lose access to the west end of the beach and that any buildings which are put in place should
not spoil the view. We disregard the importance of the environment on mental health at our peril.

M Anne Fletcher
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am getting in touch to share my opposition to the development of the Tide Mills area,
as above.
The development of a large portion of the previous Tide Mills area goes beyond my love
of the area as a local of the town, and stems from a simple concern over the lack of
sustainable development proposed.
The development directly go against the requirement that local plans must contribute to
sustainable development and is instead actively destroying a green marine area and
along with it, destroying rare vegetated shingle (an utter loss of biodiversity).
Most worrying is that this comes at a time when we have all been told by the UN that the
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globe has 12 years to reduce the negative impacts of climate change and protect - a key
word! - our delicate environments. Sadly, this plan, along with so many others, is
working against that and seems to have forgotten we don't have a Planet B to go to.
I hope this gets to the right person/team and these plans are halted. This is not
sustainable development in any way, shape or form.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Opposition to Policy E1 in Tide Mills, Newhaven

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To whom it may concern,
I am getting in touch to share my opposition to the development of the Tide Mills area, as above.
The development of a large portion of the previous Tide Mills area goes beyond my love of the area as a
local of the town, and stems from a simple concern over the lack of sustainable development proposed.
The development directly go against the requirement that local plans must contribute to sustainable
development and is instead actively destroying a green marine area and along with it, destroying rare
vegetated shingle (an utter loss of biodiversity).
Most worrying is that this comes at a time when we have all been told by the UN that the globe has 12 years
to reduce the negative impacts of climate change and protect - a key word! - our delicate environments.
Sadly, this plan, along with so many others, is working against that and seems to have forgotten we don't
have a Planet B to go to.
I hope this gets to the right person/team and these plans are halted. This is not sustainable development in
any way, shape or form.
Kind regards,
Emma
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Policy E1
Hello I would like to object to the development at Tide mills.
No proper consultation
During the planning meeting in July of this year, the expansion into Tide mills was not
clearly stated, so the majority of people locally in Seaford and Newhaven are unaware of
this proposed expansion and were not properly consulted. There are no information
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notices on or near the site, the only notices relate to the channel expansion.
Not related to port activity, loss of important natural habitat, alternative sites in
Newhaven
Giving permission for industrial use - not related to the port activity seems like a poor
use of the land, there are many brown field sites and industrial zones in Newhaven that
can be used for industry without the loss of of the E1 site - which contains important
natural habitat and is a UN designated Living Coast Biosphere containing rare species
of birds and plants.
Damaging Tourism, wildlife and the loss of peaceful enjoyment of Tide mills by local
people
Tide mills should be protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure, recreation and
tourism. Rather than building large metal sheds, why not preserve Tide mills and utilise it
to encourage more tourism to East Sussex? T
he beautiful wild beach and land of Tide mills is a precious and rare resource, with it's
rich history, still visible in the ruins of Tide mills and the Sea plane site.
Cllr Godfrey Daniel stated in the July planning meeting that the people of Seaford and
Newhaven had 'been totally conned' by a vision of clean, green, marine. He stated that
because there is a large scrap metal site operating on the Newhaven side of the port
that objecting to further development was ridiculous - I disagree.
A large section of the beach on the Seaford side is going to be lost to widen the port,
which is regrettable but understandable, but this proposed development adjacent to that
seems unnecessary, as it is not related to the port and also a bad use of an important
local natural resource when other industrial sites are available in Newhaven.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy E1

Hello I would like to object to the development at Tide mills.
No proper consultation
During the planning meeting in July of this year, the expansion into Tide mills was not clearly stated, so the
majority of people locally in Seaford and Newhaven are unaware of this proposed expansion and were not
properly consulted. There are no information notices on or near the site, the only notices relate to the
channel expansion.
Not related to port activity, loss of important natural habitat, alternative sites in Newhaven
Giving permission for industrial use - not related to the port activity seems like a poor use of the land,
there are many brown field sites and industrial zones in Newhaven that can be used for industry without
the loss of of the E1 site - which contains important natural habitat and is a UN designated Living Coast
Biosphere containing rare species of birds and plants.
Damaging Tourism, wildlife and the loss of peaceful enjoyment of Tide mills by local people
Tide mills should be protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism. Rather than
building large metal sheds, why not preserve Tide mills and utilise it to encourage more tourism to East
Sussex? T
he beautiful wild beach and land of Tide mills is a precious and rare resource, with it's rich history, still
visible in the ruins of Tide mills and the Sea plane site.
Cllr Godfrey Daniel stated in the July planning meeting that the people of Seaford and Newhaven had
'been totally conned' by a vision of clean, green, marine. He stated that because there is a large scrap
metal site operating on the Newhaven side of the port that objecting to further development was
ridiculous - I disagree.
A large section of the beach on the Seaford side is going to be lost to widen the port, which is regrettable
but understandable, but this proposed development adjacent to that seems unnecessary, as it is not
related to the port and also a bad use of an important local natural resource when other industrial sites
are available in Newhaven.
Kind regards
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We are appalled at the proposed plan to allow industrial development on Tide Mills
Beach. This is a unique area of peace, tranquillity, and is a protected wildlife site.
Is there no one at Lewes District Council who cares what happens to our area. No notice
seems to have been taken over the proposed Aggregates Concrete Factory and the
£23millionto be spent on a flyover (to where?)
Please don't dump any other monstrosity on our lovely area. There are few locations like
this around. Leave it for future generations to have the same pleasure in our lovely Tide
Mills we have had.
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Once it has gone it can never be replaced.
As they say in the adverts—when it's gone it's gone.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Dear Sir,
We are appalled at the proposed plan to allow industrial development on Tide Mills Beach. This is a unique area of peace, tranquillity, and is a protected wildlife site.
Is there no one at Lewes District Council who cares what happens to our area. No notice seems to have been taken over the proposed Aggregates Concrete Factory and the
£23millionto be spent on a flyover (to where?)
Please don’t dump any other monstrosity on our lovely area. There are few locations like this around. Leave it for future generations to have the same pleasure in our
lovely Tide Mills we have had.
Once it has gone it can never be replaced.
As they say in the adverts—when it’s gone it’s gone.
Ann & Colin Fox
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Please preserve this area of shingle. It may look like wasteland but is a valuable
breathing lung of green space that is essential for keeping a dividing line between
Newhaven and Seaford.. There will be so much new development in Newhaven it would
be tragic to lose such an area of wild space that is valued by so many different groups of
our society, walkers, family s, cyclists...everyone needs a bit of head space and fresh air
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Please preserve this area of shingle. It may look like wasteland but is a valuable breathing lung of green
space that is essential for keeping a dividing line between Newhaven and Seaford.. There will be so much
new development in Newhaven it would be tragic to lose such an area of wild space that is valued by so
many different groups of our society, walkers, family s, cyclists...everyone needs a bit of head space and
fresh air
Jane Franklin
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to urge you to protect this area from industrial development. It has far more
potential for tourism and leisure. In fact the whole harbour area could become an
attractive leisure and commercial area with the right investment. It is such a beautiful
area and would attract visitors from Brighton, London and overseas. This is what would
push the economy. There is so much wealth nearby. We must stop seeing Newhaven as
an industrial town and work on its merits.
The wildlife and habitats at tide mills needs protecting. They have significant
educational, leisure and health value for the local population.
Please think very carefully and believe in Newhaven" capacity to be much more than it
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has been allowed to be
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Dear Lewes District Council
I am writing to urge you to protect this area from industrial development. It has far more potential for
tourism and leisure. In fact the whole harbour area could become an attractive leisure and commercial area
with the right investment. It is such a beautiful area and would attract visitors from Brighton, London and
overseas. This is what would push the economy. There is so much wealth nearby. We must stop seeing
Newhaven as an industrial town and work on its merits.
The wildlife and habitats at tide mills needs protecting. They have significant educational, leisure and health
value for the local population.
Please think very carefully and believe in Newhaven" capacity to be much more than it has been allowed to
be
Kind regards
Helen Frederick
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Do you consider the document to be:
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Sound:
Representation:
In relation to e1 in proposed development plan. This is an area of natural beauty and
should not be developed. Development would further ruin this area which is about to be
impacted by developments to the west.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Dear Lewes council
In relation to e1 in proposed development plan. This is an area of natural beauty and should not be
developed. Development would further ruin this area which is about to be impacted by developments to the
west.
Regard
D.freeland
Get Outlook for Android
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Do you consider the document to be:
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Sound:
Representation:
I strongly object to the proposal for the E1 site at the Tide Mills beach in Newhaven to
allow industrial development on the beach, the area should be protected as a local
wildlife site, as in keeping with the surrounding area to the east and the South Downs
National Park.
Any industrialisation of this site will upset the wildlife living in the surrounding area and
stop visitors and residents from enjoying the rare sandy beach at low tide, this includes
Lewes residents. Would you take your children to a beach next to a cement works ?
The treatment of Newhaven residents by East Sussex County Council, Lewes District
Council and the Port Authority is disgraceful by slyly adding the E1 development at the
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last minute, hoping that they can get away with it.
Who are these people meant to be representing us ?
Enough is enough - leave the coastline away from development.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Sir,
I strongly object to the proposal for the E1 site at the Tide Mills beach in Newhaven to allow industrial
development on the beach, the area should be protected as a local wildlife site, as in keeping with the
surrounding area to the east and the South Downs National Park.
Any industrialisation of this site will upset the wildlife living in the surrounding area and stop visitors and
residents from enjoying the rare sandy beach at low tide, this includes Lewes residents. Would you take
your children to a beach next to a cement works ?
The treatment of Newhaven residents by East Sussex County Council, Lewes District Council and the Port
Authority is disgraceful by slyly adding the E1 development at the last minute, hoping that they can get
away with it.
Who are these people meant to be representing us ?
Enough is enough - leave the coastline away from development.
Yours faithfully
S. Freeman
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E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing with some comments and objections to the proposed Lewes District Local
Plan part 2.
I would urge you to remove the new Policy E1. This important local wildlife site (formerly
SNCI) should be protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism.
Policy E1 will work against sustainable development. It is based on a saved policy which
is no longer appropriate for the area; and which is against both the agreed vision for the
area and community wishes. It is not justified by employment need. It has not been fully
and explicitly included in previous consultation drafts which would have allowed the
community to voice those concerns so there hasn't been enough consultation on this.
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E1 represents a change from the previous draft. It removes the need for developments
to be associated with port activity. It allocates a much larger area of Tidemills for
development, an area which is used and loved by many members of the public. They
would not be able to enjoy it so much if it is developed and there is a great deal of
biodiversity there which, whatever conditions are placed on a development, there is
inevitably going to be some impact on. And there isn't even any guarantee on the
number of jobs this would generate.
Newhaven already has a large industrial area and an incinerator. There is a great deal of
potential for economic expansion in Newhaven which is sustainable, 'clean and green'
but as we know from recent developments, allocating yet more land for development
without the possibility to specify what type of activity happens means there will be no
guarantee of the type of development that will happen here and whether it will be for the
greater good of the town in terms of increased traffic, pollution, or more jobs. There is
little or no evidence that recent developments have benefitted the town.
I support and endorse everything that has been said by Community Action Newhaven
and urge you to remove Policy E1.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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To whom it may concern

I am writing with some comments and objections to the proposed Lewes District Local Plan part 2.
I would urge you to remove the new Policy E1. This important local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) should be
protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism.

Policy E1 will work against sustainable development. It is based on a saved policy which is no longer
appropriate for the area; and which is against both the agreed vision for the area and community wishes. It is
not justified by employment need. It has not been fully and explicitly included in previous consultation
drafts which would have allowed the community to voice those concerns so there hasn’t been enough
consultation on this.
E1 represents a change from the previous draft. It removes the need for developments to be associated with
port activity. It allocates a much larger area of Tidemills for development, an area which is used and loved
by many members of the public. They would not be able to enjoy it so much if it is developed and there is a
great deal of biodiversity there which, whatever conditions are placed on a development, there is inevitably
going to be some impact on. And there isn’t even any guarantee on the number of jobs this would generate.
Newhaven already has a large industrial area and an incinerator. There is a great deal of potential for
economic expansion in Newhaven which is sustainable, ‘clean and green’ but as we know from recent
developments, allocating yet more land for development without the possibility to specify what type of
activity happens means there will be no guarantee of the type of development that will happen here and
whether it will be for the greater good of the town in terms of increased traffic, pollution, or more jobs.
There is little or no evidence that recent developments have benefitted the town.
I support and endorse everything that has been said by Community Action Newhaven and urge you to
remove Policy E1.
Thanks and wishes,
Rachel Fryer
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Sound:
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I don't understand or comprehend what you are thinking of. This is goi g to ruin the the
wildlife in the area. It's not looking at the enviroment at all, certainly not looking after the
environent at all. Look around at everything that will be lost to everyone who uses the
area. This i realise most of you don't care about. I'm totally disgusted with Lewes district
council. In the end it all comes down to money and how much you get from it. Its not
sustainable. Its a dedicated wildlife area. What about the biodiversity This will be loss.
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What about the extra traffic and that bri gs into question air quality. Its quite obvious as a
council you don't care
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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I don't understand or comprehend what you are thinking of. This is goi g to ruin the the wildlife in the area.
It's not looking at the enviroment at all, certainly not looking after the environent at all. Look around at
everything that will be lost to everyone who uses the area. This i realise most of you don't care about. I'm
totally disgusted with Lewes district council. In the end it all comes down to money and how much you get
from it. Its not sustainable. Its a dedicated wildlife area. What about the biodiversity This will be loss. What
about the extra traffic and that bri gs into question air quality. Its quite obvious as a council you don't care

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
As a property owner and resident of Newhaven, I believe policy E1 should be modified
and Tide Mills Beach protected as a local wildlife site for local people and visitors to
enjoy. Please do not develop the area as an industrial site with the construction of the
proposed concrete factory. It does not make sense to industrialise this much loved
section of Seaford Bay, on the border of one of the few locations where the South
Downs National Park meets the sea.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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To whom it may concern,
As a property owner and resident of Newhaven, I believe policy E1 should be modified and Tide Mills
Beach protected as a local wildlife site for local people and visitors to enjoy. Please do not develop the area
as an industrial site with the construction of the proposed concrete factory. It does not make sense to
industrialise this much loved section of Seaford Bay, on the border of one of the few locations where the
South Downs National Park meets the sea.
Regards,
Ruben Garcia-Dols

1
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Representation ID: REP/179/E1

Representation ID:

REP/179/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/179

Name:

Tessa and Mike George and Boice

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
My husband Mike Boice and I strongly oppose any further development east of the Port
Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills once the road and bridge are built. Our local
environment, our coastline and Tide Mills are greatly valued, and should not be under
threat. Any further loss of land at Tide Mills would have a catastrophic effect on the
western end of Seaford Bay and must be resisted.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tessa George
31 October 2018 16:45
ldf
East Beach and Tide Mills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

My husband Mike Boice and I strongly oppose any further development east of the Port Access Road and
Bridge onto Tide Mills once the road and bridge are built. Our local environment, our coastline and Tide
Mills are greatly valued, and should not be under threat. Any further loss of land at Tide Mills would have a
catastrophic effect on the western end of Seaford Bay and must be resisted.
Yours truly, Tessa George,

1
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Representation ID: REP/182/E1

Representation ID:

REP/182/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/182

Name:

Ann Giles

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
One of the requirements of such a plan is to maintain development whilst protecting the
environment. Also to consider overall impact on the considered area. The suggestions
for further development of this site, beyond the already agreed port road and port
development is NOT justified. There are already areas in Newhaven marked for
employment and housing that are not presently developed e.g. off the Brighton Road;
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the Chalk pit area near Court Farm Road; the area north of the railway line off the new
port road. The coastline in East Sussex has been negligently destroyed along this
stretch at Newhaven and it is detrimental to the nearby boundary of the National Park to
allocate this section of the coast to further unnecessary development. There should be a
protected barrier between the already agreed development and the National Park
Boundary at Tide Mills. It should also be noted that the proposed area contains valuable
fauna ,that thrives In the conditions here, that would be destroyed should unnecessary
development take place.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
A protective barrier should be maintained between already agreed development of the
port road and agreed port expansion and the Boundary of the National Park at Tide
Mills. This would act to maintain the local environment and remaining coastline for the
wellbeing of residents and future generations.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
It is necessary to have views from residents of the area under consideration. As a long
term resident of Newhaven and a past Town Councillor I am aware that too often the
voice of the local resident has been ignored in favour of financial profit for private
enterprise and indirectly the local authority. This has lead to the decline of Newhaven
and the closure of much of the Newhaven coastline to the general public. This, in turn,
has created a decline in the morale and confidence of residents, together with an overall
deterioration in their living and working environment. Not the purpose of good planning .
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Representation ID: REP/184/E1

Representation ID:

REP/184/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/184

Name:

Timothy Good

Organisation:

Mach4 Solutions Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local Business / employer

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Unit 19 Euro Business Park
New Road
Newhaven
East Sussex
BN9 0DQ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Effective

Representation:
As a local business owner I am appalled that the original agreement with the port
owners wasn't also tied to infrastructure development surrounding this traffic
beleaguered town. With no road development any new business just makes the present
rush hour chaos even worse. With the convergence of 3 major routes, the swing bridge,
and the level crossing, a minor problem can cause huge delays as things are. Lewes
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council's first duty should be to the residents and existing businesses in Newhaven, not
to the French owners of the port. We have lost faith in the democratic process, and the
honesty of the counsellors themselves. The protesters represent the voice of reason,
this isn't some nimby style reaction from middle class homeowners worried about
property prices.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/185/E1

Representation ID:

REP/185/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/185

Name:

Emma Good

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to register my opposition to the plans to build on ground at Tide Mills.
I have lived in Seaford all my life and have walked and watched wildlife at Tide Mills for
over fifty years as did my father and his father before him. It is a beautiful, peaceful,
desolate wild area rich with history sandwiched between two towns which is used and
loved by so many. The area is rich with wildlife including rare birds and plants.
A large chunk of the beautiful beach has already been gobbled up by the port
expansion, a tragedy which cannot now be reversed.
Why jeopardise another large area of beautiful natural wasteland enjoyed by so many
for the sake of industry which could easily be sited elsewhere with far less impact on the
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environment?
Please listen to the voices of so many who are objecting to this awful proposal.
Please show support for the residents that you represent rather than the businesses
who have little history in the area or loyalty to those who live there.
This is not progress, it is the irreversible destruction of something fragile, beautiful and
precious.
Please do the right thing and stop this development.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emma
03 November 2018 17:45
ldf
Reference: E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am writing to register my opposition to the plans to build on ground at Tide Mills.
I have lived in Seaford all my life and have walked and watched wildlife at Tide Mills for over fifty
years as did my father and his father before him. It is a beautiful, peaceful, desolate wild area rich
with history sandwiched between two towns which is used and loved by so many. The area is rich
with wildlife including rare birds and plants.
A large chunk of the beautiful beach has already been gobbled up by the port expansion, a
tragedy which cannot now be reversed.
Why jeopardise another large area of beautiful natural wasteland enjoyed by so many for the sake
of industry which could easily be sited elsewhere with far less impact on the environment?
Please listen to the voices of so many who are objecting to this awful proposal.
Please show support for the residents that you represent rather than the businesses who have
little history in the area or loyalty to those who live there.
This is not progress, it is the irreversible destruction of something fragile, beautiful and precious.
Please do the right thing and stop this development.
Thank you.
Emma Good (Seaford resident)
Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/187/E1

Representation ID:

REP/187/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/187

Name:

Linda Green

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to express my concern re policy E1 in the Newhaven neighbourhood plan .
I strongly believe that policy E1 should be changed to protect Seaford Bay for future
generations. It needs to be protected as a local wildlife site, as an attractive place for
tourists and as a resource for local residents. This policy does not take into account the
promised ' clean green' regeneration of Newhaven. It makes absolutely no sense to
industrialise this unique and much loved section of Seaford Bay, on the border of one of
the few locations where the South Downs National Park meets the sea. The only people
it will benefit are the port authority and East Sussex Council who mistakenly in my view
and against the wishes of many have gone ahead with funding a very expensive flyover
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to this area of beach and given the go ahead to Brett Aggregates (disastrous) which I
believe was agreed ages ago with the more recent views of local people being ignored.
Please now see some common sense and stop any further development East. There is
already plenty of room for development in the agreed sites. Please do not develop into
E1. Lose this beautiful and unique area of coastline and it can never be replaced. Let's
make the best use of our open spaces for the health and sanity of local residents and to
encourage tourism. Please! please! please! Please don't get too hooked up on financial
gain but see common sense in developing this area of Newhaven and Seaford as a
wonderful place to visit and live!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Green
04 November 2018 17:39
ldf
E1 and Tide Mills beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir /Madam,
I am writing to express my concern re policy E1 in the Newhaven
neighbourhood plan .
I strongly believe that policy E1 should be changed to protect Seaford
Bay for future generations. It needs to be protected as a local wildlife
site, as an attractive place for tourists and as a resource for local
residents. This policy does not take into account the promised ' clean
green' regeneration of Newhaven. It makes absolutely no sense to
industrialise this unique and much loved section of Seaford Bay, on the
border of one of the few locations where the South Downs National
Park meets the sea. The only people it will benefit are the port authority
and East Sussex Council who mistakenly in my view and against the
wishes of many have gone ahead with funding a very expensive flyover
to this area of beach and given the go ahead to Brett Aggregates
(disastrous) which I believe was agreed ages ago with the more recent
views of local people being ignored. Please now see some common
sense and stop any further development East. There is already plenty of
room for development in the agreed sites. Please do not develop into
E1. Lose this beautiful and unique area of coastline and it can never be
replaced. Let's make the best use of our open spaces for the health and
sanity of local residents and to encourage tourism. Please! please!
please! Please don't get too hooked up on financial gain but see
common sense in developing this area of Newhaven and Seaford as a
wonderful place to visit and live!
Yours faithfully
Linda Green.

1
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Representation ID: REP/190/E1

Representation ID:

REP/190/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/190

Name:

David Griffiths

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I object strongly to the proposed inclusion of the site covered within reference E1 in the
Local Plan.
Industrialisation of this area is wholly unwarranted and unnecessary, depriving the
community as it does to a stretch of beach and access to these from the Downs. The
lack of protection that will be afforded to future development in the area will inevitably be
in favour of developers and contrary to the wishes of the local community.
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I urge you to remove the proposed inclusion of E1 in the Plan
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Griffiths
03 November 2018 09:17
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear LDC
I object strongly to the proposed inclusion of the site covered within reference E1 in the Local
Plan.
Industrialisation of this area is wholly unwarranted and unnecessary, depriving the community as it
does to a stretch of beach and access to these from the Downs. The lack of protection that will be
afforded to future development in the area will inevitably be in favour of developers and contrary to
the wishes of the local community.
I urge you to remove the proposed inclusion of E1 in the Plan
Regards
David Griffiths

1
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Representation ID: REP/192/E1

Representation ID:

REP/192/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/192

Name:

Diane Hall

Organisation:

Newhaven Town Council

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Councillor

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to lodge my objection to the plans for TideMills area.
NPP/.Lewes district Councils plans for development at TideMills does NOT contribute to
'sustainable development', but to loss of biodiversity.
TideMills has internationally rare vegetated shingle, and what is proposed does NOT
meet with the 'Clean Green Marine' title given to this area. We require LDC to preserve
this designated local wildlife site, for nature and leisure activities. Every day, regardless
of the weather, there are dozens and dozens of dog walkers, who use this entire area to
exercise their dogs....myself and GSD Hollie included. I have lived at the top of Mount
Pleasant, Newhaven for 42yrs, and all 7 of my German Shepherds have been exercised
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Representation ID: REP/192/E1
there daily....rain or shine! I have met, and can name at least 20 dog owners,and their
dogs names, (and we occasionally meet up for lunch!) such is the nature of our
respective friendship!
On extremely windy days it is hard to park, as the Wind and Kite Surfers are there by the
dozen, enjoying their sport, before they set off to work (most of them being selfemployed). A personal trainer also uses this area for his clients, to run, exercise and
stretch, and then run back to Seaford. There are a group of ladies who swim in the sea
most days, all year round, again regardless of the weather!
THIS IS PROBABLY THE BEST USED AREA IN THE WHOLE COUNTY FOR
MULTIPLE USE/ EXERCISING!! This makes it an ideal place to 'Promote' for fitness.
But not if LDC promote 'dirty' businesses, who pollute the air we breath with dust from
aggregates, and pollution from the lorries which accompany these businesses.
What LDC is proposing to allow, will create volumes of lorry traffic (Brett Aggregates
alone, some 100 lorries per 24hrs) causing more pollution and air quality problems.
What exactly do you propose this will bring to Newhaven? The money will go to French
owned NPP! Very few local people will gain employment, as Brett Aggregates advised
they would probably employ 15-20 people over 24hr work period....and I got that straight
from Brett Aggregates operatives who were walking that area, before we ever heard of
them ......and I was told they already "had planning permission granted" over 2yrs ago.
Which leads me to believe we have corruption within our District and County Councils.
I urge this Council to promote Clean and Green Marine, and renewable Energy Cluster
of the Port Masterplan, NOT pollution from sand, ballast and cement, and loss of the
only piece of sandy beach, for many many miles of our Sussex coast.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane Hall <
31 October 2018 11:59
ldf
Planning Permission on TideMills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I wish to lodge my objection to the plans for TideMills area.
NPP/.Lewes district Councils plans for development at TideMills does NOT contribute to
'sustainable development', but to loss of biodiversity.
TideMills has internationally rare vegetated shingle, and what is proposed does NOT meet with
the 'Clean Green Marine' title given to this area. We require LDC to preserve this designated local
wildlife site, for nature and leisure activities. Every day, regardless of the weather, there are
dozens and dozens of dog walkers, who use this entire area to exercise their dogs....myself and
GSD Hollie included. I have lived at the top of Mount Pleasant, Newhaven for 42yrs, and all 7 of
my German Shepherds have been exercised there daily....rain or shine! I have met, and can name
at least 20 dog owners,and their dogs names, (and we occasionally meet up for lunch!) such is the
nature of our respective friendship!
On extremely windy days it is hard to park, as the Wind and Kite Surfers are there by the dozen,
enjoying their sport, before they set off to work (most of them being self-employed). A personal
trainer also uses this area for his clients, to run, exercise and stretch, and then run back to
Seaford. There are a group of ladies who swim in the sea most days, all year round, again
regardless of the weather!
THIS IS PROBABLY THE BEST USED AREA IN THE WHOLE COUNTY FOR MULTIPLE USE/
EXERCISING!! This makes it an ideal place to 'Promote' for fitness.
But not if LDC promote 'dirty' businesses, who pollute the air we breath with dust from aggregates,
and pollution from the lorries which accompany these businesses.
What LDC is proposing to allow, will create volumes of lorry traffic (Brett Aggregates alone, some
100 lorries per 24hrs) causing more pollution and air quality problems.
What exactly do you propose this will bring to Newhaven? The money will go to French owned
NPP! Very few local people will gain employment, as Brett Aggregates advised they would
probably employ 15-20 people over 24hr work period....and I got that straight from Brett
Aggregates operatives who were walking that area, before we ever heard of them ......and I was
told they already "had planning permission granted" over 2yrs ago. Which leads me to believe we
have corruption within our District and County Councils.
I urge this Council to promote Clean and Green Marine, and renewable Energy Cluster of the Port
Masterplan, NOT pollution from sand, ballast and cement, and loss of the only piece of sandy
beach, for many many miles of our Sussex coast.
Thank you
Cllr. Diane Hall (Newhaven Town Councillor)
Sent from my iPad
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Representation ID: REP/195/E1

Representation ID:

REP/195/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/195

Name:

Laverne Hamill

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
As I understand it current national policy is to protect the environment especially areas
adjoining National Parks.Tide Mills is an exceptional area of wildlife and calm close to
the busy A259. It is used by a wide variety of people, families accessing the only sandy
beach for miles, birdwatchers, wind surfers, ramblers and dog walkers not to mention
archaeologists. It's demise is causing a great deal of concern among local people. All of
this is without the huge increase in traffic which would ensue in addition to the 114
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lorries per day (their figures not mine) from the Brett Aggregates cement works. Maria
Caulfield MP is already concerned about the level of accidents on the A259 and I have
written to her to express my disquiet about the impact such plans would have on this
area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
As you must be aware I do not have the legal jargon required to complete this section
but would beg you to reconsider your actions. Newhaven is not a dumping ground for
any industrial premises that the people of Lewes would not appreciate in their locality. I
am sure there are many other places in East Sussex (or even in Newhaven - the Parker
Pen site for one) where an industrial site would not impact so hugely on the
environment. We love Tide Mills and it is heartbreaking to think of it disappearing.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/196/E1

Representation ID:

REP/196/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/196

Name:

Jonathan Hammond

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No

Representation:
You have already granted more than enough planning permission for commercial
interests & industrial use of Tide Mills and, especially given Newhaven has long since
been the dumping ground for anything Lewes wishes out of sight & mind, and the
travesty & injustice of West Beach no longer being accessible, it is now incumbant &
morally obliging on you to prioritise the enviromental & recreational interests of the
remainder of Tide Mills & Seaford Bay. If you were to further ignore this it would
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severely impact my and all other local residents vested interests & quality of life.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I have no idea if the document is legally compliant or not. I am simply commenting on
the prospect of further development on Tide Mills.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/197/E1

Representation ID:

REP/197/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/197

Name:

Robert Handy

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
E1 fails to deliver on sustainable development and on the specific policies which relate
to conservation and biodiversity within part 1 of the core strategy, and fails to safeguard
a designated local wildlife site. This does not reflect the 'Clean, Green Marine' vision for
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Newhaven development.
The assessment of development requirements does not provide evidence that can justify
the development of a designated local wildlife site. The Employment land report
highlights that there are numerous vacant buildings within the Newhaven Enterprise
Zone so building on a site that recognised for biodiversity that includes internationally
rare vegetated shingle is completely unjustified.
Policy E1, by allowing for industrialisation of a local wildlife site, fails to maximise the
opportunities for this area, and does not reflect the widely agreed development vision for
Newhaven specifically around maximising clean/ green/ marine renewable sectors and
sustainable tourism.
This policy will negatively impact the existing issues with congestion and air quality, and
will have an unacceptable cumulative impact in combination with the very high housing
allocation.
This policy has been added far too late in the process for the consultation to be
meaningful, and the consultation materials contained an error which has caused
confusion - The map showing the E1 area in dark green appears to be much smaller
than the true area which is covered in pink - this is misleading and could lead to
residents thinking that the E1 area is much smaller than it really is.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/198/E1

Representation ID:

REP/198/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/198

Name:

Kim Harlow

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am concerned that a large area of the Tide Mills is allocated for future development
which will have a negative impact on the area for the following reasons;
- loss of biodiversity including internationally rare vegetated shingle.
- the impact of increased traffic in an already congested area.
- the impact on air quality due to increased traffic.
- with all the extra housing in Seaford, Newhaven and peace haven this will be
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overdevelopment. The area needs green spaces.
- the document does not explain how it contributes to sustainable development.
- the document does not reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or
renewable energy cluster of the port masterplan
- the plans are not clear in the documents
Therefore please alter this document accordingly.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Harlow
04 November 2018 21:32
ldf
Lewes District Plan

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am concerned that a large area of the Tide Mills is allocated for future development which will
have a negative impact on the area for the following reasons;
- loss of biodiversity including internationally rare vegetated shingle.
- the impact of increased traffic in an already congested area.
- the impact on air quality due to increased traffic.
- with all the extra housing in Seaford, Newhaven and peace haven this will be overdevelopment.
The area needs green spaces.
- the document does not explain how it contributes to sustainable development.
- the document does not reflect the clean marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable
energy cluster of the port masterplan
- the plans are not clear in the documents
Therefore please alter this document accordingly.
Kind Regards
Kim Harlow

Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/201/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/201/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/201

Name:

David Harris

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
I wish to make representations in respect of your proposed land policy E1 as follows:-a)
The proposal is premature as it does not take in to consideration the emerging local
Newhaven Plan being put forward by the Town Council. The impact of this has not yet
been considered, and should be given an opportunity to include your suggestion for
public vote.b) 3.15 "Much of this area was previously allocated in Policy NH20 of the
Lewes District Local Plan 2003", where it was regarded as port operational land. Legal
submissions in the mid 1970s were that this land was operational railway land,
notwithstanding the Newhaven Harbour Improvement Act of 1878. Privatization to
Sealink British Ferries and Sea Containers in 1984 resulted in the land being sold but
not the rights. It is unclear from your documentation as to whether or not you assume it
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is operational port land or whether a subsequent act of parliament has rescinded railway
use. Only a later act of parliament can remove these rights.c) Your earlier allocated
policy 8.16 states "buildings will be acceptable on the defined western area with minor
structures only permitted on the eastern part for the purpose of basic staff facilities".This
was further underpinned by the Newhaven Eastside Environmental Strategy Landscape
Framework of East Sussex County Council which discriminated between the area of port
expansion land to the west where built development was deemed acceptable and that to
the east where "no build development on port expansion land" should occur. The map
drew a line well to the west of your proposed easternmost E1 demarcation and made it
quite clear that " The open countryside and coastal character of the Eastside Area as
part of the strategic gap between Newhaven and Seaford must be preserved." Further
(4.10) "It is probable that a reduced area for port expansion towards Tide Mills will
provide sufficient scope for long term port needs in addition to the area allocated at East
Pier (now approved for Brett Aggregates).This reduction could provide the
environmental gain of a gap between the extended port and Tide Mills Village." this was
considered essential because (5.50) B area South of the Railway:" With the continuing
loss of the Eastbourne Crumbles to development there are now only three substantial
semi - natural shingle areas left in East Sussex, of these the Tide Mills beach is the only
one without protection or management (WHY?!). Apart for protection from development
some areas behind the beach could be set aside as sanctuary areas, particularly during
the bird breeding season."Given that a new port access road was always anticipated at
the time these policies were agreed it is surprising there is no explanation in your current
proposals as to why you now consider these comments should be superseded, more
especially as The Department of the Environment ruled that the County`s Newhaven
Eastside Planning Guidelines be included in the Local Plan in order that they assume
more weight.d) The "no build development on port expansion land" area that you now
propose building on has become part of a receptor site and new nature reserve following
application for the Rampion Wind Farm Application LW/15/0034. Your planning
enforcement officer and I crossed swords over this one because Natural England should
have been consulted about it (but weren`t!) because an Environmental Impact
Assessment was needed for this site. Their standing advice states quite clearly that
mitigation plans are required for development projects that affect protected species, as
part of getting planning permission, and that animals and plants should not normally be
removed from development sites before that decision is made. Unfortunately none of
this was complied with. Incredibly planning permission for this Rampion Project was
granted with a condition that a mitigation plan had to be agreed beforehand. Moving the
animals was the mitigation, and yet that Ecological Mitigation Management Plan was
never produced, let alone agreed. Instead a retrospective Environmental Statement was
produced for public consumption after the event, presumably because your council did
not wish it to be known that the reason for the illegal hasty translocation was actually
Brett Aggregates (LW/799/CM). Incidentally none of this Environmental Statement
appears to have been followed in your suggestions either for Brett or for E1.
Lamentable.e) The 1984 Sea Containers planning permission for port modernization at
Newhaven included the construction of a new outer harbour (not a new berth and
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slipway!). To support these plans East Sussex County Council agreed to provide £6.8
million of capital challenge credit and £1million of European Union INTERREG funding
for a new road linking the planned outer port and deepened harbour with the national
A26 / A259 trunk road network. All this was subject to a firm commitment being made to
proceed with the outer harbour (the deepened harbour was only intended as an interim
stage) and modernization of existing facilities to support cross channel ferry activities.
Now the public are expected to stump up £23 million of public funding for a flyover for
the benefit of private commerce (Brett) and put up with all manner of non - port related
development (and traffic and air pollution, presumably in a forlorn attempt to somehow
justify this ludicrous outlay from the public purse) from E1 if you agree your
proposals.How does this square with your own council`s comments at the time of the
Brett application that Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for
employment uses associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is
not associated with port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be
demonstrated that such development would not undermine the operational use of the
Port. All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape
and scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park is minimised.In summary, please
rethink your proposed policy to better reflect environmental considerations, long term
port practicalities, local sentiment and heritage.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
In summary, please rethink your proposed policy to better reflect environmental
considerations, long term port practicalities, local sentiment and heritage.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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From: D HARRIS <
>
To: Planning ldc <Planning.ldc@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk>
CC:
Sent: 03/11/2018 21:34:03
Subject:Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Proposed Site Allocation Land at Tidemills,
Newhaven
Dear Sirs,
I wish to make representations in respect of your proposed land policy E1 as follows:a) The proposal is premature as it does not take in to consideration the emerging local Newhaven
Plan being put forward by the Town Council. The impact of this has not yet been considered, and
should be given an opportunity to include your suggestion for public vote.
b) 3.15 "Much of this area was previously allocated in Policy NH20 of the Lewes District Local Plan
2003", where it was regarded as port operational land. Legal submissions in the mid 1970s were that
this land was operational railway land, notwithstanding the Newhaven Harbour Improvement Act of
1878. Privatization to Sealink British Ferries and Sea Containers in 1984 resulted in the land being
sold but not the rights. It is unclear from your documentation as to whether or not you assume it is
operational port land or whether a subsequent act of parliament has rescinded railway use. Only a
later act of parliament can remove these rights.
c) Your earlier allocated policy 8.16 states "buildings will be acceptable on the defined western area
with minor structures only permitted on the eastern part for the purpose of basic staff facilities".This
was further underpinned by the Newhaven Eastside Environmental Strategy Landscape Framework
of East Sussex County Council which discriminated between the area of port expansion land to the
west where built development was deemed acceptable and that to the east where "no build
development on port expansion land" should occur. The map drew a line well to the west of your
proposed easternmost E1 demarcation and made it quite clear that " The open countryside and
coastal character of the Eastside Area as part of the strategic gap between Newhaven and Seaford
must be preserved." Further (4.10) "It is probable that a reduced area for port expansion towards Tide
Mills will provide sufficient scope for long term port needs in addition to the area allocated at East Pier
(now approved for Brett Aggregates).This reduction could provide the environmental gain of a gap
between the extended port and Tide Mills Village." this was considered essential because (5.50) B
area South of the Railway:" With the continuing loss of the Eastbourne Crumbles to development
there are now only three substantial semi - natural shingle areas left in East Sussex, of these the Tide
Mills beach is the only one without protection or management (WHY?!). Apart for protection from
development some areas behind the beach could be set aside as sanctuary areas, particularly during
the bird breeding season."
Given that a new port access road was always anticipated at the time these policies were agreed it is
surprising there is no explanation in your current proposals as to why you now consider these
comments should be superseded, more especially as The Department of the Environment ruled that
the County`s Newhaven Eastside Planning Guidelines be included in the Local Plan in order that they
assume more weight.
d) The "no build development on port expansion land" area that you now propose building on has
become part of a receptor site and new nature reserve following application for the Rampion Wind
Farm Application LW/15/0034. Your planning enforcement officer and I crossed swords over this one
because Natural England should have been consulted about it (but weren`t!) because an
Environmental Impact Assessment was needed for this site. Their standing advice states quite clearly
that mitigation plans are required for development projects that affect protected species, as part of
getting planning permission, and that animals and plants should not normally be removed from
development sites before that decision is made. Unfortunately none of this was complied with.
Incredibly planning permission for this Rampion Project was granted with a condition that a mitigation
plan had to be agreed beforehand. Moving the animals was the mitigation, and yet that Ecological
Mitigation Management Plan was never produced, let alone agreed. Instead a retrospective
Environmental Statement was produced for public consumption after the event, presumably because
your council did not wish it to be known that the reason for the illegal hasty translocation was actually
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Brett Aggregates (LW/799/CM). Incidentally none of this Environmental Statement appears to have
been followed in your suggestions either for Brett or for E1. Lamentable.
e) The 1984 Sea Containers planning permission for port modernization at Newhaven included the
construction of a new outer harbour (not a new berth and slipway!). To support these plans East
Sussex County Council agreed to provide £6.8 million of capital challenge credit and £1million of
European Union INTERREG funding for a new road linking the planned outer port and deepened
harbour with the national A26 / A259 trunk road network. All this was subject to a firm commitment
being made to proceed with the outer harbour (the deepened harbour was only intended as an interim
stage) and modernization of existing facilities to support cross channel ferry activities. Now the public
are expected to stump up £23 million of public funding for a flyover for the benefit of private
commerce (Brett) and put up with all manner of non - port related development (and traffic and air
pollution, presumably in a forlorn attempt to somehow justify this ludicrous outlay from the public
purse) from E1 if you agree your proposals.
How does this square with your own council`s comments at the time of the Brett application that Land
at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses associated with
Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated with port-related activity will be
permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such development would not undermine the
operational use of the Port. All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the
landscape and scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park is minimised.
In summary, please rethink your proposed policy to better reflect environmental considerations, long
term port practicalities, local sentiment and heritage.
Yours faithfully,
David Harris,
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Representation ID: REP/201/E1/B

Representation ID:

REP/201/E1/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/201

Name:

David Harris

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to make representations in respect of your proposed land policy E1 as follows:a) The proposal is premature as it does not take in to consideration the emerging local
Newhaven Plan being put forward by the Town Council. The impact of this has not yet
been considered, and should be given an opportunity to include your suggestion for
public vote.
b) 3.15 "Much of this area was previously allocated in Policy NH20 of the Lewes District
Local Plan 2003", where it was regarded as port operational land. Legal submissions in
the mid 1970s were that this land was operational railway land, notwithstanding the
Newhaven Harbour Improvement Act of 1878. Privatization to Sealink British Ferries and
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Sea Containers in 1984 resulted in the land being sold but not the rights. It is unclear
from your documentation as to whether or not you assume it is operational port land or
whether a subsequent act of parliament has rescinded railway use. Only a later act of
parliament can remove these rights.
c) Your earlier allocated policy 8.16 states "buildings will be acceptable on the defined
western area with minor structures only permitted on the eastern part for the purpose of
basic staff facilities".This was further underpinned by the Newhaven Eastside
Environmental Strategy Landscape Framework of East Sussex County Council which
discriminated between the area of port expansion land to the west where built
development was deemed acceptable and that to the east where "no build development
on port expansion land" should occur. The map drew a line well to the west of your
proposed easternmost E1 demarcation and made it quite clear that " The open
countryside and coastal character of the Eastside Area as part of the strategic gap
between Newhaven and Seaford must be preserved." Further (4.10) "It is probable that
a reduced area for port expansion towards Tide Mills will provide sufficient scope for
long term port needs in addition to the area allocated at East Pier (now approved for
Brett Aggregates).This reduction could provide the environmental gain of a gap between
the extended port and Tide Mills Village." this was considered essential because (5.50)
B area South of the Railway:" With the continuing loss of the Eastbourne Crumbles to
development there are now only three substantial semi - natural shingle areas left in
East Sussex, of these the Tide Mills beach is the only one without protection or
management (WHY?!). Apart for protection from development some areas behind the
beach could be set aside as sanctuary areas, particularly during the bird breeding
season."
Given that a new port access road was always anticipated at the time these policies
were agreed it is surprising there is no explanation in your current proposals as to why
you now consider these comments should be superseded, more especially as The
Department of the Environment ruled that the County`s Newhaven Eastside Planning
Guidelines be included in the Local Plan in order that they assume more weight.
d) The "no build development on port expansion land" area that you now propose
building on has become part of a receptor site and new nature reserve following
application for the Rampion Wind Farm Application LW/15/0034. Your planning
enforcement officer and I crossed swords over this one because Natural England should
have been consulted about it (but weren`t!) because an Environmental Impact
Assessment was needed for this site. Their standing advice states quite clearly that
mitigation plans are required for development projects that affect protected species, as
part of getting planning permission, and that animals and plants should not normally be
removed from development sites before that decision is made. Unfortunately none of
this was complied with. Incredibly planning permission for this Rampion Project was
granted with a condition that a mitigation plan had to be agreed beforehand. Moving the
animals was the mitigation, and yet that Ecological Mitigation Management Plan was
never produced, let alone agreed. Instead a retrospective Environmental Statement was
produced for public consumption after the event, presumably because your council did
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not wish it to be known that the reason for the illegal hasty translocation was actually
Brett Aggregates (LW/799/CM). Incidentally none of this Environmental Statement
appears to have been followed in your suggestions either for Brett or for E1.
Lamentable.
e) The 1984 Sea Containers planning permission for port modernization at Newhaven
included the construction of a new outer harbour (not a new berth and slipway!). To
support these plans East Sussex County Council agreed to provide £6.8 million of
capital challenge credit and £1million of European Union INTERREG funding for a new
road linking the planned outer port and deepened harbour with the national A26 / A259
trunk road network. All this was subject to a firm commitment being made to proceed
with the outer harbour (the deepened harbour was only intended as an interim stage)
and modernization of existing facilities to support cross channel ferry activities. Now the
public are expected to stump up £23 million of public funding for a flyover for the benefit
of private commerce (Brett) and put up with all manner of non - port related development
(and traffic and air pollution, presumably in a forlorn attempt to somehow justify this
ludicrous outlay from the public purse) from E1 if you agree your proposals.
How does this square with your own council`s comments at the time of the Brett
application that Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for
employment uses associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is
not associated with port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be
demonstrated that such development would not undermine the operational use of the
Port. All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape
and scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park is minimised.
In summary, please rethink your proposed policy to better reflect environmental
considerations, long term port practicalities, local sentiment and heritage.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/204/E1

Representation ID:

REP/204/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/204

Name:

Lyn Hartwell

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
It will have adverse effect on Seaford and Newhaven towns. A259 cannot cope with all
the additional traffic created is far too busy now. How would vehicles get out of
Bishopstone? Pedestrians on that road going into town now is most unpleasant and
sometimes unsafe increased traffic would make it worse. How about the archeological
area. All going through because of the back handers not what locals want
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Do not do any of this, people from out of this area should not have input into the
development the don't have to live with it. Should improve the one way system in
Newhaven. I live in bishopstone and do not want to see a bridge over the railway or
have increases traffic below on A259
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/207/E1

Representation ID:

REP/207/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/207

Name:

Frances Hasler

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I want to add my voice to those challenging the inclusion of part of the Tide Mills site (E1
in the plans) as available for future development.
This lovely area of beach, shingle and rough ground is one of our regular walks. It is
adjacent to some important nesting sites for birds. The shingle has a wide range of
established vegetation, all of it good for wildlife. There are some genuinely brownfield
sites in Newhaven, you do not need to take over the beach. Tide Mills has been
developed as an excellent spot for walkers, cyclists and birdwatchers. Please don't spoil
it.
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The proposal is not good for the environment. It does not add to a sustainable future for
Newhaven. Please take E1 out of your plans.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frances Hasler
05 November 2018 19:15
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 plans for Tide Mills

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear District Planners
I want to add my voice to those challenging the inclusion of part of the Tide Mills site (E1 in
the plans) as available for future development.
This lovely area of beach, shingle and rough ground is one of our regular walks. It is
adjacent to some important nesting sites for birds. The shingle has a wide range of
established vegetation, all of it good for wildlife. There are some genuinely brownfield sites
in Newhaven, you do not need to take over the beach. Tide Mills has been developed as an
excellent spot for walkers, cyclists and birdwatchers. Please don’t spoil it.
The proposal is not good for the environment. It does not add to a sustainable future for
Newhaven. Please take E1 out of your plans.
Many thanks
Frances Hasler

1
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Representation ID: REP/209/E1

Representation ID:

REP/209/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/209

Name:

Sarah Hawkes

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
It puts business interest before the needs of people and nature.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I simply want you to respect the wishes of people who want to keep the Tide Mills area
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intact,with no development further to that which has already been decided.It is vital that
this piece of coastline is protected for our children,our grandchildren,and the sanity and
wellbeing of people who need the peace and tranquility of this beautiful area.It is criminal
to put profit before people and nature in this day and age.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/212/E1

Representation ID:

REP/212/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/212

Name:

Brian Henderson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have recently seen the proposed planning for the area east of the port at Newhaven
which includes the area to Tidemills under Reference E1. I would like to object to this
application on the grounds that this area is an important wild life habitat and should
therfore be protected for future generations. The boundary also, I believe, would be
adjacant to the South Downs Park and could, therefore, be in conflict with this important
area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

HENDERSON BRIAN
03 November 2018 19:17
ldf
Fw: proposed planning at Tidemills, Seaford.

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I have recently seen the proposed planning for the area east of the port at Newhaven which includes the area to
Tidemills under Reference E1. I would like to object to this application on the grounds that this area is an important
wild life habitat and should therfore be protected for future generations. The boundary also, I believe, would be
adjacant to the South Downs Park and could, therefore, be in conflict with this important area.
Thank you
Brian

1
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Representation ID: REP/213/E1

Representation ID:

REP/213/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/213

Name:

Linda Heyworth

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
There should be no development east of the port access road and bridge onto Tidemills
once the road and bridge are built. Any such development would be catastrophic for this
beautiful unique site with its biodiversity and nature conservation interest. It would also
have grave consequences for the whole of Seaford Bay.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Heyworth
31 October 2018 11:05
ldf
LDC LOCAL PLAN: RESIDENT'S COMMENT

Categories:

Complete, LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

There should be no development east of the port access road and bridge onto Tidemills once the road and
bridge are built. Any such development would be catastrophic for this beautiful unique site with its
biodiversity and nature conservation interest. It would also have grave consequences for the whole of
Seaford Bay.
Linda Heyworth.

1
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Representation ID: REP/214/E1

Representation ID:

REP/214/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/214

Name:

Georgina Hickey

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified

Representation:
I don't really know what a lot of this form means. I don't know if what is proposed is
legally compliant. It strikes me that the language used here is exactly to put people like
myself off from commenting for fear of the jargon.
'Tide mills is a place I go to sea swim, a place I take my children to the beach, a place
myself and my family walk and enjoy. What on earth are you doing building on such a
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place of natural beauty??? Newhaven has been consistently dumped on over the years,
it has such enormous potential to be a vibrant, exciting town with so much to offer....a
coastline, natural beauty, river, downs, coastal walks, a large community, the ferry link
to France. WHY are you turning into a rubbish dump??? It needs investment. Positive
investment for real change and great things. No one will come there. No one will want to
go for their recreation and the poor people who do live in Newhaven have to deal with
yet another ill considered, terribly damaging development on their doorstep which roars
out "Newhaveners don't matter, Newhaven doesn't matter". We have a duty of care to
our coastline, our seas, our natural habitat and our communities of fellow human beings.
TAKE CARE. BE MINDFUL. This is not just a game of numbers, thousands of people
will be affected in a negative way - and not just now, but in generations to come.
'Do not continue to damage our precious coastline and resources with this development.
Stop now.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Widen the consultation. And extend the time frame. Make it easier for people to
comment and feel heard.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/217/E1

Representation ID:

REP/217/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/217

Name:

Martin Hill

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
If you continue to agree to companies that put building applications on the land of the
Tide Mill site and further east towards Seaford will destroy the area,the tranquillity , and
The Seaford tourist industry.
'It will be another area spoilt forever !
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Because you don't appear to be listening to the public . Or people of the town of Seaford
!!
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Representation ID: REP/219/E1

Representation ID:

REP/219/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/219

Name:

David Hoare

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared

Representation:
Additional land has been included in the development envelope without proper
consultation. As the area is vegetated shingle wider consultation, particularly with
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statuary bodies such as Natural England and conservation bodies, such as Wildlife
Trusts, should be undertaken prior to inclusion in the development envelope.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Provide the required consultation period. Ensure there is an Environmental Impact
Assessment. Undertake an Phase Two habitat survey of the area and in adjoining areas
to ensure habitat fragmentation does not threaten the viability of remaining species due
to reduced size of remaining populations.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/221/E1

Representation ID:

REP/221/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/221

Name:

Kim Hogan

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to email regarding E1 plans. I do not agree that they should go ahead for
many reasons such as:
-Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' which this doesn't. - we
may lose biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
- I have worries about traffic and air quality
- with all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, it would be too much development
- there is a need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature
- the policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or
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'renewable energy cluster' of the port masterplan.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kim wenham
04 November 2018 20:35
ldf
E1 plans

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

Hi there,
I would like to email regarding E1 plans. I do not agree that they should go ahead for many
reasons such as:
-Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' which this doesn't. - we may lose
biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle)
- I have worries about traffic and air quality
- with all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, it would be too much development
- there is a need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature
- the policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or 'renewable
energy cluster' of the port masterplan.
Many thanks
Kim hogan
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Representation ID: REP/222/E1

Representation ID:

REP/222/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/222

Name:

Steve holder

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared

Representation:
On behalf of myself , family and all friends with whom we have discussed the issue,
without exception. The planning "E1" East side/ Tidemills ,Newhaven. The proposal to
extend further to the East of the already overdeveloped and unnecesarily destroyed area
of an invaluable leisure and wildlife area of the East side/ Tidemills green area. This
whole area is teeming with both resident and migratory bird species as well as protected
nesting estuary birds, along with stunning wild plants and associated insect life. It is the
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last remaining area of its kind within "practicle" reach of the Newhaven, Denton ,
Bishopstone and Seaford area. It is widely and regularly used by the whole range of
leisure and research activities and greatly admired by all visitors as an outstanding area
of beautiful countryside , beach and wildlife haven. This can be supported by simply
observing the airiell view, whereby you can see the obvious signs of a much respectably
used asset to the whole area. This area supports the only link of green belt from the
shoreline to the South downs and provides a much needed break between concrete
sprawl and busy road systems.
'It is "imperative" to halt this waste of such a valuable and very rare asset. This piece of
land in its current form is a far greater asset to the local surrounds and economy in
terms of encouraging future success and prosperity, instead of the alternative loss of
space, restrictive fencing and concrete panel disgrace. As as already started to spread
as "cancer,s" do, with the eventual demise of the entire area, economically, visually and
healthily.
'Please save this area for our future , and that of future generations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Re-designate the area to a high level of protection and use this area productively to
promote our fantastic but distressed wildlife and fauna.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To understand how such a "hideous" plan or proposal can be justified, and on what
research and support .
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Representation ID:

REP/223/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/223

Name:

Karen Holmes

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to object to the new policy E1 which allocates an area of Tide Mills beach for
future development.
The grounds for my objections are as follows :
Local plans must contribute to sustainable development which is not the case.
The need to preserve the designated local wildlife site.
Despite residents concerns about the development earlier this year, it was extremely
disappointing that approval was granted for the Brett application. It is hoped that our
concerns about Policy E1 are listenened to this time and that permission is refused.
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The whole area is becoming over developed for industrial use which in turn is destroying
an area of beauty and biodiversity.
The policy also does not reflect the clean green marine vision of the enterprise zone.
We regularly walk around the Tide Mills area and it would be an absolute tragedy for
such an amazing area to be decimated by future development.
I do hope that our concerns are taken seriously and common sense prevails this time.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Holmes <
03 November 2018 11:29
ldf
Policy E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sirs
I wish to object to the new policy E1 which allocates an area of Tide Mills beach for future development.
The grounds for my objections are as follows :
Local plans must contribute to sustainable development which is not the case.
The need to preserve the designated local wildlife site.
Despite residents concerns about the development earlier this year, it was extremely disappointing that
approval was granted for the Brett application. It is hoped that our concerns about Policy E1 are listenened
to this time and that permission is refused.
The whole area is becoming over developed for industrial use which in turn is destroying an area of beauty
and biodiversity.
The policy also does not reflect the clean green marine vision of the enterprise zone.
We regularly walk around the Tide Mills area and it would be an absolute tragedy for such an amazing area
to be decimated by future development.
I do hope that our concerns are taken seriously and common sense prevails this time.
Regards
Karen Holmes

1
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Representation ID: REP/228/E1

Representation ID:

REP/228/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/228

Name:

Matthew Honnor

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to protest against any proposals to build in this area (E1).
This is because it effectively reduces the area used by the fauna of the nature reserve
as well as destroying the overall outlook over Seaford Bay. Destroying this can only
reduce the attraction to tourists who provide a large income to the Seaford Business
Community.
Furthermore, development here will only exacerbate the traffic problems that are making
the entire area regularly gridlocked.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matthew Honnor <
03 November 2018 11:31
ldf
Ref E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am writing to protest against any proposals to build in this area (E1).
This is because it effectively reduces the area used by the fauna of the nature reserve as well as
destroying the overall outlook over Seaford Bay. Destroying this can only reduce the attraction to
tourists who provide a large income to the Seaford Business Community.
Furthermore, development here will only exacerbate the traffic problems that are making the entire
area regularly gridlocked.

Yours sincerely,
Matthew Honnor

1
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Representation ID: REP/230/E1

Representation ID:

REP/230/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/230

Name:

Julia Howe

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I'm writing to register my opposition to the proposed Policy E1 development on Tide Mills
Beach and to ask for the removal of this Policy. Tide Mills is an important local wildlife
site (formerly SNCI) and must be protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure,
recreation and tourism.
Policy E1 is based on a previous saved policy which is no longer appropriate for the
area. It goes against both the agreed vision for the area, as well as community wishes,
and is not justified by employment needs. Furthermore, Policy E1 has not been fully and
explicitly included in previous consultation drafts, allowing the local community to
register our concerns.
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If you are intending to keep Policy E1, then the area needs to be i) substantially reduced
and ii) include nothing to the east of the new port access road, and the minimal amount
to the west. Policy E1 needs to be amended so that new wording reflects the original
intent of saved policy NH20 - in other words, be directly related to port expansion only
due to increased ferry activity, and restrict development to
clean/green/marine/renewable and/or sustainable tourism ( reflecting the vision for
Newhaven expressed in the Core Strategy Part 1, the Port Masterplan, the Draft South
Downs Local Plan, the Neighbourhood Plan and the Enterprise one regeneration plans
for the area.)
Tide Mills needs protecting. It's a gateway to the Downs, next to the South Downs
National Park at one of the few locations where the South Downs meet the shore. The
draft South Downs Local Plan identifies Newhaven as a sustainable tourism gateway.
The site is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, forming part of the UNdesignated Living Coast Biosphere.
Sustainability
Furthermore, Tide Mills is a designated local wildlife site, with internationally important
habitat including vegetated shingle and species such as great crested newts,
invertebrates, reptiles and 86 species of birds. These must be protected under the local
plan for management as a wildlife area, and in accordance with the July 2018 National
Planning Policy Framework which requires local authorities to 'identify, map and
safeguard components of the local ecological networks, including ... locally designated
sites of importance for biodiversity.'
This application fails to address the following objectives and targets for the vegetated
shingle habitat identified in the Habitat action plan for Sussex:
* 'Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex
* Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex
* Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.'
Given all of the above, Policy E1 fails to deliver on sustainable development and on
specific policies relating to conservation and biodiversity in part 1 of the Core Strategy,
thus failing to safeguard a designated local wildlife site.
Employment
The summary of consultation responses for this plan state that: '... In quantitative terms,
the Council's latest monitoring data demonstrates that Newhaven has sufficient
employment space to the meet the business needs arising from future growth scenarios
to 2030' (Newhaven Employment Land Review July 2017.)
It is inconsistent to argue that NH20 (which policy E1 is based on) should be carried
forward, given the greater sensitivity and importance of this site for recreation and
biodiversity. There is no evidence provided that the land is needed for employment. The
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Employment Land Review identifies a substantial number of sites, many in the
Newhaven Enterprise Zone (EZ), covering 8 sites over 79 hectares. The land in policy
E1 is not in the EZ, so doesn't receive any benefit from EZ's development incentives.
The Employment Land Review also points out that implementation of the EZ will provide
an increase of approx 55,000 sq metres of new commercial floor space, and refurbishing
a further 15,000 sq metres. This is clearly more than adequate to meet the need
identified up to 2030 under any scenario, and that is without E1. Therefore its inclusion
cannot be justified.
The Employment Land Review identifies numerous vacant undeveloped sites within the
EZ, including the vacant Eastside North and Eastside South, two new industrial estates.
They are both far more suitable for development. Furthermore, in Newhaven, an Article
4 Direction, taking place this month, there will be a withdrawal of permitted development
rights for change of use from offices/light industrial to residential. This further reduces
the need for policy E1 as all sites within the EZ will be safeguarded under this policy.
Flood Risk & Unstable Ground
Since policy NH20 was drafted in 2003, flood risks have increased due to rising sea
levels. Tide Mills is next to the sea. Floor risks are identified in the Employment Land
Report as an important barrier to commercial development, and the unstable ground,
also identified as a barrier, is a particular issue in Tide Mills as it is mainly shingle.
Additionally, shingle acts as a flood barrier, so development in this area could impact
flood risk for other areas.
In conclusion, the assessment of development requirements does not provide evidence
to justify the development of a designated local wildlife site.
Failure to reflect the agreed priorities for regeneration in Newhaven
Policy E1 does not capture the vision for Newhaven in part 1 of the local plan or in other
key strategies: 'regeneration at Newhaven associated with the existing port and
opportunities offered by the renewable energy sector, creating a sustainable tourism
economy that takes advantage of the district's key attractions' (p 37) On page 96 it has a
vision of 'the town developing as a centre for green industries and innovation'.
The Port Master Plan has a clear vision for the town's development based on expansion
of freight passenger use, on renewables and clean technology. It states: 'The vision for
the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving commercial and ferry port and tourism
gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses in the new low carbon,
leisure, marine and fishing industries.'
The South Downs (draft) local plan wants to see Newhaven develop based on
sustainable tourism as the gateway to the South Downs. Preserving Tide Mills as a local
wildlife site, with its footpaths and access to the only remaining sandy beach in
Newhaven, represents a key opportunity to realise that vision. The proposed
employment use in E1 would work directly against it.
In conclusion, by allowing industrialisation of a local wildlife site, E1 fails to maximise the
opportunities for this area, and does not reflect the development vision for Newhaven to
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maximise clean/green/marine renewable sectors and sustainable tourism.
Air Quality & Cumulative Impact
Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested, with
traffic bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory (an Air Quality Management Area)
and opening swing bridge. Part 1 of the Core Plan is about relieving congestion and air
quality issues faced in Newhaven, namely: 'Core Policy 9 - Air Quality: The local
planning authority will seek to improve air quality, having particular regard to any Air
Quality Management Area designations.' On page 113 the same section also stresses
the need to consider the cumulative impact on air quality of the increase in housing. 'It is
therefore imperative that the planning system is utilised to ensure that new development
can support the Air Quality Action Plan, rather than hinder its implementation.'
Part 2 of the Core Plan already includes a very high housing allocation for Newhaven
which will negatively impact on the air quality, congestion and infrastructure issues
identified in the area. Despite the importance of this air quality issue, there is no
evidence that this has been investigated when adding new policy E1.
In conclusion, this policy will negatively impact existing issues with congestion and air
quality, and together with very high housing allocation, will have an unacceptable
cumulative impact.
E1 compared to the saved policy NH20
Policy E1 is adapted from a 'saved policy' NH20 which was designed to allow for the
upgrading and expansion of the port - specifically ferry operations. However, regarding
E1, there is no planned passenger ferry expansion. Newhaven in 2003 did not have the
current serious issues with air quality, traffic congestion and additional housing as
outlined above. The rare habitat within this local wildlife site has increased in value since
2003, particularly since areas of similar habitat have been lost, such as areas of
vegetated shingle. This should underline the importance and value of Tide Mills.
Therefore, any adaptation of policy E1 must be in favour of additional protection for this
important wildlife site, but instead the wording has been changed to afford it less
protection. Instead of the specific term 'upgrading and expansion of the port', the
wording is much more general, allowing for uses which are 'associated' with Newhaven
port: 'Land ... is allocated for employment uses associated with Newhaven Port.'
In conclusion if policy E1 is retained, it must: i) be strictly limited to port-related activity
and the additional clause regarding non-port related activity must be deleted ii) the type
of employment use permitted must be changed to reflect the agreed vision for the area
(clean/green/marine/renewables and port related iii) if 'port related' is used as a term,
there must be a clear definition of what is actually meant by this wording, restricting its
development strictly to passenger ferry expansion to reflect NH20's original intention. At
the very least it should give the definition used when permitting development at ports in
the Town and Country Planning Act.
It would be a very grave dereliction of duty by your planning department that, given the
compelling reasons outlined above to remove Policy E1, considerations for short-term
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profit were put above the very real arguments for conserving this important wildlife site
for our, and future generations, to enjoy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Howe
02 November 2018 14:33
ldf
Policy E1 - proposed development on Tide Mills Beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Lewes District local planners
I'm writing to register my opposition to the proposed Policy E1 development on Tide Mills Beach and to ask
for the removal of this Policy. Tide Mills is an important local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) and must be
protected for the benefit of wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism.

Policy E1 is based on a previous saved policy which is no longer appropriate for the area. It goes against
both the agreed vision for the area, as well as community wishes, and is not justified by employment needs.
Furthermore, Policy E1 has not been fully and explicitly included in previous consultation drafts, allowing
the local community to register our concerns.
If you are intending to keep Policy E1, then the area needs to be i) substantially reduced and ii) include
nothing to the east of the new port access road, and the minimal amount to the west. Policy E1 needs to be
amended so that new wording reflects the original intent of saved policy NH20 - in other words, be directly
related to port expansion only due to increased ferry activity, and restrict development to
clean/green/marine/renewable and/or sustainable tourism ( reflecting the vision for Newhaven expressed in
the Core Strategy Part 1, the Port Masterplan, the Draft South Downs Local Plan, the Neighbourhood Plan
and the Enterprise one regeneration plans for the area.)
Tide Mills needs protecting. It's a gateway to the Downs, next to the South Downs National Park at one of
the few locations where the South Downs meet the shore. The draft South Downs Local Plan identifies
Newhaven as a sustainable tourism gateway. The site is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism,
forming part of the UN-designated Living Coast Biosphere.
Sustainability
Furthermore, Tide Mills is a designated local wildlife site, with internationally important habitat including
vegetated shingle and species such as great crested newts, invertebrates, reptiles and 86 species of birds.
These must be protected under the local plan for management as a wildlife area, and in accordance with the
July 2018 National Planning Policy Framework which requires local authorities to 'identify, map and
safeguard components of the local ecological networks, including ... locally designated sites of importance
for biodiversity.'
This application fails to address the following objectives and targets for the vegetated shingle habitat
identified in the Habitat action plan for Sussex:
•
•
•

'Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex
Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex
Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net loss, and the
structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.'

Given all of the above, Policy E1 fails to deliver on sustainable development and on specific policies
relating to conservation and biodiversity in part 1 of the Core Strategy, thus failing to safeguard a
designated local wildlife site.
1
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Employment
The summary of consultation responses for this plan state that: '... In quantitative terms, the Council's latest
monitoring data demonstrates that Newhaven has sufficient employment space to the meet the business
needs arising from future growth scenarios to 2030' (Newhaven Employment Land Review July 2017.)
It is inconsistent to argue that NH20 (which policy E1 is based on) should be carried forward, given the
greater sensitivity and importance of this site for recreation and biodiversity. There is no evidence provided
that the land is needed for employment. The Employment Land Review identifies a substantial number of
sites, many in the Newhaven Enterprise Zone (EZ), covering 8 sites over 79 hectares. The land in policy E1
is not in the EZ, so doesn't receive any benefit from EZ's development incentives.
The Employment Land Review also points out that implementation of the EZ will provide an increase of
approx 55,000 sq metres of new commercial floor space, and refurbishing a further 15,000 sq metres. This is
clearly more than adequate to meet the need identified up to 2030 under any scenario, and that is without
E1. Therefore its inclusion cannot be justified.
The Employment Land Review identifies numerous vacant undeveloped sites within the EZ, including the
vacant Eastside North and Eastside South, two new industrial estates. They are both far more suitable for
development. Furthermore, in Newhaven, an Article 4 Direction, taking place this month, there will be a
withdrawal of permitted development rights for change of use from offices/light industrial to residential.
This further reduces the need for policy E1 as all sites within the EZ will be safeguarded under this policy.
Flood Risk & Unstable Ground
Since policy NH20 was drafted in 2003, flood risks have increased due to rising sea levels. Tide Mills is
next to the sea. Floor risks are identified in the Employment Land Report as an important barrier to
commercial development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a particular issue in Tide
Mills as it is mainly shingle. Additionally, shingle acts as a flood barrier, so development in this area could
impact flood risk for other areas.
In conclusion, the assessment of development requirements does not provide evidence to justify the
development of a designated local wildlife site.
Failure to reflect the agreed priorities for regeneration in Newhaven
Policy E1 does not capture the vision for Newhaven in part 1 of the local plan or in other key strategies:
'regeneration at Newhaven associated with the existing port and opportunities offered by the renewable
energy sector, creating a sustainable tourism economy that takes advantage of the district's key attractions'
(p 37) On page 96 it has a vision of 'the town developing as a centre for green industries and innovation'.
The Port Master Plan has a clear vision for the town's development based on expansion of freight passenger
use, on renewables and clean technology. It states: 'The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a
thriving commercial and ferry port and tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses
in the new low carbon, leisure, marine and fishing industries.'
The South Downs (draft) local plan wants to see Newhaven develop based on sustainable tourism as the
gateway to the South Downs. Preserving Tide Mills as a local wildlife site, with its footpaths and access to
the only remaining sandy beach in Newhaven, represents a key opportunity to realise that vision. The
proposed employment use in E1 would work directly against it.

2
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In conclusion, by allowing industrialisation of a local wildlife site, E1 fails to maximise the opportunities
for this area, and does not reflect the development vision for Newhaven to maximise clean/green/marine
renewable sectors and sustainable tourism.
Air Quality & Cumulative Impact
Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested, with traffic bottlenecks
including the town centre gyratory (an Air Quality Management Area) and opening swing bridge. Part 1 of
the Core Plan is about relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in Newhaven, namely: 'Core Policy
9 - Air Quality: The local planning authority will seek to improve air quality, having particular regard to any
Air Quality Management Area designations.' On page 113 the same section also stresses the need to
consider the cumulative impact on air quality of the increase in housing. 'It is therefore imperative that the
planning system is utilised to ensure that new development can support the Air Quality Action Plan, rather
than hinder its implementation.'
Part 2 of the Core Plan already includes a very high housing allocation for Newhaven which will negatively
impact on the air quality, congestion and infrastructure issues identified in the area. Despite the importance
of this air quality issue, there is no evidence that this has been investigated when adding new policy E1.
In conclusion, this policy will negatively impact existing issues with congestion and air quality, and together
with very high housing allocation, will have an unacceptable cumulative impact.
E1 compared to the saved policy NH20
Policy E1 is adapted from a 'saved policy' NH20 which was designed to allow for the upgrading and
expansion of the port - specifically ferry operations. However, regarding E1, there is no planned passenger
ferry expansion. Newhaven in 2003 did not have the current serious issues with air quality, traffic
congestion and additional housing as outlined above. The rare habitat within this local wildlife site has
increased in value since 2003, particularly since areas of similar habitat have been lost, such as areas of
vegetated shingle. This should underline the importance and value of Tide Mills. Therefore, any adaptation
of policy E1 must be in favour of additional protection for this important wildlife site, but instead the
wording has been changed to afford it less protection. Instead of the specific term 'upgrading and expansion
of the port', the wording is much more general, allowing for uses which are 'associated' with Newhaven
port: 'Land ... is allocated for employment uses associated with Newhaven Port.'
In conclusion if policy E1 is retained, it must: i) be strictly limited to port-related activity and the additional
clause regarding non-port related activity must be deleted ii) the type of employment use permitted must be
changed to reflect the agreed vision for the area (clean/green/marine/renewables and port related iii) if 'port
related' is used as a term, there must be a clear definition of what is actually meant by this wording,
restricting its development strictly to passenger ferry expansion to reflect NH20's original intention. At the
very least it should give the definition used when permitting development at ports in the Town and Country
Planning Act.
It would be a very grave dereliction of duty by your planning department that, given the compelling reasons
outlined above to remove Policy E1, considerations for short-term profit were put above the very real
arguments for conserving this important wildlife site for our, and future generations, to enjoy.
Yours sincerely
Julia Howe
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Representation ID: REP/236/E1

Representation ID:

REP/236/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/236

Name:

Ruth Hume

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to express my deep concern at the following:
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses
associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated with
port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such
development would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All development
proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic beauty of
the South Downs National Park is minimised.
A large part of the land in question is currently beach and nature reserve which does not
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seem to have been recognised by the plan. Recent planning consent has already
committed adjacent land to highly polluting heavy-industrial building and I strongly
believe that the policy in its current wording would allow if not encourage similar
development. It is my belief that this should be prevented as the beach and nature
reserve provide valuable habitats for many different species of wildlife and should be
protected.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruth Hume
05 November 2018 20:47
ldf
Local plan part 2 - policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Sirs,
I wish to express my deep concern at the following:
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses associated with
Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated with port-related activity will be permitted
only where it can be demonstrated that such development would not undermine the operational use of the
Port. All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic beauty of
the South Downs National Park is minimised.
A large part of the land in question is currently beach and nature reserve which does not seem to have been
recognised by the plan. Recent planning consent has already committed adjacent land to highly polluting heavyindustrial building and I strongly believe that the policy in its current wording would allow if not encourage similar
development. It is my belief that this should be prevented as the beach and nature reserve provide valuable habitats
for many different species of wildlife and should be protected.
Regards
Ruth Hume

1
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Representation ID:

REP/237/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/237

Name:

Rona Hunnisett

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:

What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Our beaches are already cluttered with pollution, and developing the Tidemills Beach
would create an environmental impact above and beyond the immediate Newhaven
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area. We have a marine protection zone off the coast which is under constant threat
already, and adding increased industrial activity in the Tidemills area will definitely
impact marine and coastal creatures both on land and in the water. There is plenty of
unused land around Lewes - why not develop there?
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/238/E1

Representation ID:

REP/238/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/238

Name:

David and Ann Hunt

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I strongtly protest any further development of this area.Enough is enough, permission
has already been granted for development of one portion which is bad enough , but to
extend it further would add insult to injury.Not only would this part of the beach and
adjoining land be lost, but the nature of the development would be to the detriment of the
whole nature reserve around Tide Mills and its wildlife and flora.In addition, the air
quality of the surrounding area would be seriously effected.Proposed construction on the
edge of this national park must surely not be allowed,and can only be viewed as the thin
end of a wedge.
Thank you for your consideration
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David and Ann Hunt
30 October 2018 12:50
ldf
PolicyE1 Proposed future development area on Tide Mills beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir / Madam
I strongtly protest any further development of this area.Enough is enough, permission has already been granted for
development of one portion which is bad enough , but to extend it further would add insult to injury.Not only would this
part of the beach and adjoining land be lost, but the nature of the development would be to the detriment of the whole
nature reserve around Tide Mills and its wildlife and flora.In addition, the air quality of the surrounding area would be
seriously effected.Proposed construction on the edge of this national park must surely not be allowed,and can only be
viewed as the thin end of a wedge.
Thank you for your consideration
David & Ann Hunt

1
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Representation ID: REP/239/E1

Representation ID:

REP/239/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/239

Name:

Paul Hurst

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to register my objection to the E1 policy of the Lewes District Plan. It is about
time councillors and planning departments listened to the people. It may be called a
consultation but only if views are taken into account and not disregarded and we will do
what we want anyway, which is what has happened in the last few years.
This policy will be a blight on the beautiful landscape on the doorstep of our National
Park. Planners have dumped unwanted construction on Newhaven over the years and
say we are are regenerating the area. I am sure the voice of the local people will be
ignored by politicians who don't live in the area and this policy will go through. I would be
grateful if you prove me wrong.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Hurst
02 November 2018 12:11
ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I would like to register my objection to the E1 policy of the Lewes District Plan. It is about time
councillors and planning departments listened to the people. It may be called a consultation but
only if views are taken into account and not disregarded and we will do what we want anyway,
which is what has happened in the last few years.
This policy will be a blight on the beautiful landscape on the doorstep of our National Park.
Planners have dumped unwanted construction on Newhaven over the years and say we are are
regenerating the area. I am sure the voice of the local people will be ignored by politicians who
don’t live in the area and this policy will go through. I would be grateful if you prove me wrong.
Paul Hurst

1
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Representation ID: REP/240/E1

Representation ID:

REP/240/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/240

Name:

Marion Hutt

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Ref E1 These proposals are vague and wide open to abuse by developers. As it stands,
it's open to any/all types of industrial activity including hazardous operations. No
reference to "green" operations.The area adjoins the South Downs National Park, Tide
Mills and the WW1 Seaplane Base (which has no protection at present and should be
listed). This would complete the wreckage of the beautiful, wild area of Seaford Bay
which should be regarded as a positive aspect for Newhaven and Seaford, not an empty
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piece of land to be offered to the highest bidder.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I cannot comment on the legality of the document, only a lawyer would know. But as to it
being "sound", what is your definition? For me that would indicate that it contains clear
well-thought out proposals naming specific activities/developments in specific places,
and explaining why it is thought necessary to encroach upon an unspoiled beach with
conservation issues and close to supposedly protected sites.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/243/E1

Representation ID:

REP/243/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/243

Name:

lynne ismail

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
I highly value the coastal land between Newhaven East quay and Seaford Bay and
therfore do not want more development in this area. There has to be a balance between
the economic concerns of an area and wildlife/nature/wellbeing of its Inhabitants. It is
enough that the present plans are going ahead. I object strongly to the further plans for
the area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/244/E1

Representation ID:

REP/244/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/244

Name:

Peter Isted

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes
Not Justified

Representation:
There is not the infrastructure to support this or other developments, there will be a vast
increase in the Polylevels caused by the many lorry movements that will be involved in
the construction & traffic movements when this & other developments are
completed,both the Brett's developments & this planned development will cause a
massive increase in Pollution which is already extremely high in Newhaven, you need to
consider all of the implications before permitting this destruction of a very important &
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diverse area which borders the National Park, for once consider the implecations for us
Newhaveners.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/246/E1

Representation ID:

REP/246/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/246

Name:

Audrey Jarvis

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to protest against the proposal to allow future development of Tide Mills
Beach.
I feel strongly that policy E1 must be changed to protect this area as an important local
wildlife site.
Industrial development of the site is surely against our local Enterprise Zone ideals for a
"clean green marine": and would result in a loss of biodiversity since this is an area of
internationally rare vegetated shingle. As you must know, the site is also on the border
of one of the few places where the South Downs National Park meets the sea.
I urge you, on behalf of all residents and visitors, to change the policy to protect the area
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for wildlife, leisure and natural beauty.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

AUDREY JARVIS
02 November 2018 11:25
ldf
Response to consultation E1: Tide Mills Beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to protest against the proposal to allow future development of Tide Mills Beach.
I feel strongly that policy E1 must be changed to protect this area as an important local wildlife site.
Industrial development of the site is surely against our local Enterprise Zone ideals for a "clean green
marine": and would result in a loss of biodiversity since this is an area of internationally rare vegetated
shingle. As you must know, the site is also on the border of one of the few places where the South Downs
National Park meets the sea.
I urge you, on behalf of all residents and visitors, to change the policy to protect the area for wildlife, leisure
and natural beauty. .
Yours faithfully,
Audrey Jarvis

1
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Representation ID: REP/252/E1

Representation ID:

REP/252/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/252

Name:

Jane Keane

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to protest against the new policy E1 allocating a chunk of Tidemills Beach for
future development. It is an absolute outrage that this development will lead to loss of
biodiversity (including rare vegetated shingle).
This local Wildlife site should be preserved for posterity and for the enjoyment of both
local people and visitors. My family and I often walk in this area and future development
will have a devastating effect on this amazing beautiful natural area.
Local plans should by law 'contribute to sustainable development' and this plan does
not.
I am very concerned about pollution with traffic and air quality, particularly in light of
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extra housing already allocated for Newhaven.
This policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or
'renewable energy cluster' of the port master plan.
With the public not being able to use the beach at West Quay it is absolutely imperative
that local people are still able to enjoy this wonderful wildlife site, rather than being
devoured by unsustainable development.
The views of local people must be taken into account when considering this new policy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Keane
04 November 2018 19:15
ldf
E1 Policy and Tidemills Beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it may concern
I wish to protest against the new policy E1 allocating a chunk of Tidemills Beach for future development. It
is an absolute outrage that this development will lead to loss of biodiversity (including rare vegetated
shingle).
This local Wildlife site should be preserved for posterity and for the enjoyment of both local people and
visitors. My family and I often walk in this area and future development will have a devastating effect on
this amazing beautiful natural area.
Local plans should by law 'contribute to sustainable development' and this plan does not.
I am very concerned about pollution with traffic and air quality, particularly in light of extra housing already
allocated for Newhaven.

This policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or 'renewable energy
cluster' of the port master plan.
With the public not being able to use the beach at West Quay it is absolutely imperative that local people are
still able to enjoy this wonderful wildlife site, rather than being devoured by unsustainable development.

The views of local people must be taken into account when considering this new policy.
Yours sincerely
Jane Keane

1
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Representation ID: REP/253/E1

Representation ID:

REP/253/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/253

Name:

Kathryn Kennedy

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to object to yet more land of natural beauty being snatched by money
grabbing councillors. There will be no beach left, this is a nice tranquil area. The
infastructure is not built for even more traffic. Newhaven and Seaford already get
snarled up because there is too much traffic on too little road to accommodate it. You
seem to be able to find money when it comes to these kinds of projects, but are having
trouble funding traffic lights at the junction of Bishopstone Road and Hill Rise where 3
accidents have happened in one week recently one which was a fatality, and there have
been more accidents since.
Newhaven has had to have the incinerator (where the quality of the air is debatable) and
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even now even more traffic fumes will pollute the air. Where is this environmentally
friendly. It seems as if the rest of the country is become more environmentally friendly
but Newhaven is the area that all the pollution is being dumped. Come on Councillors
you are selling Newhaven down the river for your own ends where is your conscience,
and your loyalty to the people that voted you in?
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

barry hayes
05 November 2018 09:37
ldf
East Beach and Tidemills

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I would like to object to yet more land of natural beauty being snatched by money grabbing
councillors. There will be no beach left, this is a nice tranquil area. The infastructure is not built
for even more traffic. Newhaven and Seaford already get snarled up because there is too much
traffic on too little road to accommodate it. You seem to be able to find money when it comes to
these kinds of projects, but are having trouble funding traffic lights at the junction of Bishopstone
Road and Hill Rise where 3 accidents have happened in one week recently one which was a
fatality, and there have been more accidents since.
Newhaven has had to have the incinerator (where the quality of the air is debatable) and even
now even more traffic fumes will pollute the air. Where is this environmentally friendly. It seems
as if the rest of the country is become more environmentally friendly but Newhaven is the area
that all the pollution is being dumped. Come on Councillors you are selling Newhaven down the
river for your own ends where is your conscience, and your loyalty to the people that voted you in?
Sent from my iPad
Regards Kathryn Kennedy

1
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Representation ID: REP/256/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/256/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/256

Name:

Geoffrey King

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
In response to the public consultation I wish to make the following comments:There are many errors/contradictions between this Part 2 document and the Part 1
document
Firstly, this document refers to land labelled Area E1 as land at East Quay Newhaven
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Port. This is inaccurate as the land is actually land at Tide Mills and not the East Quay.
3.11 Talks about safeguarded berths etc. for minerals importation and processing
implying that East Quay is such a safeguarded berth. The safeguarded berth in the
ESCC Waste and Minerals Plan is North Quay.
3.12 Talks about the NPP Masterplan which promotes Clean, Green activities and
Renewable Energy. Newhaven has the Rampion operation but the pre-existing scrap
metal mountain and now the Brett aggregates and ready mixed concrete activities are
far from Clean, Green activities or anything to do with Renewable Energy.
3.13 Talks about the harbour expansion plans which are now underway south of the
East Quay, however the statement is incorrect in that the planning permission was not
2016, it was 2015 - LW/15/0034
3.14 Talks about the large undeveloped area of land north east of the current harbour
expansion as being considered suitable for future expansion of port related activities.
However, neither LDC Local Plan Part 1 or Part 2 offer any definition of Port Related
Activities.
The phrase that Newhaven is a working port is often used by many people.
I have no problem with Newhaven being a working port, Ships, Fishing Boats, Cargo
and Passengers. The problem NPP have is that it doesn't know if it's a port or an
industrial estate. Since when was Ready Mixed Concrete a Port Related Activity for
example.
3.15 Talks about much of the area being previously allocated in Policy NH20. I would
suggest that this is a misleading statement as it was a far smaller area adjacent to the
existing harbour that was previously referred to and did not extend south to the beach as
Area E1 does.
The closing paragraph Policy E1: Land at East Quay Newhaven Port closes by stating
that - All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape
and scenic beauty of the SDNP is minimised.
IN SUMMARY
We are the custodians of our local environment for the benefit of future generations and
should be very mindful of this responsibility when it comes to protecting our unspoilt
coastline. Any development at the western end of Seaford Bay on the land known as
Tide Mills, Area E1, will impact heavily on the visual and amenity aspects of Seaford Bay
as a whole. Any such development would have a clear visual impact when viewed from
the west at Newhaven Fort and the West Quay or from any vantage point to the east
along Seaford Bay and Seaford Seafront.
This land on Tide Mills, Area E1, was for many years designated as a Site of Nature
Conservation Importance, more recently reclassified as a Local Wildlife Site. The area
should be protected for its environmental benefits, its wild life biodiversity and local
amenity value. There is also the internationally recognised Vegetated Shingle at the
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southern end of Area E1
Given that no development has taken place anywhere along the available land adjacent
to the already completed section of the new Port Access Road, even ASDA pulled out of
that, there can be no justification to allocate even more land to the east of Newhaven as
potential development land.
It is understood that NPP have said that once the new Port Access Road and Bridge are
built and the link roads are built to access the existing harbour, NPP proposed to move
the existing eastern boundary fence to enclose the new link roads into the harbour and
that they don't propose any development further east than the new roads into the
harbour.
Given the wildlife and environmental amenity aspects of this land, the history and
archaeology of the seaplane base/radio station, the proximity to the SDNP, the negative
visual and environmental impact any development would have and given that NPP don't
propose any development further east than the new roads into the harbour there can be
no justification for this land at Area E1 to remain in the LDC Local Plan Part 2 as
potential development land..
Policy E1 should be removed from the Lewes District Council Local Plan Part 2
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Policy E1 should be removed from the Lewes District Council Local Plan Part 2
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Firstly to ensure that my comments/concerns are acknowledged and secondly to ensure
that there are no - behind closed doors - decisions made. The process should be open
and transparent.
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Representation ID:

REP/256/E1/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/256

Name:

Geoffrey King

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am emailing in response to the public consultation on the Lewes DC Local Plan Part 2
and in particular the Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port as set out below. The Lewes
DC Pre- Submission version follows my comments for clarity as to which part of the
Lewes DC Local Plan Part 2 I am commenting on.
LDC Local Plan Part 2 - Land at East Quay Newhaven Port
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In response to the public consultation I wish to make the following comments:There are many errors/contradictions between this Part 2 document and the Part 1
document
Firstly, this document refers to land labelled Area E1 as land at East Quay Newhaven
Port. This is inaccurate as the land is actually land at Tide Mills and not the East Quay.
3.11 Talks about safeguarded berths etc. for minerals importation and processing
implying that East Quay is such a safeguarded berth. The safeguarded berth in the
ESCC Waste and Minerals Plan is North Quay.
3.12 Talks about the NPP Masterplan which promotes Clean, Green activities and
Renewable Energy. Newhaven has the Rampion operation but the pre-existing scrap
metal mountain and now the Brett aggregates and ready mixed concrete activities are
far from Clean, Green activities or anything to do with Renewable Energy.
3.13 Talks about the harbour expansion plans which are now underway south of the
East Quay, however the statement is incorrect in that the planning permission was not
2016, it was 2015 – LW/15/0034
3.14 Talks about the large undeveloped area of land north east of the current harbour
expansion as being considered suitable for future expansion of port related activities.
However, neither LDC Local Plan Part 1 or Part 2 offer any definition of Port Related
Activities.
The phrase that Newhaven is a working port is often used by many people.
I have no problem with Newhaven being a working port, Ships, Fishing Boats, Cargo
and Passengers. The problem NPP have is that it doesn't know if it's a port or an
industrial estate. Since when was Ready Mixed Concrete a Port Related Activity for
example.
3.15 Talks about much of the area being previously allocated in Policy NH20. I would
suggest that this is a misleading statement as it was a far smaller area adjacent to the
existing harbour that was previously referred to and did not extend south to the beach as
Area E1 does.
The closing paragraph Policy E1: Land at East Quay Newhaven Port closes by stating
that – All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape
and scenic beauty of the SDNP is minimised.
IN SUMMARY
We are the custodians of our local environment for the benefit of future generations and
should be very mindful of this responsibility when it comes to protecting our unspoilt
coastline. Any development at the western end of Seaford Bay on the land known as
Tide Mills, Area E1, will impact heavily on the visual and amenity aspects of Seaford Bay
as a whole. Any such development would have a clear visual impact when viewed from
the west at Newhaven Fort and the West Quay or from any vantage point to the east
along Seaford Bay and Seaford Seafront.
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This land on Tide Mills, Area E1, was for many years designated as a Site of Nature
Conservation Importance, more recently reclassified as a Local Wildlife Site. The area
should be protected for its environmental benefits, its wild life biodiversity and local
amenity value. There is also the internationally recognised Vegetated Shingle at the
southern end of Area E1
Given that no development has taken place anywhere along the available land adjacent
to the already completed section of the new Port Access Road, even ASDA pulled out of
that, there can be no justification to allocate even more land to the east of Newhaven as
potential development land.
It is understood that NPP have said that once the new Port Access Road and Bridge are
built and the link roads are built to access the existing harbour, NPP proposed to move
the existing eastern boundary fence to enclose the new link roads into the harbour and
that they don't propose any development further east than the new roads into the
harbour.
Given the wildlife and environmental amenity aspects of this land, the history and
archaeology of the seaplane base/radio station, the proximity to the SDNP, the negative
visual and environmental impact any development would have and given that NPP don't
propose any development further east than the new roads into the harbour there can be
no justification for this land at Area E1 to remain in the LDC Local Plan Part 2 as
potential development land..
Policy E1 should be removed from the Lewes District Council Local Plan Part 2
-------------------------------Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
3.11 Newhaven is a relatively small port but provides important maritime links to
mainland Europe. It also plays a vital role in the operation and maintenance of the
Rampion offshore wind farm, which is located 13km of the Sussex coast, and the
importation of marine aggregates. Its wharves and railheads are safeguarded for the
existing and future mineral imports and processing by the East Sussex, South Downs
and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan (Policy WMP15) and the Waste and
Minerals Sites Plan (Policy SP2).
3.12 The port is owned and operated by Newhaven Port and Properties (NPP), who
published a masterplan in 2012 to provide a strategic framework for the development of
the port over the next 20-30 years. Lewes District Council, East Sussex County Council
and Newhaven Town Council have agreed to work with NPP to achieve the
implementation of this masterplan in recognition that Newhaven needs a higher level of
economic activity in order for both the town and the port to have a sustainable future.
3.13 In 2016, NPP were granted planning permission for the expansion of the existing
working port area, including the refurbishment of the existing multi-purpose berth at East
Quay, the construction of a new berth and slip way to the south, and new space for
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associated offices, warehouses and workshops. It is anticipated this development will
allow the port to remain competitive by offering modern facilities to future investors and
customers and allowing the port to accommodate larger vessels should the opportunity
arise.
3.14 The further expansion and enhancement of Newhaven Port is supported by Core
Policy 4 (Economic Development and Regeneration) of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 in
order to help revitalise the economy of the coastal area. An extensive area of largely
undeveloped land in the ownership of NPP exists to the north-east of the proposed port
expansion and new berth and slipway and this area is considered suitable for the future
expansion of port-related activities.
3.15 Much of this area was previously allocated in Policy NH20 of the Lewes District
Local Plan 2003. However, development of this site has previously been constrained by
its poor vehicular access, which is currently via Railway Road and Beach Road. The
construction of the final section of the new Newhaven Port access road is anticipated to
unlock capacity for new employment space in this part of Newhaven and significantly
enhance the development potential of the site.
3.16 The first phase of the Newhaven Port access road was completed in 2015, with the
construction of the final phase due to be completed by 2020. The new road will then
carry traffic by a bridge over the Newhaven to Seaford railway line and Mill Creek,
providing a direct vehicular access from the A259 to both the allocated employment site
and the remainder of the port land.
3.17 The viability of employment development on the site will be further enhanced
through the current investment in new flood defences in Newhaven by the Environment
Agency and the two Local Enterprise Partnerships (Coast to Capital LEP and South East
LEP). This flood alleviation scheme will provide a 1-in-200-year standard of protection
for the town and the port, taking into account the effects of climate change, and is due to
be completed by the autumn 2019.
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses
associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated with
port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such
development would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All development
proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic beauty of
the South Downs National Park is minimised.
Figure 12 Land at East Quay employment site allocation
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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To ‐ Lewes District Council
From – Geoff King,
I am emailing in response to the public consultation on the Lewes DC Local Plan Part 2 and
in particular the Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port as set out below. The Lewes DC Pre‐
Submission version follows my comments for clarity as to which part of the Lewes DC Local
Plan Part 2 I am commenting on.
LDC Local Plan Part 2 ‐ Land at East Quay Newhaven Port
In response to the public consultation I wish to make the following comments:‐
There are many errors/contradictions between this Part 2 document and the Part 1
document
Firstly, this document refers to land labelled Area E1 as land at East Quay Newhaven Port.
This is inaccurate as the land is actually land at Tide Mills and not the East Quay.
3.11 Talks about safeguarded berths etc. for minerals importation and processing implying
that East Quay is such a safeguarded berth. The safeguarded berth in the ESCC Waste and
Minerals Plan is North Quay.
3.12 Talks about the NPP Masterplan which promotes Clean, Green activities and
Renewable Energy. Newhaven has the Rampion operation but the pre‐existing scrap metal
mountain and now the Brett aggregates and ready mixed concrete activities are far from
Clean, Green activities or anything to do with Renewable Energy.
3.13 Talks about the harbour expansion plans which are now underway south of the East
Quay, however the statement is incorrect in that the planning permission was not 2016, it
was 2015 – LW/15/0034
3.14 Talks about the large undeveloped area of land north east of the current harbour
expansion as being considered suitable for future expansion of port related activities.
1
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However, neither LDC Local Plan Part 1 or Part 2 offer any definition of Port Related
Activities.
The phrase that Newhaven is a working port is often used by many people.
I have no problem with Newhaven being a working port, Ships, Fishing Boats, Cargo and
Passengers. The problem NPP have is that it doesn’t know if it’s a port or an industrial
estate. Since when was Ready Mixed Concrete a Port Related Activity for example.
3.15 Talks about much of the area being previously allocated in Policy NH20. I would
suggest that this is a misleading statement as it was a far smaller area adjacent to the
existing harbour that was previously referred to and did not extend south to the beach as
Area E1 does.
The closing paragraph Policy E1: Land at East Quay Newhaven Port closes by stating that –
All development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and
scenic beauty of the SDNP is minimised.
IN SUMMARY
We are the custodians of our local environment for the benefit of future generations and
should be very mindful of this responsibility when it comes to protecting our unspoilt
coastline. Any development at the western end of Seaford Bay on the land known as Tide
Mills, Area E1, will impact heavily on the visual and amenity aspects of Seaford Bay as a
whole. Any such development would have a clear visual impact when viewed from the west
at Newhaven Fort and the West Quay or from any vantage point to the east along Seaford
Bay and Seaford Seafront.
This land on Tide Mills, Area E1, was for many years designated as a Site of Nature
Conservation Importance, more recently reclassified as a Local Wildlife Site. The area
should be protected for its environmental benefits, its wild life biodiversity and local
amenity value. There is also the internationally recognised Vegetated Shingle at the
southern end of Area E1
Given that no development has taken place anywhere along the available land adjacent to
the already completed section of the new Port Access Road, even ASDA pulled out of that,
there can be no justification to allocate even more land to the east of Newhaven as
potential development land.
It is understood that NPP have said that once the new Port Access Road and Bridge are
built and the link roads are built to access the existing harbour, NPP proposed to move the
existing eastern boundary fence to enclose the new link roads into the harbour and that
they don’t propose any development further east than the new roads into the harbour.
2
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Given the wildlife and environmental amenity aspects of this land, the history and
archaeology of the seaplane base/radio station, the proximity to the SDNP, the negative
visual and environmental impact any development would have and given that NPP don’t
propose any development further east than the new roads into the harbour there can be
no justification for this land at Area E1 to remain in the LDC Local Plan Part 2 as potential
development land..
Policy E1 should be removed from the Lewes District Council Local Plan Part 2
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD ‐ Pre‐Submission
version
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
3.11 Newhaven is a relatively small port but provides important maritime links to mainland Europe. It also plays a
vital role in the operation and maintenance of the Rampion offshore wind farm, which is located 13km of the Sussex
coast, and the importation of marine aggregates. Its wharves and railheads are safeguarded for the existing and
future mineral imports and processing by the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals
Plan (Policy WMP15) and the Waste and Minerals Sites Plan (Policy SP2).
3.12 The port is owned and operated by Newhaven Port and Properties (NPP), who published a masterplan in 2012
to provide a strategic framework for the development of the port over the next 20‐30 years. Lewes District Council,
East Sussex County Council and Newhaven Town Council have agreed to work with NPP to achieve the
implementation of this masterplan in recognition that Newhaven needs a higher level of economic activity in order
for both the town and the port to have a sustainable future.
3.13 In 2016, NPP were granted planning permission for the expansion of the existing working port area, including
the refurbishment of the existing multi‐purpose berth at East Quay, the construction of a new berth and slip way to
the south, and new space for associated offices, warehouses and workshops. It is anticipated this development will
allow the port to remain competitive by offering modern facilities to future investors and customers and allowing
the port to accommodate larger vessels should the opportunity arise.
3.14 The further expansion and enhancement of Newhaven Port is supported by Core Policy 4 (Economic
Development and Regeneration) of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 in order to help revitalise the economy of the
coastal area. An extensive area of largely undeveloped land in the ownership of NPP exists to the north‐east of the
proposed port expansion and new berth and slipway and this area is considered suitable for the future expansion of
port‐related activities.
3.15 Much of this area was previously allocated in Policy NH20 of the Lewes District Local Plan 2003. However,
development of this site has previously been constrained by its poor vehicular access, which is currently via Railway
Road and Beach Road. The construction of the final section of the new Newhaven Port access road is anticipated to
unlock capacity for new employment space in this part of Newhaven and significantly enhance the development
potential of the site.
3.16 The first phase of the Newhaven Port access road was completed in 2015, with the construction of the final
phase due to be completed by 2020. The new road will then carry traffic by a bridge over the Newhaven to Seaford
railway line and Mill Creek, providing a direct vehicular access from the A259 to both the allocated employment site
and the remainder of the port land.
3.17 The viability of employment development on the site will be further enhanced through the current investment
in new flood defences in Newhaven by the Environment Agency and the two Local Enterprise Partnerships (Coast to
3
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Capital LEP and South East LEP). This flood alleviation scheme will provide a 1‐in‐200‐year standard of protection for
the town and the port, taking into account the effects of climate change, and is due to be completed by the autumn
2019.

Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for
employment uses associated with Newhaven Port. Employment
development which is not associated with port‐related activity will be
permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such development
would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All development
proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and scenic
beauty of the South Downs National Park is minimised.

Figure 12 Land at East Quay employment site allocation

4
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Support for Newhaven TC Response on Policy E1 of the Lewes DC Local Plan
I write to fully endorse and support all that is said in the Newhaven Town Council
response to the consultation on the Lewes DC Local Plan regarding Policy E1.
I echo the view that there should be no development east of the Newhaven Port Access
Road once the road and bridge are built onto Tide Mills to access Newhaven Harbour.
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To
Lewes DC
From
Geoff King

Support for Newhaven TC Response on Policy E1 of the Lewes DC Local Plan
I write to fully endorse and support all that is said in the Newhaven Town Council response to the consultation on
the Lewes DC Local Plan regarding Policy E1.
I echo the view that there should be no development east of the Newhaven Port Access Road once the road and
bridge are built onto Tide Mills to access Newhaven Harbour.
Kind Regards
Geoff King

1
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Friday 26th October 2018
NTC Response to LDC’s Local Plan Part 2
Following discussion at Newhaven Town Council’s Full Council meeting on the 16th October
regarding Lewes District Council’s consultation of Local Plan Part 2, the town council is making the
following comments:
The reference in the Local Plan Part 2 to Neighbourhood Plans in general is welcome, and in
particular to the emerging Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan that will shortly be submitted for
consultation under Regulation 16.
Policy NH02
In respect of Local Plan Policy NH02, land at the Marina at present supports mixed use including
employment generating uses such as marine related manufacturing (supporting the local marine
cluster referenced in the Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan at Policy E4). The policy and preamble
makes no reference to such uses, although the retention of employment generating uses is
supported in LDC’s Core Policy 4 in the adopted Local Plan Part 1 and Newhaven Neighbourhood
Plan.
Newhaven’s Neighbourhood Plan at Policy E4 recognises that the value of the marine sector and
seeks to retain land and premises used by them, with development needing to take into account
their needs and operations. The site plan appears to include part of the slipway but makes no
reference to its retention. The additional slipway at the southern section of the site is totally within
the site boundary but not referred to. The loss of marine infrastructure including slipways in this
part of Newhaven would be catastrophic to the marine industry and contrary to LDC’s own policies
and those of the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Local Plan Part 2, Policy NH02 refers to the support of small-scale specialised retail/food and drink
premises and leisure uses associated with The Marina activities. The policy appears to relate to the
direct needs of the marina and not for the wider needs of tourism. The Marina in Newhaven (like all
marinas), attracts visitors with the attraction of The Fort visitor centre adjacent, also being a pull. It
seems reasonable for smaller scale retail and leisure uses that are not directly related to the marina
to be supported and that the statement be included in the main body of the policy rather than an
aside, bearing in mind the existing offer of the town as; a junction of continental, national, regional
and local traffic, providing a gateway to the South Downs National Park and Egrets Way
development providing a sustainable transport route between Lewes and Newhaven which will
attract visitors in its own right.
Policy E1
Local Plan Policy E1 seeks to bring up to date the earlier Policy NH20 allocated in the LDC Local Plan
2003. However, there have been demonstrable and fundamental changes to this land and the
surrounding area which override the mere duplication of this policy in Local Plan Part 2. The Town
Council strongly objects to this allocation on the following grounds:
a) Since the 2003 allocation, land to the north and east has been included in the South
Downs National Park designation. The National Planning Policy Framework 2018 states that
GREAT WEIGHT should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in
National Parks. The National Park is at its nearest point some 75 metres from the allocation,
therefore any allocation in this area should not have any ‘material’ impact on the National
Park or its context. The Port Masterplan states that “National Park may be susceptible to
visual impacts from any significant landscape changes the and as such sensitive planning
regarding future development proposals will be required”. It is considered that policy E1 has
not been sensitively considered with the policy stating that development ensure that visual
impact on the landscape and scenic beauty be ‘minimised’. This is impossible to clearly
define, intangible and therefore does not meet the requirement that planning policies be
clear and unambiguous.
b) The site plan is not representative of what the site will look like by the time the Local Plan
is adopted. The port access road which is under construction will cut through the centre of
the site and this should be recognised in the text and map. Phase 1 of the Port Access Road
provides a defensible boundary, which divides the urban fringe to the west and open
undeveloped land to the east. This development approach should be repeated to the next
phase of the Port Access Road to the south meaning that the site area of Policy E1 be
reduced from the east, thereby reducing the impact of development on the National Park,
reducing the impact on the character of the undeveloped bay and reducing the impact on
recognised habitat and biodiversity of value, all of which are substantive considerations.
c) The original policy NH 20 sanctioned development on this land if it was wholly related to
the upgrading and expansion of the port. The replacement policy no longer restricts
development to just port related development but there is no justification qualifying the
change of approach. The recent approval for the improved deep-water berth and port
expansion, in addition to the building of the port access road supports the approach that this
land be used in connection with port needs only. There is no evidence to suggest that
Newhaven has any quantitative need for employment space and regeneration has as its key
concept, the re-use of brownfield land, making the best use of land. Employment land
reviews and updates qualify this, with the emphasis on improving the quality of existing
employment provision rather than the quantity.
d) The site is outside of Newhaven’s Enterprise Zone. Newhaven Enterprise Zone (EZ) plans
an important part of Newhaven regeneration and its vision therefore should be captured by
the aspirations for this local plan. The regeneration for Newhaven is predicated on a vision
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of ‘sustainable development’ via: ‘clean, green and marine technology sectors, including
manufacturing and engineering industries linked to the maritime sector. “
In addition, this designation is having a ‘luke warm’ influence on inducing firms to move to
Newhaven, despite the support to businesses it provides with large financial gains to them.
This reinforces the conclusions drawn from studies that Newhaven already has enough
general employment land to meet the need. Development east of the port access road will
make a negligible addition to Newhaven’s total offer of employment land but a significant
material impact on the character of this unique and protected landscape. The Employment
Land Review points out that implementation of the EZ will enable Newhaven to deliver a
substantial increase of around 55,000 sq.m of new commercial floorspace, as well as
refurbishing a further 15,000 sq.m. This is clearly more than adequate to meet the need
identified up to 2030. As identified in the Employment land report, there are numerous
vacant undeveloped sites within the EZ, including nearby Eastside North and Eastside South,
two new industrial estates, both empty available for development, both within the EZ zone,
and both on land which is far more suitable for development.
e) This undeveloped site forms part of the wide sweep of Seaford Bay, a long and exposed
shingle beach with iconic views of both Seaford Head and Newhaven Fort SSSI. It is one of
the few locations in the whole South Downs designation where the National Park meets the
sea. It is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, and forms part of the UN
designated Living Coast Biosphere. Development that interrupts the character of this open
and wild area will create a significant detrimental visual impact, harmful to the setting and
designation of the South Downs National Park.
f) It is designated as a local wildlife site and its internationally important habitat includes
vegetated shingle and several red book species. The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle
Management Plan (Tim Smith 2009) points out that Tide Mills (west) ‘exhibits an extremely
good example of a vegetated shingle habitat’ and suggests possibilities for habitat
expansion. The Habitat action plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following objectives and
targets, which this application fails to address:
 Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex.
 Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex.
 Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.
g) The South Downs (draft) local plan has a vision of Newhaven based on sustainable tourism
as the gateway to the South Downs. If this site is retained as a local wildlife site, crossed by
footpaths, it represents is a key opportunity to realise that vision whereas the proposed
employment use in E1 would work directly against it. Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan does
not apply to this specific area, which is opted out, however as background it against sets out
the vision of Newhaven as: ‘a hub for the ‘clean and green’ sector.’
h) The Port Master Plan identifies the ecological importance and sensitivity of the site and
notes that this area “has the potential to host a number of protected species 1 such as great
crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were undertaken during
2011 to determine the presence of such species and these surveys identified a variety of
habitats of principal importance under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 including calcareous grassland, reedbirds, vegetated shingle (a UK Biodiversity Action
Plan Priority Habitat) and hedgerows. The bird surveys identified some 86 species of birds of
which 8 are of high conservation value”. In terms of development the masterplan states that
“any future developments at the port would need to be mindful of nesting periods and
encouraging the breeding of these birds through provision of specific types and positioning of
nesting boxes for the varying species of bird” and that “to the east of the port a Site of
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Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) which, although it is not subject to statutory
designation, has the potential to host a number of protected species such as great crested
newts, invertebrates and reptiles”.
The Port Master Plan outlines a clear vision of development based on expansion of freight/
passenger use, and in terms of development, on renewables and clean technology. It states
“The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving commercial and ferry port and
tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses in the new low carbon,
leisure marine and fishing industries.” There are five strategic objectives, of which objective
2 is to: (2) Invest in infrastructure to establish a clean technology and renewable energy
business cluster, building on the success of existing local businesses and the current
opportunities in offshore wind. The Local Plan policy makes no reference to this specialism.
i) Flood risks in the Employment Land Report are identified as an important barrier to
commercial development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a
particularly issue in this location. The nearby Rampion building, also on shingle, required
foundations 60m deep. Shingle beaches themselves act as a flood barrier so development in
this area could impact on flood risk on land nearby.
j) The Article 4 Direction for Newhaven will take effect in November 2018, withdrawing
permitted development rights for changes of use from offices or light industrial to
residential. This is action has been taken to support Core Policy 4 (Economic Development
and Regeneration) in terms of safeguarding existing employment sites from other competing
uses. This designation further reduces the need for this site to be in employment use, as the
sites identified lying within EZ are safeguarded under this policy.
k) Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested with
bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory and an opening swing bridge. Part 1 of the
Core plan focuses on relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in Newhaven, in
particular Core Policy 9 which seeks to improve air quality. Reference is made to the need to
consider cumulative impact and this is echoed by the Newhaven Air Quality Action Plan
which states "Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have been identified
for housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to generate, this
action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition, but that
the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude assumptions
relating to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening of air quality around
the Ring Road in future years in relation to the baseline scenario of no growth. It is therefore
imperative that the planning system is utilised to ensure that new development can support
the Air Quality Action Plan, rather than hinder its implementation."
The Local Plan policy makes no reference to the need to provide an environmental impact
assessment or Traffic study to support air quality imperatives. The planning system is key to
improving air quality and a key way where improvements can be secured.
l) Local Plan 2003 at NH20 sought to reduce and mitigate the impact of development at East
Quay through environmental impact assessments, sustainable transport provision, lighting
constraints and landscaping initiatives. This has not been repeated in the updated Local Plan
policy which is silent on any mitigation on environmental impacts.
In conclusion, sustainable development lies at the heart of the planning process and is a key
consideration in determining the robustness of development plans. NPPF 2012 states “plans should
be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development” and
that strategic policies should make provision for “conservation and enhancement of the natural,
built and historic environment, including landscape and green infrastructure.”
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It is respectfully suggested that policy E1 is contrary to this government requirement with its impact
on the elements as outlined above.
Concern has also been raised by the local community regarding the clarity of the plans. The
overarching map for Newhaven on the consultation website (Policies Map - Inset Map 2 Newhaven)
suggests E1 covers a much smaller area - i.e the key shows dark green but the majority of the E1
area is erroneously shown in dark pink.
The position of the Port Access Road on the map for the policy would also give clarity and
substantiate the request that the site area be reduced, so that employment development be
contained to the west of the Port Access Road with the highway creating a defensible boundary to
the biodiverse rich and nationally designated land to the east.
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I am emailing in response to the consultation on the LDC Local Plan Part 2 , in particular
Policy E1, Land at East Quay, Newhaven.
I am attaching a petition with over 4000 signatures against any development on this land
which is actually Tide Mills, not East Quay. Policy E1 should be removed from the LDC
Local Plan Part 2.
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To
Lewes District Council
From
Geoff King

Response to consultation on the LDC Local Plan Part 2
I am emailing in response to the consultation on the LDC Local Plan Part 2 , in particular Policy E1, Land at East Quay,
Newhaven.
I am attaching a petition with over 4000 signatures against any development on this land which is actually Tide Mills,
not East Quay. Policy E1 should be removed from the LDC Local Plan Part 2.
Kind regards
Geoff King

1
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Save the Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay
To: Lewes District Council
Prevent the destruction of the Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay by refusing inappropriate
development and dirty, low value, low tech, environmentally and ecologically unfriendly industries such as ready
mixed concrete and concrete block making.
Preserve the Western End of Seaford Bay and Tide Mills by maintaining and enhancing the unspoilt coast line.
Why is this important?
The Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay is under threat following East Sussex County Councils plans to
build a road and bridge over the railway and creek and onto Tide Mills to access Newhaven Harbour.
The associated lorry and transport movements such a road and bridge will create together with any
industrialisation of the Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay will create industrial pollution, traffic noise,
traffic pollution and cause additional traffic congestion problems on our already inadequate road system.
Any development of Area E1 would destroy the Western End of Tide Mills and Seaford Bay and alter the
Western End of Seaford Bay not only from the visual perspective but environmentally and ecologically with far
reaching consequences for both wild life and plant life. Once lost, this unspoilt coast line will be gone for ever.
The proximity of Area E1 to the South Downs National Park must also be considered with regard to any visual,
environmental and ecological impact any development of Area E1 would have.
There is also the public health issue associated with proposing such activities so close to the residential areas of
Newhaven and also given the prevailing south westerly winds, any pollution would be blown directly to Seaford.
Signed by 4,123 people as of 28th October 2018:
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Mary Shorthouse
Bron Grillo
Janice Carter
Mark Beesley
Barry Lovett
Daryl Markham
Raynor Bishop
Jacqui Jenner
MICHAEL DWYER
Peter Isted
Kerri Daniels
Daryl Griffin
Elizabeth Jinks
kristina taylor
Carol Cox
Zoe Burns
Antony Hewines
Steve Holmes
Jules Genevieve
Daisy Bennett
Steve Floor
John Edson

Page 1978

Name

Postcode

Claire Stikans
Pamela Sturgeon
Sheila Lothian
Andrea Cook
Sylvia Dunn
Sylvia Irvine
Jenna Scott
Tracey Martin
Mark Glassman
Adrian White
david beebee
ALAN CLAYTON
Keith banks
Ailish Earnshaw
Sue Cornish
Heather Hudson
Debbie Jeremiah
Jon
Younghusband
Richard McMillan
Chris Smith
Therese Saunders
Paul Blackburn
Linda Isted
Kirsty Martin
Kirsty Nairn
Mavis Cook
Diane Guyatt
Susan Leonard
Eddie Deves
Keith Istex
john kendall
Neil Murphy

Page 1979

Name

Postcode

nick capstick
Deborah Green
Christopher Latta
phillip coggles
Carole Latta
Shirley Simmons
Anne Miles
Jason Martin
Irene Tasker
Lesley Jefferis
Neil Smith
Philip Wiltshire
Wendy Burgess
Monica King
Anne Thomas
Kevin Roberts
Gareth Miller
Vernon Holt
Deborah West
Sandra Langridge
Luke Rees
Jackie Licursi
Hayley Gray
Dave & Viv Kemp
Barnaby Meek
Donna Tether
Joel Piveteau
Amelia NEEL
Lucy Forrester
Anne Marr
Michael Flynn
Tom Buckton

Page 1980

Name

Postcode

Pippa Smith
peter jones
Letitia Winser
Gem Holley
Luisa Serrecchia
Karen Hardy
Lynne Ismail
Anita Grandfield
Susan Bird
Ryan Taylor
janet Post
Jean Beard
Margaret Kerry
Susan Hillier
Lisa Haren
Angela Roe
Nina Heaton
Martin Cross
Cheryl White
M C G Young
George Dell
Camelia
Baverstock
David Garner
Lynne Davey
Carol Roberts
Simon Ingram
Andrea Durman
Anne Carey
Liz Newns
Jill Morris
Alan Tidey
Robert Kendall

Page 1981

Name

Postcode

Angela Noakes
Jim Skinner
Dawn Evans
Donald Ball
Jenny Weston
Mick Long
Lynette James
Elizabeth Cassidy
Brian White
Carol Walton
Jo Kennedy
Valentine
Corinne Thomas
Valerie Ford
David Payne
Dawn Evans
Corinne Thomas
Peter Harwood
Jane Ireland
Heather Mclean
Hilda Wingrove
Diana Dell
Andrea Wootten
Bridget Flowers
Karl Wootten
Patrick Hawkins
Christine Stone
Hugh Creamer
Emily Sanders
Pip Andrews
C GOLDSMITH
Phil Flowers
Louise Greaved

Page 1982

Name

Postcode

Tina Lockett
Colin Lockett
David
Butterworth
Gillian Canham
Nicola Singleton
Larry T
Ann Southcott
Shirley Darlington
Alison Harvey
Joan Ballington
Helen Nakhle
anna rushton
Ben Remers
Fiona Dashwood
Andrew KnightLatter
Frances Lawson
Mark Brunsdon
Patricia Andrews
Anne Barnes
penelope leach
Carol Adam
Toni Kingman
Julie Silburn
Frank Spence
pat sandell
Charlotte
Woodgate
Iris Clarke
Chris Tracey
Alison Behrens
Pablo Rodriguez
Pablo Bolinches

Page 1983

Name

Postcode

lea ridley
Liz Holland
Ailsa Katona
Jill Millwood
Deborah Duplock
Pippa McGhie
Natashya
Gladden
Clare Dickins
Jacqueline
Norman
Dawn Jones
Sara Miller
Eleanor Diplock
Clare Ireland
Liz Ovenden
John Martin
Carolyn Bradley
Janet Jenkins
Michael Rayner
Victoria Palmer
Michelle
Broomhead
Ruth Biggs
Martin Campbell
Annemieke Milks
Jessica Diplock
Craig Wakeford
Jan Gratwick
Polly Pomfrey
maria morgan
Lynne Kealy
Penelope Mclaren
Anthony Guyan

Page 1984

Name

Postcode

Lisa Slater
Andrew Slater
John Scott Watt
J Robins
Hayley Cole
Paula Colbran
Susan Bennett
Helen Watts
Jill Ellis
Martin Dimery
Suzanne Pelham
deborah kalinke
Bevely Lawrence
Paul Cox
Simon Errey
Sally Tuppen
Zoe Mccaig
Matthew Taylor
Anne megan
Griffiths
Stuart Ridley
Linda Fowler
Susan Nicholson
Carolyn Lawson
Jayne Croucher
Sam HolgateDavey
Will Suttill
Michelle O'MaraThompson
Karen Perkins
amanda bennett
Wendy Park
Lisa Isted

Page 1985

Name

Postcode

Jenny Barker
Trevor Bossley
Lynn King
Diane Isted
Malcolm
Macdonald
Michelle AldenTempleman
Dee Grimes
Amanda
Walderman
Jane Lovesay
Joanna Bremner
Frances GrenfellBurrows
Ken Barron
Caroline Caley
June Honney
Antonia Lake
alice eldridge
Laura Boniface
Kathryn Greig
Paul Keene
Joan El Faghloumi
Linda Medhurst
Jane Lucas
Caroline Astrid
Hoole
Julie Davies
Howard Eldridge
Jefh Davies
Michael Kemp
Phil Macy
Tessa George
Jill Hanby

Page 1986

Name

Postcode

Belinda Lumsden
Clare Mitchison
Judith Colquhoun
Daren Sears
Julie Payne
Penelope Parker
Tania Willis
les hoppe
Anthony Delaney
Jane Irons
Alastair Clark
Gemma Cheney
Alison Bell
Belinda Moon
Richard Morland
Graham Adams
Den Salez
Lucy Day
John Webber
Brian Wilson
angela fisher
Mike Boice
David Bowry
Holly Graham
Patrick Hoole
Amanda Death
Theo Tompkins
Tony Hoole
Hugh Rix
Natalie Rogers
Juliet Edwards
Sara Humphries

Page 1987

Name

Postcode

Susan Beatson
Linda Monroe
Janet Blackman
Susan Newell
Alex Newell
Dianna Marten
Linda Ayres
Stephen Hughes
Yvonne Rowe
Anne Armstrong
Stephen Hancock
Darryl Keech
Samantha
Armstrong
Emma Bell
Leanne Darke
louise hougham
Pamela Andrews
John Welsh
peter shew
Janet Logan
Julia Lewis
Jane Reeves
Paul Elston-Evans
Jancis Ham
Beth Green
Jacky O'Callaghan
Richard de Visser
jacqui hamlet
Sara Clinch
Jess Lloyd
James Davies
Matt Troy

Page 1988

Name

Postcode

Angela Russell
Paul Wilson
Emma Elliott
Mary Hawes
Paul Colyer
Jayne Marshall
Sophie Turner
Lorraine Somers
Ann Renton
Debbie Evans
Eric Woodward
Elaine Whittle
Georgina Bell
Amanda Pearl
Lindsay Hall
Jonathan White
Lynn Dyehouse
Robin Tuppen
Diane Rainbow
Frances Lord
Julie Latter
Peter Trill
Rosemary Davis
belinda chapman
Heather
Mcdermott
Bev Chumbley
Caroline Vine
Martin Murdoch
Danyelle Smith
Brenda Westcott
Ellen Streeter
Isam Twil

Page 1989

Name

Postcode

Linda Perkins
Joe Pearson
Gillian Gordon
Tricia Pearson
Helen Chisholm
Heather Sutton
Gary Carter
Bernadette Childs
Niki Henderson
Fiona Pettitt
Monica Knight
Tim Weedon
mike Millwood
Yasmin Gratwick
Adam Jay
Miriam Orriss
Diana Kershaw
Justyna Winkler
Colin Owen
Richard Taylor
Damien Brennan
Enid Barnes
Jean Birch
Barbara Pound
Barbara Dye
Louise Harman
Liz Collard
Simon Rowledge
Lukas Kalinke
Liz Cooke
Sarah Moore
Graham Lower

Page 1990

Name

Postcode

Roz Powney
John Mockler
Ally Preece
Martin Cornforth
Claire Hamilton
Tonia Tree
Samantha Dawes
Helena Fisher
Monica Goodall
Julian Abrams
Lisa Osmond
Victoria Palmer
Kate Harrison
Jackie Williams
Patrick Moore
Jackie Reeve
Ann Giles
Mark Phillips
Jane Waterman
Alan McCaig
Theresa
McFarlane
M T McGuire
Delia Ives
Michael Naunton
Jo Prior
Joanne Naunton
Elise Holliman
Gina Hart
Philip Cooke
Iain Allan
peter giles
Adrian Mann

Page 1991

Name

Postcode

Valerie Mullan
Robert Mllan
Ronald Giles
Ian Everest
Philip Ward
Rosie Whittaker
Bren Hall
Janet Going
Gordon Taylor
Helena Jones
Christopher
McBrien
Glynis Chorley
Richard Harvey
Susan Rowland
Nicola Walker
Debbie Vidler
Glenn O'Neill
kane
Frances Harrison
Connor Smith
Susan Finnie
Stephen
Wheatley
Andrew HOLBORN
Sarah Metcalfe
Peter Whitcomb
Alfred Cook
Alan Heseltine
Simon Smith
Doug Newland
Colin Tyson
jenny watson
Ian Owings

Page 1992

Name

Postcode

Sue Taylor
justine randall
graham
matthews
Marion Goodwin
Dave Boddington
Alastair Gray
Graham Hale
John Cheesman
Phil Edwards
Denise Woodham
Anna Edwards
KRISTINE
HOPKINS
Dave Leggett
Becky Stopps
Teresa O'Brien
Ewan Urquhart
David Underwood
Ralph S
sean chapman
Carolyn Docwra
L Boxall
Sarah Smithers
Robert Young
Vanessa Martincramp
Joanne Davis
Penny Cooper
keith Bannerman
Sarah Mitchell
Louise Woollard
Clare Taylo
John Blackman

Page 1993

Name

Postcode

Fiona Higham
Vivien Kite
Sandy C
Hannah Birch
Chloe Sands
Mary Hayes
Lynn Lawson
robert lawson
Sharon Roberts
Victor Finch
DANIEL
WITTENBERG
Antonia Tolhurst
Vanessa Jones
Suzanne Armsden
Linda Holm
Debbie Bishop
Denise Shorer
V Mather
Anne Bunn
John Earl
Helen Shipley
Emily Hart
Luke rees
Katharine le Roux
Ralph Erle
H Cox
Linda Hitchen
Edwina Goldsmith
Amelia Philpott
Greg Blake
Vicky Cosstick
Roland Satchell

Page 1994

Name

Postcode

tara begley
Kevin Woodbridge
Jeremy Lazarus
david vye
Roberta Salmon
John Duffy
T Coleman
Kim Penfold
Lindsey Jones
Clair Drew
Samantha Baker
Anna Crabtree
Marie Clare earl
William Kay
Iryna Relf
Juliet Charrington
Alex Franklin
Carmel Swann
Jean Elizabeth
Sheppard
Hilary sorrell
Andrew
Greenfield
Darren Lumley
Terry Sands
D A Martin
Jean Cutmore
Denise Moore
julie meades
Ian Cairns
Crispin RoseInnes
Louise Clark
valerie butler

Page 1995

Name

Postcode

Pamuline Curl
Sylvia Aston
ray baker
Sylvia Newson
simon watkins
Tamsin Ricci
Victoria Wilson
Jill Baker
chris gough
Nick Collins
Gary Bennett
Lisa Sutton
Carol Foster
Katharine Mckay
Catherine Brooks
Lyn Degenhardt
Steve Kelly
Jean Probyn
Alex Landsberger
Julie Hayles
Trish Richings
Vivienne
vandenbegin
Homer Sykes
Bridget Lloyd
Debbie Crush
Clare Paine
Spencer Gough
Vicky Putler
Linda Lord
Steve Mckay
john baynes
John Jones

Page 1996

Name

Postcode

Paul Stewart
Holly Clarke
Jeannette
Hamilton
Ben Carias
Jane Sawkins
Paul Waller
Rachel Waller
Carole Henderson
Matthew Honnor
Kim Carey
Lesley
O'Flanagan
Andrew Carey
janice Goodwin
Sarah Pitt
Liz Lockwood
Linda Hudson
susan burlumi
Jacqueline
Baynes
Becky Honnor
Ian Wilkinson
Joan Crystal
Lizzy Mckay
Natalie Edelman
Jon Griffin
Timothy Berrett
Emily Honnor
Colin Berrett
Deborah Thimas
Veronica Berrett
Julia Clark
Jeremy Sales

Page 1997

Name

Postcode

Richard Roberts
Richard Steel
David Turvey
Kathy Vanner
Bryan Van Namen
Catherine
Cridland
Julia Dunk
Lauren Moore
Sharon Milner
Janine Enefer
Sarah Harrison
Mary Hoye
Marylin Thomas
Julia Newman
Chris Cole
Meriel Ensom
Mairin Colleary
Anna Thomas
Alicia Shelley
paul cooper
Sue Wadsworth
Alison Earle
Alison Love
Jane Polling
Richard Earle
Melissa Perkins
Tony McCord
Alison Soudain
Gary Cutting
Stephen Drennan
Rita Ellis
Carole Becker

Page 1998

Name

Postcode

Stuart Savage
Ginny Smith
Alison Akehurst
Moya Jackson
Nicola Mansfield
Jessica Smart
Tessa Russell
Rosie Wooldridge
Suzanne Laver
Anna Irving
Mandy Brown
S Ward
Roy Steele
Candida
Hitchcock
Jo Stone
Richard
Drummond-Hay
Llinos Evans
Esme Rowland
Alison Mowbray
Andrea Weller
Joanne Henry
liz andrews
Victoria Blackwell
Vanessa Newman
Lara Desai
audrey penny
Fiona Lewis
Paul Shine
Geraldine Purcell
Anne Pearcey
Barbara Hann

Page 1999

Name

Postcode

Michelle Holden
Wendy Spencer
Maggie Grinyer
Charles Mansfield
Steven HodgsonBerry
Janet Lower
stuart simkins
tanya smart
Nicola Sang
Jan Carroll
Jane Huntley
Steven Wright
Tanya Richardson
Marilyn Arnott
Elaine Kimber
Jenny Baker
paul brooks
Janet Collett
Pamela Linnett
Ronald Linnett
Mary Knight
Nicola Miles
shirley brooks
iain paxon
Sam Wooldridge
Brett Banks
Sue Shephard
Lidia Machado
Lucy Dance
Sandra Newns
Catherine Huntley

Page 2000

Name

Postcode

Christopher
Huntley
Jonathan Collins
Ellie Drage
Joanna Carter
Ali Shine
Gail Wayman
Doug Staplehurst
Emma Reynolds
Neil Reynolds
Helen Reynolds
chris bennington
Jamie Wright
Donna Reid
Cameron Conn
Sally Nicholl
Ben Phillips
David Lyon
Joseph Russell
Peter Kiss
Laurence Venus
Alex Lacey
Ajay Pethani
Pauline Cheetham
Linda MacCallum
Stewart
INGRID VENUS
Paolo Marimon
Geoff Cheetham
sally facer
Sam Facer
Paul Facer
Candice Miller

Page 2001

Name

Postcode

Ann Murray
Nicholas Baxter
Tracy Ward
Linda Baxter
Susan Drader
Christine Creamer
Suzanne Lyons
terry duda
Bruce Newns
amanda zoe
Virginia
Waterhouse
Clive Butler
Alexandra Inness
Maurice Waller
Emma Morton
jac sell
Annabella Ashby
Shirley Duda
Kelly Stanhope
Garry Fowler
Angie Hindocha
Rob Handy
Gay Biddlecombe
James Stevens
Carlene Lever
Godfrey Thomas
Oscar Miller
Christy Cairns
Norma Poulter
heather booth
shirleyann Fidler
Julia Whitman

Page 2002

Name

Postcode

Jackie Howard
suzanne nartin
Alun Tlusty-Sheen
Kirste Glen
Jacob Sheen
Carolyn
Lammiman
Kevin Davis
Deborah Forrester
Angela FOWLE
Mark Forrester
Mark B
Isia Tlusty-Sheen
graham newbury
Leslie Fowle
Heather Johnson
David Abrahams
Chris Rawley
David Hatcher
Pamela Gibson
Vicky Crombie
Tisa Rawley
Glynis Bakewell
Sandie Gocher
Tom London
Edward Johnson
Anthony Spencer
linda Feldwicke
Mark Turner
Anne
Keshishoghli
Jackie Pickett
Peggy McKenzie

Page 2003

Name

Postcode

Christine Testet
Allyson Hurst
Janice P
John Welsh
Robyn Litchfield
Lee Ruttle
Rob Read
Jane Roberts
Rob Lamb
Jules Foyle
David Baldwin
Carl Ashdown
Megan Ranner
Peter Godwin
Julia Lloyd
claire white
Abigail Feldwicke
Ian Maw
Peter Suttill
Fiona Hare
Sue Cross
Eva V.
Janet Faulkner
Sue Leppard
Linda Rose
Craig Thomas
Tyler Vacher
Lynne Fabb
Samantha Forse
Jonathan
Sussams
Jo ODell
SEV Hirschman

Page 2004

Name

Postcode

Jan Gray
Fran Lewis
Robert Alliston
Sandra Sexton
Nick Greenwood
Robert Tapp
Robert Cockburn
Audrey Keenan
James Byrne
Anne Moynihan
Caroline Hart
Suzanne Bird
Laura McDermott
Ray Dye
Tina Baldwin
Owen O'Donnell
Katie Fickweiler
Grete Evans
Kevin OHara
Pat Robinson
Alison Crowe
Beverley Swain
Wendy HartleyClark
Julian Kenny
Paul Watts
Sue Cherriman
Rebecca Bearn
sam dibben
martin hill
Averil Hume
Richard Bond
Henry Bearn

Page 2005

Name

Postcode

Susan Hall
Heather Scott
Carla Wells
Keith pickard
David Wells
Jeremy Marshall
Peter Grabowski
Jenny Wynn
jeanette sullivan
Nigel Dawkins
Brenda Guile
Ben Whitehead
Phil Thompson
Anthony Bennett
Lisa Robinson
Lisa Bibby-Larsen
Zoe Gale
Paul Hurst
Sue Garcia
Elizabeth Hurst
Farida Gallagher
Caroline Bond
Kayleigh Gibson
Rachel Laurenson
SARAH SMITH
Nadja Bearn
Sydney Batt
Jane Barber
Sarah Webb
Julie Davies
Maddie Bolt
Ian Gibson

Page 2006

Name

Postcode

Steve Jarrett
Charlie Bell
Kirsty Elson
James Graham
Sam Varney
Liz Slimon
Audra Marshall
Sara Steer
Rebecca Cornes
Sara Waterson
Billy Austin
Alison Burrell
Margaret Pinsent
Maria Dixon
Bethan Hughes
Melinda Menning
Pete Bemmer
Nicola Robard
Isobel Shankland
Amanda Masters
Louise Henderson
Annette Gates
Sophie Peerless
Victoria Webster
Lynne Lusmore
Caitriona
Donohoe
Katie Stevens
Oliver Prentice
Kirston Plummer
Georgie Plummer
Dave Plummer
Phil Smith

Page 2007

Name

Postcode

Ria Davis
Jodie Harper
Rebecca Worth
Magz Roberts
Becky Blue
Zoe Stevenson
Andrea Moscatelli
Tom Oakey
Sue Burlumi
Kim Harlow
Sophie Pink
Anna Markwell
Anna Mills
James Clarkson
Oscar Van Hoorn
Megan Bennett
Mark Ranger
Sarah Moscatelli
Leona Russell
John Crook
Esther Lenthall
Mary Coplestone
Joanne Nutt
Jessica Hamlin
Gill Bastedo
Matt Hickin
Lizzie Gretton
mark Hayward
Danielle Barker
Olivia Barker
Neil Kitching
Roy Fellingham

Page 2008

Name

Postcode

Phillip Sadler
Katie Chitham
richard
valdambrini
Emma Roby
Claire Thorpe
Andrew Pringle
Susan Brooks
Nancy Inness
Teri Browning
Erin MacAirt
Jacqueline Jolley
Janet Post
Elizabeth Michel
Marcus Harris
Daniel Brown
Lesley Saul
Simon Confino
Colin Crosthwaite
Shirley
Hetherington
Frances Senneck
Shanée Buxton
Greg Allen
Jude Ellis
Polly Griffiths
Katherine
Langford
Colleen Cleary
Johanna Wood
Megan Tanner
Nicki O'Neill
Phil Davies
Nicola Linzey

Page 2009

Name

Postcode

Lora Pickard
Linda Cook
Christina Dandy
Michael Nettleton
Claire De
Clemente
Emma West
Lorna Gordon
Max Hilbourne
Royland Sevilla
Karen Sinstadt
Alison West
Olie Spink
Diana Crook
Chris Frost
Lucy Wilson
Katherine Plows
Linda Dobson
Derek Haggar
Guy Meyer
A Ho
Nick Hill
Natalia Znatkova
Tracey Stalberg
Abigail Hitchins
Jo Blackwell
Angela Asplin
Shaun Blackwell
Holly Blackwell
Francesca
Lambert
Hannah Breach
Harry Rogers

Page 2010

Name

Postcode

Harry Flude
Paul Watson
Maria Brown
Hannah Rowsell
Maria Blatchley
Julie French
Clair Crooks
Charlotte Boan
Malcolm Garner
Graham Catt
tracy pickard
Gillian Lowles
Jenny Maidment
Gabrielle
Wellesley
Sarah Mann
Jonathan Bacon
Paul Baxter
Judith Rankin
Rachel Holmes
Rachel Rumble
Jo Hart
Neil Tuner
Lorraine
Trenchard
Miranda Waugh
Hayley Cox
Sara Buckner
Alison Hughes
Simon Leppard
Sarah Chrisp
Jo Fowler
Sally Armitage

Page 2011

Name

Postcode

Cheryl Wood
Michael Fraser
Nicky Stoner
Rosa Botterill
Graham Stoner
Alison Harris
Terry Green
Nicola Corcoran
Marilyn Goatman
Lorraine
Heaysman
Helen Dunman
Marilyn Dewberry
Rachel Nelson
Rebecca Evans
Alison Meekins
sian Attwood
Susan Sullivan
Rebecca
McDonald
Emma Godden
Ruth Colcombe
David O'Neill
Janelle Rskow
Charles
Humphries
maca smith
Lindsay Hamilton
Lorna Drake
Monika Carter
Julia Brook
Mark Kingston
Elizabeth Fenn
Roger Fenn

Page 2012

Name

Postcode

Frank Bond
Natalie Culshaw
lillian curtis
Michael Bishop
Helen Derbyshire
Penny Clarkson
Sophie Cameron
Sallie Sullivan
James Wong
Julia Roberts
Katy Martin
Amber Wieland
Deborah Saban
Geraldine Warner
Stuart Foster
Susie Jennings
Carolyn Sutton
Emma Owens
Kelly anne Platt
Linda Woolgar
Fiona Wellings
Judy Preece
Rhiannon Reice
Trevor Curry
John Roberts
Irene EvensGilham
Anne Roberts
Gail Leach
Claire Alexander
Moore
Gabriel Josipovici
Steve
Mitchelmore

Page 2013

Name

Postcode

gary coe
Rob Foster
Penelope
Halmshaw
Crystal Hards
John Rayner
Heather Hook
John Hall
Louise Mayhew
Mary Guy
Georgina Gilmore
Ric Blow
Jasmin Rowson
Ian Everest
Philip Bell
hannah tullett
Robin Elshof
Katie Simpson
Diane Pryce
Ian Sexton
chriss smith
Caroline Baker
Matt Huntly
Sue Bartholomew
Richard Anthony
Feather
Heather Hickman
Natasha Stone
Roy Rogers
Terry Clements
B Coleman
judith ravenscroft
Rebecca Herriott

Page 2014

Name

Postcode

Marc Thimas
Carole Clarke
Philip Stone
Neil Feist
Peter French
Rose Line
Lindsay Freeman
Susan Holt
Margaret Millgate
Emma Lloyd
Alison Morris
Joy Tatem
Melissa Gould
Natalie Katona
Craig Brooks
Caroline Jones
Christine Nash
Philippa Challis
Rita Goodey
Joan MacGregor
Robert Petch
S Smith
Louise Burbidge
Donna Burrows
Petra Rinne
lovelock
Theresa Bristow
D Morri
Julia Nobakhsh
Sharon Giles
Jane Groom
Paula Guest
Lisa Pennington

Page 2015

Name

Postcode

Veronica Sanz
Kristin Hansen
Emma Alford
Tracy Jackson
Geraldine O'Brien
nannette Aldred
Henry Tait-Winter
Louise Roberts
Amie Noone
Aless Foster
Lucy Day
Carol Powell
Caroline Blackett
Johnny Denis
Paul Wills
Paul McDonald
Gemma Bennett
Elaine Goodman
Amanda Bolt
Ali Wicks
Wil Wardle
Alison Payne
Nigel Goss
De'anne Herriott
Clare Wratten
Victoria Trenhaile
Dev Jaffe
Julia Neal
Stephanie
Stanyard
Andrea Heverin
Janet McCormick
Anna Tait

Page 2016

Name

Postcode

vicky bagley
Tracey Price
Michael King
Susan Bird
Gary Coyston
Tracy Coyston
Roy Clay
Bobby Reynolds
Christine Searle
Ralf Teubert
Robin Van
Creveld
Leesa Smart
ROB
RICHARDSON
Jon Waring
Joseph Johnson
Emilie Scriven
Sophie Luffman
Diana Woodcock
Tiggey May
Jonathan Smith
Julie Lovis
Liz Sleeper
Paul Lovis
Juliet White
Nicholas Ford
Simon Pyke
Tim Oliver
Lindsay
MacDonald
CM
Diane Howarth
JANE MITCHELL

Page 2017

Name

Postcode

Jonathan Tait
Kate Latter
Vicky Emptage
Emma Winter
Belinda Perkins
James Oxborrow
Margaret Hawes
David Brown
Richard Howard
Malcolm Tucker
Eve Wood
tracey gilchrist
Dinah Casson
Tamar Wang
Tom Storey
Catharine Wells
Carmen Dolz
Lea Allen
kirsty bruce
Louise Mitchell
Juliette Cox
Helen Bashford
Peter Stanford
Harriet Macaree
Chris Neilson
Ian Robb
Eric Doherty
Cristiaan Barrett
Wendy Russell
Clarissa Meek
Erica Shorter
rueben scriven

Page 2018

Name

Postcode

Valerie Raynor
John
Brackenridge
Simon Dean
Tom Wilkinson
Rebecca Williams
Julia Golovniova
David Taylor
Roger Ross
Marian Leggett
James O'Brien
Fiona Whitfield
Jason Maynard
Julia Waterlow
Liz Weinberg
john moralee
Martin Haukeland
Gabby Tofts
Gillian Richards
K Frankland
Delia Norris
Sarah Weal
Christine Mitchell
James Wilson
Kevin Potter
Lynne Plowright
Colin Kostyrka
Steven Druker
emma whiteman
Jane Clark
Alex Pett
Guy Morley
Oli Wang

Page 2019

Name

Postcode

Jane Campbell
Ivor Fabb
stephen hiscock
Taffy Mitton
laverne hamill
peter luxton
Clara Larribeau
Wade
Lin Valentine
Emily OBrien
LUCY TAYLOR
ANDREW
ROUGHTON
Patrick Harrex
Sheila Kostyrka
Carole Jode
Mary Petch
Kate Comberti
Alastair Kemp
Susan Carter
Heather Collis
Viv Nugent
Heather Nicholas
Becky Allen
Mark Pearson
Ann Gobby
Derek Thompson
Charlotte Clayton
Barbara
Cavanagh
Pamela Langford
Sheila Warner
Marilyn Morris
Jill Hillage

Page 2020

Name

Postcode

Sebastian
Comberti
Linda Scard
Annabella Leigh
Nicola Burke
Ronald Vince
Julian Purkis
Peggy Merrett
Michael Nugent
Sally Ward
Alison Price
Rosie Hermon
Charlotte Arculus
Paul Cutler
Cath Speak
tim sutton
Triona White
Annie Rowe
Dawn Wells
Stephanie
Davies-Arai
Margaret Staples
Catherine Rimer
jackie muir
Stephanie
Edwards
Susan Matthews
Galia Pike
Katja Plasse
Nancy Meiland
Dan Meiland
Teresa
Wooldridge
Hannah Lewith

Page 2021

Name

Postcode

Nina Murden
Natasha Read
Mathew Edwards
Nancy Cooley
Bridget Brooks
Ellis Holland
Linda Sims
Pam Smith
Michael Duke
Amanda Barton
Helen Saxby
Helen Kite
Lisa Ramson
Steve Curtis
Alan Merry
Mark Patton
Jane Rumbelow
John Jefferis
Kym Baker
Lucy Allan
Graham Ramsay
Marian Wilde
Nigel Cole
Jennifer Saxby
Kate Tiffin
Tony McLoughlin
Dale Smith
Edward Tuppen
Michael Winton
Paul Fowler
Irene Woodhead
John Thomas

Page 2022

Name

Postcode

Bhupendra Patel
Roy Haria
Tricia Lockyer
Alison Cotton
James Humphreys
Kate Naish
Jenny Bleackley
née Catt
Natasha Gander
Chris Knight
Tina Balmer
Matthew Bird
Emma Blume
Sally Scott
Lavinia Bradley
Christine white
Haley McCartney
Julia White
Kelly Burns
Helen Whelan
Robert Mabey
Alex Marcovitch
Lynda Watts
michael simmons
Anna Leatherdale
Tamsin
Stockwood
Tom Freret
Justin Meiland
Debbie Day
Judy Harris
nina lockwood
Pauline Strachan

Page 2023

Name

Postcode

Rose Carron
Jackie Arkwell
Dahlan Lassalle
Fergus de Witt
Valerie Vaughan
Carole Buchan
Jules Arthur
Steve Hall
Alan Hughes
Jim Watts
Jenny Hewitt
Derek Blackmer
Diana Roberts
Jill Morgan
e osborne
Rosaleen Sayers
Anna Vinton
ray gibson
Helen Sadler
Sophie Brook
François
Somerset-Norris
Becky Trotman
Sarah
O'Donoghue
Dorian Watkins
fiona Neda
Charlotte Xerri
Amanda Lane
Nada Hewitt
Norman Lewis
Julie Thomas
Joanna Goodwin

Page 2024

Name

Postcode

David Graham
Rachael Toner
Catherine
Henderson
Janine Avery
Craig Davies
Elizabeth
Stevenson
Erin Goonan
Ern Goo
Enn Goo
Zoe Garrity
Val Boniface
Vanessa Heath
Bill Fairhall
Michelle Mills
Carolyn Catt
Amanda Stannard
David Robertson
Ian Lambert
Imogen Hopker
terry jones
Sarah Wilson
martin kneller
Michael
Bovington
Margaret Hunt
Lis Rosser
Chris Lusher
James Dandridge
Elza Lusher
J Rowland
Jamie Trevor
Georgina Morrell

Page 2025

Name

Postcode

Amy Jeffrey
Deborah Ward
Pamela Colep
Patrick Buckley
Laura Johnson
Kaye Lillis
e Simmons
Nigel Chorley
Maureen Joned
Martin Bayley
Michelle Costello
Sally Ratcliffe
nick bush
Fleur Shorthouse
Christopher
Cooper
David Podmore
Gregory
Blackman
Clive Shorthouse
simon bowers
Andrew Cumming
Terri Affleck
linda rickerby
simon hardy
David Jackson
David Hitchins
Robert Thornton
Chris Trickett
Zac Berry
Heather Baldwin
Rebecca Kent
Belinda Giles

Page 2026

Name

Postcode

colin fish
Sue Waton
Susanna Evans
Kristina Veasey
Geoff HardyGould
Paul Barratt
Lewis Evans
Peter Lavin
Susan Tansey
James Posgate
michele turner
Leigh Cole
Billy Turner
Ann Smith
Alice Volk
Joel Evans
Peter owen jones
Joanna Wightman
Cristiane Silva
Daniel
Etherington
Zoe Mousley
Rebeccs
Oubridge-Lyons
Tim Lincoln
Michael Andrew
david crespin
Sandra Palme
William Morris
Derik P
jaqi sitko
Ralph Hobbs
J Pobitzer

Page 2027

Name

Postcode

Michael Aldridge
Sarah Wallis
C Knight
jim Jones
Barry Taylor
Linda Taylor
Stuart Pevy
Leslie Bird
C Beveridge
Michelle Farley
Paula Bond
John Bond
Margaret Howard
Robert Hayward
Ruth Hume
Chris Corrigan
Rich Hume
kerry jackson
mel hayman
Alan Morton
Dave Hackett
Jan Say
Helen Fothergill
Mark Chapman
Sara Clifford
Susan Mayo
Susan Chapman
D Pearson
tish macqueen
Pam Clutterbuck
roger avey
Julie Coffin

Page 2028

Name

Postcode

Zbigniew
Chwialkowski
Steve Saunders
Graham Oliver
Msrtyn Bristow
Mary Goodhew
Kira Coldicott
Mark Birbeck
Melody Brown
Jess Moriarty
Marie Wharrie
Chris Gwynn
ami smithson
Keith Baker
Nanette Kirk
Siou Hannam
Clare Skeats
Virginia Farman
Pincus Coran
David Wharrie
Sophie Collins
julia bush
nick bush
Kate Laird
Sara Paul
David Ashdown
T A M Brennan
Matt Hillier
Oliver Matthews
Julie Phillips
Nicholas Royle
Corinne Stewart
Diane Nash

Page 2029

Name

Postcode

Terry Mackie
Alex Saunders
jack rumbold
joan cox
John Scaife
Sidney Hall
sol wondrausch
Neil Strother
francis pulham
Donna Burridge
nikola upton
Chloe Herbert
Lesley Homer
Sally Swift
Patricia Robertson
Alan Terrill
William Cranham
Rachel Richley
Caroline Maguire
Tim Maguire
Sue Pettifor
Sherryl MacPhee
Claire Newins
Karin Marcovitch
Julia Bond
Danny Boxall
Christian
Nuttman
Geoff Hood
Martin Cross
Nick Martin
Dennis Gillespie
Rachel Fryer

Page 2030

Name

Postcode

Andrew Miler
B COLEMAN
Rowan mconegal
Sandie Namihas
Vivienne Taylor
Vivien Haggis
Joe Sanders
Deirdre Stevens
Sarah Wicks
tom bunstead
David Swanb
Lucy Jones
Spike Hallissey
Richard
Mackenzie
Lucy Boize
Piers Moore-Ede
jodene Street
Jenny Gabriel
Jocy James
Catherine Noyce
Andrew James
Bridgeen Boize
Emma Donovan
Monty Larkin
Grace Collins
Jonathan Bonnici
Matt Huntly
Stephen Foster
Philippe Nash
Brian Read
Valerie Reed
janice bunstead

Page 2031

Name

Postcode

Christine Best
Anne-marie
Matthews
Rachel Chilton
Alison Trueman
Daniel Hahn
Michelle Rees
ewa johnston
Jillian Eastwood
Zoe Poole
Lee Leach
Jane Baird
Carla Leslie
Malcolm Boother
phillip anderson
Paul Death
Paul Felgate
Jake Clark
Andrew Farley
Claire Sumners
Paula Freeland
Janet Post
Mica Lamb
adam bushell
Valerie Brady
Pam Pellung
Steve Hilbourne
Micky Orchard
Shayne Hilbourne
Lucy Ahern
William Pile
Mark Tallon
isabel mills

Page 2032

Name

Postcode

Gwenllian Hughes
Toby Compton
Simon Craven
Diana Collins
Charlie Ward
Oana Iolea
Clair Nelson
Reem A
Samantha
Mattock
Darren Soanes
Maureen Sheldon
Toni Sandford
Julie Keane
Anne Sanders
Shirleyann Varney
niamh baldock
Mark Wickens
Jan Jackson
Adam Bamforth
Paul Middleton
Jude Brown
Yvonne Marshall
sue beach
gemima pope
Charlotte
Mcgarrie
Patrica Howe
Stuart Procter
Stuart Walker
Shakira Englefield
Layla Pope
Charlotte Boize

Page 2033

Name

Postcode

nigel graham
Rebecca Goff
Hayley Chinnery
Lucy Sargent
Ellen Baldock
Margaret Te5
Lesley BARRATT
Glen Bates
Dave Craddock
Janet Sommerford
Esther Watts
Adam Martin
Ann Walton
Toni Lehman
Jean Watkins
John Walsh
Colleen Hamilton
Andrew Allen
Sue Cockerill
Josephine Reid
Rolando
Hutchinson
Sarah Rulton
clare harris
Helen Short
Angela Wadman
Caroline Mikolay
Sara Grisewood
Steven Munday
pauline still
jill Phillips
Alison Cooper
Rowena Unsworth

Page 2034

Name

Postcode

Esther Barnes
Jane Merfield
Chris Williams
Rachael Plummer
Steve Homewood
Sue Horne
Sarah Jones
Jennifer Leeburn
Sarah Jones
kevin green
Janice Winter
Jess White
Jeremy Brand
Jim Dennison
Oliver Dennison
Michelle Kerr
Paul Collis
Sami Westwood
Lauren ReadingGloversmith
Nick A
Richard Thomas
Denise Stillie
Charley Bezer
James Garner
Merlin Alderslade
Kate Somerscales
J McIver
David Rowlinson
Emma Van duyts
Sarah Awcock
Lucy Williams
Andy Pritchard

Page 2035

Name

Postcode

Adam Gregory
Kirsten Sprinks
Lewis
Somerscales
olivier behzadi
Wendy P.
Nuan Butcherd
Fiona Dennison
Rob Laing
Rob Marr
Antton Lant
Nuanprang
Mandeville
Luke Martin
Yasmin Butcherd
Jo Kendall
Steve Marsh
Chris Petts
Andrew Sherwood
Ulrike Meinhof
kate Bowen
Rob Fonseca
Carol Dyhouse
Ruth Rach
Kasha Jenkinson
Beryl Williams
Laurence Davies
Margot Fonseca
Bob Shyte
Sally Fonseca
Stephen Taylor
Ruth Rose
Sylvia van der
Westhuizen

Page 2036

Name

Postcode

Reginald Phillips
Michael Crowe
John Colmans
Ruth Oliver
Debs Carter
DAVID WATSON
Anthony Geal
Val Hylands
Julie Harrison
Sue Gascoyne
Steve Franklin
Lucy Kennedy
D Noctor
Colin Tyson
Nicola Walker
Sara Van Loock
John Going
Brenda Green
Jane Todorovic
Fran Beard
Yvonne Taylor
Tracie Herbert
Steven Knight
Mark OSBORN
Cathie Aslan
dorothy
greenaway
John Tilke
Marie O'Brine
Hannah Lillie
Julie Walker
Margaret Hunt
Michelle Hills

Page 2037

Name

Postcode

Chris McTavish
Amy Johnson
Sheila Greenall
Alison Rezai
Ken Lillie
Anne Poole
Adrienne Stewart
Denise Ambler
Teresa Gane
Mark Faulkner
Jo Jackson
Lloyd Osbon
Teresa Fry
Sally Clark
Tony Bell
rachel fryer
rowena easton
julie crooks
Pat Hewson
Veronica An
Natalie Holmes
Philip An
Helen Palmer
Anthony Palmer
Tracy Day
Tracy franklin
Stuart Clarke
Lyn Thomas
Isobel Pennington
Gill Wilcox
Tarina Breeds
James Howart

Page 2038

Name

Postcode

peter flanagan
Mike Gatti
Scott Lovelock
Robert Eade
Barbara Shepherd
David Cook
Rolf Farrell
Lucy Turner
Emma Godden
Nigel Franklin
Lindsay Morris
Helen Corrigan
Penny Eade
James Arnott
tessa pawsey
Paul Morris
Ian Pollitt
Jamie Burston
Alexander
Henderson
Colin Knight
sue brockbank
Tom Parker
KAREN Burchill
Penny Grubb
Andy Coates
Polly Mair
Lucy Cooke
Julie Hogg
Neil Hulme
Catherine Melis
Janet Wilkes
Ingunn Ruffles

Page 2039

Name

Postcode

Antony Gordon
Nigel Hannay
Sean Mcfadden
Tim Ruffles
Sheryl Wright
Linda Rowlinson
John burnham
Georgina Rose
Margaret Rumble
Sharon Maskery
Michael Buckely
Kerry Baldwin
Dirk Cogan
Debbie Morgan
Chris Bird
Julis Plumstead
Katherine
Shepherd
Sarah Casey
Janet Knight
Andrea Gibbs
Wendy ClydeElliott
Victoria Pepper
Nikola
Stojsavljevic
peter townend
Martin Peacock
Lesley Baynes
Natasha Clark
Elizabeth Stilwell
Jeanne Booth
Pearl Carter
Phillip Lowe

Page 2040

Name

Postcode

Teresa Fowler
Sarah Blake
Brenda Lana
Smith
Grace Nodes
Matthew Farmer
Elizabeth Japes
John Logsdon
John Gallop
Rose Heanue
Sylvia Davidson
Steve DAWSON
David Heanue
Wendy Townend
Lucy Kihlstrom
suzanne field
Ann Ravenscroft
Margaret
McMillan
Rosie Hutchings
Fiona French
Sarah P
Mel Ellis
Laurie Booth
katie saunders
Felicity-Ann Hall
Clare ConryHancock
Jan Vacher
Jackie Langley
Lin Buchan
Rosemary Foote
Chris Turton
Mary Fielder

Page 2041

Name

Postcode

Patrick Bonfield
Roy Jones
Lynette Fitzell
Hugh Foster
Sue Cartwright
Dan Hoare
christine Wiltshire
Tanya Frisby
Heather Camille
Mary Laxton
Elisa H
Sue Johnston
Tim Duffield
Jane Keane
Christopher
Melhuish
Gabrielle Turner
Carole Mortimer
richard
whitington
Jonathan
Crawford
Rena Brewin
Martin Ellis
Alan Wordsworth
DAVID PALMER
Dorothy Amos
Sally Stevens
Christine Platford
Paula Baker
R. J. Burnham
Andy Pickford
Lesley Rhodes
Mick Gates

Page 2042

Name

Postcode

Joan Ballington
Clair Ongley
Caroline Cortizo
Nina Gatward
DAVID BENFELL
Trevor Dormer
Jayne Hoblyn
Toby Collins
Briony Smith
Alison Matcham
Catherine Tonge
Richard Rijnbeek
Graham Duff
Lindsay Freeman
Ann Williams
Susan Mayne
Julie Gregg
WILLIAM YOXALL
Patricia Hawkins
Emma Davis
Robert Barnett
Janice Campbell
Robert Perring
Mary McCluskie
Lynne Sturland
Helena Dodds
ashlea shaw
Michael Tolley
Sally Thompson
Gay Pither
Sarah Moore
Joss Warner

Page 2043

Name

Postcode

Christine Murray
Julia Long
pauline Baylis
Maria Crowley
Paul Jeffery
Izzie Davies
Mary Blee
Mary Blee
Guy Funnell
Alexandros
Hionos
laurence glen
Keith Britton
Len Treglown
Brian Clarke
Thelma Welch
Jean Sharrard
james meek
Adrienne Clarke
Eileen Harris
Michelle Floyd
Simon WarnerBore
Julie MARTIN
Nigel Holland
Michael Hoey
Janet Skinner
Rod Evans
Liz Livock
Jill Carpenter
Linda Payne
Alison Rudkin
Jacqueline Rance

Page 2044

Name

Postcode

Vanessa Trill
trevor jones
Susan Burns
michael hymas
Noor Bunnik
Bernard Dent
Theresa
McDonald
Sally-Ann
Hossack
H Sharp
Michael McGarry
Peter Hood
Sally Mockford
Vicki Arnold
David Reavely
Caroline McLean
Phil Arnold
Amy Brudenell
Paul Pettitt
Anne Hooper
Lesley Ireland
Mavis Hards
Wendy Wells
David Archer
Carole Archer
Kate Wilkinson
Catherine
Whitworth
Helen Milledgr
Robin Wood
Kate Edmonds
Anita Jones
Dawn Martin

Page 2045

Name

Postcode

anthony edwards
Ann Sephton
Alexandra Kellett
Steven Elston
David Elphick
Cynthia Kennedy
Michael
Langridge
Denis McBride
Katie Hawks
Georgina Poacher
William Pharoah
Dennis Morgan
vera over
Beth Procter
Chris Lomas
Anna Flint
Laura Reynolds
Mike Withey
Stuart
Farquharson
Abi Ellson
Keith Miller
Jackie Jones
James Liskutin
Lewis McAllister
Ian Robertson
Kellie Jannaway
Lorraine
Jannaway
Margaret Doherty
Joseph Dunn
Philip Welch
Sharon Colyer

Page 2046

Name

Postcode

Viv Carson
Hayley HamiltonHerbert
Mark Salter
Robert Hurst
Florence Mabillot
Isobel Tait
Anne Smith
Lesley Dennett
Jan Bardsley
David Schueler
Deborah RaynerGray
Dennis Wingrove
andrea bamber
Sue Dowd
Ann Price
Samantha King
Robert Price
Anne Fletcher
Andrea Desouza
Jennifer Pearce
kim spencer
mike trip
Carole Naylor
ted cowdrey
Francisco Goya
Hayley Bennett
Justine Dennett
Andrea Bern
Barnaby
COLEMAN
Ray Dennis
Amy Lynch

Page 2047

Name

Postcode

Peter King
Beate Weiberle
David Burchett
Sue Garcia
Susan Willmets
Edna Murdoch
Julie Pettitt
Roger Smith
Penelope Cockell
Chris Luton
Jay Sturland
Janine Kelly
Stuart Woodin
Rob Handy
Rupert Ferguson
Cat Ingrams
Connor Sullivan
Rachel O’Reilly
Daniel Brooks
Pauline Barnett
Cheryl Ferreira
Lydia Macdonald
Anna Kennedy
June Brooks
Mike Reynolds
Lorraine Peacock
Paul Browning
Timothy Good
Richard Underhill
Steve Allison
david harris
Joanna Simmons

Page 2048

Name

Postcode

Belinda Moon
Julia Prentice
Dawn Paul
Robert Mabey
Naomi Jenkin
Mo Caiger
Louise Hazelton
Arthur Jackman
John Tovey
Rhian Kavanagh
Carol Stanley
Camille Toloui
Jenni Hawkey
Peter Claughton
Stuart Gostock
Becky Williams
Helen Sivyer
Ian Owtram
Samantha
lockhart
Daniel Colborne
Mary Ellison
Damien Duvivier
Samantha Spink
Daniel Rafferty
Jac Boddie
Tina Smith
John Miller
Dave Pullen
Ann O'Keife
Murray
Shelmerdine
James Carne

Page 2049

Name

Postcode

Mel Owtram
Barbara Hayes
Jacqui Moy
Vic Blake
Brenda Ticehurst
Sue Wood
David White
Paul Gregory
Hugh Kerr
Sam Hamblin
Andrew Spink
Nigel Fonseca
Karen Aslett
Joy Lewis
Katie ely
Jill Noyes
Alistair Fleming
Joy Mercer
Sue Fleming
Stephanie Taylor
Alison Knox
Lucinda Fouch
Jon Gunson
Lucy Faithful
Dave Vye
Suzie Callf
Charlotte Latimer
Gerry Holloway
David Peters
Sharon Confue
Carly Norris
Ann Pickett

Page 2050

Name

Postcode

Paul Norris
Dougal Fleming
Jill Dudley
Tracey Eaton
Rosemary
Thomas
Dirk Campbell
Michael
Chambers
Alex Warnet
Simon Driver
Prue Rankin
-Smith
Marcus Taylor
Laura Peerless
Eveline Bamber
kathy lewis
James Fay
Ricky Mella
Stephen Gibson
Eleanor Austin
Lee Hewes
Jean McGarrie
Elizabeth Dudley
Floriant
Gary Norman
Vivian Leong
Luisa Stratford
Jonathan Smith
Mervyn Bennett
Lucy Stuart
TERINA NOTZ
Philip Carr-Gomm
Jayne Westcott

Page 2051

Name

Postcode

Jennifer Hood
Ashley Woollard
Anthony Stewart
Proud
Peter Dukes
Julia Trevelyan
Debbie Tregloan
Mark Hughes
Robert Blackburn
Sharon Hills
Tim Schofield
Jane Pritchett
Laura Cecil
Judith Land
Christine McAllen
Grita Rose-Innes
Julie Taylor
Matthew Belton
Daniel Mackenzie
Geoff Harris
Jeff Roberts
philip parker
Petra Lewis
Tim Morgan
Outi holmes
Charlotte Irtelli
Andrew
Dandridge
David Carter
Viv Cecil
Rae Cecil
Simon Steel
Bradley Barnes

Page 2052

Name

Postcode

Roy Barnes
BARRY HAYES
paula ross
Patricia Jenkins
David Mulpeter
Justin Early
Caroline Luker
Tracey King
Anne Davey
Pam Batty
Gail Cockburn
jane daley
Hilary Ruxton
Craig Fairhall
Rebecca Willetts
Kelly Fairhall
Jan Barron
Susan Harriet
JONES
Liz Webb
Anne Mills
Rebecca Hayward
Kathryn Kennedy
Purnima Patel
Julie Fernandes
Ben Shorer
Sharon Bewley
David Mitchell
David Hughes
Mary Wright
Michael West
John Philp
Vanessa Lover

Page 2053

Name

Postcode

Mia Balkham
Mark Maidment
Mervyn & Linda
Evans
Andrew Franks
Joan Essen
Joanna Wettern
Kelly Jones
Stuart Reid
Philipp HuebbeNelson
Roger Nelson
Amy Nelson
Sylvia Walker
Janine Collington
A Dolan
Rob Sims
Hattie Deards
Sarah Hitchings
stella Barber
Kim K
Terry Ward
Alan Ross
Laura Lines
Debbie Robbins
Sarah Boyle
Susan Ward
Diana Horner
Pollie Rafferty
Hilary Ward
Susanne
Letailleur
Daksha Kellaway
Sharon Giles

Page 2054

Name

Postcode

Jim Entwistle
Ginny Pasquale
Narguis
Keshavjee
Gerry Zarb
Kate Simner
Susan Massey
John Harwood
Gillian Jones
Wendy
Huntingford
Kim Turley
Graham
Huntingford
Barbara Edom
Andrea Marchant
Elizabeth
Dandridge
Simon Homer
Lisa Turner
Anna Wood
Brian Barber
Ann Macleod
Paul Shepherd
Malcolm
Davidson
Sue Davidson
stephen Harvey
Jillian Byford
Sarah daviesbroadhurst
Mary Rowe
Jack H
George Walter
Nigel Lothian

Page 2055

Name

Postcode

Matthew Tasker
Wendy Rowcroft
Anthony
Coulstock
Jeremy Lobl
Richard Aylen
Caroline Sale
Victoria CadoganRawlinson
Joanna Bremner
Julia Bellis
Caroline Clark
lucie Simon
Rebecca Edwards
Zahira Jaser
terry walton
Jane Moseley
Diane Bushell
Jean Dowler
Anna Bagnall
Philip Nice
e orchard
Charlotte Walker
Simon Clark
Rachel
Wrangham
Dianne Brabham
Dom Ramos
Christine Moore
Madeleine Clark
Cath Dearth
Ian Howe
Susan Smith
Anna Sherburn

Page 2056

Name

Postcode

Mandy Willard
David Clare
Raymond Reason
marion reynolds
Myriam Murray
Daisy Macdonald
Ralph Chapman
Jessica Hylands
Christopher Shaw
Peter Mills
Hermione Elliott
Katherine Curran
James
Bandenburg
Seraphina
Manferrari
David Conquest
Paul Hilton
Brenda Oldham
Carol Conquest
harriet lissauer
Jerry Rothwell
gail frost
Andrew Chee
David Dymott
Elaine Croll
GREG Brinkley
Laura Frost
Julia Haltrecht
Irene Tormo
Juliet Millican
Phil Brockwell
Karen Leigh

Page 2057

Name

Postcode

Christian Hopper
Elaine Ingram
Barbara Gellhorn
terence seabrook
Alexander Jeffery
Ali Dale
Janet and Tony
Ewins
Sally Harborow
Louise Pemberton
Jeff Matthews
Howard Bardsley
Lianne Campbell
JOANNA
SMALLWOOD
tanya smart
alex Pett
sandra chessum
Theresa Turner
Bryony Bruce
Deborah Moore
Kathy Johnson
Jennifer Pattison
Benna McCartney
Amy Barlow
David Manion
Maxine Casson
Sonia Blakeley
Marion Prentice
Angela Rogers
celia taylor
Karen Laver
Hannah
Neighbour

Page 2058

Name

Postcode

Brenda Daly
Sarah Warren
Brian Gell
Susan Moore
Karen Folwell
Stephen Folwell
martin haswell
Margaret Hunt
Neil Thomas
Paul Graves
Ian Guthrie
Dawn Aldridge
William Sayce
John Clark
Simon Wood
Tom Butler
Margaret Chitty
steve McColloch
Susan Prince-Iles
Sarah Chant
Rebecca Wright
Patrick Fitzsimons
Margaret
Sheppard
Sarah Thompson
Cathy Gaspar
Miriam Young
Sarah
Stonehouse
Alison Hahlo
Tracey Anderson
Helen Lewarne
Haley McCartney

Page 2059

Name

Postcode

Vanora M
Michelle Garratt
Toni Cutler
Marion Creed
Christine Brown
Margaret
Dickinson
Joanna Best
Jonathan Parry
Paul Dashwood
Barbara Payne
Marc Hutchinson
Tim Wilton
Kristin Breuss
Annabel Tuckey
Simeran Gell
Joe Noar
Merlin Sheldrake
John Weller
David Spero
bertrand courtot
Robert Ayling
Liz Barraclough
Sheila Fitzgerald
Mike Sands
Jacqueline Palmer
Nick Addecott
Nicholas Muriel
Sarah Jane Fenton
Michael Bradford
Gillian Weaver
Sue Rigby
Elizabeth Roberts

Page 2060

Name

Postcode

John Lanham
Anja Boelkow
carrie longton
rosie riley
Michael
Alexander
Gina Allum
roland petchey
Briony Fane
Tobin Brothers
paula dodkins
Thomas Haywood
David Rodgers
Douglas O'Shea
Maggie Jennings
Richard Bober
anthony roberts
Clive Pearl
Beth Mitchell
Bryony Tolhurst
mary lowerson
Sue Parry Davies
lizzie hayward
James Knowles
Noelle Buchan
Anne Burley
Caroline Buckley
Gemma sargant
Stephanie Shorer
Sunda Mcavoy
Daniel SAIT
Michael Blamires
Steve Kirk

Page 2061

Name

Postcode

Neal Taylor
Kristiane Sherry
Conrad GouveiaBoxall
Geraldine
Whittemore
Laura Turner
Helen Timms
Lucy Gordon
Richard Phillips
Brian Bancroft
Angela Bachini
Cinzia Paganelli
Shannon Sait
Daphne Keen
Martin Harbridge
Sam Horscraft
Kate Burton
June Reeves
Graham Hughes
Pauline
Kingswood
Jill Warrillow
Carolyn Ranns
Alan Ford
Mae Nobbs
john markl
Trevor Upham
Catherine
Monsalve
Katrin Upham
KERRI Tucker
rita hopper
Jean Mills

Page 2062

Name

Postcode

Sarah Saunders
philip taylor
Clare Francis
Kirstie Tucker
Laurie Harris
Phil Duncan
Gina Neeson
Annabelle Mather
Rosemary Atrill
Mary Rowswell
Tessa Henghes
Chris Todd
simon russell
Deborah Forrester
Lisa Ford
karen sennett
Lewis Stevens
Geoff Sheridan
Ben Sherry
Lucy Setters
Michael Goulding
darian leader
Rosa Cembrowicz
William Crawley
Joy Edmonds
Angus Forrester
Emma Catto
Lindsay Woods
Janet Simpson
jennifet nash
Susan Osborn
Janet Dennis

Page 2063

Name

Postcode

TPenelope
Woodward
Jason DS
Joanne Knight
Peter Knight
darika Barker
Sarah Winser
Lucy Cunningham
Thelma Miller
T Simmons
Michael Miller
Karen Holmes
Zoe Trent
Rebe Cleveland
Garry Philpott
Finn Brandt
Mary Cane
Christopher
Roberts
Erin Ross
Elizabeth Mason
Lesley Ribbens
Emily Bearn
Alistair Macleod
Jack Haberfield
Elizabeth Bruce
hamish Watson
Emily Burn
Alex Drummond
Amy Van Damme
Anne Doyle
Claire Greer
Rachel Hampshire

Page 2064

Name

Postcode

Felix CatlinFreytag
Robb
Cunningham
Robert Burns
Mrs H Collins
Joanna Shawcross
Michael Ashley
Sue Buckland
Linda Vincent
Sally Attfield
David Vincent
John Melton
Sally Winstanley
Lewis Wood
Janet Gadd
Michaela De
winter
Finn Curry
Karen Bedford
Marian Charlton
Rachel Searle
Gavin Searle
Lynne Giles
Rachel Flowers
Sally Allcorn
Martin Kidman
Charles Mitchell
June Leguen
Stephanie
Chalmers
David Morgan
Ben Tubb
shirley deubert

Page 2065

Name

Postcode

Elizabeth Hallett
Sally Attfield
Daniele De
Winter
Richard Baynton
Jane Miller
Emma Goldsmith
Margaret Michael
Alec Michael
Johann Hickin
Gerry Smith
Matt Balkham
Adele Long
April Hickling
Louis Wilkinson
Keith Popple
Emily Pick
Trudi Charlwood
James Palmer
Vari Waterman
Elizabeth Toop
Amanda
Freestone
Abigail Pearson
Kia Makepeace
Isobel Child
Glynis
Buckingham
Leon McAskie
Rachel Mullan
Rachel Smith
Claire HornerLocko
Becky Rowland

Page 2066

Name

Postcode

Mannie HornerLocko
Glynis Horner
Helena Jevons
Marilyn Daw
Tamsin Rupp
Liam Jolly
Sue Priestley
Nigel Palmer
Vivienne Haynes
Paul Brookes
Michelle EnglandRead
Kym Shepherd
Andrew Wicks
Joyce Pryor
Joy Nock
Emma Parker
Les Yapp
Fiona Richardson
Lindsay Crook
Liz Taylor
Eleanor Farror
David Hare
Ella Dennis
Vanessa Jennings
Angie Morphy
michael deacon
Mrs Simmons
Claire Harries
Teresa Everest
Stuart Vine
Keith Ramshaw

Page 2067

Name

Postcode

Clive Hodges
Barrie Kibble
K Power
Susan mead
Dean Oakwell
Yvonne Fuller
Viktoria Webber
Angie Botting
Abi Blanshard
Gavin Park
Martine
Carruthers
Jane Upton
Lynda Samuel
Craig Poulter
Christopher
Westcott
Saul Fowler
Wendy Fowler
Johnny Denis
Tom Potts
Luanne Tyler
Carole Walden
Niccola O’
Angela Edgar
Tina Smith
Vicki Bowes
Colin Mitchell
Jennifer Howells
Fay Pead
Pam Follett
Martin King
Craig Gosling

Page 2068

Name

Postcode

Lisa Savage
Catherine Tucker
Roberta Salmon
Chris Allen
annette gates
Judy Heard-White
John Browning
Mary Woodfield
Vince Weeding
Danielle Farrant
Sheila Osullivan
Tanya Sadourian
Kate O'Neill
Ann Butterfield
Tammie-Leigh
McClatchie
Steven Tapp
Nuala Calvi
Jason Howes
Susan StoneGrundy
Perry Kingsland
Lucy H
Jenny Roberts
Richard Hanson
Beverley Hinton
Kevin Pugh
Ian Woodfield
Angela Jane
Swinn
Lisa Cooper
Stuart DigbyClarke
Sue Day

Page 2069

Name

Postcode

Mary Day
Veronica
Stevenson
Craig S
Jane Hanbury
Liliya Trott
Jonathan Tooley
Paul Sharman
John Locke
Michael Land
Barbara Lack
Angela Wright
Diane M
Virginia Winch
Deana Harkness
John Moreton
Peter Barnes
Susana Vazquez
Elizabeth Boxall
Lauren
Chamberlain
Lauren Leiper
Malcolm Clear
David Rix
Kay Russell
Timothy Upfield
Miles Holford
Adam Gladden
Gillian McKenna
Linda Stace
jeffrey southgate
Mary-Jane Wilkins
Sylvia Upfield

Page 2070

Name

Postcode

Louise Gerber
Norma Park
Sue Fasquelle
Oliver Darlington
Peter Rowe
Adam Vaughan
Hannah
Robertson
Roger Daw
Mike Jones
Carole Ogden
Rob Hayward
Dorian De winter
Poppy Hayward
Simone Halliwell
Joanne
Bruggenwirth
Emma Pollard
Roger Murray
Ian janman
Robin Luckham
Lisa Ford
Gordon Hyatt
Mark Morrell
Jon Bushaway
Mark Blanchette
James Snyder
Elizabeth Forbes
sabine portela
Kenneth Toop
Howard Johns
mark edwards
Tony Richardson

Page 2071

Name

Postcode

Chris Bryan
Oliver Rathbone
Miriam Dwek
michael hanson
Angela Weyers
MIHIKa Acharya
sarah
macpherson
Paul Kirkup
Elizabeth
Mandeville
Ian Foy
Miles Peters
Matt Hyatt
Samantha
Ballington
Stephen Meakin
steven town
Marcus Stroud
Adrian Figgess
Amanda Sargant
Lisa Turner
Yvette Prosser
Amber
Townshend
Jack Pettit
Belinda Foulkes
Bernard Smith
Jane Keel
Mary McGhee
Nick Randles
Oliver Randles
Bernard Yeo
Julie Smith

Page 2072

Name

Postcode

Tamsin Day
Robert Armour
William Fairhall
Helena White
Jill Champion
Penny Silvester
Jean Tweed
Michael Tweed
Rita Smith
Rob Horne
Chris Lewis
Maria Judd
Rachel Cockerell
Jacqueline Hutson
Karine Wright
Pamela Kea
Sheila
Brackenborough
Barney Cockerell
keri smyth
Michael Ford
Rebecca Woods
Ballard
Jennifer Wistreich
Dominic Judd
Page
Samuel Cox
Grace Morrison
Catherine
Swinson
Lorna Stagg
Ann Cullen
Marilyn Masters
Florrie Wormald

Page 2073

Name

Postcode

Carla Ter Maat
Sukey Firth
Claire Durrant
Stephanie Baker
Mary Collins
Chris Gaiger
Don Church
lily judd page
philippa andrew
John Baker
Av Dean
Tom Mugridge
suzie shrubb
Valerie Shrubb
Kathy Simmonds
David Jewitt
Clive Jackson
Sarah Holloway
Christopher
Fleischer
Stephanie
Fleischer
Gary Wilton
Debby Curry
John Smith
Laura Woodfield
Paul Simmonds
Joan Griffin
Derick Curry
Jinan Joudeh
E Walker
Pamela Earl
David Chester

Page 2074

Name

Postcode

Lyn Chester
Simon Chester
Alfred Simcox
Brigid Simcox
Donald Carman
Nina Westberg
Wendy Shorten
Chris Young
Gail Pickett
Stephen Watson
Martin Warren
Will Langdon
Claire Naden
Julian Coleman
Bill Downey
Gino Brignoli
Peter Harding
Mr W Rhodes &
family
Chris Hamilton
John Hamilton
Richard Weale
Richard Baynes
Amy Ellis
Russell Leslie
Janet Mayes
Lynda Lambert
Martin Hampton
Samuel Levy
ANNE SALTER
Suzanne O'Haire
Sam Hodgson
Jane Stoggles
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Name

Postcode

Jenny Shepherd
Jane Mitchell
robert steer
Jacqueline Parson
Toni Hills
Martin Chinnery
S Little
Robert R
Andrew Stanyard
Nev Sheridan
Roger Jones
Jo Hardwick
Melissa Sutcliffe
Kathleen Sinclair
Vivienne Du
Bourdieu
Howard Clough
Tracey Lock
Geoff Cartwright
Julie O'Brien
Karin Holloway
Jan Burgess
Dean Wells
Vicky Richards
dean scholey
Paul Attrell
Peter Varnham
Beth Laurents
Chris Smedley
Jackie Oakley
ian pepper
Phil Howard
Sally Galloway
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Postcode

Ruth Wharton
Viv Bush
Mr.Andrew
Sinclair
Robin Tipple
Susan Disney
Toni Gill DeVito
Linda Hughes
Lance Hodgson
Jo Wethered
James Wethered
Linda Age
Sue Elliott
Matthew Elliott
nick bailey
Jane Mackay
Charles Elliott
Peter Mercer
Maurice Boyd
Philippa Thomas
Roger Read
Simon Rowe
Juliet Eve
Genevieve Elgie
Thomas Bell
Marie Caldecott
Keith Caldecott
Ken Newton
Keith Taylor
SUSAN SANDERS
jon c
Sylvia Reeve
Jan C
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Name

Postcode

Lola BunburyDavies
Christine Hall
Rosamund Lee
Harry Carter
Owen
Wenda Bradley
Patrick Hall
Thomas More
Hagger
John Hamill
Denise Hamill
Denise Hagger
Graham Carter
Zoe Carter owen
Saskia Samsdavies
John Prout
Anne Evans
William Prout
Eleanor Prout
Gary Campbell
Brian Geoghegan
Rachel Newell
Rob Newell
Margaret Elvidge
Kevin Smith
Chris Thompson
catherine
geoghegan
Carla Hanson
Janet Vogt
Duncan Williams
Hannah Davey
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Postcode

Andrew
Duckworth
Jon Ray
Jennifer Butchers
Carmelo Gallo
Ian Mitchell
David Mccormick
Lesley Wetlesen
Suzanne Laver
Frank Fraser
Lily Ireland
Chtidtine Ashley
Ian Macmillan
Hannah Jordanpink
Simon Turner
Jo Bullock
ian bingham
John Hughes
Stuart Mckay
jan sampson
Andrew Mann
Richard GoughBuijs
Michel Thiry
Grace Hall
Kelly Vella
Dina Griffiths
Dan Buckley
Margery buckley
Viv Wiltshire
Shannon Spayne
Sharon Brown
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Name

Postcode

Emma Diaz
Gonzalez
Peter Hughes
Edward Williams
dave bottom
Jules Childs
Gemma Hall
Annie Pallis
Susan Waid
Arhamis Lazaro
Jane Wateridge
Madeleine Harris
Katrin Upham
Maureen Batten
kay woolner
Sara MacDonaldClink
Anthony Davis
annabelle gilbert
Jo Fitch
Di Hughes
Chris Cook
harvey bowers
Ros Askew
Fiona Williamson
Nathan Green
Carol Green
Beth Elliott
Rosemary Moore
Terence Coghlin
Lucy Williams
Jane Salmon
Ellie Salmon
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Postcode

Hayley Cox
Denise Biscoe
Louise Gorst
Lyn Sands
Roger Jones
Jones Jeanette
Sue Crosthwaite
Ellie Crosthwaite
Gillian Squires
Louise Baxter
Clare Dickins
Karen South
Kayleigh Hall
Michaela Twaits
Judith Fisher
Glenda Shepherd
Chris Sumners
Rebecca
Halverson
Linda Holm
Susan Moorman
ian osbon
Peter Tattam
Abby Conolly
Kim Turner
Victoria Fulton
Michael Ambridge
Michele
Bartholomew
Lyn Core
Leo Budd
Louisa Cardose
Charis Goode
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Name
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Anna Dornbusch
Fanny Peppercorn
Susan Berry
Adrian Brennan
Esmé Bailey
Chris Hughes
Angela Birn
Lynne Hughes
Beatrice
Peppercorn
Michael Conolly
Maureen Bourne
Darren Bourne
Victor Holmes
Jeff Nuttall
holly loader
james tranmer
patrick wells
Cat Fletcher
Ryan Bollard
Kerie Driscoll
Marian Reynolds
Kevin Cooper
Justine Ridgway
Joel Franks
Michelle
Macdonald
Tomas Forks
Chaz Roe
rachael finney
Victoria
Homewoos
Andrew Clare
Tony Stevens
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Postcode

Ann NewtonMarcial
rob marriott
Stuart Cartland
Stuart Cartland
Susannah Machin
Matthew Cornford
Paul Khimasia
Morgan
Katie Jackson
Hazel Frampton
Agata Urbaniak
Ann Robson
Bob Robson
Virginia
Anscombe
Sandra Bryant
Ken Brackpool
Claire Robson
Ava Brimilcombecowie
Annette
Goodman
Ralph Ergel
Polly Rodger
Brown
Gary Fowler
Stephanie
Holland
Sean Smeghead
Brian Freeman
Derek Glasson
Niki Trelawny
Tim Parkinson
sean trelawny
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Name

Postcode

Ewelina
Maslowska
Trish Fulton
Janet Waterland
Steven Gee
Lewis Major
Naomi Salaman
Michelle Kiernan
kathryn Craddock
Fran Alexander
David Webb
Jane Jones
Katy Young
Karen Folwell
Tejas Patil
Stephen Folwell
Abbie Mead
Tom Lee
Lise Frances
Lyndon Elmes
Andrew Bryant
steven Adams
Paul Gough
Phoebe Cullen
Su Jakeman
Jonathan Barrett
Hassni Malik
Kirstie Le Vallee
Katie Watson
Stewart
McDermid
Julie Smith
Sylvia Porritt
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Name

Postcode

Michelle Wilkins
paul wilson
Peter Skinner
Lara Featherstone
Tracey Page
P Gaston
Angela Smith
Susan Baker
M Cassar
ESTHEr Andres
Kimberly
Johnstone
Charlie Peverett
TK
John Nicholls
Dace Reizupa
Angela Arnold
Claire Kellaway
Elspeth Burall
Gina Price
Reny Pulling
Chris Tucknott
Aldona Kanadys
Jay Roberts
David Buckland
M Pelfrey
Sally Boys
Stephen Hall
Viv Collins
Natalie
Moorhouse
Jane Keane
Kate Oppenheim
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Name

Postcode

Mike Smith
Sarah Oakes
Fiona Smith
Neil Harris
Paul Mnich
M Francis
Marc Tomlinson
Evie Sier
Stephen Kuhn
Andrew Williams
Julie Jay
Joana Marques
silvia gonzalez
Anthony Teale
Duncan Campbell
June Jaundoo
Gillian Scott
Deborah
Campbell
Paula Morris
Emma Smith
Barbara George
Ruth Durrant
David Love
Ollie Machan
Valerie Skues
Phil Stevens
Kevin Hemsley
Derek Farr
Lee Oliver
Alexander Boag
Stephanie Watson
Charlotte Still
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Postcode

Peter Hignell
Jane Wilde
Gill Watson
Brett Ridley
Laura Jordan
paula Van Tassel
Tara Harley
Jane Lee
Stephanie Gerra
David Mitchell
Mandi Brown
Sheila Watson
Tracey Davies
grant duverneyruse
Joanna Balcombe
matthew Gates
beryl Wilkins
Kev Nickells
Justine Bourne
Paul Wootton
Caroline
Townsend-Coles
Bill Frost
Jackie Frost
Amanda Frost
Marc Teare
David Pope
Stephanie
Georgalakis
Russell Leftley
geoff Ackland
Jeremy Cole
Marek Palme
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Name

Postcode

Lauretta Hudson
John Ives
lynne ismail
Lukas Kalinke
rowan forestierwalker
Deborah
Seacombe
Maximus Smith
Maria-Helena
Santamaria
S Hudson
Michael Arnott
Kirsty Silvester
Roger Jones
nicholas sexton
Emily Eaton
Daniel Rehahn
Lisa BattersbyKing
Linds Godfrey
Sian Bishop
Carol Morris
William Gadd
Maureen
Keywood
Georges Perec
Sarah Butler
Yvette Sullivan
Joss Warner
Joe Acberhard
Rachel Fryer
Estelene Klaase
Marcus
Oppenheim
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Name

Postcode

Iris Teichmann
Mary Crabtree
Sonia Capella
Mike Kaye
Heather Carey
TK
Rodney Feist
Cristina Alonso
Jane Holmes
Elizabeth
McGuinness
Herbert Jones
Tim Aldous
ian paul lee
Twig Hall
Annette Bryant
Jessica Anscombe
Shelley Phythian
Simon Thomas
Claire Hopkins
Anna Sampson
Christine
Tompsett
Cécile Gilbert
David Nimmo
Anita Skeel
Vicki Gardner
Elaine Mulingani
Chantal Symons
Rachel Jordan
Rachel Haney
Laura G
Linda Carr
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Name

Postcode

Brian Lyle
Bronwen
Cheetham
Natalie Ledger
James Hartley
Katherine
Gardner
Zoé Cann
Elizabeth
Cameron
Marilyn Hopson
Jeremy
Hemingray
Juliet Evans
Miranda Kemp
Ian Diton
Richard and
Sarah Sheppard
Theo Sheppard
Hannh Cameron
Katie Conboy
Anna Anderson
Judith Smith
Patrick Flynn
William Seed
Philip Kimberley
Tania
Cunningham
Stella Clifford
Gallit Shaltiel
Jo Hedger
Sue Westergaard
Neill Jupp
Karen Juniper
David Wright
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Name

Postcode

Bill Edmunds
Jean Woodward
Jenny Chambers
Roger Gardner
H Curl
Kirsty Chatfield
Jan Sinclair
Kirsty c Harwood
Filipa Santos
christopher davis
Sandra Williams
Evelin Kovari
Stephen Espley
Michele Vardy
Annie Derrick
Sue Patr
Helen Smith
Godfrey Thomas
Gill Veck
Wendt Veck
Katie Gowers
paul jakeman
Abi Lipson
Kathryn Thacker
Bernadette Day
Emma Davis
sue webb
chris webb
Sharan Brydon
Sam Farnsworth
Ellie JohnsonBullock
paula wallace
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Name

Postcode

Lisa Marshall
Brenda Sayce
Peter Webb
Duncan Clark
Nathan
Milenkovic
Giles Warren
Frederic Kalinke
Evelyn Evans
Dave Sheppard
Jasmine Tribe
Tracy Partridge
Elizabeth Teague
Anthony Cork
Lesley Lawrence
Jane Gant
Grace Wainwright
Pamela Milne
jac sell
Den Goldsmith
Ashleigh Davies
Sharon Davies
Haydn Davies
Sandria
Artingstall
Jamie Crawford
Clive Ward
Iva Vucenovic
Johanna
Chamberlain
Lee Hamilton
Marie Hart
William Horder
Philippa Cornforth
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Name

Postcode

Melanie Kirk
David Gillman
Laura Jackson
Lawry Tilbury
Katie Bullock
Andy Weller
Paul Jeffery
Helen Hurst
Steve Mussell
Lynda Killick
Jan Woodling
Sheila Matthews
Alice Carter
Roger Fry
David Mitchell
P Taweeporn
Nick Lawden
sheila o’sullivan
James Richards
Patrick Moore
jacki cromwell
Helen Wilde
Catherine
Meakins
Ollie Thomas
Eve Taylor
Kevin Moore
George Lambury
Liz Rigden
clive knapp
Barbel Andrews
AMANDA MILES
sylvia j gray
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Name

Postcode

Cath Diomedou
David Clifford
Andrew
McDonnell
Susan Granea
Paul Gilburt
George May
Isobelle Lewis
Roger Brown
mark barrington
Sarah Brown
June Cager
Anthony Peters
Julia Lewis
Mia Barlow
Esme Hilliard
David Joyce
Jackie Chambers
Victoria Mckenna
Carlotta Luke
Chris Luke
Jenny Stewart
Simon Confino
Tara Gould
Charlotte Holtam
Jane Pinnock
Nicky Jones
Peter Stewart
Peter Bessell
Paul Brady
Katy Tutton
Scott Haney
Francesca Wittke
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Name

Postcode

Gary Drew
Karen Speed
Emily Ticehurst
Joanna M
Matt Hyatt
Yvonne Fuller
Florence Platford
Stan Platford
Yvonne Rowe
Norman Hopson
Laverne Hamill
Christine Proud
Carmen Dolz
Jo Wightman
Phillipa Hinde
Herbert Jones
David Stevenson
Miriam Orriss
Anne Armstrong
Lynne Sturland
Catharine Wells
mike deubert
Tina Deubert
Julie Smith
TONY Skilbeck
Pamela Andrews
Chloe OnslowRush
Chris Hawkins
Sebastian
Comberti
Edna Murdoch
JASMIN REEVE
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Name

Postcode

Simon Rowe
Diana Gerard
Graham Lower
Michael Bishop
Nicholas
Greenwood
JULIAN PHILLPOT
Gail Brodie
Queenie
Summerford
john amatt
Jenni Juniper
Bonnie Ogden
Sue Bradley
Clare Hughes
Pippa Dennis
Valerie Sng
Bib Downing
Carrie-Anne
Gordon
Mark Bentley
Catherine Grace
Paul Reymond
Shayne Weldon
Pauline Reymomd
Julie Ross
John Jefferis
Rosemary Purcell
Sylvie de Winter
Henrietta
Grimshaw
Heather Simonds
Alan SImonds
Tracy LEE
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Name

Postcode

Lisa John
Annie Oliver
Alex Handley
Deborah Blakey
Stephen Donovan
Robin Gilbert
Sarah MartinCramp
Graham Francis
Hana Vincent
Antonia Gilbert
Emma Montlake
Geoffrey Cox
Sam Gilbert
Janet Stow
Laura Young
Sebastian Lester
Terence Hancock
Rebecca Waite
Rosemary
Herbert
Mark Dibley
Emma Manville
Sascha Muench
Victor Potter
Catherine AnsellJones
simon Walters
Shelly Rouse
Sue Rolland
Stuart Ralston
linda lusted
Ian White
Maureen Low
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Name

Postcode

Catherine Brooks
Paul Bower
M Bohan
Hannah Bebee
Jeanette Caukill
Simon Jenkins
ANTHONY
HUNTER
Michael Wells
Zoe Boulton
Disna Norman
Deborah
Kilercioglu
Marilyn Binning
Erin Lewis
John Stoner
Lucy Knight
Carole Sander
Joanne Cooper
Ann Richards
Mark Grandfield
Danielle booty
Andy Field
Gail Gowland
Michelle Brinf
Joanna Carter
Paul Mnich
Derek King
sarah browne
Jeff Collington
David Ratcliffe
Sam Greaves
Margaret Exley
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Name

Postcode

Viki Carman
Monique Sommer
Valerie Roden
Frederick Britnell
sue sutton
Duncan ReaPalmer
Martin Jones
Katie Dance
Sarah Matthews
Sam Kidger
Alan Wells
Debora Mondella
Karim Jaser
Jane Mackie
jamie mackie
Amy Penfold
Jamie Lunniss
Shaun de Lacy
Andrew Caukill
Jane Salmon
Shellie Parke
Ann Rooney
Paula Brennan
Kerry Bunn
Gerda Sharma
Coralie Mellor
Shirley Crabbe
Emilia Ransom
Rivkah
Cummerson
Luke Wells
Georgina
Docherty
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Name

Postcode

Skah Jay
Lisette Petrie
Jackie Berry
Jeannie Labno
Tracy Groves
Margaret Osborne
Jennifer Tidy
Diane Westlake
simone oates
Michele Moore
Marilyn Green
Rachel Lewis
Marilyn Green
martin verrall
Caroline Budden
Celia Noden
Clare Craig
Hannah Booth
Chloe Firman
Luke Austin
Jonny Booth
Ronald Craig
Gsvin Hutt
Ray Deacon
Mary Knight
Andrew Salter
Chris Sparks
Antoine Coevoet
Miya Tremeer
Ida Austin
Suzanne Rolfe
Kerrie Jones
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Name

Postcode

Barbara
Grasmeder
Dominique
Stenning
Laurence Burley
Julie Williams
Alice Knox
Hilary Turner
Christopher Knox
Simon Knox
Bryan Creer
Meic Goodyear
Gill Davies
Sue Stacey
Jo Hatris
Mary Sitwell
Miriam rodriquez
Alison Dempsey
dawn thompson
dennis stow
Melanie Morgan
Valmai Goodyear
Jonathan
Hammond
Olivia Knox
Lesley Pattison
Lee St Clair
James Rigden
Rachel Mortimer
Graeme Ross
Carolyn
Richardson
David Hallett
RAj Curry
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Name

Postcode

Roxanne
Armitage
Lizzie Lower
Martha Bush
Rebecca Mackie
George Hickey
Susan Spark
Margaret Wilmot
Anita Q
Val Lillie
Chris Eakins
ailsa kay
Cathie Curran
Mel Voice
Sharon Voice
Barbara Foran
Christine Bennett
Kim Green
Erica Poole
Steve Green
Rodney Allen
C Fever
Chris Mitchell
Christine Banks
Dawn Viggers
Chris Braiden
Richard Allen
Nicholas Bowlby
Emma Warrener
Geoff Woodcock
James Welfare
Nick Marsh
Helen Turner
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Name

Postcode

Paul Hurley
Nicola Russell
Simon KingsleyYoung
Sarah Wilkins
Sarah Hawkes
Joanna Denman
Dale Toogood
S Boyd
Julia Brock
June Dyer
karen rigby-faux
Lesley Healey
Clare Eddison
Julia Brock
Helen Ward
Rachel Levy
Richard Eves
Virginia Cockburn
Jennifer Labib
Terence Weldon
David Harker
trevor jones
Clarissa Stowell
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Representation ID: REP/256/E1/E

Representation ID:

REP/256/E1/E

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/256

Name:

Geoffrey King

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
I wish to draw attention to the Sustainability Appraisal underpinning the allocation of
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Policy E1.
The very first issue is the title, Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
This title is incorrect as this land at Area E1 is not Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port.
The land at Area E1 is not even within the Newhaven Enterprise Zone. The land at Area
E1 is actually land at Tide Mills.
In Table 36 on page 79 three candidate employment sites are compared. Para 9.82.
states that Option C is currently a saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council
Local Plan. Core Policy 4 suggests retaining the unimplemented site allocations from the
2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan. As the site remains deliverable and suitable for
employment development, its retention within the Pre-Submission Local Plan Part 2 is
considered appropriate.
This retention of the saved allocation from the 2003 Lewes District Council Local Plan is
challenged in that Policy E1 and the associated area of land at Area E1 is much larger
than the original area of land allocated in 2003.
The key purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal is to show that there is more Green
ratings than Red ratings and that the development is a "Sustainable development" within
the terms of the National Planning Policy Framework.
However this is highly questionable in the case of Policy E1 and the associated Area E1
as any development of a Site of Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local
Wildlife Site cannot sensibly be rated Amber and should be rated Red. The beach area
of Area E1 is internationally recogonised for its Vegetated Shingle and is part of the
Brighton Biosphere recognised as part of the UNESCO World Biosphere.
Further to this , if the community is deprived of access to a valued beach or public
footpath that should get a negative rating under objective 4 (Community).
The extra road traffic any development would create could be argued to endanger air
quality in an area of environmental sensitivity and so should have an Amber rating if not
a Red rating under objective 13. Air Quality.
Tide Mills is a tourist destination so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly
have a potentially negative impact on tourism, see objective 18.
The above observations should create far more Red or Amber ratings and very little
Green ratings and clearly make the development of a site that is a Site of Nature
Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site viewed as "not
sustainable development".
Only sustainable developments should be included in a Local Plan so the plan as it
stands including unsustainable development at Area E1 would I respectfully suggest be
"Unsound".
Given the current understanding that Newhaven Port and Properties have no interest in
any development further east than the Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills
there can be no justification for the large area of land allocated by Policy E1. There has
been no development on the already completed section of Port Access Road and
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regarding that section of road, even ASDA pulled out of the proposals, so there can be
no justification for allocating even more land.
The Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills will itself take up the north western
and western sections of Area E1 which would leave an area of potential development
land between the current Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and
Bridge which would be far more in line with the 2003 allocation.
Given the above observations I would respectfully suggest that Policy E1 and the
associated area of land at E1 is not sustainable and is unsound and that this large area
of land east of Port Access Road and Bridge should be removed from the Lewes District
Council Local Plan Part 2 thus reducing the allocation of land on the Tide Mills Site of
Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site to the area of land
between the existing Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and
Bridge with no development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge or south to
Seaford Bay beach.
As an aside, the rejected brownfield site at Balcombe Pit appears to be a very sensible
site for employment development, and the Sustainability Appraisal Table 36 appears to
show that it rates much higher than the land at Newhaven - Area E1. At present
Balcombe Pit is an abandoned chalk pit that is level with the surrounding ground level,
only one hundred yards from a railway station and a quarter of a mile from the main A27
trunk road.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Given the above observations I would respectfully suggest that Policy E1 and the
associated area of land at E1 is not sustainable and is unsound and that this large area
of land east of Port Access Road and Bridge should be removed from the Lewes District
Council Local Plan Part 2 thus reducing the allocation of land on the Tide Mills Site of
Nature Conservation Importance, now known as a Local Wildlife Site to the area of land
between the existing Newhaven Harbour boundary and the Port Access Road and
Bridge with no development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge or south to
Seaford Bay beach.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To ensure that the process is open and transparent
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Sound:
Representation:
As a resident of Newhaven, I STRONGLY object to the plan with the above reference for
the following reasons:
It involves destroying a huge chunk of our local wildlife site and the fauna and flora
inhabiting it.
It is also an area of beach and natural vegetation that is very popular with locals and
visitors, and dog walkers, and swimmers and sunbathers, and industrializing it makes a
mockery of the claim by the Council to promote a clean green Newhaven.
It is a specious claim that it will benefit the local community by creating more jobs [a
limited number perhaps] and attract investment in Newhaven. But how long will it take
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before any revenue generated will begin to compensate for the 23 million pounds of our
money that has been spent on building the flyover bridge? Not to mention the added
pollution and effect on our health of the increased traffic, and the already untenable
trafffic jams at the roundabout on the A259.
I do appreciate that Lewes District Council is under pressure to find ways of generating
income to make up for Government cut-backs, but isn't it supposed to care about the
welfare, health and opinions of the local population who are legally required to pay
Council Tax? I have yet to come across anyone locally who thinks the Reference E1
plan will benefit us who actually live here, though it will undoubtedly make the private
owners of the Port a fortune, and also potential investors in the outcome of the Plan.
Just for once, could the Council PLEASE restore our faith that it will genuinely take our
concerns seriously in making decisions on our behalf, and act accordingly. After all, we
pay a pretty hefty council tax, and as we are paying you, we should be entitled to expect
you to make decisions based on our protests and objections to plans, which
unfortunately has not been the case up to now.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Todd Kingsley-Jones
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ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

As a resident of Newhaven, I STRONGLY object to the plan with the above reference for the following
reasons:
It involves destroying a huge chunk of our local wildlife site and the fauna and flora inhabiting it.
It is also an area of beach and natural vegetation that is very popular with locals and visitors, and dog
walkers, and swimmers and sunbathers, and industrializing it makes a mockery of the claim by the Council
to promote a clean green Newhaven.
It is a specious claim that it will benefit the local community by creating more jobs [a limited number
perhaps] and attract investment in Newhaven. But how long will it take before any revenue generated will
begin to compensate for the 23 million pounds of our money that has been spent on building the flyover
bridge? Not to mention the added pollution and effect on our health of the increased traffic, and the
already untenable trafffic jams at the roundabout on the A259.
I do appreciate that Lewes District Council is under pressure to find ways of generating income to make up
for Government cut‐backs, but isn't it supposed to care about the welfare, health and opinions of the local
population who are legally required to pay Council Tax? I have yet to come across anyone locally who
thinks the Reference E1 plan will benefit us who actually live here, though it will undoubtedly make the
private owners of the Port a fortune, and also potential investors in the outcome of the Plan.
Just for once, could the Council PLEASE restore our faith that it will genuinely take our concerns seriously
in making decisions on our behalf, and act accordingly. After all, we pay a pretty hefty council tax, and as
we are paying you, we should be entitled to expect you to make decisions based on our protests and
objections to plans, which unfortunately has not been the case up to now.
Sincerely,
Todd Kingsley‐Jones

To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic
download of this pictu re from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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I fail to see how the plans for area E1 on the East Quay of Newhaven contributes to
sustainable development - when on the existing plan (Inset_2_Newhaven_v3.pdf) the
area is already highlighted as a local wildlife site or nature reserve. We have already lost
the fight against Brett Aggregates, and the bridge over the railway. If the policy for the
area is to be changed to include emplyment uses, then this will inevitable have an
impact on the special land in and around the area, including the rare vegetated shingle,
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and rare birds.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I believe that the designation for area E1 should remain unchanged.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation:
I wish to object strongly to the proposed further development of this irreplaceable area of
land between Seaford and Newhaven. I have lived in Seaford since I was a small child,
and like many of today's children spent many hours on the sandy beach at Tidemills ,
which is so much safer than the shelving shingle at Seaford . Now in my sixties, I still
walk regularly along this small stretch of coastline, appreciating its unique environment
which provides a wildlife haven for so many species of plants, animals and birds,
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including stone curlews and avocets. The coast between Seaford and Brighton is heavily
built up, but this tiny area remains a natural and unspoilt oasis, and it is therefore vital
that it remains undisturbed. I cannot see that there is a need to sacrifice the western end
of Tidemills when there are other, more suitable, sites which could be used for
development in Newhaven, and sincerely hope that this beautiful, tranquil area and its
wildlife will be preserved intact for future generations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
This proposed business plan is in my opinion totally unjustified. The area to the west of
the very important ecological area of Tide Mills is crucial to the environmental and
recreational well being of Seaford Bay.
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I have lived in Sussex all my life having been to school in Newhaven and now reside in
Seaford. Tide Mills is one of the last natural habitats left on the coastal strip between
Portsmouth and Seaford and is a well used recreational area. It is becoming increasingly
important as a sanctuary and nesting place for birds. Last February and March two pairs
of Avocets (the symbol of the RSPB) were visitors as was the rare Stone-Curlew.
I have worked in Newhaven harbour for most of my career.. Any tour of the Newhaven
area will reveal the large amount of brown field sites. These areas should be
redeveloped before allowing access to land close to the beach and Tide Mills.
I am sure the owners of Newhaven Port and Properties would grab the chance to take
revenue from a retail or warehouse park that I'm sure would result from access to the
proposed land but at what cost/benefit to Newhaven or Seaford.
There would seem little economic benefit to the local residents that could not be
achieved by redeveloping other brown field sites. However, the ecological and
environmental costs of spoiling Seaford Bay would be high.
I urge the Councils to reject any further development to the east of the land allocated for
Brett Aggregates. Local people have overwhelmingly opposed this plan.
Generating jobs for the young people of the area is essential . Redevelop Newhaven's
derelict sites.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Dear Elected Representatives of the Local Community I am writing to express my strong
feelings about the proposed development at Tide Mills, Newhaven- E1.
This is a precious area which deserves protection both for the wild life that thrives there
and as a community amenity. Newhaven deserves a future which is 'green and clean'
and which attracts investment into the area. The proposed development brings neither of
these. Neither does it bring significant employment. Newhaven does not need E1. In fact
we will be selling Newhaven 'down the river' if this goes ahead. A monstrosity rising at
the end of our lovely beach.
Send this plan to the bin, without a thought of recycling it.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Sophie Levey
04 November 2018 19:32
ldf
Planning ref E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Elected Representatives of the Local Community I am writing to express my strong feelings
about the proposed development at Tide Mills, Newhaven- E1.
This is a precious area which deserves protection both for the wild life that thrives there and as a
community amenity. Newhaven deserves a future which is 'green and clean' and which attracts
investment into the area. The proposed development brings neither of these. Neither does it bring
significant employment. Newhaven does not need E1. In fact we will be selling Newhaven 'down
the river' if this goes ahead. A monstrosity rising at the end of our lovely beach.
Send this plan to the bin, without a thought of recycling it.
Sincerely, Sophie Levey
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to object to the proposal to include part of Tidemills Beach in Policy E1 of the
Lewes District Council Local Plan. The allocation of change of use of this land to
industrial, rather than its retention as a special area of vegetated shingle, is unnecessary
and has the following effects:* Destruction of the special area of biodiversity of vegetated shingle at Tidemills Beach.
* Destruction of the historic area of the site of the 1905 Marconi Wireless Station, the
base of which is still extant.
* Destruction of the historic area of the World War 1 Seaplane base.
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* It would prevent access to this special area by members of the public, who currently
use it for recreation, including walking, swimming and bird watching.
* Closure to the public of the only local area of sandy beach, as the public is not
permitted to use the beach to the west of the river.
* It fails to fulfil the requirement for a Local Plan to "contribute to sustainable
development".
* Industrial development on this site would create an eyesore and pollution, which would
also impact on the neighbouring National Park.
* there would be detrimental effects on the physical and mental health of residents of
Lewes District Council.
Please add my vehement objections to your consultation.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Stuart Little
04 November 2018 22:44
ldf
Local Plan, Policy E1 Objection.

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To Lewes District Council,
I wish to object to the proposal to include part of Tidemills Beach in Policy E1 of the Lewes District Council Local
Plan.The allocation of change of use of this land to industrial, rather than its retention as a special area of
vegetated shingle, is unnecessary and has the following effects:-

1. Destruction of the special area of biodiversity of vegetated shingle at Tidemills Beach.
2. Destruction of the historic area of the site of the 1905 Marconi Wireless Station, the base of which is still
extant.

3. Destruction of the historic area of the World War 1 Seaplane base.
4. It would prevent access to this special area by members of the public, who currently use it for recreation,
including walking, swimming and bird watching.

5. Closure to the public of the only local area of sandy beach, as the public is not permitted to use the
beach to the west of the river.

6. It fails to fulfil the requirement for a Local Plan to "contribute to sustainable development".
7. Industrial development on this site would create an eyesore and pollution, which would also impact on
the neighbouring National Park.

8. there would be detrimental effects on the physical and mental health of residents of Lewes District
Council.

Please add my vehement objections to your consultation.
Stuart Little.
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I wish to register my objection to the proposal (Policy E1) to allocate part of Tide Mills
beach for future development.
* This appears to contravene the requirement of a Local Plan to contribute to sustainable
development.
* The vegetated shingle is acknowledged to be rare, and this biodiverse environment
would be lost with development.
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* The Tidemills area, the beach and the Local Wildlife Site are enjoyed by many,
including Lewes District council residents, as a space for healthy activities including
walking. Easily accessible on foot from both Newhaven and Seaford, the area enables
activities good for both physical and mental health.
* Any development on the site would be clearly visible from, and blight the views from,
the South Downs National Park.
* Development on the site causing pollution, including visual, air and noise pollution,
would be detrimental both to residents of local towns, and to the National Park itself.
Please record my objection and include it when considering the proposal..
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hello,
i wish to register my objection to the proposal (Policy E1) to allocate part of Tide Mills beach for future
development.
•
•
•

•
•

This appears to contravene the requirement of a Local Plan to contribute to sustainable development.
The vegetated shingle is acknowledged to be rare, and this biodiverse environment would be lost with
development.
The Tidemills area, the beach and the Local Wildlife Site are enjoyed by many, including Lewes District
council residents, as a space for healthy activities including walking. Easily accessible on foot from both
Newhaven and Seaford, the area enables activities good for both physical and mental health.

Any development on the site would be clearly visible from, and blight the views from, the South
Downs National Park.
Development on the site causing pollution, including visual, air and noise pollution, would be
detrimental both to residents of local towns, and to the National Park itself.

Please record my objection and include it when considering the proposal.
Yours faithfully,
Wendy Little.
Resident.
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Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
It is my understanding that LDC are running a consultation with the local community
about the proposed development at Tidemills in Newhaven, and that local opinion forms
a vital part of the decision-making process. I am very concerned about the proposed
development of the 'E1' area at Tidemills, Newhaven. I have many worries about this
proposal, but in this letter I will highlight only two:
Firstly, Tidemills is an area of significant natural beauty and tranquillity, and is also a
designated Local Wildlife Site. I have used this outdoor space with my family and
friends, weekly, for many years. It is very well used and loved by families, walkers,
runners, painters, thinkers, surfers, and dogs - many of the local community. Tidemills is
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a free leisure space, and therefore offers many of the local community regular and free
mental and physical health benefits. This seems to be something to protect and to
celebrate to me; especially when disposable income is permanently unavailable for
many of the population. We must protect and preserve this wonderful space for future
generations of people and wildlife. I invite you to walk along this pathway and take a look
for yourselves, before you make your decision.
Secondly, Newhaven has a huge traffic problem, and the accompanying toxic air. I don't
believe that yet more planned traffic to the area to be fair, just or safe. It is very clear via
the website, East Sussex in Numbers, that living in Newhaven already affects people's
health outcomes. I include an extract from Kings College London, to highlight the
impacts of air pollution to adults and children: 'A new report
[https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachmen
t_data/file/734799/COMEAP_NO2_Report.pdf] led by King's and published by the
government's Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP) estimates
that between 28,000 and 36,000 people die as a result of air pollution every year in the
UK. This is a significant increase on their 2015 figure of about 29,000.'
(https://www.kcl.ac.uk/lsm/schools/population-health-and-environmentalsciences/newsrecords/air-pollution-could-cause-36000-deaths-a-year-in-the-uk.aspx) .
So, air pollution kills ten of thousands of people and is increasing. I am also very
concerned about increased risks of cancer, heart disease and alzheimers, all indicated
when in close contact with air pollution. The most heavily polluted areas of Newhaven
are also where the lower-priced housing is. Therefore, air pollution disproportionately
affects those on lower-incomes, who are already disadvantaged. Without positive and
protective action, the air quality in Newhaven could be considered discriminatory. I
wonder if many of the decision-makers, live or work in Newhaven, or know how urgently
the air quality needs to addressed? I urge the decision-makers to visit the site, and to
refuse the proposals.
Therefore, I believe these proposals for 'E1' would negatively impact on life and wellbeing, and to be discriminatory.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear LDF,
It is my understanding that LDC are running a consultation with the local community about the
proposed development at Tidemills in Newhaven, and that local opinion forms a vital part of
the decision-making process. I am very concerned about the proposed development of the 'E1'
area at Tidemills, Newhaven. I have many worries about this proposal, but in this letter I will
highlight only two:
Firstly, Tidemills is an area of significant natural beauty and tranquillity, and is also a
designated Local Wildlife Site. I have used this outdoor space with my family and friends,
weekly, for many years. It is very well used and loved by families, walkers, runners, painters,
thinkers, surfers, and dogs - many of the local community. Tidemills is a free leisure space, and
therefore offers many of the local community regular and free mental and physical health
benefits. This seems to be something to protect and to celebrate to me; especially when
disposable income is permanently unavailable for many of the population. We must protect
and preserve this wonderful space for future generations of people and wildlife. I invite you to
walk along this pathway and take a look for yourselves, before you make your decision.
Secondly, Newhaven has a huge traffic problem, and the accompanying toxic air. I don't
believe that yet more planned traffic to the area to be fair, just or safe. It is very clear via the
website, East Sussex in Numbers, that living in Newhaven already affects people's health
outcomes. I include an extract from Kings College London, to highlight the impacts of air
pollution to adults and children: 'A new report led by King’s and published by the
government's Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP) estimates that
between 28,000 and 36,000 people die as a result of air pollution every year in the UK. This is a
significant
increase
on
their
2015
figure
of
about
29,000.'
(https://www.kcl.ac.uk/lsm/schools/population-health-and-environmentalsciences/newsrecords/air-pollution-could-cause-36000-deaths-a-year-in-the-uk.aspx) . So, air
pollution kills ten of thousands of people and is increasing. I am also very concerned about
increased risks of cancer, heart disease and alzheimers, all indicated when in close contact
with air pollution. The most heavily polluted areas of Newhaven are also where the lowerpriced housing is. Therefore, air pollution disproportionately affects those on lower-incomes,
who are already disadvantaged. Without positive and protective action, the air quality in
Newhaven could be considered discriminatory. I wonder if many of the decision-makers, live
or work in Newhaven, or know how urgently the air quality needs to addressed? I urge the
decision-makers to visit the site, and to refuse the proposals.
Therefore, I believe these proposals for 'E1' would negatively impact on life and well-being,
and to be discriminatory.
1
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Best regards,
Donna Lonsdale-O'Brien
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Sound:

No

Representation:
it is a totally unjustifiable planning idea to use this site which will cause the destruction of
a natural habitat and local environment as well as the fact that there are many other
sites that could be developed for such purposes which would not cause such drastic
devastation as well as producing environmental and visual damage. Also, in this time of
climate change, how can it be feasible to consider building industries/housing so close to
the sea at sea level. I know there are flood defences mentioned in the planning but this
area should be left to be part of the flood defences for Newhaven and Seaford. So this
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document should be disregarded as unsound as it is not thought through, nor does it
consider the opinions of the local populace.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
the document should be scrapped.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
the public need to be consulted on this planning idea as it would have a huge effect on a
great many local people who currently use this area for recreation purposes as well as
the effect of the noise and pollution resulting from such a development in this area. It is
part of the Newhaven Port Nature reserve and a Local Wildlife site which has recently
been designated and agreed with Friends of Tide Mills and the Newhaven Port
Authorities. The area has Coastal Vegetated Shingle and as such should be protected
due to its rarity and the area generally is noted for its wildlife and important biodiversity
value. Public opinion should be sought as it is the local populace that will be adversely
affected by any large scale development.
In the interests of democracy, this should be available for Public scrutiny and
consultation.
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Representation:
As you may (or possibly may not) be aware the Tide Mills area currently offers a
recreational environment to residents and visitors to the region. It complements the
coast and surrounding South Downs National Park. As such it forms part of a total
beneficial environment. Any plans to develop parts of the area with heavy, dirty industry
and/or increasing the amount of heavy vehicular transport can only be detrimental to the
total area and a snub to residents and visitors alike.
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With Brighton and Eastbourne having been included in the list of healthiest towns in the
UK it is not at all appropriate to allow Newhaven to further become a carbuncle on this
part of the South coast. What Newhaven needs is sympathetic and clean development
so as to attract visitors and boost the local economy in an environmentally friendly way.
If in these times of restricted budgets, LDC can find significant funds for a non-essential
development for the port, then why not go the whole hog and build a tunnel to access
the port.
I oppose any development that upsets the environment in any way and is detrimental to
the long term development of Newhaven and its environs. To that end I would hope that,
on this occasion, LDC respects the wishes of the local populace and does not have any
other agenda.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Dear Sirs
As you may (or possibly may not) be aware the Tide Mills area currently offers a recreational environment to
residents and visitors to the region. It complements the coast and surrounding South Downs National Park. As such
it forms part of a total beneficial environment. Any plans to develop parts of the area with heavy, dirty industry
and/or increasing the amount of heavy vehicular transport can only be detrimental to the total area and a snub to
residents and visitors alike.
With Brighton and Eastbourne having been included in the list of healthiest towns in the UK it is not at all
appropriate to allow Newhaven to further become a carbuncle on this part of the South coast. What Newhaven
needs is sympathetic and clean development so as to attract visitors and boost the local economy in an
environmentally friendly way.
If in these times of restricted budgets, LDC can find significant funds for a non-essential development for the port,
then why not go the whole hog and build a tunnel to access the port.
I oppose any development that upsets the environment in any way and is detrimental to the long term development
of Newhaven and its environs. To that end I would hope that, on this occasion, LDC respects the wishes of the local
populace and does not have any other agenda.

Yours faithfully,
Nigel Lothian

I am writing to object wholeheartedly to any plans to further develop Tide Mills. This is absolutely NOT in the
public's interest....any development there will be completely out of sync with the natural environment which is Tide
Mills in its current state and will only lead to the degradation of the area. This does not embrace the "contribution
to a sustainable development" which it should by law and the loss of an important biological area and damage to
the local environment cannot be underestimated. Tide Mills is currently an area of peaceful recreaction and offers a
natural habitat for wildlife and this is an area I regularly walk with our dog as well as a good place to see a variety of
birds. It is a much loved area!
This plan certainly does not reflect the need for a clean green marine vision which falls under the Clean Enterprise
Zone which is part of Newhaven's plan.
Certainly in this era of climate change building on this sensitive area can only add to the dangers associated with
flood waters and the rise in sea levels.
I for one am against the Port Access Road and any further deterioration of this area would be intolerant and
completely against public opinion and therefore completely undemocratic.

1
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I hope you will listen to public opinion and not to those that are only interested in making money from such a
development.
Sheila Lothian

sent from downsview

2
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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I am writing to object wholeheartedly to any plans to further develop Tide Mills. This is absolutely NOT in
the public's interest....any development there will be completely out of sync with the natural environment
which is Tide Mills in its current state and will only lead to the degradation of the area. This does not
embrace the "contribution to a sustainable development" which it should by law and the loss of an important
biological area and damage to the local environment cannot be underestimated. Tide Mills is currently an
area of peaceful recreaction and offers a natural habitat for wildlife and this is an area I regularly walk with
our dog as well as a good place to see a variety of birds. It is a much loved area!
This plan certainly does not reflect the need for a clean green marine vision which falls under the Clean
Enterprise Zone which is part of Newhaven's plan.
Certainly in this era of climate change building on this sensitive area can only add to the dangers associated
with flood waters and the rise in sea levels.
I for one am against the Port Access Road and any further deterioration of this area would be intolerant and
completely against public opinion and therefore completely undemocratic.
I hope you will listen to public opinion and not to those that are only interested in making money from such
a development.
Sheila Lothian

sent from downsview
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Representation:
I wish to lodge my objection to your plan to commercialise this land. There are acres of
land not used at the rear of B & Q and now you are taking more land to be develop when
there is land left empty. I believe your interest in this land is an attempt to justify the
millions of pounds ESCC are going to waste on a bridge. If the bridge is ever built it will
cost millions over budget and will never produce enough income to cover this. I believe
that this bridge, if built, will be the gravestone for ESCC.
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On my visit to the site [E1] today it looked to me as if you have included part of the WW1
Seaplane Base. If I am right, why is there not a preservation order on this site? You
should draw the public's attention to your proposed destruction of this historic, possibly
unique, site.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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I wish to lodge my objection to your plan to commercialise this land. There are acres of land not used at the rear of B
& Q and now you are taking more land to be develop when there is land left empty. I believe your interest in this
land is an attempt to justify the millions of pounds ESCC are going to waste on a bridge. If the bridge is ever built it
will cost millions over budget and will never produce enough income to cover this. I believe that this bridge, if built,
will be the gravestone for ESCC.
On my visit to the site [E1] today it looked to me as if you have included part of the WW1 Seaplane Base. If I am
right, why is there not a preservation order on this site? You should draw the public’s attention to your proposed
destruction of this historic, possibly unique, site.

Graham AC Lower

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Representation:
Further development of the East Quay [land adjoining] will impact negatively on the
whole of Seaford Bay, putting in jeopardy the nature reserve and wildlife environment
and impacting negatively on the beach environment, leisure pursuits amenity for the
local population. There is more than sufficient land now allocated for port-related
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industry and other economic activity. The land outlined in E1 extends the already
potentially polluting industrial development with no sound justification. Existing sites to
be served by the Port Access Road have been unused for years despite the road being
available for much of its length.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The land in E1 beyond [east] of the existing buildings should be designated as protected
for nature and amenity use only.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/280/E1

Representation ID:

REP/280/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/280

Name:

Jane Lucas

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
As a resident of Seaford who regularly walks along the seafront to Newhaven and
enjoys the unspoilt nature of the open greenery to the East of Tide Mills, I very much
oppose this development. Why take away what is so valued and at the heart of what
makes Newhaven/ Seaford a special place. This contradicts the direction of clean, green
development stated in the plans for the regeneration of Newhaven. The roads are
extremely congested along the A259/ A26 and anything that adds to this traffic should
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be avoided.
I hope Lewes will pay attention to local people.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Lucas <
04 November 2018 17:58
ldf
Ref- E1 Development of Tide Mills beach

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

As a resident of Seaford who regularly walks along the seafront to Newhaven and enjoys the unspoilt nature
of the open greenery to the East of Tide Mills, I very much oppose this development. Why take away what
is so valued and at the heart of what makes Newhaven/ Seaford a special place. This contradicts the
direction of clean, green development stated in the plans for the regeneration of Newhaven. The roads are
extremely congested along the A259/ A26 and anything that adds to this traffic should be avoided.

I hope Lewes will pay attention to local people.
Jane Lucas

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

1
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Representation ID: REP/285/E1

Representation ID:

REP/285/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/285

Name:

Jason Martin

Organisation:

Buckle Seaford B&B

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local Business / employer

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

jason@thebuckleseaford.co.uk

Address:

The Buckle
Marine Parade
Seaford
East Sussex
BN25 2QR

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Land noted for Policy E1 should absolutely and unequivocally be left alone and not
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allocated for any development whatsoever.
* There will be impact on tourism to the surrounding area and significant to us at The
Buckle Seaford B&B. We enjoy superb views across the East Sussex coast. This will be
more of a reason to look left and ignore the suffocation strangling Newhaven.
* You will not be able to minimise the impact of any kind of further development that will
lead to:
* Air pollution (we already suffer significantly from this)
* Light pollution (we already suffer significantly from this)
* Noise pollution (we already suffer significantly from this)
* Visual pollution (we already suffer significantly from this)
* Soil contamination.
* Water pollution.
* Further development in this area will directly lead to loss in our revenue.
* This will increase the loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated
shingle).
* Continue to contribute to significant traffic pollution and and poor air quality.
* You are talking about using the new port access road but this is a white elephant as
still the traffic has to enter the A259 which already has a huge congestion issue, you will
not be able to manage this, you will see and increase in traffic on the Denton cut through
- so move one problem away from the existing port access road to another.
* With all the housing already allocated for Newhaven, this would be too much
development.
* There is an absolute need need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for
nature and Leisure.
* I am a very keen runner, train hard for marathons every year, to lose any more space
for development will be appalling.
* This type of development is also not reflecting the 'clean green marine' vision of the
enterprise zone or 'renewable energy cluster' of the port master plan.
The port access road has made the previous inaccessible land open for a "free for all".
This land is there fore the benefit of everybody and not 100% directly for the profits of
private organisations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port should be taken out of the "Lewes District
Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD"
completely. The land should have a covenant applied whereby no development
whatsoever can be granted and the land left to locals and tourists alike, to enjoy and
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wildlife to thrive.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/286/E1

Representation ID:

REP/286/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/286

Name:

Rachel Martin

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have just read the Sussex Express Newspaper and im appalled to read about the last
minute plan to develop the Tide Mill section of the beach under E1 Policy.
How dare the New E1 policy and whos in charge, give the public a very unfair vote..with
such a small window to write against.. where is Democracy!!!!..
I am 100% AGAINST this development...it will change the view , wildlife, and Seaford/
Newhaven bay forever....every small piece of land is being built on these days, roads
are full, Doctors and schools are busting..We are making ugly decisions based on
todays greed, and not thinking of our future.
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Enough is enough..
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rachel martin
02 November 2018 14:36
ldf
AGAINST E1 PLANS AT TIDE MILLS.

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it may concern.
I have just read the Sussex Express Newspaper and im appalled to read about the last minute plan to
develop the Tide Mill section of the beach under E1 Policy.
How dare the New E1 policy and whos in charge, give the public a very unfair vote..with such a small
window to write against.. where is Democracy!!!!..
I am 100% AGAINST this development...it will change the view , wildlife, and Seaford/ Newhaven bay
forever....every small piece of land is being built on these days, roads are full, Doctors and schools are
busting..We are making ugly decisions based on todays greed, and not thinking of our future.
Enough is enough..
regards
Rachel Martin

1
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Representation ID: REP/292/E1

Representation ID:

REP/292/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/292

Name:

Katharine McKay

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The continued destruction of our coastline and the western end of Seaford Bay by large
scale industrial development must now cease
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'Tidemills is an historic area of natural beauty. Seaford bay is outstanding and it's
symmetry and landscape should not be destroyed for future generations.
'The proposed increase in industrialisation is short term and does nothing to attract
tourism or provide decent housing. Further industrial development would pollute the area
which is well used by families for leisure and learning.
'LDC have no care for Newhaven nor Seaford. This wonton destruction of the local area
must stop. LDC do not listen to the views of local people. LDC pretend to consult but
historically have ignored the opinions of the public and local town councils - reference
Brett Aggregates, port expansion and the incinerator!
'If you wish to improve employment opportunities and income for Newhaven then sort
out the shocking state of the town centre and ring road. Develop the retail area, make
them attractive and accessible. Use the coastline to attract decent housing and leisure
facilities. Don't destroy our natural area which should be seen as a precious asset.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Invoke the public and listen to them
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
This should be for public consultation- but then LDC have already decided what they
wish to do any any consultation is a sham - as ever.
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Representation ID: REP/298/E1

Representation ID:

REP/298/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/298

Name:

Sally Mockford

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to raise my concerns over the future of the Western end of Tidemills adjacent to
the Eastern boundary of Newhaven Harbour.
Unfortunately it has been decided to make this area accessible to heavy goods traffic
courtesy of a new bridge over Mill Creek linking with the Port Access Road despite this
being the only beach accessible to Newhaven residents since West Beach was closed.
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The area stretching eastwards from Newhaven Harbour boundary fence to the South
Downs National Park boundary - which is very close to the old Tidemills village ruins - is
now also threatened with development.
This would represent another blow to local residents, especially families with children
who use this public amenity.
I trust that such concerns will be listened to.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

shmockford <
>
09 October 2018 18:46
ldf
Consultation : Lewes District Local Plan Pt 2. Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I wish to raise my concerns over the future of the Western end of Tidemills adjacent to the Eastern boundary
of Newhaven Harbour.
Unfortunately it has been decided to make this area accessible to heavy goods traffic courtesy of a new
bridge over Mill Creek linking with the Port Access Road despite this being the only beach accessible to
Newhaven residents since West Beach was closed.
The area stretching eastwards from Newhaven Harbour boundary fence to the South Downs National Park
boundary - which is very close to the old Tidemills village ruins - is now also threatened with development.
This would represent another blow to local residents, especially families with children who use this public
amenity.
I trust that such concerns will be listened to.
Yours
Sally Mockford

Sent from Samsung tablet

1
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Representation ID: REP/299/E1

Representation ID:

REP/299/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/299

Name:

Doris Moorhead

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to let you know that I strongly object to the development E1 at Tide Mills. As
a former Newhaven resident and regular swimmer at Tide Mills I feel that the loss of
natural environment for local residents and users, like myself, from Sussex and further
afield, would be enormous. The impact of such a development on the marine
environment and the South Downs would be considerable. Additional pollution would be
created by the transport to (boats) and from (lorries) the site. The economic benefits to
the local community with only 30 or so jobs will not make up for this loss, also indicated
by the Newhaven Town Council's objection to the development.
Newhaven finally deserves better!
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Doris Moorhead
05 November 2018 14:52
ldf
Planning Reference E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Planning Policy Team,
I am writing to let you know that I strongly object to the development E1 at Tide Mills. As a former Newhaven
resident and regular swimmer at Tide Mills I feel that the loss of natural environment for local residents and users,
like myself, from Sussex and further afield, would be enormous. The impact of such a development on the marine
environment and the South Downs would be considerable. Additional pollution would be created by the transport to
(boats) and from (lorries) the site. The economic benefits to the local community with only 30 or so jobs will not
make up for this loss, also indicated by the Newhaven Town Council’s objection to the development.
Newhaven finally deserves better!

Best regards,
Doris Moorhead

1
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Representation ID: REP/300/E1

Representation ID:

REP/300/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/300

Name:

Dinah Morgan

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am grieved to hear that developing the western area of Tide Mills beach is being
considered by the council and object to this proposal. I and many others believed and
want this to be a protected area as it is a very rare environment of foliated shingle and
provides an important recreational space for myself and the people of Newhaven. This is
even more important considering that the amenity of the sandy beach used happily for
generations on the eastern side of the port has been brokered away in the deal to the
ferry company. This was without any consultation of the populace and it behoves the
council not to make Newhaven into one big dirty industrial sprawl. The idea of a Cleaner
Greener Port is of course only an "aspiration" at present, but the only power to push this
agenda forward and make it a reality is the council. It seems incredible in this time of
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global climate catastrophe that public servants should entertain for a moment policies
that do not protect and support the environment from whence we spring-one and all.
Please leave this piece of land free of development and respect the need of local people
to get away from the grime, noise and air pollution of the one way system and ugliness
of (planner's) development of Newhaven in the name of health (lower than the National
average) and the success of the port as gateway to the National Park and those arriving
from Europe into what will appear (unnecessarily) to be a dustbin.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dinah Morgan
04 November 2018 14:05
ldf
Tide mills consultation and development.

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir / Madam,
I am grieved to hear that developing the western area of Tide Mills beach is being considered by the council
and object to this proposal. I and many others believed and want this to be a protected area as it is a very
rare environment of foliated shingle and provides an important recreational space for myself and the people
of Newhaven. This is even more important considering that the amenity of the sandy beach used happily for
generations on the eastern side of the port has been brokered away in the deal to the ferry company. This
was without any consultation of the populace and it behoves the council not to make Newhaven into one big
dirty industrial sprawl. The idea of a Cleaner Greener Port is of course only an "aspiration" at present, but
the only power to push this agenda forward and make it a reality is the council. It seems incredible in this
time of global climate catastrophe that public servants should entertain for a moment policies that do not
protect and support the environment from whence we spring-one and all.
Please leave this piece of land free of development and respect the need of local people to get away from the
grime, noise and air pollution of the one way system and ugliness of (planner's) development of Newhaven
in the name of health (lower than the National average) and the success of the port as gateway to the
National Park and those arriving from Europe into what will appear (unnecessarily) to be a dustbin.
Yours Sincerely

1
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Representation ID: REP/302/E1

Representation ID:

REP/302/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/302

Name:

Alexandre Morin

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
As a property owner and resident of Newhaven, I believe policy E1 should be modified
and Tide Mills Beach protected as a local wildlife site for local people and visitors to
enjoy. Please do not develop the area as an industrial site with the construction of the
proposed concrete factory. It does not make sense to industrialise this much loved
section of Seaford Bay, on the border of one of the few locations where the South
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Downs National Park meets the sea.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexandre F Morin <
>
05 November 2018 14:57
ldf
Please change policy E1 - Do not develop Tide Mills Beach in Newhaven

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To whom it may concern,
As a property owner and resident of Newhaven, I believe policy E1 should be modified and Tide Mills Beach protected as a local wildlife site for
local people and visitors to enjoy. Please do not develop the area as an industrial site with the construction of the proposed concrete factory. It
does not make sense to industrialise this much loved section of Seaford Bay, on the border of one of the few locations where the South Downs
National Park meets the sea.
Regards,
Alexandre F Morin,

1
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Representation ID: REP/303/E1

Representation ID:

REP/303/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/303

Name:

Alison Morris

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I do not believe this policy to be justified or consistent with national planning policy as it
does not take proper account of the destruction of environmentally significant habitat
that will ensue, nor does it demonstrate a need for additional business premises in the
area when there are empty premises already available.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Spend less money on the folly that is the port access road and put something more
appropriate and less intrusive in its place. What's wrong with the existing ferry terminal
buildings and land??
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/304/E1

Representation ID:

REP/304/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/304

Name:

Keith Morris

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Reference E1 I am writing to object most strenuously about potential industrialisation
development plans for the Tide Mills area. A large area of a wildlife / beach would be
destroyed and the surrounding areas would suffer. The Introduction of policy E1 does
not reflect the vision for NewHaven within the local plan This Proposal fails to deliver on
sustainable development and on the specific policies which relate to conservation and
fails to safeguard a designated local wildlife site - a very poor reflection on this proposal
By Permitting the potential industrialisation of a wildlife site, it fails to maximise the
opportunities for this area Importantly - this Proposal will impact the existing issues with
congestion and air quality, and will have an unacceptable cumulative impact in
combination with the very high housing allocation It makes absolutely no sense to
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industrialise this unique and much loved section of SeaFord Bay The fact that the
privately owned port authority are the landowners have no interest in Retaining a Wildlife
Area - They appear solely interested in the potential MONEY that can be generated from
their ownership And in Allowing this Proposal to remain in the Plan - the Council will
appear to be complicit in this action I fully support the CAN Review and Comments of E1
Wildlife, local people and potential visitors enjoy the area,. Pollution is more than enough
- -- and is far more than should be tolerated in NewHaven Port Area Tide Mills MUST
surely be protected - -- - and remain as it currently stands
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Categories:

04 November 2018 15:09
ldf
Tide Mills - Ref E1 Comments
LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Reference E1
I am writing to object most strenuously about potential industrialisation development plans
for the Tide Mills area.
A large area of a wildlife / beach would be destroyed and the surrounding areas would
suffer.
The Introduction of policy E1 does not reflect the vision for NewHaven within the local plan
This Proposal fails to deliver on sustainable development and on the specific policies which
relate to conservation
and fails to safeguard a designated local wildlife site - a very poor reflection on this
proposal
By Permitting the potential industrialisation of a wildlife site, it fails to maximise the
opportunities for this area
Importantly - this Proposal will impact the existing issues with congestion and air quality,
and will have an unacceptable cumulative impact in combination with the very high housing
allocation
It makes absolutely no sense to industrialise this unique and much loved section of SeaFord
Bay
The fact that the privately owned port authority are the landowners have no interest in
Retaining a Wildlife Area They appear solely interested in the potential MONEY that can be generated from their
ownership
And in Allowing this Proposal to remain in the Plan - the Council will appear to be complicit in
this action
I fully support the CAN Review and Comments of E1
Wildlife, local people and potential visitors enjoy the area,.
Pollution is more than enough - -- and is far more than should be tolerated in NewHaven Port
Area
Tide Mills MUST surely be protected - -- - and remain as it currently stands
Keith Morris
1
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Representation ID: REP/305/E1

Representation ID:

REP/305/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/305

Name:

Maryvonne Morris

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am objecting strongly about possible industrial development plans on Tide Mills area.
A large area of the beach would be destroyed,and surrounding areas would ,
therefore,suffer.
Wildlife, local people, visitors enjoy the area,.
Enough pollution already!
Tide Mills MUST be protected
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maryvonne Morris <
03 November 2018 09:46
ldf
Tide Mills Newhaven reference E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Reference E1
I am objecting strongly about possible industrial development plans on Tide Mills area.
A large area of the beach would be destroyed,and surrounding areas would , therefore,suffer.
Wildlife, local people, visitors enjoy the area,.
Enough pollution already!
Tide Mills MUST be protected
M.Morris

1
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Representation ID: REP/309/E1

Representation ID:

REP/309/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/309

Name:

Irene Mynott

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am emailing to object to the New Policy E1 for the beach area of Tidemills. This is a
much used area for recreation which can be reached without using transport., which
given the conjestion and fumes on our local roads, should be a consideration. The area
is used all year round, not just seasonal like many seaside places. It looks as if part of
the proposed new plan goes into the sea. Does this mean that walkers and fishermen
would not be able to access the shoreline and pier on the east side of the estuary?
There seems no point to local consultation where Newhaven is concerned. No one
seems to take the residents of the town into consideration when agreeing to industrial
plans.
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I hope that this time our views are taken into consideration.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Irene Mynott <
05 November 2018 10:59
ldf
New Policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To Whom It May Concern
I am emailing to object to the New Policy E1 for the beach area of Tidemills. This is a much used area for recreation
which can be reached without using transport., which given the conjestion and fumes on our local roads, should be a
consideration. The area is used all year round, not just seasonal like many seaside places. It looks as if part of the
proposed new plan goes into the sea. Does this mean that walkers and fishermen would not be able to access the
shoreline and pier on the east side of the estuary?
There seems no point to local consultation where Newhaven is concerned. No one seems to take the residents of
the town into consideration when agreeing to industrial plans.
I hope that this time our views are taken into consideration.
Regards, Irene Mynott.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Representation ID: REP/313/E1

Representation ID:

REP/313/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/313

Name:

Kate Newman

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
This will cause a loss of biodiversity and does not reflect sustainable development as
per original plans.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kate Newman
05 November 2018 19:36
ldf
Newhaven Beach Industrial Expansion

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

This will cause a loss of biodiversity and does not reflect sustainable development as per original plans.

http://www.travelfordifference.com
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Representation ID: REP/315/E1

Representation ID:

REP/315/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/315

Name:

Lucy Newman

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to express my views on the plans for the proposals for Newhaven
The context of these comments is in light of the following reports by the United Nations
and World Wildlife fund.
United Nations: Stop biodiversity loss or we could face our own extinction, warns UN
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/03/stop-biodiversity-loss-or-wecould-face-our-own-extinction-warns-un?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Email)
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Representation ID: REP/315/E1
United Nations- 12 years to limit climate change
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-notexceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report)
WWF - Wildlife has declined 60% in 40 Years
(https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/wildlife-nature-decline-extinct-parisclimate-agreement-wwf-elephants-rhinos-polar-bears-a8607341.html)
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 13, 14 and 15
(http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-development-goals.html)
The plans for Newhaven (the area of Tide Mills beach) contribute and stimulate climate
change and depletion of wildlife.
The plans Newhaven contribute in following ways.
* Concrete (The Battle to curb our appetite for concrete - (BBC https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-45893549)
* Reducing habitat for wildlife
* Increasing emissions / pollution (traffic including lorries in their tens of thousands /
diesel fumes)
* Are not in line with protection the biodiversity the sea and seashore
For the residents (children, tourists and visitors), the effects reduce the quality of life by
* reducing air quality
* increasing noise and the unpleasant experience of the proximity of lorries and traffic
(which already dominate the town planning)
* reduce leisure opportunities and places for health and fitnesss (walking, swimming,
boating, picnicking)
* destroying a beautiful coastline near a unique national park, and Tide Mills beach
* Detrimental visual impact on the site
* Reducing the opportunities for tourism and leisure businesses.
* Reducing the attraction of Newhaven as a destination town
Therefore, I wish to see East beach / Tide Mills protected as a nature reserve and to see
a genuine overall commitment to visionary, gold standard sustainability in all plans for
Newhaven.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lucy Newman
05 November 2018 12:22
ldf
Plans for Newhaven Tide Mills beach - Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

RE: Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Dear Sir / Madam

I would like to express my views on the plans for the proposals for Newhaven

The context of these comments is in light of the following reports by the United Nations and World Wildlife fund.

United Nations: Stop biodiversity loss or we could face our own extinction, warns UN
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/03/stop-biodiversity-loss-or-we-could-face-our-own-extinctionwarns-un?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Email)

United Nations- 12 years to limit climate change (https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warmingmust-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report)

WWF - Wildlife has declined 60% in 40 Years (https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/wildlife-nature-decline-extinctparis-climate-agreement-wwf-elephants-rhinos-polar-bears-a8607341.html)

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 13, 14 and 15 (http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainabledevelopment-goals.html)

The plans for Newhaven (the area of Tide Mills beach) contribute and stimulate climate change and depletion of wildlife.

The plans Newhaven contribute in following ways.

•
•
•
•

Concrete (The Battle to curb our appetite for concrete - (BBC - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-45893549)
Reducing habitat for wildlife
Increasing emissions / pollution (traffic including lorries in their tens of thousands / diesel fumes)
Are not in line with protection the biodiversity the sea and seashore

For the residents (children, tourists and visitors), the effects reduce the quality of life by

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reducing air quality
increasing noise and the unpleasant experience of the proximity of lorries and traffic (which already dominate the
town planning)
reduce leisure opportunities and places for health and fitnesss (walking, swimming, boating, picnicking)

destroying a beautiful coastline near a unique national park, and Tide Mills beach
Detrimental visual impact on the site
Reducing the opportunities for tourism and leisure businesses.
Reducing the attraction of Newhaven as a destination town
1
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Therefore, I wish to see East beach / Tide Mills protected as a nature reserve and to see a genuine overall
commitment to visionary, gold standard sustainability in all plans for Newhaven.
Yours sincerely,
Lucy

2
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Representation ID: REP/317/E1

Representation ID:

REP/317/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/317

Name:

Catherine Noyce

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified

Representation:
Future generations will thank you if you save what will be left of Tide Mills after the Port
Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills are built.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Page

Representation ID: REP/317/E1
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/321/E1

Representation ID:

REP/321/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/321

Name:

Teresa O'Brien

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I write to support the objections made by Community Action Newhaven to the proposed
industrial use of the site labelled E1 which abuts the conservation area of vegetative
shingle and the historic area of Tide Mills.
I would underline the point made forcibly that there is no need for any further industrial
development land given the 8 areas which have already been allocated in the Newhaven
enterprise zone.
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Representation ID: REP/321/E1
The site should form part of the sustainable tourism plans for Newhaven . This is an
area which is used for leisure pursuits and is already under threat from Brett
Aggregates. It needs to be protected for the inhabitants of Newhaven who suffer the
worst air quality in the area caused by the congested road network.
Newhaven deserves far better. Please consider the objections you have received
carefully.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teresa O'Brien <
05 November 2018 22:56
ldf; ldc@lewes.gov.uk
Objections to policy E1 of LDC Plan Part 2

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

I write to support the objections made by Community Action Newhaven to the proposed industrial
use of the site labelled E1 which abuts the conservation area of vegetative shingle and the
historic area of Tide Mills.
I would underline the point made forcibly that there is no need for any further industrial
development land given the 8 areas which have already been allocated in the Newhaven
enterprise zone.
The site should form part of the sustainable tourism plans for Newhaven . This is an area which is
used for leisure pursuits and is already under threat from Brett Aggregates. It needs to be
protected for the inhabitants of Newhaven who suffer the worst air quality in the area caused by
the congested road network.
Newhaven deserves far better. Please consider the objections you have received carefully.
Teresa O’Brien

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Representation ID: REP/322/E1/A

Representation ID:

REP/322/E1/A

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/322

Name:

Emily O'Brien

Organisation:

Community Action Newhaven

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/322/E1/A
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Consultation response from Community Action Newhaven
In relation to Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Community Action Newhaven
Community Action Newhaven is a local group which seeks to empower local people to take
part in the planning processes for Newhaven. We also campaign for the 'clean green'
Newhaven enshrined in the planning documents and strategies for the area.
See h
 ttps://www.facebook.com/community-action-newhavenfor more information.
As well as this submission, we request the right to be heard at the Public Examination.
Part 1 - A Summary of our response
Community Action Newhaven is calling for the removal of the newly introduced P
 olicy E1.
Instead this important local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) should be protected for the benefit of
wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism.
Policy E1 will work against sustainable development. It is based on a previous saved policy
which is no longer appropriate for the area; and which goes against both the agreed vision
for the area and community wishes. The assessment against sustainability objectives is
Inadequate. P
 olicy E1 is not justified by employment need. The policy has not been fully and
explicitly included in previous consultation drafts which would have allowed the community to
voice those concerns.
Should p
 olicy E1 be kept, the area it relates to must be substantially reduced in area, and
certainly should not include any areas to the East of the new port access road. It must also
be amended so that new wording reflects the original intent of saved p
 olicy NH20 (i.e.be
directly related to port expansion only in relation to increased ferry activity) or at the very
least, should reflect the vision for Newhaven which is expressed in the C
 ore Strategy Part 1,
the P
 ort Masterplan, the D
 raft South Downs Local Plan, the N
 eighbourhood Plan and the
Enterprise zone regeneration plans for the area i.e. restrict development to clean/green/
marine/renewable and/or sustainable tourism. If the term ‘port related activity’ is used there
must be a clear definition of what this means.
Part 2 - Failure to meet the tests of soundness in relation to sustainable development
2a 
Sustainability Assessment - important errors and omissions in appraising against
sustainability objectives
Table 36 (p.79) and the final summary table 113 (page 210) appraising this site (option C)
against the sustainability objectives contains the following errors and omissions:
Objective 4. To create and sustain vibrant, safe and distinctive communities.
(Communities)
Newhaven is an area of high disadvantage (as evidenced in the indices of multiple
deprivation) with severe health inequalities. It has limited open space. The loss of this
popular and well used public open space crossed by official public footpaths will severely
impact on community happiness, health and wellbeing. It makes no sense to grade is as of
‘no likely effect’ and it must be graded red (--)
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Objective 5. To improve the health of the Plan Areas population. (Health)
Newhaven has severe health inequalities and issues related to congestion and poor air
quality (see below). Any additional road use arising from this development must be
considered detrimental and it should be graded amber rather than as ‘of no likely effect.’
Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
This Development of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains nationally important
habitat (see below for more detail) cannot sensibly be rated amber (-?). It must be rated red
(--).
Objective 9. To protect, enhance and make accessible the Plan Area’s countryside
and historic environment. (Environment)
This is an important site in historic Seaford Bay, well used by walkers and for local
recreation. It is crossed by official public footpaths, on the border of the National park, with
significant wartime history both on the site (e.g. the WW1 air station - see
https://tidemills.webs.com/theww1airstation.htm
) and around it. It borders Tide Mills, an
important historical site (seeh
 ttps://tidemills.webs.com/tidemillvillage.htmwhich is widely
visited by tourists and locals. Therefore this objective cannot sensibly be rated amber ( -? ).
It must be rated red (- -).
Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area’s air quality. (Air quality)
The extra traffic will directly endanger air quality in an area of high environmental sensitivity,
and in addition will affect the nearby Newhaven AQMA, so should have been rated amber
rather than of ‘no likely effect.’
Objective 14. To reduce the risk of flooding and the resulting detriment to public
wellbeing, the economy and the environment. (Flooding)
Although the summary table on page 113 that states that E1 is in Flood Zone 2, with
surrounding areas in Flood Zone 3, this is apparently an error as the strategic flood risk
assessment appears to show that much of this site lies in flood zone risk three, the highest
level of risk (see map 4 on p.106 of Sustainability Appraisal).
Whether zone 2 or 3, inclusion of this site would clearly “increase the amount of land in flood
risk zones 2 and 3 as a percentage of the Plan Area’s coverage”. Therefore this objective
cannot sensibly be rated as ‘of no likely effect’ and must be rated red (- -).
Objective 15. To ensure that the Plan Area is prepared for the impacts of coastal
erosion and tidal flooding. (Coastal Erosion)
Shingle plays a well established and important role in protection against coastal flooding as
well as erosion of cliffs. It should be noted that the chalk cliffs either side of Seaford Bay
where this shingle site lies have been subject to a number of high-profile recent cliff falls.
There has apparently been no analysis of the impact on flooding or erosion as a result of
policy E1, let alone assessment of the future impact, taking into consideration the likely rise
in sea levels. However it is very unlikely that there is ‘no likely affect’ as assessed here, and
in the absence of evidence to the contrary it seems this objective should be rated at least
Amber.
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Objective 18. To encourage the growth of a buoyant and sustainable tourism sector.
(Tourism)
Tide Mills is a tourist destination, so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly
have a negative impact on tourism. Additionally, the proximity of the National Park and the
importance of sustainable tourism for Newhaven, including as a gateway to the National
Park as set out in the draft South Downs Local Plan (see below for more info) means that
this objective is not ‘of no likely effect’ and should have been rated red.
In Summary: 
There are significant errors and omissions in the sustainability
appraisal. If these objectives are correctly assessed, it is clear that the retention of E1
fails on a test of soundness, as E1 cannot be considered compatible with sustainable
development.
2b - Failure to deliver on policies which relate to conservation and biodiversity within
part 1 of the core strategy, and failure to safeguard a designated local wildlife site.
This tranquil and unspoiled natural area forms part of historic Seaford Bay, with iconic views
from both Seaford Head on one side and Newhaven Fort SSSI on the other, and the Ouse
Valley Nature Reserve to the North. It is a gateway to the Downs, adjacent to the South
Downs National Park at one of the few locations where the South Downs meet the shore.
The draft S
 outh Downs Local Plan identifies Newhaven as a sustainable tourism gateway.
The site is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, and forms part of the
UN-designated Living Coast Biosphere.
This area is a designated local wildlife site (formerly an SNCI). This plan contains the
sustainability objective (7.3) of protecting and enhancing the most important landscapes,
areas of biodiversity and other protected areas.. Additionally the July 2018 National Planning
Policy Framework requires local authorities to “identify, map and s
 afeguard
components of
the local ecological networks, including [...] locally designated sites of importance for
biodiversity.”
This designated site has been identified as containing internationally important habitat
including vegetated shingle and several red book species including reptiles and birds, which
should be protected under the local plan, for management as a wildlife area, for example,
see:
The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management Plan (Tim Smith 2009), which states that
Tide Mills (west) ‘exhibits an extremely good example of a vegetated shingle habitat’ and
suggests possibilities for habitat expansion.
(https://eastsussexgovuk.blob.core.windows.net/media/1946/shingle_m gmt_plan.pdf)
The Habitat action plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following objectives and targets,
which this application fails to address:
● Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex.
● Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex.
● Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.
The Port
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Master Plan which identifies the ecological importance and sensitivity of the site1 and
notes that this area “has the potential to host a number of protected species such as
great crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were
undertaken during 2011 to determine the presence of such species.”
The core pl
an part 2 sustainability appraisal (p.210) states that “the site is within an SNCI.
Therefore development on the site could have impact biodiversity. [sic]”
In conclusion: Policy E1 fails to deliver on sustainable development and on the
specific policies which relate to conservation and biodiversity within part 1 of the core
strategy, and fails to protect and enhance a designated local wildlife site.
2c Failure to justify development on this site as sufficient alternative employment
sites are available.
The summary of consultation responses for this plan states that
“carrying forward the remaining ‘saved’ policies within the operational port area
(Policies NH22 and NH23 of the Lewes District Local Plan 2003) is not considered
necessary … In quantitative terms, the Council’s latest monitoring data demonstrates
that N
 ewhaven has sufficient employment space
to meet the business needs
arising from future growth scenarios to 2030 (Source: Newhaven Employment Land
Review July 2017).”
Therefore it is inconsistent to argue that N
 H20 (which this new policy is based on) should be
carried forward, especially given the greater sensitivity and importance of this site for
recreation and biodiversity,
There is no evidence provided that the land is needed for this use. TheEmployment Land
Review identifies a substantial number of sites, the majority in the Newhaven Enterprise Zone
(EZ) which covers 8 sites over 79 hectares. The land in policy E1 is n
 ot
in the EZ so does not
benefit from any of the development incentives associated with the EZ.
The Employment land review estimates that in a scenario of accelerated growth due to the
Enterprise zone regeneration this would lead to the future need for 3
 5,580 sqm
of
employment floor space
, expressed as a land need of 7.5 hectares. However the report

acknowledges that this is an assumption and points out that an estimate of future need
based on historical growth patterns is just 1
 7,820 sqm
of employment floor space,
expressed as land need of 5 hectares.
The Employment Land Review also points out that the implementation of the EZ will enable
an increase of around5
 5,000 sq.m
of new commercial floorspace, as well as refurbishing a
further 1
 5,000 sq.m
. There is clearly more than adequate provision to meet the need

identified up to 2030 under any scenario without E1, and its inclusion cannot be justified.
As identified in the Employment land report, there are numerous vacant undeveloped sites within
the EZ, including nearby the vacant Eastside North and Eastside South, two new industrial
estates, both within the EZ zone, and both on land which is far more suitable for development.
1

… In 2010/2011, a series of surveys were undertaken to inform the PMP including: a Phase 1 Habitat Survey, protected
species scoping survey, breeding birds survey and wintering birds survey. These surveys identified a variety of habitats of
principal importance under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 including calcareous grassland,
reedbirds, vegetated shingle (a UK Biodiversity Action Plan priority Habitat), hedgerows and maritime cliff (located to the west
of the River Ouse). In addition, the bird surveys identified some 86 species of birds of which 8 are of high conservation value.
Any future developments at the port would need to be mindful of nesting periods, and encouraging the breeding of these birds
through provision of specific types and positioning of nesting boxes for the varying species of bird. To the east of the port, there
is a Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) which, although it is not subject to statutory designation, has the potential to
host a number of protected species such as great crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were
undertaken during 2011 to determine the presence of such species. [from Port Master Plan]
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It should also be noted that in Newhaven, an A
 rticle 4 Direction will take effect in November
2018, withdrawing permitted development rights for changes of use from offices or light industrial
to residential. This action has been taken to support C
 ore Policy 4 (Economic Development and
Regeneration) and safeguard existing employment sites from competing uses. This introduction
further reduces the need for policy E1 as all the sites within the EZ will be safeguarded under this
policy.
Flood Risk and unstable ground
It should be noted that since policy NH20 was drafted in 2003 flood risks have increased and
will continue to do so due to rising sea levels. This site is adjacent to the sea. Flood risks are
identified in the Employment Land Report as an important barrier to commercial
development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a particular issue in
this location which is mainly shingle. The recently completed nearby Rampion building, also
on shingle, required foundations 60m deep. The new port access road will require
foundations 35-40m deep.
Additionally, shingle acts as a flood barrier so development in this area could create flood
risk for other areas.
In conclusion: 
the assessment of development 
requirements
does not provide
evidence that the site is needed for employment sufficient to justify the development
of a designated local wildlife site. Other sites are far more suitable for employment
uses.
2d Failure to reflect the agreed priorities for regeneration in Newhaven
The Introduction of policy E1 does not capture the vision for Newhaven in part 1 of the local
plan or in other key strategies:
Lewes District Core Strategy sets out a vision of 
“regeneration at Newhaven
associated with the existing port and opportunities offered by the renewable energy sector
,

creating a s
 ustainable tourism economy
that takes advantage of the district’s key
attractions” (p.37) and has a vision of “the town developing as acentre for green
industries and innovation
.“ (p. 96).

The aims of Core Policy 4
-regeneration
are:
6. (county wide aim) Promote the development of s
 ustainable tourism
, including

recreation, leisure, cultural and creative sectors, and having particular regard to the
opportunities provided by the South Downs National Park, both within and outside
the National Park boundary.
7. (Newhaven-specific aim) Support the continued use of Newhaven port for freight
and passengers
including plans for expansion and modernisation of the port as
identified in the port authority’s P
 ort Masterplan.
The Port Master Plan in turn outlines a clear vision of development based on expansion of
freight/passenger use, and in terms of development, on renewables 
and c
 lean technology
.

It states “The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving commercial and ferry
port and tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses in the newlow
carbon, leisure, marine and fishing industries
.”

There are five strategic objectives, of which objective 2 is to:
‘Invest in infrastructure to establish a clean technology and renewable energy
business cluster, building on the success of existing local businesses and the current
opportunities in offshore wind.’
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Newhaven Enterprise Zone
(EZ) plans are an important part of Newhaven regeneration
and its vision therefore should be captured by the aspirations for this local plan. The
regeneration for Newhaven is predicated on a vision of ‘sustainable development’ via:
‘Clean, green and marine technology sectors, including manufacturing and
engineering industries linked to the maritime sector,“2
The South Downs (draft) local plan has a vision of Newhaven based on sustainable tourism
as the g
 ateway to the South Downs. 
If this site is retained as a local wildlife site, crossed
as it is by official public footpaths, and enabling access to the only remaining sandy beach in
Newhaven after the closure of the West Beach, it represents a key opportunity to realise that
vision - whereas the proposed employment use in E1 would work directly against it.
Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan
does not apply to this area, as the port authority has
opted out of the plan, however as background it too sets out a vision of Newhaven as:
‘A hub for the ‘clean and green’ sector.’
In conclusion: Policy E1, by allowing for industrialisation of a local wildlife site, fails
to maximise the opportunities for this area, and does not reflect the widely agreed
development vision for Newhaven specifically around maximising 
clean/green/marine
renewable sectors
and
sustainable tourism
.

2e Air Quality and Cumulative Impact
Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested with traffic
bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory (which is an Air Quality Management Area)
and an opening swing bridge. The Sustainability Assessment (page 54) highlights this as a
‘key sustainability issue’ stating that:
“Car ownership is comparatively high and a number of key highway routes often
suffer from congestion during peak hours including the A259, A27 and the A26.”
Part 1 of the C
 ore plan focuses on relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in
Newhaven, in particular:
“
Core Policy 9 –
 Air Quality The local planning authority will seek to improve air
quality, having particular regard to any Air Quality Management Area (AQMA)
designations.”
The same section (on p. 113 of part 1) stresses the need to consider cumulative impact, and
cumulative impact is identified as of key importance by the N
 ewhaven Air Quality Action Plan
(p.26):
"Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have been identified for
housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to generate,
this action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition,
but that the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude
assumptions relating to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening
of air quality around the Ring Road in future years in relation to the baseline scenario
of no growth. It is therefore imperative that the planning system is utilised to
ensure that new development can support the Air Quality Action Plan, rather
than hinder its implementation
."

Additionally the December 2017 East Sussex County Council Public Health JSNA
Intelligence briefing: Air Quality in East Sussex (
http://www.eastsussexjsna.org.uk/briefings
)
2

http://www.coast2capital.org.uk/projects/newhaven-enterprise-zone.html
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points out the crucial importance of planning policy in relation to the Newhaven AQMA and
states that:
“Pollution levels in future in Newhaven will be greatly influenced by further
regeneration and development, and the success of mitigation measures.” (P23)
Part 2 of the Core Plan already includes a very high housing allocation for Newhaven - the
highest in the district - which will, negatively impact on the air quality, congestion and
infrastructure issues identified in the area. There are also substantial housing allocations for
Seaford and Peacehaven which will impact on congestion, especially on the A259 and the
gyratory. Despite the importance on cumulative impact, there is no evidence that this has
been looked at when adding new policy E1.
In conclusion: This policy will negatively impact the existing issues with congestion
and air quality, and will have an unacceptable cumulative impact in combination with
the very high housing allocation.
Part 3 - problems with the process used for development and consultation of policy
E1, which affect soundness.
3a) Inadequate consultation process/ inaccuracies
This introduction of policy E1, with its proposal to industrialise a popular and high-value local
wildlife site, represents a substantial amendment to the previous drafts that went out to
public consultation. If the intention was to retain policy NH20 then this should have been
made explicit much earlier in the consultation process e.g. the wording included within the
text to allow for proper understanding and comment. In any case, since policy E1 represents
a substantial change from the saved policy NH20, as outlined above, this new direction
should have been included in draft form in earlier consultation.
Had E1 been explicitly included in the earlier draft, we have no doubt that there would have
been a high level of objections. Recent proposals for development in this area have seen
substantial opposition from both organisations and from the community. For example, the
2017Brett Aggregates application for a concrete batching plant on adjacent land attracted
over 1,000 local objections from individuals as well as many objections from organisations
including South Downs National Park Authority, Town Council and District Council. A public
protest attracted over 400 protestors and was covered in local press and regional TV.
The summary of consultations states that the policy E1 has been added in response to
requests from Newhaven Port and Properties Ltd, East Sussex County Council and
Newhaven Town Council. This is inaccurate
. Newhaven Town Council have clarified that
their response pointed that there was a ‘vacuum’ in relation to this land (as Newhaven Port
and Properties Ltd has chosen to opt out of the neighbourhood planning process) and far
from requesting the industrialising the local wildlife site,we understand that they in fact also
intend to object to this policy.
Whilst we are not allowed to see the earlier consultation responses, we assume that East
Sussex County Council and Newhaven Port and Properties Plc (the landowners) will have
requested policy E1 in order to maximise the development potential of the new port access
road that is to be built in this area. This should not be used to justify E1 however, as when
planning permission for this road was granted in 1996 the area opened up by this road in
policy E1 was clearly intended to allow for a new passenger ferry terminal, not for general
‘employment use’ as outlined in the extract from the strategic plan from which policy NH20 is
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carried forward (see above), and as clearly set out in the original public consultation
materials for the port access road from 1996:

It should be noted that there has been widespread criticism that the road development does
not reflect the current planning context for the area, including the subsequent designation of
the South Downs National Park on adjacent land, and the congestion and infrastructure
constraints in Newhaven outlined above and in part 1 of the core plan. Also that ESCC did
not re-engage with the community or stakeholders over the project, given the time elapsed
since earlier consultation (1996 and 2002). Local opposition to this road has included a
petition with over 4,000 signatures. Whilst clearly the county council and the private
land-owner will be disappointed if the maximum development land is not generated by this
new road, this view should not outweigh the other considerations.
There has also been an error in the current consultation materials which may have confused
local people and organisations who may have wished to respond. Within the wording of
policy E1 itself, there is a map clearly showing the area the policy relates to (see below):
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However, the overarching map for Newhaven on the consultation website (
Policies Map Inset Map 2 Newhaven
) suggests E1 covers a much smaller area - i.e the key shows dark
green but the majority of the E1 area is erroneously shown in dark pink, regardless of which
screen it is viewed on. (see below)

We drew this error to Lewes District Council’s attention early in the consultation. They stated
that issue had arisen because the pink overlay for the local wildlife site is obscuring the dark
green for E1 but stated that they were not prepared to address this issue.
One of our members, having heard of policy E1, clicked on the Newhaven map and was
reassured by the incorrect map i.e. the small dark green area on the top left identified by the
key. In fact this area was incorrectly represented. It is impossible to gauge how many other
people this will have happened to.
In conclusion: This policy has been added far too late in the process for the
consultation to be meaningful, and the consultation materials contained an error
which has caused confusion.
3b Unacceptable changes made to policy E1 compared to the ‘saved’ policy NH20
Policy E1 is adapted from a ‘saved policy’ NH20 from the 2003 Lewes District plan3, which
was designed to allow for the ‘
upgrading and expansion of the port
’. At that time the ferry

company (a major local employer) wished to expand operations. This context is very
important - NH20 was not designed to allow for general industrial development but to allow
an expansion to ferry operations. Note in particular the following extracts from that plan:
“12.79 The District Council recognises that the expansion and enhancement of the
Port is a vital component to help revitalise the economy of the local area. Therefore,
land is allocated t
o provide a sufficient area to accommodate fully satisfactory
operating conditions for an operator of cross-channel ferries.
Although
Newhaven is a relatively small port, it still provides important maritime links to
mainland Europe and beyond.
12.80 Newhaven’s corresponding ferry port of Dieppe has benefited from a new outer
harbour ferry terminal building. It is considered necessary to encourage investment in
modern port infrastructure, to take advantage of the important strategic location of
3

at h
 ttp://www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/ldclocalplan/lewes_local_plan/written/cpt12.htm
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Newhaven and to respond to opportunities to introduce new, faster services
such as the larger high-speed catamaran
.”

The current context for the proposed development of this sensitive site is very different.
There is no planned passenger ferry expansion. Newhaven in 2003 did not have the current
serious issues with air quality and congestion (as identified in 2D above/ Core Strategy part
1). Additionally Newhaven was not allocated as the primary site for housing in the district as
outlined above.
Further, the rare habitat which comprises this local wildlife site has increased in value since
2003. Its value has improved as other areas of similar habitat have been lost, especially
areas of vegetated shingle, further enhancing its importance and value.
Therefore, any adaptation of policy E1 should be in favour of additional protection for this
site. Instead the new wording of E1 has given it less protection. It has moved away from the
specific term u
 pgrading and expansion of the port (which at the time was understood to
mean passenger ferry related - see above) and instead is much more general, allowing for
uses which are simply ‘associated’ with Newhaven port; and even for non-port-related
activity i.e:
“Land [...] is allocated for employment uses a
 ssociated with 
Newhaven Port.
Employment development which is n
 ot associated with port-related activity
will be
permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such development would not
undermine the operational use of the Port.”
In conclusion this is completely unacceptable. We believe that policy E1 does not
contribute to sustainable development and therefore should be taken out. However If
the policy is retained it must:
●

●
●
●

Be reduced to the minimum area, for example restricted to the area which lies
outside the Local Wildlife Site (this area is shown in dark green on the
‘incorrect’ map used by Lewes district Council - see above). At the very least
the policy should be restricted to include the area which will lie to the West of
the new Port Access Road which will form a natural boundary.
Be strictly limited to port related activity i.e. the additional clause allowing for
non-port related activity should be deleted.
The type of employment use permitted should be changed to reflect the
agreed vision for the area ( i.e. ‘clean green and marine’/’renewables’ and ‘port
related’)
If ‘port related; is used as a term, there should be a clear definition of what is
actually meant by this term, ideally restricting its development strictly to
passenger ferry expansion to reflect the original intention of 
NH20. At the very
least it should give a clear definition e.g. the definition used in relation to
permitted development at ports in the Town and Country Planning Act.4

“
Permitted development “in respect of dock, pier, harbour, water transport, or canal or inland navigation undertakings” is
defined as:
4

(a)for the purposes of shipping, or
(b)in connection with the embarking, disembarking, loading, discharging or transport of passengers, livestock or
goods at a dock, pier or harbour, or with the movement of traffic by canal or inland navigation or by any railway
forming part of the undertaking
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Appendix A - Our image of the site including the port access road, which is missing
from the official consultation illustrations.
Whilst we believe that this policy should be entirely rejected, if it is not rejected then the new
Port Access Road should form a natural boundary for E1 with development only to the West
of the port access road, and only to the North of the roundabout which will terminate that
road.
The illustration also shows the location of the historic WW1 Seaplane base, Tide Mills
abandoned village and some of the footpaths crossing the site.

(from Town & Country Planning Act https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/596/made)
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Representation ID: REP/322/E1/B
am therefore using this form to upload our response.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
See email response
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
We have sent a detailed response however we have further information to add
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Consultation response from Community Action Newhaven
In relation to Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Community Action Newhaven
Community Action Newhaven is a local group which seeks to empower local people to take
part in the planning processes for Newhaven. We also campaign for the 'clean green'
Newhaven enshrined in the planning documents and strategies for the area.
See h
 ttps://www.facebook.com/community-action-newhavenfor more information.
As well as this submission, we request the right to be heard at the Public Examination.
Part 1 - A Summary of our response
Community Action Newhaven is calling for the removal of the newly introduced P
 olicy E1.
Instead this important local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) should be protected for the benefit of
wildlife and leisure, recreation and tourism.
Policy E1 will work against sustainable development. It is based on a previous saved policy
which is no longer appropriate for the area; and which goes against both the agreed vision
for the area and community wishes. The assessment against sustainability objectives is
Inadequate. P
 olicy E1 is not justified by employment need. The policy has not been fully and
explicitly included in previous consultation drafts which would have allowed the community to
voice those concerns.
Should p
 olicy E1 be kept, the area it relates to must be substantially reduced in area, and
certainly should not include any areas to the East of the new port access road. It must also
be amended so that new wording reflects the original intent of saved p
 olicy NH20 (i.e.be
directly related to port expansion only in relation to increased ferry activity) or at the very
least, should reflect the vision for Newhaven which is expressed in the C
 ore Strategy Part 1,
the P
 ort Masterplan, the D
 raft South Downs Local Plan, the N
 eighbourhood Plan and the
Enterprise zone regeneration plans for the area i.e. restrict development to clean/green/
marine/renewable and/or sustainable tourism. If the term ‘port related activity’ is used there
must be a clear definition of what this means.
Part 2 - Failure to meet the tests of soundness in relation to sustainable development
2a 
Sustainability Assessment - important errors and omissions in appraising against
sustainability objectives
Table 36 (p.79) and the final summary table 113 (page 210) appraising this site (option C)
against the sustainability objectives contains the following errors and omissions:
Objective 4. To create and sustain vibrant, safe and distinctive communities.
(Communities)
Newhaven is an area of high disadvantage (as evidenced in the indices of multiple
deprivation) with severe health inequalities. It has limited open space. The loss of this
popular and well used public open space crossed by official public footpaths will severely
impact on community happiness, health and wellbeing. It makes no sense to grade is as of
‘no likely effect’ and it must be graded red (--)
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Objective 5. To improve the health of the Plan Areas population. (Health)
Newhaven has severe health inequalities and issues related to congestion and poor air
quality (see below). Any additional road use arising from this development must be
considered detrimental and it should be graded amber rather than as ‘of no likely effect.’
Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
This Development of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains nationally important
habitat (see below for more detail) cannot sensibly be rated amber (-?). It must be rated red
(--).
Objective 9. To protect, enhance and make accessible the Plan Area’s countryside
and historic environment. (Environment)
This is an important site in historic Seaford Bay, well used by walkers and for local
recreation. It is crossed by official public footpaths, on the border of the National park, with
significant wartime history both on the site (e.g. the WW1 air station - see
https://tidemills.webs.com/theww1airstation.htm
) and around it. It borders Tide Mills, an
important historical site (seeh
 ttps://tidemills.webs.com/tidemillvillage.htmwhich is widely
visited by tourists and locals. Therefore this objective cannot sensibly be rated amber ( -? ).
It must be rated red (- -).
Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area’s air quality. (Air quality)
The extra traffic will directly endanger air quality in an area of high environmental sensitivity,
and in addition will affect the nearby Newhaven AQMA, so should have been rated amber
rather than of ‘no likely effect.’
Objective 14. To reduce the risk of flooding and the resulting detriment to public
wellbeing, the economy and the environment. (Flooding)
Although the summary table on page 113 that states that E1 is in Flood Zone 2, with
surrounding areas in Flood Zone 3, this is apparently an error as the strategic flood risk
assessment appears to show that much of this site lies in flood zone risk three, the highest
level of risk (see map 4 on p.106 of Sustainability Appraisal).
Whether zone 2 or 3, inclusion of this site would clearly “increase the amount of land in flood
risk zones 2 and 3 as a percentage of the Plan Area’s coverage”. Therefore this objective
cannot sensibly be rated as ‘of no likely effect’ and must be rated red (- -).
Objective 15. To ensure that the Plan Area is prepared for the impacts of coastal
erosion and tidal flooding. (Coastal Erosion)
Shingle plays a well established and important role in protection against coastal flooding as
well as erosion of cliffs. It should be noted that the chalk cliffs either side of Seaford Bay
where this shingle site lies have been subject to a number of high-profile recent cliff falls.
There has apparently been no analysis of the impact on flooding or erosion as a result of
policy E1, let alone assessment of the future impact, taking into consideration the likely rise
in sea levels. However it is very unlikely that there is ‘no likely affect’ as assessed here, and
in the absence of evidence to the contrary it seems this objective should be rated at least
Amber.
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Objective 18. To encourage the growth of a buoyant and sustainable tourism sector.
(Tourism)
Tide Mills is a tourist destination, so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly
have a negative impact on tourism. Additionally, the proximity of the National Park and the
importance of sustainable tourism for Newhaven, including as a gateway to the National
Park as set out in the draft South Downs Local Plan (see below for more info) means that
this objective is not ‘of no likely effect’ and should have been rated red.
In Summary: 
There are significant errors and omissions in the sustainability
appraisal. If these objectives are correctly assessed, it is clear that the retention of E1
fails on a test of soundness, as E1 cannot be considered compatible with sustainable
development.
2b - Failure to deliver on policies which relate to conservation and biodiversity within
part 1 of the core strategy, and failure to safeguard a designated local wildlife site.
This tranquil and unspoiled natural area forms part of historic Seaford Bay, with iconic views
from both Seaford Head on one side and Newhaven Fort SSSI on the other, and the Ouse
Valley Nature Reserve to the North. It is a gateway to the Downs, adjacent to the South
Downs National Park at one of the few locations where the South Downs meet the shore.
The draft S
 outh Downs Local Plan identifies Newhaven as a sustainable tourism gateway.
The site is widely used for leisure, recreation and tourism, and forms part of the
UN-designated Living Coast Biosphere.
This area is a designated local wildlife site (formerly an SNCI). This plan contains the
sustainability objective (7.3) of protecting and enhancing the most important landscapes,
areas of biodiversity and other protected areas.. Additionally the July 2018 National Planning
Policy Framework requires local authorities to “identify, map and s
 afeguard
components of
the local ecological networks, including [...] locally designated sites of importance for
biodiversity.”
This designated site has been identified as containing internationally important habitat
including vegetated shingle and several red book species including reptiles and birds, which
should be protected under the local plan, for management as a wildlife area, for example,
see:
The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management Plan (Tim Smith 2009), which states that
Tide Mills (west) ‘exhibits an extremely good example of a vegetated shingle habitat’ and
suggests possibilities for habitat expansion.
(https://eastsussexgovuk.blob.core.windows.net/media/1946/shingle_m gmt_plan.pdf)
The Habitat action plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following objectives and targets,
which this application fails to address:
● Maintain and where possible improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated
shingle in Sussex.
● Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex.
● Maintain the total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net
loss, and the structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.
The Port
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Master Plan which identifies the ecological importance and sensitivity of the site1 and
notes that this area “has the potential to host a number of protected species such as
great crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were
undertaken during 2011 to determine the presence of such species.”
The core pl
an part 2 sustainability appraisal (p.210) states that “the site is within an SNCI.
Therefore development on the site could have impact biodiversity. [sic]”
In conclusion: Policy E1 fails to deliver on sustainable development and on the
specific policies which relate to conservation and biodiversity within part 1 of the core
strategy, and fails to protect and enhance a designated local wildlife site.
2c Failure to justify development on this site as sufficient alternative employment
sites are available.
The summary of consultation responses for this plan states that
“carrying forward the remaining ‘saved’ policies within the operational port area
(Policies NH22 and NH23 of the Lewes District Local Plan 2003) is not considered
necessary … In quantitative terms, the Council’s latest monitoring data demonstrates
that N
 ewhaven has sufficient employment space
to meet the business needs
arising from future growth scenarios to 2030 (Source: Newhaven Employment Land
Review July 2017).”
Therefore it is inconsistent to argue that N
 H20 (which this new policy is based on) should be
carried forward, especially given the greater sensitivity and importance of this site for
recreation and biodiversity,
There is no evidence provided that the land is needed for this use. TheEmployment Land
Review identifies a substantial number of sites, the majority in the Newhaven Enterprise Zone
(EZ) which covers 8 sites over 79 hectares. The land in policy E1 is n
 ot
in the EZ so does not
benefit from any of the development incentives associated with the EZ.
The Employment land review estimates that in a scenario of accelerated growth due to the
Enterprise zone regeneration this would lead to the future need for 3
 5,580 sqm
of
employment floor space
, expressed as a land need of 7.5 hectares. However the report

acknowledges that this is an assumption and points out that an estimate of future need
based on historical growth patterns is just 1
 7,820 sqm
of employment floor space,
expressed as land need of 5 hectares.
The Employment Land Review also points out that the implementation of the EZ will enable
an increase of around5
 5,000 sq.m
of new commercial floorspace, as well as refurbishing a
further 1
 5,000 sq.m
. There is clearly more than adequate provision to meet the need

identified up to 2030 under any scenario without E1, and its inclusion cannot be justified.
As identified in the Employment land report, there are numerous vacant undeveloped sites within
the EZ, including nearby the vacant Eastside North and Eastside South, two new industrial
estates, both within the EZ zone, and both on land which is far more suitable for development.
1

… In 2010/2011, a series of surveys were undertaken to inform the PMP including: a Phase 1 Habitat Survey, protected
species scoping survey, breeding birds survey and wintering birds survey. These surveys identified a variety of habitats of
principal importance under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 including calcareous grassland,
reedbirds, vegetated shingle (a UK Biodiversity Action Plan priority Habitat), hedgerows and maritime cliff (located to the west
of the River Ouse). In addition, the bird surveys identified some 86 species of birds of which 8 are of high conservation value.
Any future developments at the port would need to be mindful of nesting periods, and encouraging the breeding of these birds
through provision of specific types and positioning of nesting boxes for the varying species of bird. To the east of the port, there
is a Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) which, although it is not subject to statutory designation, has the potential to
host a number of protected species such as great crested newts, invertebrates and reptiles. Protected species surveys were
undertaken during 2011 to determine the presence of such species. [from Port Master Plan]
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It should also be noted that in Newhaven, an A
 rticle 4 Direction will take effect in November
2018, withdrawing permitted development rights for changes of use from offices or light industrial
to residential. This action has been taken to support C
 ore Policy 4 (Economic Development and
Regeneration) and safeguard existing employment sites from competing uses. This introduction
further reduces the need for policy E1 as all the sites within the EZ will be safeguarded under this
policy.
Flood Risk and unstable ground
It should be noted that since policy NH20 was drafted in 2003 flood risks have increased and
will continue to do so due to rising sea levels. This site is adjacent to the sea. Flood risks are
identified in the Employment Land Report as an important barrier to commercial
development, and the unstable ground, also identified as a barrier, is a particular issue in
this location which is mainly shingle. The recently completed nearby Rampion building, also
on shingle, required foundations 60m deep. The new port access road will require
foundations 35-40m deep.
Additionally, shingle acts as a flood barrier so development in this area could create flood
risk for other areas.
In conclusion: 
the assessment of development 
requirements
does not provide
evidence that the site is needed for employment sufficient to justify the development
of a designated local wildlife site. Other sites are far more suitable for employment
uses.
2d Failure to reflect the agreed priorities for regeneration in Newhaven
The Introduction of policy E1 does not capture the vision for Newhaven in part 1 of the local
plan or in other key strategies:
Lewes District Core Strategy sets out a vision of 
“regeneration at Newhaven
associated with the existing port and opportunities offered by the renewable energy sector
,

creating a s
 ustainable tourism economy
that takes advantage of the district’s key
attractions” (p.37) and has a vision of “the town developing as acentre for green
industries and innovation
.“ (p. 96).

The aims of Core Policy 4
-regeneration
are:
6. (county wide aim) Promote the development of s
 ustainable tourism
, including

recreation, leisure, cultural and creative sectors, and having particular regard to the
opportunities provided by the South Downs National Park, both within and outside
the National Park boundary.
7. (Newhaven-specific aim) Support the continued use of Newhaven port for freight
and passengers
including plans for expansion and modernisation of the port as
identified in the port authority’s P
 ort Masterplan.
The Port Master Plan in turn outlines a clear vision of development based on expansion of
freight/passenger use, and in terms of development, on renewables 
and c
 lean technology
.

It states “The vision for the Port of Newhaven is to create a thriving commercial and ferry
port and tourism gateway, providing infrastructure for job-creating businesses in the newlow
carbon, leisure, marine and fishing industries
.”

There are five strategic objectives, of which objective 2 is to:
‘Invest in infrastructure to establish a clean technology and renewable energy
business cluster, building on the success of existing local businesses and the current
opportunities in offshore wind.’
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Newhaven Enterprise Zone
(EZ) plans are an important part of Newhaven regeneration
and its vision therefore should be captured by the aspirations for this local plan. The
regeneration for Newhaven is predicated on a vision of ‘sustainable development’ via:
‘Clean, green and marine technology sectors, including manufacturing and
engineering industries linked to the maritime sector,“2
The South Downs (draft) local plan has a vision of Newhaven based on sustainable tourism
as the g
 ateway to the South Downs. 
If this site is retained as a local wildlife site, crossed
as it is by official public footpaths, and enabling access to the only remaining sandy beach in
Newhaven after the closure of the West Beach, it represents a key opportunity to realise that
vision - whereas the proposed employment use in E1 would work directly against it.
Newhaven Neighbourhood Plan
does not apply to this area, as the port authority has
opted out of the plan, however as background it too sets out a vision of Newhaven as:
‘A hub for the ‘clean and green’ sector.’
In conclusion: Policy E1, by allowing for industrialisation of a local wildlife site, fails
to maximise the opportunities for this area, and does not reflect the widely agreed
development vision for Newhaven specifically around maximising 
clean/green/marine
renewable sectors
and
sustainable tourism
.

2e Air Quality and Cumulative Impact
Newhaven and the surrounding A26, A27 and A259 are already highly congested with traffic
bottlenecks including the town centre gyratory (which is an Air Quality Management Area)
and an opening swing bridge. The Sustainability Assessment (page 54) highlights this as a
‘key sustainability issue’ stating that:
“Car ownership is comparatively high and a number of key highway routes often
suffer from congestion during peak hours including the A259, A27 and the A26.”
Part 1 of the C
 ore plan focuses on relieving congestion and air quality issues faced in
Newhaven, in particular:
“
Core Policy 9 –
 Air Quality The local planning authority will seek to improve air
quality, having particular regard to any Air Quality Management Area (AQMA)
designations.”
The same section (on p. 113 of part 1) stresses the need to consider cumulative impact, and
cumulative impact is identified as of key importance by the N
 ewhaven Air Quality Action Plan
(p.26):
"Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have been identified for
housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to generate,
this action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition,
but that the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude
assumptions relating to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening
of air quality around the Ring Road in future years in relation to the baseline scenario
of no growth. It is therefore imperative that the planning system is utilised to
ensure that new development can support the Air Quality Action Plan, rather
than hinder its implementation
."

Additionally the December 2017 East Sussex County Council Public Health JSNA
Intelligence briefing: Air Quality in East Sussex (
http://www.eastsussexjsna.org.uk/briefings
)
2

http://www.coast2capital.org.uk/projects/newhaven-enterprise-zone.html
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points out the crucial importance of planning policy in relation to the Newhaven AQMA and
states that:
“Pollution levels in future in Newhaven will be greatly influenced by further
regeneration and development, and the success of mitigation measures.” (P23)
Part 2 of the Core Plan already includes a very high housing allocation for Newhaven - the
highest in the district - which will, negatively impact on the air quality, congestion and
infrastructure issues identified in the area. There are also substantial housing allocations for
Seaford and Peacehaven which will impact on congestion, especially on the A259 and the
gyratory. Despite the importance on cumulative impact, there is no evidence that this has
been looked at when adding new policy E1.
In conclusion: This policy will negatively impact the existing issues with congestion
and air quality, and will have an unacceptable cumulative impact in combination with
the very high housing allocation.
Part 3 - problems with the process used for development and consultation of policy
E1, which affect soundness.
3a) Inadequate consultation process/ inaccuracies
This introduction of policy E1, with its proposal to industrialise a popular and high-value local
wildlife site, represents a substantial amendment to the previous drafts that went out to
public consultation. If the intention was to retain policy NH20 then this should have been
made explicit much earlier in the consultation process e.g. the wording included within the
text to allow for proper understanding and comment. In any case, since policy E1 represents
a substantial change from the saved policy NH20, as outlined above, this new direction
should have been included in draft form in earlier consultation.
Had E1 been explicitly included in the earlier draft, we have no doubt that there would have
been a high level of objections. Recent proposals for development in this area have seen
substantial opposition from both organisations and from the community. For example, the
2017Brett Aggregates application for a concrete batching plant on adjacent land attracted
over 1,000 local objections from individuals as well as many objections from organisations
including South Downs National Park Authority, Town Council and District Council. A public
protest attracted over 400 protestors and was covered in local press and regional TV.
The summary of consultations states that the policy E1 has been added in response to
requests from Newhaven Port and Properties Ltd, East Sussex County Council and
Newhaven Town Council. This is inaccurate
. Newhaven Town Council have clarified that
their response pointed that there was a ‘vacuum’ in relation to this land (as Newhaven Port
and Properties Ltd has chosen to opt out of the neighbourhood planning process) and far
from requesting the industrialising the local wildlife site,we understand that they in fact also
intend to object to this policy.
Whilst we are not allowed to see the earlier consultation responses, we assume that East
Sussex County Council and Newhaven Port and Properties Plc (the landowners) will have
requested policy E1 in order to maximise the development potential of the new port access
road that is to be built in this area. This should not be used to justify E1 however, as when
planning permission for this road was granted in 1996 the area opened up by this road in
policy E1 was clearly intended to allow for a new passenger ferry terminal, not for general
‘employment use’ as outlined in the extract from the strategic plan from which policy NH20 is
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carried forward (see above), and as clearly set out in the original public consultation
materials for the port access road from 1996:

It should be noted that there has been widespread criticism that the road development does
not reflect the current planning context for the area, including the subsequent designation of
the South Downs National Park on adjacent land, and the congestion and infrastructure
constraints in Newhaven outlined above and in part 1 of the core plan. Also that ESCC did
not re-engage with the community or stakeholders over the project, given the time elapsed
since earlier consultation (1996 and 2002). Local opposition to this road has included a
petition with over 4,000 signatures. Whilst clearly the county council and the private
land-owner will be disappointed if the maximum development land is not generated by this
new road, this view should not outweigh the other considerations.
There has also been an error in the current consultation materials which may have confused
local people and organisations who may have wished to respond. Within the wording of
policy E1 itself, there is a map clearly showing the area the policy relates to (see below):
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However, the overarching map for Newhaven on the consultation website (
Policies Map Inset Map 2 Newhaven
) suggests E1 covers a much smaller area - i.e the key shows dark
green but the majority of the E1 area is erroneously shown in dark pink, regardless of which
screen it is viewed on. (see below)

We drew this error to Lewes District Council’s attention early in the consultation. They stated
that issue had arisen because the pink overlay for the local wildlife site is obscuring the dark
green for E1 but stated that they were not prepared to address this issue.
One of our members, having heard of policy E1, clicked on the Newhaven map and was
reassured by the incorrect map i.e. the small dark green area on the top left identified by the
key. In fact this area was incorrectly represented. It is impossible to gauge how many other
people this will have happened to.
In conclusion: This policy has been added far too late in the process for the
consultation to be meaningful, and the consultation materials contained an error
which has caused confusion.
3b Unacceptable changes made to policy E1 compared to the ‘saved’ policy NH20
Policy E1 is adapted from a ‘saved policy’ NH20 from the 2003 Lewes District plan3, which
was designed to allow for the ‘
upgrading and expansion of the port
’. At that time the ferry

company (a major local employer) wished to expand operations. This context is very
important - NH20 was not designed to allow for general industrial development but to allow
an expansion to ferry operations. Note in particular the following extracts from that plan:
“12.79 The District Council recognises that the expansion and enhancement of the
Port is a vital component to help revitalise the economy of the local area. Therefore,
land is allocated t
o provide a sufficient area to accommodate fully satisfactory
operating conditions for an operator of cross-channel ferries.
Although
Newhaven is a relatively small port, it still provides important maritime links to
mainland Europe and beyond.
12.80 Newhaven’s corresponding ferry port of Dieppe has benefited from a new outer
harbour ferry terminal building. It is considered necessary to encourage investment in
modern port infrastructure, to take advantage of the important strategic location of
3

at h
 ttp://www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/ldclocalplan/lewes_local_plan/written/cpt12.htm
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Newhaven and to respond to opportunities to introduce new, faster services
such as the larger high-speed catamaran
.”

The current context for the proposed development of this sensitive site is very different.
There is no planned passenger ferry expansion. Newhaven in 2003 did not have the current
serious issues with air quality and congestion (as identified in 2D above/ Core Strategy part
1). Additionally Newhaven was not allocated as the primary site for housing in the district as
outlined above.
Further, the rare habitat which comprises this local wildlife site has increased in value since
2003. Its value has improved as other areas of similar habitat have been lost, especially
areas of vegetated shingle, further enhancing its importance and value.
Therefore, any adaptation of policy E1 should be in favour of additional protection for this
site. Instead the new wording of E1 has given it less protection. It has moved away from the
specific term u
 pgrading and expansion of the port (which at the time was understood to
mean passenger ferry related - see above) and instead is much more general, allowing for
uses which are simply ‘associated’ with Newhaven port; and even for non-port-related
activity i.e:
“Land [...] is allocated for employment uses a
 ssociated with 
Newhaven Port.
Employment development which is n
 ot associated with port-related activity
will be
permitted only where it can be demonstrated that such development would not
undermine the operational use of the Port.”
In conclusion this is completely unacceptable. We believe that policy E1 does not
contribute to sustainable development and therefore should be taken out. However If
the policy is retained it must:
●

●
●
●

Be reduced to the minimum area, for example restricted to the area which lies
outside the Local Wildlife Site (this area is shown in dark green on the
‘incorrect’ map used by Lewes district Council - see above). At the very least
the policy should be restricted to include the area which will lie to the West of
the new Port Access Road which will form a natural boundary.
Be strictly limited to port related activity i.e. the additional clause allowing for
non-port related activity should be deleted.
The type of employment use permitted should be changed to reflect the
agreed vision for the area ( i.e. ‘clean green and marine’/’renewables’ and ‘port
related’)
If ‘port related; is used as a term, there should be a clear definition of what is
actually meant by this term, ideally restricting its development strictly to
passenger ferry expansion to reflect the original intention of 
NH20. At the very
least it should give a clear definition e.g. the definition used in relation to
permitted development at ports in the Town and Country Planning Act.4

“
Permitted development “in respect of dock, pier, harbour, water transport, or canal or inland navigation undertakings” is
defined as:
4

(a)for the purposes of shipping, or
(b)in connection with the embarking, disembarking, loading, discharging or transport of passengers, livestock or
goods at a dock, pier or harbour, or with the movement of traffic by canal or inland navigation or by any railway
forming part of the undertaking
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Appendix A - Our image of the site including the port access road, which is missing
from the official consultation illustrations.
Whilst we believe that this policy should be entirely rejected, if it is not rejected then the new
Port Access Road should form a natural boundary for E1 with development only to the West
of the port access road, and only to the North of the roundabout which will terminate that
road.
The illustration also shows the location of the historic WW1 Seaplane base, Tide Mills
abandoned village and some of the footpaths crossing the site.

(from Town & Country Planning Act https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/596/made)
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Representation ID: REP/323/E1

Representation ID:

REP/323/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/323

Name:

Sheila Ogden

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I think it is a scandal that already the other side of the estuary we are not allowed access
because of the French owners but now because of industrialisation we are to be stopped
from using the the only bit of sandy beach in the area in the small cove next to the
jetty.Are the council stupid giving up OUR beauty spot.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/323/E1
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sheila ogden
03 November 2018 10:50
ldf
reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I think it is a scandal that already the other side of the estuary we are not allowed access because of the French
owners but now because of industrialisation we are to be stopped from using the the only bit of sandy beach in the
area in the small cove next to the jetty.Are the council stupid giving up OUR beauty spot.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Representation ID: REP/324/E1

Representation ID:

REP/324/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/324

Name:

Sheila Ogden

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
So many reasons to object:
Loss to wildlife
Industrialisation of historical beauty spot
Contravention of council's Green policy
East Sussex intention to spend £23 million (and the rest!) on building a flyover when
local services are being cut.
Traffic, noise, dust associated with running such a development.
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Representation ID: REP/324/E1
I strongly object to the proposal.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sheila ogden
03 November 2018 13:40
ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

So many reasons to object:
Loss to wildlife
Industrialisation of historical beauty spot
Contravention of council’s Green policy
East Sussex intention to spend £23 million (and the rest!) on building a flyover when local services are being cut.
Traffic, noise, dust associated with running such a development.
I strongly object to the proposal.
Sheila Ogden

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Representation ID: REP/326/E1

Representation ID:

REP/326/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/326

Name:

Tracey Page

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am giving my option on the proposed development. I am completely against the
development for many reasons. I walk along here regularly and have seen lots of wild
life including a rear spoon bill, once there is a development here we will not get the
amazing nature back.
We do not want to loose any part of the beach, we can't go on the beach the other side
of the harbour and this beach is wonderful especially it being sandy when the tide is out.
If we can't go down the path just after the bridge crossing the only way we will be able to
get to the beach will be via Tide Mills and this will get very busy.
Another reason I am against this is because of the traffic, many a time during the day
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Representation ID: REP/326/E1
there is a build up of traffic around Newhaven and this will only make it worse.
Pleas consider our views and DO NOT let this development the go ahead.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tracey Page <
31 October 2018 21:11
ldf
E1 Tide Mills Beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir/madam
I am giving my option on the proposed development. I am completely against the development for
many reasons. I walk along here regularly and have seen lots of wild life including a rear spoon
bill, once there is a development here we will not get the amazing nature back.
We do not want to loose any part of the beach, we can't go on the beach the other side of the
harbour and this beach is wonderful especially it being sandy when the tide is out. If we can't go
down the path just after the bridge crossing the only way we will be able to get to the beach will be
via Tide Mills and this will get very busy.
Another reason I am against this is because of the traffic, many a time during the day there is a
build up of traffic around Newhaven and this will only make it worse.
Pleas consider our views and DO NOT let this development the go ahead.
Thank you
Tracey Page

1
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Representation ID: REP/328/E1

Representation ID:

REP/328/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/328

Name:

Helen Palmer

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The Tidemills area is not only of interest historically but also an important and valuable
wildlife reserve. There has already been industrial encroachment into this area with loss
of valuable habitat and a decrease in the birdlife to be seen. At a time when we are all
being made aware of the danger of species extinctions due to human activity it is
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Representation ID: REP/328/E1
imperative that all reserves such as this should be held sacrosanct and destructive
industrialisation avoided. Newhaven and Seaford need to keep this important area, the
Tidemills and the whole of Seaford bay, as a place of recreation, peace and quiet, and
free from noise, pollution and traffic. More industrial activity is not an appropriate
neighbour for the South Downs National park, and this proposal should not be allowed to
proceed.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/329/E1

Representation ID:

REP/329/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/329

Name:

Anthony Palmer

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
This E1 proposal not only saturates but overwhelms the area with continuing industrial
development to the permanent detriment of the adjacent nature and wildlife reserve.
The bird life is decreasing and leading to the national extinction of numerous species.
There used to be large flocks of Lapwing here which are no longer to be seen. This
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Representation ID: REP/329/E1
continuing industrial expansion by Lewes District Council drives out both the natural
world and recreational area and completes the ruin of Newhaven and surrounding areas
by overdevelopment. The infrastructure will be inadequate; already the Port is too small
in both depth and width as is seen in the Ferry size limitation. Containerisation failed,
the crane dismantled. What a sick sad dirty place it is and continues to be.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/330/E1

Representation ID:

REP/330/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/330

Name:

Victoria Palmer

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am a resident of Seaford and am writing in response to Policy E1 of Lewes District
Council Local Plan Part 2 I consider that development of this area fails to protect the
beautiful area of Tidemills, an area of biodiversity and an area enjoyed by tourists and
locals. This area is a designated local wildlife site and includes rare vegetated shingle.
I can see no evidence that the site is needed for employment as other more suitable
sites are available in Newhaven.
I understand that the vision for Newhaven should maximise the clean, green, marine
sectors and sustainable tourism and Policy E1 fails on this.
Increased traffic congestion will be a result of this policy and will result in even poorer air
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Representation ID: REP/330/E1
quality in and around Newhaven.
I, like many others, was initially misled by the inaccuracies of the map shared by Lewes
District Council showing the designated area for development and feel most strongly that
this led to many people erroneously accepting the 'plan'.
Policy E1 is completely unacceptable and does not contribute to sustainable
development.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Victoria Palmer
05 November 2018 11:31
ldf
Policy E1 of Lewes District Plan Part 2

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

I am a resident of Seaford and am writing in response to Policy E1 of Lewes District Council Local
Plan Part 2 I consider that development of this area fails to protect the beautiful area of Tidemills,
an area of biodiversity and an area enjoyed by tourists and locals. This area is a designated local
wildlife site and includes rare vegetated shingle.
I can see no evidence that the site is needed for employment as other more suitable sites are
available in Newhaven.
I understand that the vision for Newhaven should maximise the clean, green, marine sectors and
sustainable tourism and Policy E1 fails on this.
Increased traffic congestion will be a result of this policy and will result in even poorer air quality in
and around Newhaven.
I, like many others, was initially misled by the inaccuracies of the map shared by Lewes District
Council showing the designated area for development and feel most strongly that this led to many
people erroneously accepting the ‘plan’.
Policy E1 is completely unacceptable and does not contribute to sustainable development.
Victoria Palmer

1
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Representation ID: REP/334/E1

Representation ID:

REP/334/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/334

Name:

Linda Payne

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
This is an outstanding area for wildlife, particularly rare bird life. Used by many migratory
birds too. It is a widely used leisure area too where families can enjoy unspoilt land and
beach easily accessible by public transport.. Please don't take this from our future
generations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/334/E1

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/336/E1

Representation ID:

REP/336/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/336

Name:

Timothy & Stephanie Pearce & Miles

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We are life-long local residents of the Newhaven area, originally born and brought up in
Seaford and now currently residing in Lewes. We visit (at least twice a week) the
existing Tide Mills area for relaxation, enjoyment of the natural area and access to the
sea.
Whilst this document represents our personal objections to the above policy proposal,
we are professional conservation practitioners (currently employed at the Royal Botanic
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Representation ID: REP/336/E1
Gardens Kew), and active members of the Sussex Botanical Recording Society.
Whilst fully supportive of the need to continue to improve the lifestyle quality of
Newhaven's permanent residents and visitors alike, we are concerned that the health
and wellbeing benefits are ill-considered in the Local Plan and make an appeal that the
few remaining areas of natural and historical interest are carefully incorporated into
development planning.
We therefore wish to register our concern regarding the proposed extension of
designation area E1 which has found its way into the district plan. It appears that the
latest proposal has been published at a very late stage giving little time for local
consultation and response.
We have studied and fully endorse the content of the Consultation Response from
Community Action Newhaven in relation to Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2.
In particular, we would like to register the following key objections:
1) The proposal will directly impact an EU Priority 1 habitat (shoreline shingle
vegetation); which the UK government has a global responsibility to protect.
The Habitat Action Plan for Sussex June 1999 developed in consultation with East
Sussex County Council states:
"Vegetated shingle is a nationally rare habitat type and is listed on Annex 1 of the EC
Habitats Directive as a habitat of international conservation importance. Japan and New
Zealand are the other most important global locations for vegetated shingle habitats.
Sussex has approximately 1000 hectares of vegetated shingle altogether with the large
areas of shingle at Rye Harbour and at Dungeness providing the bulk of the cuspate
foreland shingle resource. The shingle in West Sussex consists of fringing beaches
along much of the coast (Shoreham Beach, Climping Beach, Bognor Regis and
Pagham) along with a smaller area of ridges at Pagham. Much of the vegetated shingle
resource in Sussex is covered by either SSSI or SNCI designation, however a large area
at Rye Harbour has no protection (197 hectares) along with other areas along the
Sussex coast - see Table 1 for a list of known designated sites. Small areas of
vegetated shingle also occur at a number of other sites including Littlehampton,
Kingston, Worthing, Lancing Beach, Newhaven (West) and Galley Hill."
East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management Plan (2009) states that the area at Tide
Mills (west) "exhibits an extremely good example of vegetated shingle habitat".
2) The Coastal Vegetated Shingle Habitat Action Plan, as laid out in the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan 1992-2012 (1994), clearly targets:
* No further net loss of existing vegetated shingle;
* Prevention of exploitation or damage to existing shingle sites through human activities;
and
* And, where possible, restore damaged or degraded shingle habitats.
3) The DEFRA 25Yr Environment Plan (2018) states clearly that any planning should
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Representation ID: REP/336/E1
inter alia address:
* Conservation and enhancement of the natural environment;
* Making sure there are high quality natural spaces particularly in urban areas; and
* Encouraging more people to spend time in them to benefit their health and well-being.
4) The area is regularly used by the local community for walking, access to the beach for
fishing, swimming, picnicking, birdwatching and plant recording and is studied for its
biodiversity value with a plant checklist (attached) and regular bird censuses carried out.
5) There are a number of priority plant species to be found on the Tide Mills site such as:
* Seven species including Bromus hordeaceus ssp. ferronii, and Trifolium squamosum
both listed as Nationally Scarce on the Vascular Plant Red Data List for Great Britain,
2006;
* Fragaria vesca (wild Strawberry) listed as Near Threatened on the Vascular Plant Red
List for England, 2014);
* At least 12 "Axiophytes" (indicators of habitat that is considered important for
conservation).
6) The existing Tide Mills area (including the area designated as E1) has been granted a
status of Designated Local Wildlife Site (formally an SNCI). This designation has
implications for planning designation, no further development should be permitted on
this remaining "green" space.
7) We consider the remains of the village of Tide Mills itself along with the WW2
Seaplane base have significant historical and cultural value. There is an enormous
opportunity for Newhaven to incorporate such local history into the town's development
process. This current E1 plan severely jeopardises this potential.
Please consider the above as part of your decision making process, and please do not
hesitate to contact us should you require further information on the above.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tim Pearce
03 November 2018 14:47
ldf
communityactionnewhaven@gmail.com; maria.caulfield.mp@parliament.uk
Consultation: Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Tide Mills Check List June 2011_MilesPearce.xlsx

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Lewes District Council
Planning Office

cc. Maria Caulfield MP, Lewes County Constituency
cc. Community Action Newhaven
3rd November 2018
Re: Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Dear Sir
We are life‐long local residents of the Newhaven area, originally born and brought up in Seaford and now currently
residing in Lewes. We visit (at least twice a week) the existing Tide Mills area for relaxation, enjoyment of the
natural area and access to the sea.
Whilst this document represents our personal objections to the above policy proposal, we are professional
conservation practitioners (currently employed at the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew), and active members of the
Sussex Botanical Recording Society.
Whilst fully supportive of the need to continue to improve the lifestyle quality of Newhaven’s permanent residents
and visitors alike, we are concerned that the health and wellbeing benefits are ill‐considered in the Local Plan and
make an appeal that the few remaining areas of natural and historical interest are carefully incorporated into
development planning.
We therefore wish to register our concern regarding the proposed extension of designation area E1 which has found
its way into the district plan. It appears that the latest proposal has been published at a very late stage giving little
time for local consultation and response.
We have studied and fully endorse the content of the Consultation Response from Community Action Newhaven in
relation to Policy E1 of Lewes District Local Plan Part 2. In particular, we would like to register the following key
objections:
1) The proposal will directly impact an EU Priority 1 habitat (shoreline shingle vegetation); which the UK
government has a global responsibility to protect.
The Habitat Action Plan for Sussex June 1999 developed in consultation with East Sussex County Council states:
“Vegetated shingle is a nationally rare habitat type and is listed on Annex 1 of the EC Habitats Directive as a
habitat of international conservation importance. Japan and New Zealand are the other most important global
locations for vegetated shingle habitats. Sussex has approximately 1000 hectares of vegetated shingle altogether
with the large areas of shingle at Rye Harbour and at Dungeness providing the bulk of the cuspate foreland
shingle resource. The shingle in West Sussex consists of fringing beaches along much of the coast (Shoreham
Beach, Climping Beach, Bognor Regis and Pagham) along with a smaller area of ridges at Pagham. Much of the
1
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vegetated shingle resource in Sussex is covered by either SSSI or SNCI designation, however a large area at Rye
Harbour has no protection (197 hectares) along with other areas along the Sussex coast ‐ see Table 1 for a list of
known designated sites. Small areas of vegetated shingle also occur at a number of other sites including
Littlehampton, Kingston, Worthing, Lancing Beach, Newhaven (West) and Galley Hill.”
East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management Plan (2009) states that the area at Tide Mills (west) “exhibits an
extremely good example of vegetated shingle habitat”.
2) The Coastal Vegetated Shingle Habitat Action Plan, as laid out in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan 1992‐2012
(1994), clearly targets:
No further net loss of existing vegetated shingle;
Prevention of exploitation or damage to existing shingle sites through human activities; and
And, where possible, restore damaged or degraded shingle habitats.
3) The DEFRA 25Yr Environment Plan (2018) states clearly that any planning should inter alia address:
Conservation and enhancement of the natural environment;
Making sure there are high quality natural spaces particularly in urban areas; and
Encouraging more people to spend time in them to benefit their health and well‐being.
4) The area is regularly used by the local community for walking, access to the beach for fishing, swimming,
picnicking, birdwatching and plant recording and is studied for its biodiversity value with a plant checklist
(attached) and regular bird censuses carried out.
5) There are a number of priority plant species to be found on the Tide Mills site such as:
Seven species including Bromus hordeaceus ssp. ferronii, and Trifolium squamosum both listed as
Nationally Scarce on the Vascular Plant Red Data List for Great Britain, 2006;
Fragaria vesca (wild Strawberry) listed as Near Threatened on the Vascular Plant Red List for England,
2014);
At least 12 “Axiophytes” (indicators of habitat that is considered important for conservation).
6) The existing Tide Mills area (including the area designated as E1) has been granted a status of Designated
Local Wildlife Site (formally an SNCI). This designation has implications for planning designation, no further
development should be permitted on this remaining “green” space.
7) We consider the remains of the village of Tide Mills itself along with the WW2 Seaplane base have significant
historical and cultural value. There is an enormous opportunity for Newhaven to incorporate such local history
into the town’s development process. This current E1 plan severely jeopardises this potential.
Please consider the above as part of your decision making process, and please do not hesitate to contact us should
you require further information on the above.

Yours sincerely

Timothy R Pearce
Stephanie MH Miles

2
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Species
Achillea millefolium
Agrimonia eupatorium
Aira praecox
Aira caryophyllea
Allium triquetrum
Anacamptis pyramidalis
Anagallis arvensis
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Anthriscus sylvestris
Aphanes arvensis s.s.
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arctium sp.
Arenaria serpyllifolia
Armeria maritima
Asplenium ruta-muraria
Atriplex hastata
Atriplex portulacoides
Barbarea verna
Bellis perennis
Beta vulgaris
Blackstonia perfoliata
Brachypodium sylvaticum
Bromus sterilis
Bromus mollis
Bromus hordeaceus subsp. ferronii
Bromus hordeaceus subsp. thominei
Buddleja davidii
Cardamine hirsuta
Cardaria draba
Carduus tenuiflorus
Carex divulsa subsp. divulsa
Carlina vulgaris
Catapodium rigidum
Catapodium marinum
Centaurea erythraea
Centranthus rubra
Cerastium diffusum
Cerastium fontanum
Cerastium glomerata
Chamaenerion angustifolium
Cirsium arvense
Cirsium vulgare
Clematis vitalba
Clinopodium vulgare
Cochlearia danica
Convolvulus arvensis
Coronopus sp.
Cortaderia selloana
Cotoneaster ?horizontalis

Common name/notes

axiophyte
Pyramidal orchid

Sea beet
Yellow-wort

nationally scarce
nationally scarce
Intr
Hoary cress (Intr)
Carline Thistle
axiophyte
Sea chickweed
Rosebay Willowherb

Danish Scurvy grass
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Crambe maritima
Crataegus monogyna
Crepis capillaris
Cymbalaria muralis
Daucus carota
Dipsacus fullonum
Echium vulgare
Eleocharis palustris
axiophyte
Eleocharis palustris subsp. vulgaris axiophyte
Elymus sp.
Epilobium hirsutum
Epilobium tetragonum
Erigeron acer
Blue Fleabane
Erophila verna
Euphrasia officinalis agg.
Falcaria vulgaris
Ficaria verna subsp. fertilis
Fragaria vesca
near threatened
Fumaria muralis
axiophyte
Galium aparine
Galium mollugo
Geranium rotundifolium
Geranium dissectum
Geranium pusillum
axiophyte
Glaucium flavum
Glechoma hederacea
Halimione portulacoides
Sea-purslane
Hedera helix
Heracleum sphondylium
Hirschfeldia incana
Holcus lanatus
Hordeum murinum
Hypericum perforatum
Lamium album
Lamium purpureum
Lathyrus latifolius
Intr
Leontodon saxatilis
Ligustrum vulgare
Wild Privet
Limonium sp. X 2
waiting list to be assessed
Limonium hyblaeum
waiting list to be assessed
Limonium procerum subsp. procerum waiting list to be assessed
Linaria vulgaris
Lotus corniculatus
Birds Foot Trefoil
Lycium barbarum
Malva sp.
Mallow on path to TM
Malva moschata
Musk Mallow
Medicago lupulina
Black Medick
Myosotis arvensis
Myosotis rammossisima
Early Forget-me-not
Myosotis discolor
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Oenothera erythrosepala
Large-flowered Evening Primrose
Ononis sp.
Ophrys apifera
Orobanche sp.
Oxalis articulata
Parapholis incurva
nationally scarce; axiophyte
Pastinaca sativa
Phlox paniculata
Intr
Picris echioides
Picris hieracioides
Plantago coronopus
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Poa annua
Potentilla reptans
Poterium sanguisorba
Primula veris
axiophyte
Prunella vulgaris
Selfheal
Pulicaria dysenterica
Quercus robur
Ranunculus bulbosus
Ranunculus repens
Raphanus raphanistrum subsp. maritimus
axiophyte
Reseda luteola
Wild Mignonette
Ribes sp
Intr
Rosa canina
Rubus fruticosus agg.
Rumex acetosella
Rumex crispus
Rumex obtusifolius
Sagina apetala
?
Salicornia agg.
Salicornia fragilis
nationally scarce
Salicornia pusilla
nationally scarce
Salicornia pusilla x ramosissima
Salicornia ramosissima
Salix cinerea
Sambucus nigra
Scrophularia nodosa
check
Sedum acre
Sedum anglicum
Sedum album
Senecio jacobea
Ragwort
Senecio viscosus
Senecio erucifolius?
Sherardia arvensis
Silene latifolia subsp. alba
Silene vulgaris
Sisymbrium officinale
Hedge Mustard
Solanum dulcamara
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Sonchus asper
Sonchus oleraceus
Stachys sylvatica
Suaeda maritima
Symphtum orientale
Teucrium scorodonia
Thalictrum flavum
Thesium humifusum
Tragopogon pratensis subsp. minor
Trifolium campestre
Trifolium repens
Trifolium scabrum
Trifolium ornithopodioides
Trifolium squamosum
Trifolium subterraneum
Tussilago farfara
Ulex europaeus
Urtica dioica
Valerianella sp.
Verbascum densiflorum
Verbascum phlomoides
Verbena offinalis
Veronica serpyllifolia
Veronica chamaedrys
Veronica arvensis
Vicia sativa
Vicia cracca
Viola odorata
Vulpia ciliata subsp. ambigua

Annual Sea-blite
Intr
axiophyte
nationally scarce

axiophyte
axiophyte
nationally scarce
axiophyte

nationally scarce
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Source
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
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Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
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Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
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Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
Source BSBI Database
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source Pearce/Miles unpubl.
Source BSBI Database
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Representation ID: REP/338/E1

Representation ID:

REP/338/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/338

Name:

June Pegna

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified

Representation:
I have only just been made aware of the proposed development at Tide Mills and am
horrified. This is a part of the coast that is totally unspoiled. I have always wondered
how Seaford has managed to keep its seafront as natural as possible - no tacky shops
or carparks . I go there regularly, parking at the Tide Mills end and walking the length of
the coast up to the Seven Sisters. Why would anyone want to put a cement factory or
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Representation ID: REP/338/E1
indeed any kind of manufacturing business in such a lovely place and spoil the
landscape? I am proud to live in the South Downs National Park and bring all my
visitors to this particular area with its iconic views of the Seven Sisters. Should we not
be thinking of the future and retaining as much of our beautiful coastline as possible? If
this area is designated for development, then at least use it for something that is 'clean
and green' and nice to look at. Hundreds of people walk along this part of the coast - I
have been there in all seasons and all weathers and there are always people around
who probably go there to switch off and enjoy the natural environment and the
peacefulness.
'Apologies if my comment is in the wrong place but the consultation document is not
particularly user-friendly - I wasn't expecting to be asked if the comment is Legally
Compliant/Sound!!! It is somewhat off-putting.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/344/E1

Representation ID:

REP/344/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/344

Name:

Corinne Philibert-Lockyer

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
This would only benefit privately owned companies, the benefits to Newhaven residents
would be minimal whilst the loss of local leisure amenities would be big. The impact on
the environement would be very negative (wildlife, air pollution, visual impact...) loss of
direct footpath access to the beach for local residents (footpath constantly used by
locals with children and tourists). This is not a green project, in line with the clean green
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Representation ID: REP/344/E1
marine vision of the enterprise zone.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/348/E1

Representation ID:

REP/348/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/348

Name:

Nick Phillips

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
It is very wrong to be converting such a large area of wild open space, in such a
strategic location, to an industrial or commercial facility.
The land provides a haven for wildlife and is much enjoyed by many people for quiet
amenity purposes such as enjoying wildlife, healthy exercise and dog-walking.
Granted much of the land has previously been affected by human activity, but Mill
Creek, and the area between it and the sea, provide homes and feeding grounds to a lot
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of wildlife.
The plan to make all of the "E1" area industrial / commercial would fragment the area of
land behind the beach which currently stretches from the harbour entrance to Tide Mills.
This, and the extra disturbance it would cause will have an extremely detrimental effect
on wildlife. Most likely this would impact the ringed plover colony that hangs on by tide
Mills, and also the egrets and redshank which regularly feed in Mill Creek. It will also
compress the walkers, runners and dog walkers into a smaller area, putting more
pressure on the wildlife in those areas.
I can see how it would benefit the port to have a road direct to the A259 via the
proposed bridge over Mill Creek and the railway. Grudgingly I accept that this may be
necessary, and will take up some of the "E1" land. I prefer this not to happen, but if it
does, please let the development stop there. Let the industrial / commercial changes be
restricted to the existing area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
To make the plan sound, preferably:
a) The "E1" land is no longer zoned for commercial or industrial use and is retained as a
public amenity and wildlife resource
Failing that:
b) Development of the "E1" land is confined to providing the access road to the existing
commercial and industrial area.
Regarding the legalities. Being a layman I am not in a position to judge if the document
is legally compliant or not.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
I am a layman, so do not fully understand what is behind this question. However I would
be prepared to state my case in public at a public enquiry should there be one.
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Representation ID: REP/349
/E1

Representation ID:

REP/349/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/349

Name:

peter pick

Organisation:

aural witness

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
the area designated is a very interesting habitat and landscape which would be missed if
redeveloped. areas of emptiness near large settlements need to be preserved. seaford
bay is both beautiful and under utilised as a recreational area.
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Representation ID: REP/349
/E1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
a proper environmental and wildlife survey needs to be made of the area. more weight
should be placed on the aesthetic value and recreational uses of the land.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/351/E1

Representation ID:

REP/351/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/351

Name:

Christine and Chris Platford

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Alongside the elected councillors of both Seaford Town Council and Newhaven Town
Council I wish to add my objections to the proposed designation of plot E1 as an area
available for "employment purposes." Regardless of whether this area has somehow
been added to land owned by the Port Authority, it is simply not suitable for
development, especially as there is still plenty of unused space within the original port
area. Indeed, it is madness to sabotage the potential of tourism - and of course a muchloved local amenity - in a location that nudges right up against the South Downs National
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Park, at the only place (Tidemills) where it actually meets the sea. Moreover, the site is in itself - an important nature reserve which includes a substantial amount of vegetated
shingle (a habitat that is rare in the world as a whole). It should continue to serve both
local inhabitants and visitors as a green space while also acting as an undeveloped
buffer zone between Tidemills and the industry of the port area.
Nobody disputes the fact that Newhaven needs new businesses and better employment
opportunities, even though many of us strongly feel that there should be more
businesses like Rampion Offshore Wind Generation (which actually fit into the declared
aim of providing clean, green marine development for the port area), and fewer like Brett
Aggregates (currently developing the area directly west of E1), Ripley's scrapyard, and
that which runs the waste incinerator. We have already had Brett imposed upon us by
distant planning officers of ESCC, as well as the project locally known as the flyover
Bridge to Nowhere or Bridge to Brett: a white elephant which will not solve serious
problems of congestion and dire air quality. There is much local suspicion that the
belated addition of E1 to the area plan is an attempt to justify the flyover.
And even if the business development envisaged for E1 is actually clean, green &
marine (unlikely in the light of recent decisions) there is, as I have said above, plenty of
unused or derelict space within the original port area. This should be used first,
efficiently and thoughtfully, before the idea of expanding beyond the original port area is
given any consideration at all. And if the flyover bridge is therefore not justified in its
present designated location, maybe this £23 million pound project should be shifted to a
more useful and rational location where it would cost a lot less and might even be useful.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CHRISTINE PLATFORD <
04 November 2018 14:50
ldf
planning reference E1 Newhaven

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Alongside the elected councillors of both Seaford Town Council and Newhaven Town Council I wish to
add my objections to the proposed designation of plot E1 as an area available for "employment purposes."
Regardless of whether this area has somehow been added to land owned by the Port Authority, it is simply
not suitable for development, especially as there is still plenty of unused space within the original port area.
Indeed, it is madness to sabotage the potential of tourism - and of course a much-loved local amenity - in a
location that nudges right up against the South Downs National Park, at the only place (Tidemills) where it
actually meets the sea. Moreover, the site is - in itself - an important nature reserve which includes a
substantial amount of vegetated shingle (a habitat that is rare in the world as a whole). It should continue to
serve both local inhabitants and visitors as a green space while also acting as an undeveloped buffer zone
between Tidemills and the industry of the port area.
Nobody disputes the fact that Newhaven needs new businesses and better employment opportunities, even
though many of us strongly feel that there should be more businesses like Rampion Offshore Wind
Generation (which actually fit into the declared aim of providing clean, green marine development for the
port area), and fewer like Brett Aggregates (currently developing the area directly west of E1), Ripley's
scrapyard, and that which runs the waste incinerator. We have already had Brett imposed upon us by distant
planning officers of ESCC, as well as the project locally known as the flyover Bridge to Nowhere or Bridge
to Brett: a white elephant which will not solve serious problems of congestion and dire air quality. There is
much local suspicion that the belated addition of E1 to the area plan is an attempt to justify the flyover.
And even if the business development envisaged for E1 is actually clean, green & marine (unlikely in the
light of recent decisions) there is, as I have said above, plenty of unused or derelict space within the original
port area. This should be used first, efficiently and thoughtfully, before the idea of expanding beyond the
original port area is given any consideration at all. And if the flyover bridge is therefore not justified in its
present designated location, maybe this £23 million pound project should be shifted to a more useful and
rational location where it would cost a lot less and might even be useful.
Yours faithfully,

1
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Representation ID: REP/354/E1

Representation ID:

REP/354/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/354

Name:

Georgina Poacher

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to you to oppose to the prospective building works that will affect tide mills
beach and surrounding area.
I've lived in seaford for almost 4 years, moving from a built up and concrete jungle of
flats and houses in London. When we moved here all anyone told us was to make sure
we head down to tide mills which we did. Now it's our favourite place to go on a sunny
evening when the tides out with the kids and the dog. It's the place we go to remind us of
what's important when days are stressful and life gets difficult. This is the story for most
people in seaford and surrounding areas.
You will be taking away a beach that is loved by so many and holds so many memories
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for each person that has visited. As well as this, you will be damaging the environment;
stopping the growth of wildflowers and encouraging wildlife.
There must be another option to do what your planning but in a way that doesn't affect
the natural surroundings of tide mills. Please consider all these option, all the responses
to this plan and please don't spoil a place that holds so much beauty and holds many
memories for the sake of a road.
Do the right thing.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Georgina Poacher <
04 November 2018 21:46
ldf
E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to you to oppose to the prospective building works that will affect tide mills beach and
surrounding area.
I've lived in seaford for almost 4 years, moving from a built up and concrete jungle of flats and houses in
London. When we moved here all anyone told us was to make sure we head down to tide mills which we
did. Now it's our favourite place to go on a sunny evening when the tides out with the kids and the dog. It's
the place we go to remind us of what's important when days are stressful and life gets difficult. This is the
story for most people in seaford and surrounding areas.
You will be taking away a beach that is loved by so many and holds so many memories for each person that
has visited. As well as this, you will be damaging the environment; stopping the growth of wildflowers and
encouraging wildlife.
There must be another option to do what your planning but in a way that doesn't affect the natural
surroundings of tide mills. Please consider all these option, all the responses to this plan and please don't
spoil a place that holds so much beauty and holds many memories for the sake of a road.
Do the right thing.
Many thanks
Georgina poacher
Seaford resident and regular tide mills visitor with my family

1
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Representation ID: REP/355/E1

Representation ID:

REP/355/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/355

Name:

Melanie Potter

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Comment on consultation process for the Local Plan: So far all images provided in
association with planning with regard to area E1 are highly deceptive. The map provided
does not show the port access road which is key to industrial development in this area.
The area E1 represents a highly valued resource for the local community: I would
therefore like to point out that in not providing the local community with images that give
a clearer impression as to the true visual impact on that area the council is being
dishonest and the process shows a lack of transparency as to true impact of the plan. I
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feel that LDC has a moral duty to provide this as part of the consultation process.
"Pride of Place" is a significant document for East Sussex Strategic Partnership in
setting out "a long term vision for improving people's quality of life and the main things
we must do to achieve that vision"
Although this features "Developing our economy, creating jobs and increasing
prosperity" it also includes
o "Protecting our natural and built environments and adapting and responding to climate
change.
o Improving health and well-being:
o Creating strong communities and community leadership ( One would assume this
means listening to and not disregarding the views of local people and of our town
councils and making your information more accessible)
o Enabling people to enjoy culture, sports and leisure"
In light of this, I would like to raise the following objections and comments with regard to
part 3 in relation to Newhaven Port and policy E1:
1) The area is close to a nature reserve and to the national park and will cause not only
visual impact but also significant light pollution which will have a detrimental effect on the
wildlife in the nature reserve and biodiversity of the area. Light pollution has a significant
impact on moths and other insects and nocturnal animals as well as on migratory birds.
This is a significant landing place for migratory birds. The area sits within a UNESCO
biosphere reserve. The accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment October 2017
appears to ignore this. As a site that includes vegetated shingle and several red book
species, this is of international significance. The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle
Management Plan (2009, Tim Smith) points out that Tide Mills (west) 'exhibits an
extremely good example of a vegetated shingle habitat' and suggests possibilities for
habitat expansion. The Habitat Action Plan for Sussex (HAP) contains the following
objectives and targets, which this application fails to address: Maintain and improve the
ecological integrity of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex; Maintain and expand the
range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex; Maintain the
total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net loss, and the
structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them."
2) The area marked out in E1 is a of major importance for the community in terms of
leisure amenity, and for daily physical exercise, as well as drawing a significant amount
of visitors to the area. It is also essential for the wellbeing of the community that footpath
access to the East Pier and access to the East Beach of Newhaven is maintained.
I realise that the Port area sits outside the Neighbourhood Planning Area – however the
Local Plan should not contravene the aspirations of the neighbourhood planning for
"sustainable development' via: 'clean, green and marine technology sectors, including
manufacturing and engineering industries linked to the maritime sector. There are also
aspirations to develop Newhaven's tourism industry with the town "acting as the
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continental gateway to the adjacent South Downs National Park".
This policy does not in any way support the aspirations of the Neighbourhood Plan and
represents a major threat to quality of life for people living Newhaven, Seaford and
surrounding areas as well as representing a threat to the sustainability of nearby small
businesses who benefit from the use of this area as a leisure space by local people and
visitors to the area.
3) The plan for E1 contravenes the concept of "A great place for living" which underpins
the local "Pride of Place" strategic vision as well as the national priorities for government
bodies such as DEFRA.
The plan goes against the following aims of the East Sussex Joint Strategic Partnership

thier communities
Also many of the "key" tasks and "priorities" in terms of Health and Wellbeing and The
Environment.
of our natural assets"
environments in our towns and villages

Frameworks and other planning policies"
Surely the point of "Joint Strategic Planning" is that it is meant to be "Joint" in terms of
reflecting the needs of the diverse communities across East Sussex and also to ensure
that the complexity of issues involved – (local economies, environmental sustainability,
climate change, the physical and mental wellbeing of communities) are addressed
simultaneously?
Given the urgency of concerns about climate change, biodiversity and health impacts of
air pollution, the County and District councils should be proactive in tackling issues
about cumulative and long term effects of these , not merely burying their heads in the
sand and leaving it to individual planning applications and their often highly dubious
environmental impact assessments that overly rely on modelling from out of date
information.
There is no evidence of specific mitigation measures or even acknowledgement of the
impact that the loss of this area will represent to the biodiversity of the adjacent natural
environments or the loss of this highly valued community amenity.
As a community leisure amenity for this is currently beneficial in addressing key public
health concerns such as combating heart disease, poor mental health, childhood asthma
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and obesity.
DEFRA: "A healthy and resilient natural world underpins economic prosperity. Investing
in species and habitats is an investment in a sustainable economy. Environmental
services and technologies drive economic growth and are part of a modern economy.
We know better than ever before that economic growth should not come at the cost of
environmental degradation. We have a responsibility to tackle, rather than tolerate,
challenges like climate change, poor air quality...."
4) Land use: No-one can disagree that it is good to bring jobs or business to the area.
However the Newhaven Employment Land Review, 2017 highlights that there are
numerous sites across Newhaven that are under used and require improvement and or
development. This includes the Enterprise Zone areas. Surely priority should be given to
existing brownfield sites before making plans that will ultimately destroy areas that will
have a detrimental impact on the quality of life, health and wellbeing of the community
as well as wildlife? Surely the overall quality of the environment in which people live is
paramount.
5) Lack of road infrastructure: The A259 simply cannot support the level of traffic in
addition to the 1000 houses to be built. The Port Access Road will not reduce and
improve traffic (as falsely claimed in the PAR business plan) . Traffic going to this site
via The Port Access Road will be coming off an already congested roundabout on the
A259 .
6) Environmental impact and Air Quality Action Plan: Lack of environmental impact
assessment in relation to the area: There has been a noticeable lack of reference to the
need for traffic assessment and adequate air quality assessments. Any additional
developments will increase traffic on the A259. There is a noticeable lack of
comprehensive air pollution monitoring in the area. The Air Quality Action Plan states
that "Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have been identified for
housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to generate, this
action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition, but that
the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude assumptions
relating to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening of air quality
around the Ring Road
in future years in relation to the baseline scenario of no growth. It is therefore imperative
that the planning system is utilised to ensure that new development can support the Air
Quality Action Plan, rather than hinder its implementation".
The Local Plan has been ill thought out in terms of ensuring that the AQMA for
Newhaven is supported. Currently information on air Quality on Sussex Air does not
include any testing sites in Newhaven and the town is not covered by Sussex Air "alerts"
despite the implementation of AQMA .
7) POLICY CHANGE - The original policy NH 20 sanctioned development on this land if
it was wholly related to the upgrading and expansion of the port. The replacement policy
no longer restricts development to just port related development but there is no
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justification qualifying the change of approach.
8) FLOOD RISK: Shingle is an important factor for reducing flood risk. It is well
acknowledged that that there is a need to preserve trees , vegetation and shingle areas
to reduce risk of flooding.
9) MITIGATION: Local Plan 2003 at NH20 sought to reduce and mitigate the impact of
development at East Quay through environmental impact assessments, sustainable
transport provision, lighting constraints and landscaping initiatives. This has not been
repeated in the updated Local Plan policy which is silent on any mitigation on
environmental impacts, despite the fact that since 2003 the importance of reducing
environmental impact and improving air quality has escalated now that we have more
knowledge around the significant health implications and costs to public health in terms
of poor air quality and poor environments.
The area is designated as a local wildlife site, and is also in close proximity to habitat is
of international importance in terms of vegetated shingle and the range of species. This
level of development is not in keeping with the Habitat Action Plan or for Sussex or the
East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management plan as overdevelopment of the area will
have a significant and detrimental effect.
10) Equality impact assessment: This appears to have been neglected. Please note that
the elderly, children and pregnant women are disproportionately affected by poor air
quality[Royal College of Physicians 2016] and therefore any equality impact
assessments on policies leading to increases in traffic should take consideration of this.
The industrial development of this area will also represent the loss of a leisure which
currently provides benefit for elderly people and children. The East Pier is used on a
daily basis for fishing for many members of our community, including BME groups
(largely Eastern European and Asian) . I have seen no efforts to make planning policy
consultation information easily accessible to these groups.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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LEWES DISTRICT COUNCIL LOCAL PLAN PART 2, COMMENTS / OBJECTIONS:
Comment on consultation process for the Local Plan: So far all images provided in association with
planning with regard to area E1 are highly deceptive. The map provided does not show the port
access road which is key to industrial development in this area. The area E1 represents a highly
valued resource for the local community: I would therefore like to point out that in not providing
the local community with images that give a clearer impression as to the true visual impact on that
area the council is being dishonest and the process shows a lack of transparency as to true impact of
the plan. I feel that LDC has a moral duty to provide this as part of the consultation process.
“Pride of Place” is a significant document for East Sussex Strategic Partnership in setting out “a long term
vision for improving people’s quality of life and the main things we must do to achieve that vision”
Although this features “Developing our economy, creating jobs and increasing prosperity” it also includes
o

“Protecting our natural and built environments and adapting and responding to climate change.

o

Improving health and well-being:

o

Creating strong communities and community leadership ( One would assume this means listening to
and not disregarding the views of local people and of our town councils and making your
information more accessible)

o

Enabling people to enjoy culture, sports and leisure”

In light of this, I would like to raise the following objections and comments with regard to part 3 in
relation to Newhaven Port and policy E1:
1) The area is close to a nature reserve and to the national park and will cause not only visual
impact but also significant light pollution which will have a detrimental effect on the
wildlife in the nature reserve and biodiversity of the area. Light pollution has a significant
impact on moths and other insects and nocturnal animals as well as on migratory birds. This
is a significant landing place for migratory birds. The area sits within a UNESCO biosphere
reserve. The accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment October 2017 appears to
ignore this. As a site that includes vegetated shingle and several red book species, this is of
international significance. The East Sussex Vegetated Shingle Management Plan (2009, Tim
Smith) points out that Tide Mills (west) ‘exhibits an extremely good example of a vegetated
shingle habitat’ and suggests possibilities for habitat expansion. The Habitat Action Plan for
Sussex (HAP) contains the following objectives and targets, which this application fails to
address: Maintain and improve the ecological integrity of coastal vegetated shingle in
Sussex; Maintain and expand the range of coastal vegetated shingle in Sussex; Maintain the
1
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total extent of coastal vegetated shingle habitat in Sussex with no net loss, and the
structures, sediment and coastal processes that support them.”

2) The area marked out in E1 is a of major importance for the community in terms of leisure
amenity, and for daily physical exercise, as well as drawing a significant amount of visitors
to the area. It is also essential for the wellbeing of the community that footpath access to
the East Pier and access to the East Beach of Newhaven is maintained.
I realise that the Port area sits outside the Neighbourhood Planning Area – however the
Local Plan should not contravene the aspirations of the neighbourhood planning for
“sustainable development’ via: ‘clean, green and marine technology sectors, including
manufacturing and engineering industries linked to the maritime sector. There are also
aspirations to develop Newhaven’s tourism industry with the town “acting as the
continental gateway to the adjacent South Downs National Park”.
This policy does not in any way support the aspirations of the Neighbourhood Plan and
represents a major threat to quality of life for people living Newhaven, Seaford and
surrounding areas as well as representing a threat to the sustainability of nearby small
businesses who benefit from the use of this area as a leisure space by local people and
visitors to the area.
3) The plan for E1 contravenes the concept of “A great place for living” which underpins the
local “Pride of Place” strategic vision as well as the national priorities for government
bodies such as DEFRA.
The plan goes against the following aims of the East Sussex Joint Strategic Partnership
 “ A valued environment;
 Safer and stronger communities
 Access to good local facilities
 Healthier communities
Also many of the “key” tasks and “priorities” in terms of Health and Wellbeing and The
Environment.





“ Increase green spaces, leisure opportunities and visitor facilities, and make best use of
our natural assets”
“Develop high quality environments in our towns and villages
”Reduce traffic, increase alternative sustainable travel choices and improve air quality”
“Ensure climate change is a strategic consideration of Local Development Frameworks
and other planning policies”

2
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Surely the point of “Joint Strategic Planning” is that it is meant to be “Joint” in terms of reflecting the
needs of the diverse communities across East Sussex and also to ensure that the complexity of issues
involved – (local economies, environmental sustainability, climate change, the physical and mental
wellbeing of communities) are addressed simultaneously?
Given the urgency of concerns about climate change, biodiversity and health impacts of air pollution, the
County and District councils should be proactive in tackling issues about cumulative and long term effects
of these , not merely burying their heads in the sand and leaving it to individual planning applications and
their often highly dubious environmental impact assessments that overly rely on modelling from out of
date information.
There is no evidence of specific mitigation measures or even acknowledgement of the impact that the
loss of this area will represent to the biodiversity of the adjacent natural environments or the loss of
this highly valued community amenity.
As a community leisure amenity for this is currently beneficial in addressing key public health concerns
such as combating heart disease, poor mental health, childhood asthma and obesity.

DEFRA: “A healthy and resilient natural world underpins economic prosperity. Investing in
species and habitats is an investment in a sustainable economy. Environmental services and
technologies drive economic growth and are part of a modern economy.
We know better than ever before that economic growth should not come at the cost of
environmental degradation. We have a responsibility to tackle, rather than tolerate, challenges
like climate change, poor air quality....”
4)Land use: No-one can disagree that it is good to bring jobs or business to the area. However the
Newhaven Employment Land Review, 2017 highlights that there are numerous sites across
Newhaven that are under used and require improvement and or development. This includes the
Enterprise Zone areas. Surely priority should be given to existing brownfield sites before making
plans that will ultimately destroy areas that will have a detrimental impact on the quality of life,
health and wellbeing of the community as well as wildlife? Surely the overall quality of the
environment in which people live is paramount.
5) Lack of road infrastructure: The A259 simply cannot support the level of traffic in addition to the
1000 houses to be built. The Port Access Road will not reduce and improve traffic (as falsely claimed
in the PAR business plan) . Traffic going to this site via The Port Access Road will be coming off an
already congested roundabout on the A259 .
6) Environmental impact and Air Quality Action Plan: Lack of environmental impact assessment in
relation to the area: There has been a noticeable lack of reference to the need for traffic
assessment and adequate air quality assessments. Any additional developments will increase traffic
on the A259. There is a noticeable lack of comprehensive air pollution monitoring in the area. The
Air Quality Action Plan states that "Due to the large number of sites around Newhaven which have
been identified for housing and the associated potential growth in traffic that this is likely to
generate, this action is critical to ensure not only that air quality improvements come to fruition, but
that the status quo is maintained. Modelling of air quality using relatively crude assumptions relating
to traffic growth have shown a potentially significant worsening of air quality around the Ring Road
3
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in future years in relation to the baseline scenario of no growth. It is therefore imperative that the
planning system is utilised to ensure that new development can support the Air Quality Action Plan,
rather than hinder its implementation”.
The Local Plan has been ill thought out in terms of ensuring that the AQMA for Newhaven is
supported. Currently information on air Quality on Sussex Air does not include any testing sites in
Newhaven and the town is not covered by Sussex Air “alerts” despite the implementation of
AQMA .
7) POLICY CHANGE - The original policy NH 20 sanctioned development on this land if it was wholly
related to the upgrading and expansion of the port. The replacement policy no longer restricts
development to just port related development but there is no justification qualifying the change of
approach.
8) FLOOD RISK: Shingle is an important factor for reducing flood risk. It is well acknowledged that
that there is a need to preserve trees , vegetation and shingle areas to reduce risk of flooding.
9) MITIGATION: Local Plan 2003 at NH20 sought to reduce and mitigate the impact of development
at East Quay through environmental impact assessments, sustainable transport provision, lighting
constraints and landscaping initiatives. This has not been repeated in the updated Local Plan policy
which is silent on any mitigation on environmental impacts, despite the fact that since 2003 the
importance of reducing environmental impact and improving air quality has escalated now that we
have more knowledge around the significant health implications and costs to public health in terms
of poor air quality and poor environments.
The area is designated as a local wildlife site, and is also in close proximity to habitat is of
international importance in terms of vegetated shingle and the range of species. This level of
development is not in keeping with the Habitat Action Plan or for Sussex or the East Sussex
Vegetated Shingle Management plan as overdevelopment of the area will have a significant and
detrimental effect.
10) Equality impact assessment: This appears to have been neglected. Please note that the elderly,
children and pregnant women are disproportionately affected by poor air quality[Royal College of
Physicians 2016] and therefore any equality impact assessments on policies leading to increases in
traffic should take consideration of this. The industrial development of this area will also represent
the loss of a leisure which currently provides benefit for elderly people and children. The East Pier is
used on a daily basis for fishing for many members of our community, including BME groups (largely
Eastern European and Asian) . I have seen no efforts to make planning policy consultation
information easily accessible to these groups.
Yours Sincerely

Melanie Potter

4
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Representation ID: REP/358/E1

Representation ID:

REP/358/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/358

Name:

Judy Preece

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am strongly opposing the plans for future development at the western end of Tide Mills
Beach in Newhaven. Any proposals will lead to increased traffic and significant air, noise
and water pollution. Newhaven is already a highly polluted area and has a serious traffic
and air quality issue. At busy times of the day all roads in and out of Newhaven in every
direction are grid locked, this development with its increase in traffic will only make an
unacceptable situation worse. Please be reminded that Newhaven One Way System is
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already an Air Quality Management Area and emissions already breach legal limits!
It is heart breaking to think that we could lose our designated Local Wildlife Site for
nature including internationally rare vegetated shingle. This site is popular with both
locals and tourists for many leisure activities and is busy at all times of the year.
This policy does not reflect the "clean green marine" vision of the enterprise zone or
"renewable energy cluster" of the port master plan. I wonder why this is the case and
what the reason could be for ignoring these important goals?
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Preece
31 October 2018 10:28
ldf
New policy E1 and Tide Mills Beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am strongly opposing the plans for future development at the western end of Tide
Mills Beach in Newhaven. Any proposals will lead to increased traffic and significant
air, noise and water pollution. Newhaven is already a highly polluted area and has a
serious traffic and air quality issue. At busy times of the day all roads in and out of
Newhaven in every direction are grid locked, this development with its increase in
traffic will only make an unacceptable situation worse. Please be reminded that
Newhaven One Way System is already an Air Quality Management Area and
emissions already breach legal limits!
It is heart breaking to think that we could lose our designated Local Wildlife Site for
nature including internationally rare vegetated shingle. This site is popular with both
locals and tourists for many leisure activities and is busy at all times of the year.
This policy does not reflect the "clean green marine" vision of the enterprise zone or
"renewable energy cluster" of the port master plan. I wonder why this is the case and
what the reason could be for ignoring these important goals?
Judy Preece

1
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Representation ID:

REP/359/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/359

Name:

John Prout

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Effective

Representation:
Any 'employment development' in the land adjacent to the port in the Tide mills area
should be strictly restricted to activities which directly enhance the operating capacity of
the port. Generalised development in this area will only serve to degrade the local
environment, detract from the aesthetic value of the south downs national park, add to
the already serious traffic congestion which afflicts the A259 at peak times, and increase
the strain on already overstretched services and infrastructure in the area. LDC needs to
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move beyond its obsession for 'development' at any cost and its seemingly insatiable
desire to fill in any open space with ill thought through projects (residential and
commercial) which inevitably lead to ever increasing, and ultimately unsustainable,
densities of people, traffic and buildings. Development of the port infrastructure /
facilities is one thing but generalised commercialistation and urbanisation is a serious
environmental blight which also creates a self perpetuating strain on public services and
infrastructure.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Any development in the land at east quay should be strictly limited to that which directly
enhances port capacity and infrastructure.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID:

REP/361/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/361

Name:

Tony Ramsay

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to express my deep concern over the proposed development at tidemills. It
is vital that yourselves, as a local council, stand up to corporate power, and act to
protect what remains of the natural beauty in the Newhaven area. The proposed
development will mean yet more needless destruction, that cannot be supported on
either a local or a global scale. As a local resident, I have concerns about the increased
air pollution this will bring. The proposal as a whole clearly contravenes any sustainable
development proposals outlined in your mandate. This cannot be allowed to go ahead.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TONY RAMSAY
03 November 2018 16:00
ldf
Proposed development plan for tidemills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear sir/madam,
I am writing to express my deep concern over the proposed development at tidemills. It is vital that
yourselves, as a local council, stand up to corporate power, and act to protect what remains of the natural
beauty in the Newhaven area. The proposed development will mean yet more needless destruction, that
cannot be supported on either a local or a global scale.
As a local resident, I have concerns about the increased air pollution this will bring. The proposal as a whole
clearly contravenes any sustainable development proposals outlined in your mandate. This cannot be
allowed to go ahead.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Ramsay
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Representation ID:

REP/363/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/363

Name:

David Reavely

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I'm writing to express my grave concerns concerning the proposed industrial
development of Tide Mills.
I feel that this development significantly conflicts with the future vision of Newhaven's
development as an area in tune with the natural environment and as a place where
locals and visitors can enjoy the experience of interacting with nature.
Once this unique and beautiful area is destroyed by industrial development, as is
proposed, we will never be able to get it back. You can't put a price on such precious
natural habitats. Therefore, I implore you to do the right thing and abandon the
aforementioned proposal.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

david reavely
03 November 2018 19:36
ldf
E1 plan

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to express my grave concerns concerning the proposed industrial development of Tide
Mills.
I feel that this development significantly conflicts with the future vision of Newhaven’s
development as an area in tune with the natural environment and as a place where locals and
visitors can enjoy the experience of interacting with nature.
Once this unique and beautiful area is destroyed by industrial development, as is proposed, we
will never be able to get it back. You can’t put a price on such precious natural habitats. Therefore,
I implore you to do the right thing and abandon the aforementioned proposal.
Yours sincerely,
David Reavely
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Representation ID:

REP/364/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/364

Name:

Donna Reid

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am emailing today with regard to the proposal to develop the tidemills area at the
western end of Seaford bay.
It's already a tragedy that the Brett's development has already been approved and that
an access bridge is being built. However to carry on developing the area up to the South
Downs National Park boundaries is ridiculous.
The area is one of outstanding beauty. The ruins are an amazing insight into the past
but the area beyond this towards the port is what makes tidemills such a desirable place
to visit.
Further development will ruin this not only for visitors but the rich fauna and diverse
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wildlife will also be destroyed. The picturesque views of the bay that is such a wonderful
sight will be replaced by industry, hardly a place to want to visit.
The most infuriating part of all of this proposal is the amount of derelict building
surrounding newhaven all ready. How can it be justified that we would destroy this area
when there are already developed area that could be repurposed.
I object fully to any further development in this area and feel that it should be extended
into the South Downs National Park so as to stop any silly ideas of development in the
future.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Sent:
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Subject:

D Jay <
31 October 2018 19:25
ldf
Tidemills & the western end of Seaford bay.

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am emailing today with regard to the proposal to develop the tidemills area at the western end of
Seaford bay.
It’s already a tragedy that the Brett’s development has already been approved and that an access
bridge is being built. However to carry on developing the area up to the South Downs National
Park boundaries is ridiculous.
The area is one of outstanding beauty. The ruins are an amazing insight into the past but the area
beyond this towards the port is what makes tidemills such a desirable place to visit.
Further development will ruin this not only for visitors but the rich fauna and diverse wildlife will
also be destroyed. The picturesque views of the bay that is such a wonderful sight will be replaced
by industry, hardly a place to want to visit.
The most infuriating part of all of this proposal is the amount of derelict building surrounding
newhaven all ready. How can it be justified that we would destroy this area when there are already
developed area that could be repurposed.
I object fully to any further development in this area and feel that it should be extended into the
South Downs National Park so as to stop any silly ideas of development in the future.
Thank you
Donna Reid
Sent from my iPad
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Representor Details:
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Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public
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Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
I think any further development to the Western end of Seaford beach is unnecessary
and detrimental to the enjoyment of a beautiful beach and habitat enjoyed by local
residents, visitors and Wildlife. As such I strongly object to any development on a unique
piece of coastline with such historic value.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
No further development.
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representor Details:

Representor ID:
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Name:
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Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public
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Name:
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Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing in connection with the proposed development of the East Beach and Tide
Mills.
It is deeply irresponsible to consider destroying our coastline and the western end of
Seaford Bay and Tide Mills. As a council body and individual human beings you have a
duty to care for and protect our environment, which is valued most highly by local
residents and visitors to this area.
Development does not take priority over our duty as guardians of our natural world. This
beautiful natural world takes precedence over human needs. It is not a resource for our
use.
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One is left with the sense that council members have been lobbied and no longer are
independent of local big business because of the decisions that are being taken that
disregard the real values of local people. I do hope this is not the reality.
The imbalances that we are seeing all over the world begin with each of us. The
decisions we make individually and collectively make all the difference to the world we
create.
Further to my previous email that I have sent just now, I am enclosing a link to a website
that a friend sent out to our local transition village group and that I have just looked at
now. I would appreciate it if you would kindly take a look at it:
www.togetherincreation.org/eco-governance1?fbclid=IwAR2q7l0T_E_FBYFv8pLMjnEX6ub_6Q5bNIAVuBiM49-d_FtRxwHCflDsO
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
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Sent:
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Subject:

Marion Reynolds
01 November 2018 13:39
ldf
Tidemills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Lewes Council Consultation Team,
I am writing in connection with the proposed development of the East Beach and Tide Mills.
It is deeply irresponsible to consider destroying our coastline and the western end of
Seaford Bay and Tide Mills. As a council body and individual human beings you have a duty to
care for and protect our environment, which is valued most highly by local residents and
visitors to this area.
Development does not take priority over our duty as guardians of our natural world. This
beautiful natural world takes precedence over human needs. It is not a resource for our use.
One is left with the sense that council members have been lobbied and no longer are
independent of local big business because of the decisions that are being taken that
disregard the real values of local people. I do hope this is not the reality.
The imbalances that we are seeing all over the world begin with each of us. The decisions we
make individually and collectively make all the difference to the world we create.
sincerely,
Marion Reynolds

To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic
download of this pictu re from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marion Reynolds <
01 November 2018 13:46
ldf
Development at Tide Mills

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Further to my previous email that I have sent just now, I am enclosing a link to a website
that a friend sent out to our local transition village group and that I have just looked at now.
I would appreciate it if you would kindly take a look at it:
.

www.togetherincreation.org/eco-governance1?fbclid=IwAR2q7l0T_E_FBYFv8pLMjnEX6ub_6Q5bNIAVuBiM49-d_FtRxwHCflDsO
Thank you.
sincerely,
Marion Reynolds

To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented
download of this pictu re from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Representation ID: REP/368/E1

Representation ID:

REP/368/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/368

Name:

Stuart Ridley

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have seen in my local paper a article about the proposed development in the Tide Mills
area. My particular concern is for the area marked E1.
I am a volunteer with the Friends of Tide Mills and know this part fairly well as it is one of
the areas that I go to for our monthly litter-pick. I was very surprised that part of the
section is now included for development on the District Local Plan. This is one of the few
"wild" places between Seaford and Brighton and a considerable numbers of the UK`s
flora and fauna have made it their home. Many bird species use it either to raise families
or to feed up before migrating to distant lands. I feel strongly that it should continue as
such and not be developed for industrial use and hope my comments will be recorded.
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Representation ID: REP/368/E1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

STUART RIDLEY <
02 November 2018 16:02
ldf
Tide Mills Development Plan Reference E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Hello,
I have seen in my local paper a article about the proposed development in the Tide Mills area. My particular
concern is for the area marked E1.
I am a volunteer with the Friends of Tide Mills and know this part fairly well as it is one of the areas that I
go to for our monthly litter-pick. I was very surprised that part of the section is now included for
development on the District Local Plan. This is one of the few "wild" places between Seaford and Brighton
and a considerable numbers of the UK`s flora and fauna have made it their home. Many bird species use it
either to raise families or to feed up before migrating to distant lands. I feel strongly that it should continue
as such and not be developed for industrial use and hope my comments will be recorded.
Kind regards,
Stuart Ridley
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Representation ID: REP/369/E1

Representation ID:

REP/369/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/369

Name:

Carol Roberts

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Newhaven develope should not go ahead . Because this is the only sanded beach
people can enjoy . This development would cause pollution and will not be monitored in
away . The traffic along this road is back up already causing long delays and accidents...
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/369/E1
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Roberts <
>
31 October 2018 10:21
ldf
Newhaven develope should not go ahead . Because this is the only sanded beach
people can enjoy . This development would cause pollution and will not be
monitored in away . The traffic along this road is back up already causing long
delays and accidents...

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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Representation ID: REP/370/E1

Representation ID:

REP/370/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/370

Name:

R Roberts

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I have just seen the news item in the recent Sussex Express about the Lewes District
Local Plan, Policy E1, that proposes the use of an area of Tidemills to the east of
Newhaven Harbour for industrial development. I strongly object to the inclusion of this
area in the plan for the following reasons:
* This area is enjoyed by hundreds of people throughout the year for exercise and
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Representation ID: REP/370/E1
recreation in the fresh sea air.
* It contains an area of vegetated shingle which is of national importance.
* It is currently a haven for wildlife and many different species of birds can be observed
here.
* The proposed area contains the ground nesting site for rare ringed plovers.
* It encompasses part of the World War 1 seaplane base which is of historical
importance.
* Part of the seaplane base is used as a helipad for the coastguard during local
emergencies.
* It borders the South Downs National Park in one of the few areas where it meets the
sea.
* This is one of the few undeveloped areas of coast in Sussex and should be preserved.
If this Policy is allowed to proceed then it will be yet another nail in Newhaven's coffin.

What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dick Roberts
04 November 2018 10:13
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan: Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sirs
I have just seen the news item in the recent Sussex Express about the Lewes District Local Plan, Policy E1, that
proposes the use of an area of Tidemills to the east of Newhaven Harbour for industrial development. I strongly
object to the inclusion of this area in the plan for the following reasons:
1. This area is enjoyed by hundreds of people throughout the year for exercise and recreation in the fresh sea
air.
2. It contains an area of vegetated shingle which is of national importance.
3. It is currently a haven for wildlife and many different species of birds can be observed here.
4. The proposed area contains the ground nesting site for rare ringed plovers.
5. It encompasses part of the World War 1 seaplane base which is of historical importance.
6. Part of the seaplane base is used as a helipad for the coastguard during local emergencies.
7. It borders the South Downs National Park in one of the few areas where it meets the sea.
8. This is one of the few undeveloped areas of coast in Sussex and should be preserved.
If this Policy is allowed to proceed then it will be yet another nail in Newhaven's coffin.
Yours sincerely
R J Roberts
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Representation ID: REP/376/E1

Representation ID:

REP/376/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/376

Name:

Ann Roe

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to express my objections in the strongest possible terms to this new policy..
The people of Newhaven and Seaford appear to be being treated with utter contempt
and disdain.
No sooner has one unwelcome and destructive plan been passed than we are informed
of another- slowly chipping away at the beautiful and much appreciated open space
between the 2 towns.
This area is wholly unsuitable for further development in my opinion.
I have made regular use of the area until recently when I am too upset by the
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Representation ID: REP/376/E1
desecration and destruction to visit.
My main interest in the area is in the wildlife and natural environment- I and many others
visit to walk and photograph a truly amazing array of flora and fauna, much of it
migratory and transitory..
The site hosts the threatened habitat of vegetated shingle- a habitat rapidly declining
and of which this is a very fine example.
I have also used the beach very regularly- Newhaven has already been deprived of the
use of one beach and now this too is under threat. It is the only sandy beach for miles in
either direction. I take both my elderly mother as it is the only place she and other older
or disabled people can get in the sea which is important for both physical and mental
health- and also my grandchildren to swim and play.
Newhaven is a deprived area with few amenities- this area is one where families can
access fresh air and exercise easily.
Additionally, the area is basically beach, at or below sea level. I cannot understand how
it can be considered suitable for development.
Traffic flow through Newhaven is currently so bad that I avoid going there if at all
possible. Traffic is almost always delayed and in peak times there are terrible hold ups.
Any further traffic coming on to the A259 will only exacerbate the situation. This appears
not to have been taken into consideration at all and no alternatives offered.
Air quality is poor and having worked in Child Health in the area , I am aware that
children's hospital admissions for respiratory problems are already above the national
average.
Please consider the people who live here, the natural environment and agree that
enough is enough.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Roe <
28 October 2018 19:07
ldf
Tide Mills -new policy E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it may concern
I am writing to express my objections in the strongest possible terms to this new policy..
The people of Newhaven and Seaford appear to be being treated with utter contempt and disdain.
No sooner has one unwelcome and destructive plan been passed than we are informed of another- slowly chipping away at the beautiful and much appreciated
open space between the 2 towns.
This area is wholly unsuitable for further development in my opinion.
I have made regular use of the area until recently when I am too upset by the desecration and destruction to visit.
My main interest in the area is in the wildlife and natural environment- I and many others visit to walk and photograph a truly amazing array of flora and fauna,
much of it migratory and transitory..
The site hosts the threatened habitat of vegetated shingle- a habitat rapidly declining and of which this is a very fine example.
I have also used the beach very regularly- Newhaven has already been deprived of the use of one beach and now this too is under threat. It is the only sandy
beach for miles in either direction. I take both my elderly mother as it is the only place she and other older or disabled people can get in the sea which is
important for both physical and mental health- and also my grandchildren to swim and play.
Newhaven is a deprived area with few amenities- this area is one where families can access fresh air and exercise easily.
Additionally, the area is basically beach, at or below sea level. I cannot understand how it can be considered suitable for development.
Traffic flow through Newhaven is currently so bad that I avoid going there if at all possible. Traffic is almost always delayed and in peak times there are
terrible hold ups.
Any further traffic coming on to the A259 will only exacerbate the situation. This appears not to have been taken into consideration at all and no alternatives
offered.
1
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Air quality is poor and having worked in Child Health in the area , I am aware that children's hospital admissions for respiratory problems are already above the
national average.
Please consider the people who live here, the natural environment and agree that enough is enough.
Ann Roe
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Representation ID: REP/381/E1

Representation ID:

REP/381/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/381

Name:

Ruth Rose

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
From the all year sea swimmers
* The plan varies from the original proposals to develop only that land to the north of the
proposed Port access road (PAR). The inclusion of land on the seaward side, right up to
the Tide Mills access path, will destroy habitat that is currently of natural importance and
it will displace Skylark ground nesting (two nests observed with skylarks this summer), a
pair of nightingales (frequently observed and heard this year) and an egret which I
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observed in the creek only this morning. The closeness of the development to the beach
will threaten the well established Seal family that I and my swimming companions often
observe in that area (There were three seal pups born this spring)
* The plan fails to limit the size and nature of the industrial estate development industries
and Buildings.
Because this is proposed to be within an area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and on part
of the South Downs National Park, at the very least, building heights should be restricted
to two stories or 13 Metres.
For the same reason, only 'clean and green' industries should be permitted to occupy
space. There should be a height restriction on exterior structures and mobile machinery
on the site at 13 Metres maximum.
* Drainage will be a very important issue on this site. The only natural drainage is into
the creek. Sewage and surface water from concrete areas and roofs will need to be
pumped back to the sewage processing plant nearby. Will it have the capacity to deal
with the extra load? There needs to be very clear restrictions on disposal of industrial
liquid waste. The use of accidental spillage bunds and double chamber waste traps
where oils are being used must be added to the overall regulatory requirements that are
to be included in the planning permission of the site.
* The argument that Newhaven needs more industrial development to provide more
employment in the area is very questionable. The genuine need for jobs by local
residents is small because two or three manufacturing employers in the town have a
policy of taking on casual workers, as and when they apply. The effect of creating
hundreds of new jobs will bring an influx of workers from other places and exacerbate
the already serious traffic problems created by the one-way system's pedestrian
crossing lights and the river bridge. Thus this development will be detrimental to the
township as a whole..
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ruth Rose
05 November 2018 18:45
ldf; Ruth Rose
Planning Policy. Area E! Newhaven
Seal at Tide Mills 30 10 2018.png; Seal close inshore at Tide Mills 30 10 2018 .png

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Sirs.
Planning Objection: E1 Newhaven Port and Tide Mills.
From the all year sea swimmers
1. The plan varies from the original proposals to develop only that land to the north of the
proposed Port access road (PAR). The inclusion of land on the seaward side, right up to the Tide
Mills access path, will destroy habitat that is currently of natural importance and it will displace
Skylark ground nesting (two nests observed with skylarks this summer), a pair of nightingales
(frequently observed and heard this year) and an egret which I observed in the creek only this
morning. The closeness of the development to the beach will threaten the well established Seal
family that I and my swimming companions often observe in that area (There were three seal pups
born this spring)
2. The plan fails to limit the size and nature of the industrial estate development industries and
Buildings.
Because this is proposed to be within an area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and on part of the
South Downs National Park, at the very least, building heights should be restricted to two stories
or 13 Metres.
For the same reason, only 'clean and green' industries should be permitted to occupy space.
There should be a height restriction on exterior structures and mobile machinery on the site at 13
Metres maximum.
3. Drainage will be a very important issue on this site. The only natural drainage is into the creek.
Sewage and surface water from concrete areas and roofs will need to be pumped back to the
sewage processing plant nearby. Will it have the capacity to deal with the extra load? There needs
to be very clear restrictions on disposal of industrial liquid waste. The use of accidental spillage
bunds and double chamber waste traps where oils are being used must be added to the overall
regulatory requirements that are to be included in the planning permission of the site.
4. The argument that Newhaven needs more industrial development to provide more employment
in the area is very questionable. The genuine need for jobs by local residents is small because
two or three manufacturing employers in the town have a policy of taking on casual workers, as
and when they apply. The effect of creating hundreds of new jobs will bring an influx of workers
from other places and exacerbate the already serious traffic problems created by the one-way
system's pedestrian crossing lights and the river bridge. Thus this development will be detrimental
to the township as a whole.
Ruth Rose

Ruth Rose is the Leader of the 'Seaford Mermaids' all year round daily sea swimming group
(Membership now 30 and increasingly popular) .
1
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Representation ID: REP/382/E1

Representation ID:

REP/382/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/382

Name:

Crispin Rose-Innes

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Stop it!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Stop it. Newhaven does not need this ridiculous development which will not contribute
any positive attributes to the town except to destroy what little remains of the
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Representation ID: REP/382/E1
surrounding natural environment. STOP IT!
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Because this will have a huge effect on local nature and the well being of the people
who live nearby. This increase in road traffic with heavy trucks is not sustainable and will
be detrimental to this local environment.
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Representation ID: REP/383/E1

Representation ID:

REP/383/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/383

Name:

Megan Rowse

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The E1 area was put in at a late stage. I believe the area E1 should be kept at a
designated wildlife area and shouldn't be allowed to be developed.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/383/E1
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Representation ID: REP/385/E1

Representation ID:

REP/385/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/385

Name:

Tessa Russell

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to register my concern about the proposed E1 policy in the Lewes District
Local Plan which woukd allow industrial development on Tide Mills beach.
I believe it's vital to protect the beach for wildlife and for people and to prevent pollution.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tessa Russell
02 November 2018 18:16
ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I would like to register my concern about the proposed E1 policy in the Lewes District Local Plan which
woukd allow industrial development on Tide Mills beach.
I believe it's vital to protect the beach for wildlife and for people and to prevent pollution.
Tessa Russell
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Representation ID: REP/390/E1

Representation ID:

REP/390/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/390

Name:

Peter Sharp

Organisation:

Lewes District Council

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other Local Authority

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

peter.sharp@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

Address:

Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We are supportive of Policy E1 - land at Newhaven Port. It is considered essential to
maintain the economic viability and sustainability of the Port as a key driver of the local
Newhaven economy. We support expansion of the Port within the area identified in
Policy E1. However, we are mindful of environmental concerns and would only support
further expansion if a robust business case is presented, together with appropriate
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mitigations
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/397/E1

Representation ID:

REP/397/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/397

Name:

Helen Short

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I refer to the above document as a local resident of Seaford I regularly use the western
end of Seaford Bay for walking, swimming, exploring wildlife and visiting the Tidemills
Village ruins.
The Newhaven Boundary Fence eastward to South Downs runs very close to this Old
Village.
Destruction of coastline and the western end of Seaford Bay
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There must be a need to preserve this designated local wildlife site for nature
Local plans by law I believe must contribute to sustainable development this plan DOES
NOT
There will be a loss of biodiversity including the internationally rare vegetated shingle
Traffic and Air Pollution again will be increased. We are already at a standstill in our cars
between seaford and newhaven and there seems no readings available to the public for
these areas? Pollution will increase again with lorries using the ferry port and viola traffic
to the incinerator and also yet another industrial proposed site?
Policy does not reflect clean green marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable
energy cluster of the Port masterplan.
Representation is not clear in the official consutltation documents.
On a personal note it saddens me that we should be custodians of the coast and
keeping areas of outstanding natural beauty for future generations . Lewes District
Council planned the one way system around Newhaven and you have caused no end of
misery for residents and motorists alike and it seems continue to do so! There is no
contingency for improving the roads into and out of Newhaven and Seaford.
Not in my back yard!!!!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Categories:

03 November 2018 20:13
ldf
LDC Local Plan Part 2 Site allocation and Development Mangement Policies PreSubmission Doc
LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I refer to the above document as a local resident of Seaford I regularly use the western end of Seaford Bay for
walking, swimming, exploring wildlife and visiting the Tidemills Village ruins.
The Newhaven Boundary Fence eastward to South Downs runs very close to this Old Village.
Destruction of coastline and the western end of Seaford Bay
There must be a need to preserve this designated local wildlife site for nature
Local plans by law I believe must contribute to sustainable development this plan DOES NOT
There will be a loss of biodiversity including the internationally rare vegetated shingle
Traffic and Air Pollution again will be increased. We are already at a standstill in our cars between seaford and
newhaven and there seems no readings available to the public for these areas? Pollution will increase again
with lorries using the ferry port and viola traffic to the incinerator and also yet another industrial proposed site?
Policy does not reflect clean green marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable energy cluster of the Port
masterplan.
Representation is not clear in the official consutltation documents.
On a personal note it saddens me that we should be custodians of the coast and keeping areas of outstanding
natural beauty for future generations . Lewes District Council planned the one way system around Newhaven
and you have caused no end of misery for residents and motorists alike and it seems continue to do so! There is
no contingency for improving the roads into and out of Newhaven and Seaford.
Not in my back yard!!!!
Regards
Helen Short
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Representation ID: REP/399/E1

Representation ID:

REP/399/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/399

Name:

Nicola Singleton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
These plans will contribute to sustainable development as they will contribute to more
road traffic in an area which is already extrerely congested and reduced air quality. It will
also negatively impact on the environment and a loss of biodiversity through the loss of
venerated shingle, which is an internationally rare habitat. There has been a lot of
industrial development in the area and it is important to protect the remaining open
spaces that are important not just for Newhaven residents but also residents in Lewes
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District more generally.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
By deleting the element E1 recently introduced allowing the development of Tidemills for
emloyment uses.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/400/E1

Representation ID:

REP/400/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/400

Name:

Martin Sinnock

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I wish to register my objection to Policy E1 and specifically the proposal to develop the
area of Newhaven adjacent to Tide Mills.
This is one of the few stretches of accessible unspoilt coastline. There are plenty of
other areas in the district that are available and more suitable for development and Job
Creating.
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The Port Authority is already decimating part of Newhaven's East Beach. Let's not spoil
the rest of it.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin Sinnock <
23 October 2018 07:44
ldf
Policy E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir
I wish to register my objection to Policy E1 and specifically the proposal to develop the area of Newhaven adjacent to
Tide Mills.
This is one of the few stretches of accessible unspoilt coastline. There are plenty of other areas in the district that are
available and more suitable for development and Job Creating.
The Port Authority is already decimating part of Newhaven's East Beach. Let's not spoil the rest of it.
Yours faithfully
Martin Sinnock

1
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Representation ID: REP/401/E1

Representation ID:

REP/401/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/401

Name:

jim skinner

Organisation:

Chair of the Friends of Tide Mills

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We, the Friends of Tide Mills, are concerned regarding the LDC District Local Plan Part
2 in how it affects Tide Mills open space.
Specifically and currently it is the open space that sits to the east of the existing port
security fence up to the SDNP boundary that concerns here. Given that it looks as
though the PAR road is now to proceed then in that case it is the land to the east of the
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PAR footprint that we would like excluded from allocation for future development.
We strongly request that all land to the east of the PAR footprint is now taken out of the
development plan altogether and formally re-registered as open space, it is after all now
a part of the newly designated Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS).
The other point here is that the, again newly designated "Newhaven Port Nature
Reserve", a part of the mitigation for Port expansion, just commenced, appears to lie
within the land area of concern, although this isn't clear from the map. So, given this
anomaly, another good reason why all the the land (i.e to the east of the PAR footprint)
should now be designated as open space. If not we would seek further mitigation
against loss of this nature reserve....... Thank you, Jim Skinner Chair of the Friends of
Tide Mills.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Change of Development Land boundary, re-designation of excluded land as open
space.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/402/E1

Representation ID:

REP/402/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/402

Name:

Ruth Skinner

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I strongly object to plan E1 for Tide Mills. This is the only usable safe beach for
Newhaven residents as they are unable to use the East Beach, and who lives in a
seaside town and cannot swim or have any form of beach to enjoy.
It is the only safe swimming area for children in Newhaven and Seaford, the other areas
being too deep and shelving with currents. The area also attracts migrating birds and
various reptiles and amphibians, what will happen to them.
The development would be a total eyesore when then are plenty of unutilised industrial
sites already in Newhaven. Fill these before you build another white elephant.
Anybody their right mind would not want a business in Newhaven as the road
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infrastructure cannot cope now with the cars trying to get through at the present time.
Also the town has nothing to attract anybody to it.
The road to nowhere would also be useless as the vehicles would still have to use the
A259 at some point, which means more queueing traffic Think before you act.
Newhaven is sick of being a dumping ground. Only a complete demolition and rebuild
will help Newhaven centre, which may then attract tourists and business IF the A259
also is sorted out.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruth Skinner
03 November 2018 15:26
ldf
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I strongly object to plan E1 for Tide Mills. This is the only usable safe beach for Newhaven
residents as they are unable to use the East Beach, and who lives in a seaside town and cannot
swim or have any form of beach to enjoy.
It is the only safe swimming area for children in Newhaven and Seaford, the other areas being too
deep and shelving with currents. The area also attracts migrating birds and various reptiles and
amphibians, what will happen to them.
The development would be a total eyesore when then are plenty of unutilised industrial sites
already in Newhaven. Fill these before you build another white elephant.
Anybody their right mind would not want a business in Newhaven as the road infrastructure
cannot cope now with the cars trying to get through at the present time. Also the town has nothing
to attract anybody to it.
The road to nowhere would also be useless as the vehicles would still have to use the A259 at
some point, which means more queueing traffic Think before you act. Newhaven is sick of being
a dumping ground. Only a complete demolition and rebuild will help Newhaven centre, which may
then attract tourists and business IF the A259 also is sorted out.
Sent from my iPad

1
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Representation ID: REP/404/E1

Representation ID:

REP/404/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/404

Name:

Smithson smithson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I believe this will fundamentally change the are for the worse, and degrade the
environment for Seaford, newhaven, Bishopstone and Heighton. It's an erosion of
'what most people though was nature reserve and still wish it to be so. This area of coast
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is important for leisure, sport and is a veg/shingle habitat important for flora and fauna.
'noise and dust caused by the development and the road congestion is not worth the
destruction of a unique area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/413/E1

Representation ID:

REP/413/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/413

Name:

Joy Stephenson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
Refering to Policy E1 Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port: This is a well-used public
open space and its loss will have a detrimental impact on the health, happiness and
well-being of local people.
The extra traffic will also have an adverse effect on air quality which again impacts on
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the health of local people.
Newhaven has the potential for tourism and Tidemills is an important attraction which
will be ruined by the proposed development.
Newhaven has sufficient employment space to meet the business needs arising from
future growth scenarios to 2030 (Source: Newhaven Employment Land Review July
2017). There is no justification for removing this asset from public access.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/416/E1

Representation ID:

REP/416/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/416

Name:

Lisa Still

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
Its not relevant, not passive for Newhaven and residents do NOT want it.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/417/E1

Representation ID:

REP/417/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/417

Name:

Mike Stoakes

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
i am writing to oppose the proposed development of east quay site at newhaven. this
would be a massive loss to the region in terms of an amenity that people come from
miles around to enjoy as well as a loss of an important biodiverse area (including
internationally rare vegetated shingle). it is important to preserve this designated local
wildlife site for nature and leisure for the enjoyment and use for present generation and
those to come.
with all the housing already allocated for newhaven there are concerns to local people
about volumes of traffic and air quality with such a massive developement. i have friends
who live right opposite the site and the impact on their quality of life is going to be
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enormous.
living up the road in saltdean i often visit the area to walk and enjoy the particular nature
of this wild esturine zone.
the development will massively increase the scale of industrial activity wthin the town
above a sustainable or manageable level and should be withdrawn as a plan forthwith.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Stoakes
07 October 2018 10:35
ldf
east quay newhaven

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

dear planning committee,
i am writing to oppose the proposed development of east quay site at newhaven. this would be a massive
loss to the region in terms of an amenity that people come from miles around to enjoy as well as a loss of an
important biodiverse area (including internationally rare vegetated shingle). it is important to preserve this
designated local wildlife site for nature and leisure for the enjoyment and use for present generation and
those to come.
with all the housing already allocated for newhaven there are concerns to local people about volumes of
traffic and air quality with such a massive developement. i have friends who live right opposite the site and
the impact on their quality of life is going to be enormous.
living up the road in saltdean i often visit the area to walk and enjoy the particular nature of this wild
esturine zone.
the development will massively increase the scale of industrial activity wthin the town above a sustainable
or manageable level and should be withdrawn as a plan forthwith.
yours,
mike stoakes

1
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Representation ID: REP/422/E1

Representation ID:

REP/422/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/422

Name:

Lynne Sturland

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Lewes District Council - YOU - are well known for duplicitous behaviour. The residents
of Newhaven have been violated too often and it is now affecting surrounding areas
including Peacehaven and Seaford. Ignorant and reckless behaviour concerning a
natural resource and historic site not least of which has had considerable money
pumped into it by the European Community to protect the immediate environment.
SHAME ON YOU in the name of local residents
Lewes might be the county town but we would remind you that you represent all coastal
areas - something you frequently forget and this does not go unnoticed
Wake up!!!! You are being so very very selfish. You have wrecked Newhaven already.
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How dare you! ?
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynne Sturland
31 October 2018 17:57
ldf
YOU KNOW YOU SHOULD NOT BE DOING THIS!!!!

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Lewes District Council - YOU - are well known for duplicitous behaviour. The residents of
Newhaven have been violated too often and it is now affecting surrounding areas including
Peacehaven and Seaford. Ignorant and reckless behaviour concerning a natural resource and
historic site not least of which has had considerable money pumped into it by the European
Community to protect the immediate environment.
SHAME ON YOU in the name of local residents Lewes might be the county town but we would
remind you that you represent all coastal areas - something you frequently forget and this does
not go unnoticed

1
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynne Sturland
31 October 2018 18:04
ldf
WHAT ARE YOU DOING!

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Wake up!!!! You are being so very very selfish. You have wrecked Newhaven already. How dare
you! ?

1
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Representation ID: REP/423/E1

Representation ID:

REP/423/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/423

Name:

Claire Sumners

Organisation:

Plastic Free Seaford

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

plasticfreeseaford@gmail.com

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' this plan shows no
evidence of doing so, there will be loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare
vegetated shingle) and evidence can be proved of this; I have sincere worries about
traffic and air quality, Newhaven is already gridlocked with traffic and fumes; with all the
housing already allocated for Newhaven, this would be too much development, can no
one on the LDC Planning Committee see sense?; the need to preserve this designated
Local Wildlife Site for nature / leisure for cyclists, walking the dog as a family, children
having access to green spaces.
The policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or
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'renewable energy cluster' of the port masterplan, clearly the maps of the area were
NOT CLEAR in the official consultation documents.
Speaking on behalf of my campaign, Plastic Free Seaford, myself and all supporters are
AGAINST the Lewes District Local Plan.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claire Sumners <plasticfreeseaford@gmail.com>
05 November 2018 18:24
ldf
Controversial New Policy E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Sirs
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' this plan shows no evidence of doing so, there will be loss
of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle) and evidence can be proved of this; I have sincere worries
about traffic and air quality, Newhaven is already gridlocked with traffic and fumes; with all the housing already allocated
for Newhaven, this would be too much development, can no one on the LDC Planning Committee see sense?; the need to
preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature / leisure for cyclists, walking the dog as a family, children having
access to green spaces.

The policy does not reflect the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone or 'renewable energy
cluster' of the port masterplan, clearly the maps of the area were NOT CLEAR in the official consultation
documents.
Speaking on behalf of my campaign, Plastic Free Seaford, myself and all supporters are AGAINST the Lewes District

Local Plan.

Regards
Claire Sumners
-Claire Sumners
Lead - Plastic Free Seaford
Regional Rep for Surfers Against Sewage
tel: 07734 617 296
Plastic Free Seaford Campaign
Facebook: Plastic Free Seaford
Please consider the environment, only print out this email if absolutely necessary.

1
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Representation ID: REP/430/E1

Representation ID:

REP/430/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/430

Name:

Sue Taplin

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
This area is enviromentally important and should be kept in its present state
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The planning for housing is not appropriate and not in keeping with the area
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/431/E1

Representation ID:

REP/431/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/431

Name:

Eve Taylor

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
THE EAST BEACH AND TIDE MILLS
'As custodians of our local environment, our coastline and Tide Mills, it is imperative that
it is protected from further development both now and for future generations.
'Any industrialisation will destroy habitat, erode the precious coastline, which is already
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unstable, plus cause geological damage.
'Lewes District Council and East Sussex Council are also guardians of these areas and
should consider the damage that will be inflicted by increasing industrialisation. The
industries that are currently planned will destroy the natural breathing space between
Newhaven and Seaford. This area of natural vegetation and archaeology must be
protected for children's education now and future generations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/433/E1

Representation ID:

REP/433/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/433

Name:

Kate Taylor

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am strongly against any development happening on or near tide mills beach.
I feel it would be such a destructive move for wildlife and wild flowers. It would be a sad
loss for many people and families that use this beach regularly.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/433/E1
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kate Taylor
02 November 2018 20:57
ldf
E1 tide mills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am strongly against any development happening on or near tide mills beach.
I feel it would be such a destructive move for wildlife and wild flowers. It would be a sad loss for
many people and families that use this beach regularly.
Regards
Kate Taylor

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Representation ID: REP/435/E1

Representation ID:

REP/435/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/435

Name:

Raina Thompson-Brody

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing in response to Policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan, and to request the
removal of this policy. The area around Tide Mills Beach is an important local wildlife
area with unique habitat, and a popular area for recreation for the local community. I am
a surfer, I live locally and visit this area often. Each time I visit I see countless other
surfers, beachgoers, dog walkers, walkers, bikers, kiteboarders, kayakers, people
fishing and otherwise enjoying this special area. I see families and single people out
enjoying nature and the seaside, and allowing this development to go ahead would
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Representation ID: REP/435/E1
mean the destruction of this beautiful spot, and a huge loss for Newhaven, Seaford, and
communities for miles around. I also see people touring the historic area of Tide Mills,
which was an example of one of our early uses of hydropower in the late 1700's (thus
the name 'Tide Mills', for the historic wheat mills powered by the in and outgoing tides).
Destroying the area surrounding Tide Mills would mean the destruction of history along
with unique shingle habitat for rare plants and animals (which you can learn more about
here [http://www.sussex.ac.uk/geography/researchprojects/BAR/publish/shingle_bioand-habitat_disturbace.pdf] ). Allowing development here would essentially obliterate the
area, for the people, the plants, the animals and for future generations.
By law, local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development', and this very
clearly does not. It violates several principals:
* Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
* This plan would allow destruction of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains
nationally important habitat.
* Objective 9. To protect, enhance and make accessible the Plan Area's countryside and
historic environment. (Environment)
* Development here would destroy an important historic area (hydropower in the 1700's!
How cool is that!?). It is used by countless people for recreation, is crossed by official
public footpaths, borders the National park, and also has significant wartime history on
the site (e.g. the WW1 air station - see https://tidemills.webs.com/theww1airstation.htm).
* Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area's air quality. (Air quality)
* The extra traffic generated by new development would deplete air quality in an area of
high environmental sensitivity, and in addition would further exacerbate the existing air
quality problems at the nearby Newhaven AQMA.
* Objective 15. To ensure that the Plan Area is prepared for the impacts of coastal
erosion and tidal flooding. (Coastal Erosion)
* The shingle beach here plays a well established and important role in protection
against coastal flooding as well as erosion of cliffs. It should be noted that the chalk cliffs
either side of Seaford Bay where this shingle site lies have been subject to a number of
high-profile recent cliff falls. There has apparently been no analysis of the impact on
flooding or erosion as a result of policy E1, let alone assessment of the future impact,
taking into consideration the likely rise in sea levels. However it is very unlikely that there
is 'no likely affect' as assessed here, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary it
seems this objective should be rated at least Amber.
* Objective 18. To encourage the growth of a buoyant and sustainable tourism sector.
(Tourism)
* Tide Mills is a tourist destination. I regularly see cars with registration from other
countries in the car park, so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly have a
negative impact on tourism. Additionally, the proximity of the National Park and the
importance of sustainable tourism for Newhaven, including as a gateway to the National
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Park as set out in the draft South Downs Local Plan (see below for more info) means
that this objective is not 'of no likely effect' This is not sustainable development, this is
the rape of the land, wildlife and community for the benefit of a few. I implore you to
remove Policy E1 and leave the historic and natural area around Tide Mills alone, and to
protect this unique area for future generations. Thank you for your time and attention,
and I hope this has given you food for thought, and that over the coming days you will
mull it over, and decide to remove Policy E1, for this and future generations. It is in your
hands, please do the right thing. We're all watching, and we're all counting on you.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Raina Brody
05 November 2018 13:18
LDF@lewes-eastbourne.co.uk; ldf
Response to Policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan,

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

Dear Council Official,

I am writing in response to Policy E1 in the Lewes District Local Plan, and to request the removal of this policy. The
area around Tide Mills Beach is an important local wildlife area with unique habitat, and a popular area for
recreation for the local community. I am a surfer, I live locally and visit this area often. Each time I visit I see
countless other surfers, beachgoers, dog walkers, walkers, bikers, kiteboarders, kayakers, people fishing and
otherwise enjoying this special area. I see families and single people out enjoying nature and the seaside, and
allowing this development to go ahead would mean the destruction of this beautiful spot, and a huge loss for
Newhaven, Seaford, and communities for miles around. I also see people touring the historic area of Tide Mills,
which was an example of one of our early uses of hydropower in the late 1700’s (thus the name ‘Tide Mills’, for the
historic wheat mills powered by the in and outgoing tides). Destroying the area surrounding Tide Mills would mean
the destruction of history along with unique shingle habitat for rare plants and animals (which you can learn more
about here). Allowing development here would essentially obliterate the area, for the people, the plants, the
animals and for future generations.
By law, local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development', and this very clearly does not. It violates
several principals:
•

Objective 8. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the Plan Area. (Biodiversity)
o This plan would allow destruction of a local wildlife site (formerly SNCI) which contains
nationally important habitat.

•

Objective 9. To protect, enhance and make accessible the Plan Area’s countryside and historic
environment. (Environment)
o Development here would destroy an important historic area (hydropower in the 1700’s!
How cool is that!?). It is used by countless people for recreation, is crossed by official public
footpaths, borders the National park, and also has significant wartime history on the site
(e.g. the WW1 air station - see https://tidemills.webs.com/theww1airstation.htm).

•

Objective 13. To improve the Plan Area’s air quality. (Air quality)
o The extra traffic generated by new development would deplete air quality in an area of high
environmental sensitivity, and in addition would further exacerbate the existing air quality
problems at the nearby Newhaven AQMA.

•

Objective 15. To ensure that the Plan Area is prepared for the impacts of coastal erosion and
tidal flooding. (Coastal Erosion)
1
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o

•

The shingle beach here plays a well established and important role in protection against
coastal flooding as well as erosion of cliffs. It should be noted that the chalk cliffs either side
of Seaford Bay where this shingle site lies have been subject to a number of high-profile
recent cliff falls. There has apparently been no analysis of the impact on flooding or erosion
as a result of policy E1, let alone assessment of the future impact, taking into consideration
the likely rise in sea levels. However it is very unlikely that there is ‘no likely affect’ as
assessed here, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary it seems this objective should
be rated at least Amber.

Objective 18. To encourage the growth of a buoyant and sustainable tourism sector. (Tourism)
o Tide Mills is a tourist destination. I regularly see cars with registration from other countries
in the car park, so removal of part of the present beach site will clearly have a negative
impact on tourism. Additionally, the proximity of the National Park and the importance of
sustainable tourism for Newhaven, including as a gateway to the National Park as set out in
the draft South Downs Local Plan (see below for more info) means that this objective is not
‘of no likely effect’

This is not sustainable development, this is the rape of the land, wildlife and community for
the benefit of a few. I implore you to remove Policy E1 and leave the historic and natural
area around Tide Mills alone, and to protect this unique area for future generations.
Thank you for your time and attention, and I hope this has given you food for thought, and
that over the coming days you will mull it over, and decide to remove Policy E1, for this and
future generations. It is in your hands, please do the right thing. We’re all watching, and
we’re all counting on you.

Kind regards,
Mrs. Raina Thompson-Brody

2
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Representation ID: REP/436/E1

Representation ID:

REP/436/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/436

Name:

emily ticehurst

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I believe this planning issue to be a total sham and it mocks our democratic process.
The area in issue was already planned out and inviting the public to speak and hear their
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opinions was just lip service. I am shocked and saddened that this will go ahead.... the
bridge is already over budget, I hear, the plans for which purposely underestimated the
costs!! I am merely a member of the public who has no say except to write a few words
here.
'I believed this area was an environmentally sensitive area. I understand the need for
construction materials but this is not needed!! The area under planning is home to a
diverse unique habitat. It is a famous landscape which is visited regularly on the tourist
route. I can't comprehend how this has been allowed to go through?
'The people of Newhaven have already the poorest street in East Sussex, they already
live with the ferry terminal, the waste recycling centre.... this will be another scar on the
landscape.
'We have a unique bay which is home for seals, fish, other wildlife.
'What happened to this proposal last year??
'The investment referred to a multimillion plan to revitalise the town of Newhaven.....NOT
invite bloody cement factories!
''Leader of Lewes District Council, Cllr Andy Smith, welcomed the investment into
Newhaven and said it was an important step in the town's regeneration.
''The port continues to be a magnet for the whole of Europe,' Cllr Smith explained
'Well it won't be if directors from large companies continue to S****T on the landscape!!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
A public debate with a carefully selected panel. An equal panel including environmental,
wellbeing, tourist officers, locals.
If there is a pot of money for regeneration the right people should know about it. It
should not got to tender!
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
I don't understand what this means, I need more clarity with this question
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Representation ID: REP/437/E1

Representation ID:

REP/437/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/437

Name:

John Tidey

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Hi my name is John Tidey and I've lived in Seaford since 1972, my parents moved down
when I was 2 years old.
My address is;
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As I've grown up I've seen many changes in the area that I live. Many schools have
closed and their grounds sold and turned into housing developments. Common land built
on, land given to the people of Seaford built on by the council against people's wishes.
Farm land developed. Why is it that developments of that size over the years haven't
occurred in Lewes? Is it because there are too many people in Lewes that influence
decisions and they choose to do it to every other town apart from their own? Not in our
back yard but everywhere else is fine !! I'm well aware how things work and how
developments get the go ahead.
Recently I've seen a lot of people on social media talking about the proposed
development at Tidemills. In my opinion this is already a done deal and probably has
been for years, it's just getting near to the final date now so the council is calling it
'proposed' as they will have no intention of stopping it.
What a shame another piece of countryside is being developed, for who? The French ?
The same people who have ignored the wishes of local people with regards to the sandy
beach between the 2 piers. Areas of old wharfs have been cleared and left for years
looking unsightly. The area in question is a big area, tucked out of the way that isn't
visited by many people. The few people that visit it are lovers of the outdoors and
appreciate what we have around our area and how lucky we are to be surrounded by
this. I thought that the beach had a unique environment with regards to vegetation and
wildlife. Surfers have used the area for years as well, another group of people whose
wishes will be ignored.
How long before the area between Newhaven and Seaford will be built on, the area that
was changed into a nature reserve nearly 20 years ago.
The infrastructure around the port is poor already. What would the proposed route be ?
The existing Beach Road or the new road at the back of Halfords industrial retail park.
Hardly big enough for heavy lorries to be using it in on a regular basis. As it is that area
is already busy. Would a new road be put in? What about the railway line and old river?
New bridge?
That E1 proposed development wouldn't stop there, would it. Eventually that whole area
would be developed. The cost of putting in a bridge to give access to a relatively small
area doesn't make any sense. Further development would definitely happen and that is
the goal. At the moment this is being denied.
Hopefully somebody that actually cares will read this and try to prevent further
development.
People with money and influence versus the public. Who wins ? Say no more !!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Tidey
04 November 2018 09:32
ldf
Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Hi my name is John Tidey and I've lived in Seaford since 1972, my parents moved down when I
was 2 years old.
My address is;

As I've grown up I've seen many changes in the area that I live. Many schools have closed and
their grounds sold and turned into housing developments. Common land built on, land given to the
people of Seaford built on by the council against people's wishes. Farm land developed. Why is it
that developments of that size over the years haven't occurred in Lewes? Is it because there are
too many people in Lewes that influence decisions and they choose to do it to every other town
apart from their own? Not in our back yard but everywhere else is fine !! I'm well aware how things
work and how developments get the go ahead.
Recently I've seen a lot of people on social media talking about the proposed development at
Tidemills. In my opinion this is already a done deal and probably has been for years, it's just
getting near to the final date now so the council is calling it 'proposed' as they will have no
intention of stopping it.
What a shame another piece of countryside is being developed, for who? The French ? The same
people who have ignored the wishes of local people with regards to the sandy beach between the
2 piers. Areas of old wharfs have been cleared and left for years looking unsightly. The area in
question is a big area, tucked out of the way that isn't visited by many people. The few people that
visit it are lovers of the outdoors and appreciate what we have around our area and how lucky we
are to be surrounded by this. I thought that the beach had a unique environment with regards to
vegetation and wildlife. Surfers have used the area for years as well, another group of people
whose wishes will be ignored.

How long before the area between Newhaven and Seaford will be built on, the area that was
changed into a nature reserve nearly 20 years ago.
The infrastructure around the port is poor already. What would the proposed route be ? The
existing Beach Road or the new road at the back of Halfords industrial retail park. Hardly big
enough for heavy lorries to be using it in on a regular basis. As it is that area is already busy.
Would a new road be put in? What about the railway line and old river? New bridge?
That E1 proposed development wouldn't stop there, would it. Eventually that whole area would be
developed. The cost of putting in a bridge to give access to a relatively small area doesn't make
any sense. Further development would definitely happen and that is the goal. At the moment this
is being denied.
1
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Hopefully somebody that actually cares will read this and try to prevent further development.
People with money and influence versus the public. Who wins ? Say no more !!
Regards,
John Tidey
Sent from my iPhone

2
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Representation ID: REP/439/E1

Representation ID:

REP/439/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/439

Name:

Tony Titchener

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am objecting to the application by Newhaven Port and Properties for planning
permission to develop the block of land between on the east side of the River Ouse
between the Mill Creek and the beach.
Most of this is at present open grassland used as an amenity by local residents. Its
development would deny them access to the town's only remaining beach, following the
closure of the West Beach several yeears ago, also by Newhaven Port and Properties.
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The part of this land not already built on should remain as it is.
Apart from the buildings on it that are already in use, it cannot be argued that this land is
a contiguous part of the port. It is not adjacent to the quayside and is unlikely to be
essential to the port's operations. The loss of public amenity cannot therefore be
justified.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Titchener <t
25 October 2018 01:27
ldf
Planning application E1

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am objecting to the application by Newhaven Port and Properties for planning permission to develop the
block of land between on the east side of the River Ouse between the Mill Creek and the beach.
Most of this is at present open grassland used as an amenity by local residents. Its development would deny
them access to the town's only remaining beach, following the closure of the West Beach several yeears ago,
also by Newhaven Port and Properties. The part of this land not already built on should remain as it is.
Apart from the buildings on it that are already in use, it cannot be argued that this land is a contiguous part
of the port. It is not adjacent to the quayside and is unlikely to be essential to the port's operations. The loss
of public amenity cannot therefore be justified.
Tony Titchener

1
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Representation ID: REP/440/E1

Representation ID:

REP/440/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/440

Name:

Alun Tlusty-Sheen

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes
Not Justified

Representation:
Threat to area of natural beauty and amenity for local population and visitors
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
the proposal to allocate E1 East Quay at Newhaven would undermine the adjacent
beach and Tide Mills Area
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/441/E1

Representation ID:

REP/441/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/441

Name:

Isia Tlusty-Sheen

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Tide Mills Beach -Protect This Area
I am writing to you as a resident of Seaford to express my opinion on "allowing industrial
development" at Tide Mills Beach
I am strongly against this proposal which would scar the site and completely destroy
wildlife as well as the landscape enjoyed by all residents
We have a responsibility to protect our coastline for future generations and this proposal
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would change the beach for the foreseeable future
I urge you to reject policy E1 and listen to the voices of local residents
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Isia Tlusty-Sheen
02 November 2018 13:45
ldf
E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Tide Mills Beach -Protect This Area
I am writing to you as a resident of Seaford to express my opinion on "allowing industrial development" at
Tide Mills Beach
I am strongly against this proposal which would scar the site and completely destroy wildlife as well as the
landscape enjoyed by all residents
We have a responsibility to protect our coastline for future generations and this proposal would change the
beach for the foreseeable future
I urge you to reject policy E1 and listen to the voices of local residents
Dr Isia Tlusty-Sheen

1
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Representation ID: REP/442/E1

Representation ID:

REP/442/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/442

Name:

Catherine Tonge

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
This policy is based on an earlier policy which is now inappropriate and against
community wishes as it is contra to the agreed vision for the area, including in the South
Downs National Park draft Local Plan which recognises the importance of Newhaven as
a gateway for sustainable tourism for the entire area. Policy E1 therefore threatens the
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regeneration of the town and will lead to an overall loss of jobs. The policy does not
contribute to sustainable development and undermines the government commitment to
promote biodiversity and public access to nature for health & wellbeing.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Policy E1 to be removed. Failing that, the area it relates to must be substantially reduced
and the wording altered so it reflects saved policy NH20 and/or the vision for Newhaven
laid out in the Core Strategy Part 1, the Port Masterplan, the draft SDNP Local Plan, the
Neighbourhood Plan and the Enterprise Zones regeneration plans for this area
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/443/E1

Representation ID:

REP/443/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/443

Name:

David Treadwell

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Loss of biodiversity
Increased HGV traffic volume and associated pollution
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The plan must contribute to Sustainable Development and concrete works do not
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comply with either of these.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/444/E1

Representation ID:

REP/444/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/444

Name:

Lorraine Trenchard

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Subject: Objection to development proposals (Newhaven)
I am registering my concern at the proposed development of newhaven harbour and
Tidemills area.
Taken as a whole Newhaven is shouldering more than it's fair share of new residential
development (potentially +11,000 units), at the same time as the town centre is being
developed (including a hostel and demolition of the local swimming/gym) and the
development of business/industrial areas. The extension of harbour development to
include part of the Tidemills area is particularly concerning.
As a dog walker I regularly use this area. It is enjoyed by both the animals and myself. I
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value the fresh sea air, and my dogs love the mixed environment.
As residents cannot easily access the beach on the west of the harbour, Newhaven has
become a seaside town with no access to the sea.
Health, especially for young and older people ( I am retired and have a lung condition) is
likely to be impacted through the development phase of all of the Newhaven proposals,
by the increased traffic and not mitigated by local natural areas (as being reduced by the
Tidemills proposals).
Please do not let the proposals go ahead!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lorraine trenchard <
03 November 2018 11:08
ldf
Objection to development proposals (Newhaven)

>

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

I am registering my concern at the proposed development of newhaven harbour and Tidemills
area.
Taken as a whole Newhaven is shouldering more than it's fair share of new residential
development (potentially +11,000 units), at the same time as the town centre is being developed
(including a hostel and demolition of the local swimming/gym) and the development of
business/industrial areas. The extension of harbour development to include part of the Tidemills
area is particularly concerning.
As a dog walker I regularly use this area. It is enjoyed by both the animals and myself. I value the
fresh sea air, and my dogs love the mixed environment.
As residents cannot easily access the beach on the west of the harbour, Newhaven has become a
seaside town with no access to the sea.

Health, especially for young and older people ( I am retired and have a lung condition) is likely to
be impacted through the development phase of all of the Newhaven proposals, by the increased
traffic and not mitigated by local natural areas (as being reduced by the Tidemills proposals).
Please do not let the proposals go ahead!
Lorraine Trenchard
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Representation ID: REP/445/E1

Representation ID:

REP/445/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/445

Name:

Edward Tuckley

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The extent of the land marked on your plan for future debelopment by Newhaven Port is
too great and extends too far into the special buffer between Seaford and Newhaven.
The port should have to work creatively with the brownfield land it has rather than
swallowing up more green space around the Creek which has considerable natural
beauty. Once developed that area will be gone forever in terms of its availability for
biodiversity and wildlife habitat. The Port stands to benefit but they never put anything
back into the community (infact they only remove access to our beaches). The token
offer of a nature reserve at Tidemills is a cynical attempt to reduce the the area that can
be protected from their assault on nature.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edward Tuckley
03 November 2018 07:35
ldf
Comment on E1 in local plan

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sirs, the extent of the land marked on your plan for future debelopment by Newhaven Port is too great
and extends too far into the special buffer between Seaford and Newhaven. The port should have to work
creatively with the brownfield land it has rather than swallowing up more green space around the Creek
which has considerable natural beauty. Once developed that area will be gone forever in terms of its
availability for biodiversity and wildlife habitat. The Port stands to benefit but they never put anything back
into the community (infact they only remove access to our beaches). The token offer of a nature reserve at
Tidemills is a cynical attempt to reduce the the area that can be protected from their assault on nature.
Regards
Edward Tuckley,

1
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Representation ID: REP/446/E1

Representation ID:

REP/446/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/446

Name:

Carol Turley

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Please can you consider my objections to allow development of a large area of Tidemills
Beach as part of the above consultation. I have read the submitted application papers
and reports on the above new policy E1. It will undoubtedly have negative impacts on
residents, biodiversity and recreation from Newhaven to Seaford and hamlets inbetween) in an area of outstanding beauty and amenity. For these reasons I strongly
object to the proposal. Please consider my objections on these grounds:
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* Over development and unsustainability: especially considering all the housing already
allocated for Newhaven;
* Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle): the National Park
and Tide Mills SNCI are in close vicinity to the proposed site and there is a need to
preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site for nature and the bay itself is an important
fisheries and fisheries nursery ground;
* Increased traffic and reduced air quality: the environmental footprint and
consequences would be substantial;
* Loss of quality of life: Seaford Bay and Tide Mills is a site of great recreational
enjoyment including adults and children enjoying the sandy beach (the only such one
accessible in the area), fishermen, bird watchers, surfers and walkers the new policy
would impact their quality of life;
* Contrary to the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone and renewable
energy cluster of the port masterplan.
I therefore strongly request that Lewes District Council reject this request.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Turley <
04 November 2018 13:09
ldf
Consultation on Local Plan - new policy E1 allowing development at Tide Mills
Beach

Importance:

High

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir or Madam
Please can you consider my objections to allow development of a large area of Tidemills Beach as part of the above
consultation. I have read the submitted application papers and reports on the above new policy E1. It will
undoubtedly have negative impacts on residents, biodiversity and recreation from Newhaven to Seaford and
hamlets in‐between) in an area of outstanding beauty and amenity. For these reasons I strongly object to the
proposal. Please consider my objections on these grounds:
1. Over development and unsustainability: especially considering all the housing already allocated for
Newhaven;
2. Loss of biodiversity (including internationally rare vegetated shingle): the National Park and Tide Mills SNCI
are in close vicinity to the proposed site and there is a need to preserve this designated Local Wildlife Site
for nature and the bay itself is an important fisheries and fisheries nursery ground;
3. Increased traffic and reduced air quality: the environmental footprint and consequences would be
substantial;
4. Loss of quality of life: Seaford Bay and Tide Mills is a site of great recreational enjoyment including adults
and children enjoying the sandy beach (the only such one accessible in the area), fishermen, bird watchers,
surfers and walkers the new policy would impact their quality of life;
5. Contrary to the 'clean green marine' vision of the enterprise zone and renewable energy cluster of the port
masterplan.
I therefore strongly request that Lewes District Council reject this request.
Yours sincerely
Dr Carol Turley OBE

Please visit our new website at www.pml.ac.uk and follow us on Twitter @PlymouthMarine
We have updated our Privacy Notice which is available at http://www.pml.ac.uk/Systempages/Privacy_Notice
Plymouth Marine Laboratory (PML) is a company limited by guarantee registered in
England & Wales, company number 4178503. Registered Charity No. 1091222. Registered
Office: Prospect Place, The Hoe, Plymouth PL1 3DH, UK.
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender and remove it from your system. You are reminded that e-mail
1
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communications are not secure and may contain viruses; PML accepts no liability for
any loss or damage which may be caused by viruses.
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Representation ID: REP/450/E1

Representation ID:

REP/450/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/450

Name:

Ingrid Venus

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to object to the above proposed development at Tidemills. This is too
valuable an area in terms of wildlife habitat to be industrialised and would be a severe
loss to the local community. Unspoiled green spaces should be protected for everyone's
benefit.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laurence Venus <i
05 November 2018 15:28
ldf
Reference E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

>

I am writing to object to the above proposed development at Tidemills. This is too valuable an area in terms
of wildlife habitat to be industrialised and would be a severe loss to the local community. Unspoiled green
spaces should be protected for everyone's benefit.
Yours sincerely
Ingrid Venus
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Representation ID: REP/451/E1

Representation ID:

REP/451/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/451

Name:

Laurence Venus

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
With regard to the additional development area between Newhaven and Tidemills.
This area is outstanding for its biodiversity and should be protected from any further
development.
I wish to object to the proposed 'E1' area being developed in any way as it is of so much
value to the many people that enjoy it and the rare fauna and flora that it supports.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laurence Venus <
>
05 November 2018 15:10
ldf
Tidemills/Newhaven 'Reference E1' proposed development area

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

This area is outstanding for its biodiversity and should be protected from any further development.
I wish to object to the proposed 'E1' area being developed in any way as it is of so much value to the many
people that enjoy it and the rare fauna and flora that it supports.
Thank you,
Laurence Venus.
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Representation ID: REP/452/E1

Representation ID:

REP/452/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/452

Name:

D and L Vincent

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Marine Drive

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We are objecting most strongly to this policy on the expansion of east quay.
Its another case of people's opinions being totally ignored in the pursuit of profit. Its one
thing having to put up with the awful prospect of a noisy dirty concrete plant, and a
ghastly ugly flyover ruining what is a natural beautiful area. Its entirely another thing to
then see this expanding into this lovely area even more, ruining what is the last area of
natural coast land for miles along the Sussex Coast. Besides the wildlife in the area, its
very well used by families, dog walkers, kite surfers and others. And will it stop there,
very soon there will only be a tiny part of the beach which is part of the South Downs
National Park left. Please have some common sense and decency and disallow this
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Representation ID: REP/452/E1
awful policy to go ahead. We will fight this tooth and nail along with others to protect our
last natural bit of coast. We live in Bishopstone and look directly down onto the harbour.
The thought of even more ugly industrial buildings being built fills us with absolute
horror.
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE THINK AGAIN.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

23 October 2018 15:47
ldf
Reference. Policy E1

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whomever it may concern,
We are objecting most strongly to this policy on the expansion of east quay.
Its another case of people's opinions being totally ignored in the pursuit of profit. Its one thing
having to put up with the awful prospect of a noisy dirty concrete plant, and a ghastly ugly flyover
ruining what is a natural beautiful area. Its entirely another thing to then see this expanding into
this lovely area even more, ruining what is the last area of natural coast land for miles along the
sussex coast. Besides the wildlife in the area, its very well used by families, dog walkers, kite
surfers and others. And will it stop there, very soon there will only be a tiny part of the beach
which is part of the South Downs National Park left. Please have some common sense and
decency and disallow this awful policy to go ahead. We will fight this tooth and nail along with
others to protect our last natural bit of coast. We live in Bishopstone and look directly down onto
the harbour. The thought of even more ugly industrial buildings being built fills us with absolute
horror.
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE THINK AGAIN.
Mr. D. an Mrs L. Vincent. Marine Drive.
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Representation ID: REP/453/E1

Representation ID:

REP/453/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/453

Name:

Elizabeth Walker

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
I am concerned by the continued desire to urbanise and industrialise the land between
East Beach, Newhaven and Tide Mills. This is a special area of natural beauty where
landscape meets seascape within the sweep of Seaford Bay. ESCC should not be
trying to build here any further - local people have already made their feelings regarding
this quite clear.
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Representation ID: REP/453/E1
'Our roads cannot support more vehicles and industrialisation means more lorries
dominating the area with increased noise and air pollution.
'ESCC needs to protect the countryside surrounding Newhaven (on the edge of the
National Park) and make it an attractive place for tourists - which will bring money along
with business into the area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/455/E1

Representation ID:

REP/455/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/455

Name:

Maurice Waller

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I feel any further encroachment would ruin the character of the area in question. It is an
area of historical interest as well as an essential conservation habitat for bird life. Many
people use the area for walking and bird watching. To change the character of the area
any more than has already been done would be an affront to all those people who use
the area for recreational purposes. Newhaven has already been ruined by the inclusion
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Representation ID: REP/455/E1
of an incinerator and any further encroachment east of the harbour would be
catastrophic for the area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I would recommend the area in question is left as it is.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/457/E1

Representation ID:

REP/457/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/457

Name:

T & C Walton

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We strongly object to the development being planned for Tidemills.
We don't have much of a beach at Newhaven, the sandy one being taken over by the
French! The beach at Tidemills has always been the best bit of beach available to the
people of Newhaven.
We are also worried about traffic and air quality, the Drove area of the town already
being clogged with traffic at certain times and therefore highly polluted. Also, with the
housing already allocated to Newhaven this would be much too much over development.
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' and this development
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does not. The maps of the area weren't clear in the official consultation documents
We need to preserve this designated wildlife site for nature, and for leisure. This also
does not reflect the clean green marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable
energy cluster of the port masterplan.
Newhaven has already been spoilt beyond reason, what was once a nice little town has
become a dumping ground for anything LDC don't want in their back yard.
Of course, as with the incinerator, we in Newhaven will get no say in what goes in our
town!
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Walton
31 October 2018 14:52
ldf
Tidemills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear LDC
We strongly object to the development being planned for Tidemills.
We don’t have much of a beach at Newhaven, the sandy one being taken over by the French! The beach at Tidemills
has always been the best bit of beach available to the people of Newhaven.
We are also worried about traffic and air quality, the Drove area of the town already being clogged with traffic at
certain times and therefore highly polluted. Also, with the housing already allocated to Newhaven this would be
much too much over development.
Local plans by law must 'contribute to sustainable development' and this development does not. The maps of the
area weren't clear in the official consultation documents
We need to preserve this designated wildlife site for nature, and for leisure. This also does not reflect the clean
green marine vision of the enterprise zone or renewable energy cluster of the port masterplan.
Newhaven has already been spoilt beyond reason, what was once a nice little town has become a dumping ground
for anything LDC don’t want in their back yard.
Of course, as with the incinerator, we in Newhaven will get no say in what goes in our town!
Yours
T & C Walton
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Representation ID: REP/458/E1

Representation ID:

REP/458/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/458

Name:

Katherine Ward

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I would like to register my concerns over the plans within Lewes District Local Plan to
develop Tide Mills beach: a valuable and much-loved site, which benefits wildlife and
provides a peaceful and unspoilt area for locals and tourists to enjoy.
The Sussex coast is almost entirely developed. Destroying one of the few remaining
coastal wild areas through industrialising the west end of Tide Mills beach will cause a
loss of biodiversity, and remove internationally important and rare habitats, such as
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Representation ID: REP/458/E1
areas of vegetated shingle. Access to the proposed site will introduce heavy traffic into
this tranquil area. The noise, air pollution and dust will negatively impact the wildlife even
in those areas that are not directly physically disturbed by development at the site. The
area around Tide Mills needs to conserved and protected; as such the current plans do
not constitute sustainable development of the site, nor do they align with Newhaven's
aspirations to extend its status as a renewable energy hub through regenerating in a
green and sustainable way.
I live in Lewes, and visit Tide Mills perhaps a couple of times a month on average,
sometimes in the summer but more often in the autumn and winter. An early- morning
trip to Tide Mills (often before sunrise) has become a Christmas Day tradition in our
family. The two car parks are always busy, and the beach and network of paths through
the abandoned village are very popular with dog walkers. There is obviously no shortage
of beach venues for me to choose to visit but, other than Tide Mills, all possibilities within
half-an-hour's drive are developed promenades – Seaford, the Undercliff beaches at
Saltdean, Rottingdean and Ovingdean, as well as the beaches at Brighton and Hove.
The unspoilt area around Cuckmere Haven does not allow ready access to the sea.
While the beach at Tide Mills is not itself a pristinely wild place, the way that nature is
reclaiming the abandoned buildings adds to the sense of wilderness. With the salt spray
in the air, the iconic views of Seaford Head and a back drop free of industry and
housing, there is no better place to enjoy a bracing walk on a windy day. If the numbers
of cars in the car parks is anything to go by, I am not alone in this opinion. Please do not
allow the destruction of this unique place.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KATE WARD
02 November 2018 22:21
ldf
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: New policy E1 for Tide Mills beach

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it may concern:

I would like to register my concerns over the plans within Lewes District Local Plan to develop Tide Mills beach: a
valuable and much-loved site, which benefits wildlife and provides a peaceful and unspoilt area for locals and tourists
to enjoy.
The Sussex coast is almost entirely developed. Destroying one of the few remaining coastal wild areas through
industrialising the west end of Tide Mills beach will cause a loss of biodiversity, and remove internationally important
and rare habitats, such as areas of vegetated shingle. Access to the proposed site will introduce heavy traffic into this
tranquil area. The noise, air pollution and dust will negatively impact the wildlife even in those areas that are not
directly physically disturbed by development at the site. The area around Tide Mills needs to conserved and
protected; as such the current plans do not constitute sustainable development of the site, nor do they align with
Newhaven's aspirations to extend its status as a renewable energy hub through regenerating in a green and
sustainable way.
I live in Lewes, and visit Tide Mills perhaps a couple of times a month on average, sometimes in the summer but more
often in the autumn and winter. An early- morning trip to Tide Mills (often before sunrise) has become a Christmas
Day tradition in our family. The two car parks are always busy, and the beach and network of paths through the
abandoned village are very popular with dog walkers. There is obviously no shortage of beach venues for me to
choose to visit but, other than Tide Mills, all possibilities within half-an-hour’s drive are developed promenades –
Seaford, the Undercliff beaches at Saltdean, Rottingdean and Ovingdean, as well as the beaches at Brighton and
Hove. The unspoilt area around Cuckmere Haven does not allow ready access to the sea. While the beach at Tide
Mills is not itself a pristinely wild place, the way that nature is reclaiming the abandoned buildings adds to the sense of
wilderness. With the salt spray in the air, the iconic views of Seaford Head and a back drop free of industry and
housing, there is no better place to enjoy a bracing walk on a windy day. If the numbers of cars in the car parks is
anything to go by, I am not alone in this opinion. Please do not allow the destruction of this unique place.

Yours faithfully
Dr Katherine Ward
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Representation ID: REP/463/E1

Representation ID:

REP/463/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/463

Name:

Bryony Weaver

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to object strongly to the plans for Brett to be able to use not only the site
known as E1 which has been set aside for building a cement works, but also appears to
include part of Tide Mills beach and what was the old Seaplane Landing site.
The beach area is the property of the Crown, in the first instance - all areas on the litoral
of any beach is Crown property and cannot be sold off without the express consent of
the Crown. Secondly, it is in constant public use by numerous members of sporting
activity groups - windsurfers, surfers, swimmers, dog walkers, fishermen - and the
custom and practice, therefore, is that it cannot be taken out of public use without the
approval of the public.
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Representation ID: REP/463/E1
We have evidence that Brett Aggregates had employees in the area looking over the
proposed site 2 YEARS before there was even any hint of public consultation on the
project - and the so-called 'public consultation' conducted by Councillor Davies and a
nominal spokesperson for the public was not a public consultation at all, as the public
who were 'invited' to attend were told they could only do so if they said nothing. This is
an infringement of the right to speak out on matters of importance to the community not
only of Newhaven, but also Seaford and the surrounding areas and communities.
I do not condone or agree to the sale of public land to a company that could easily have
used, instead, the disused cement works already constructed at Lancing.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bryony Weaver
04 November 2018 18:29
ldf
Reference E1 - Land Grab at Tide Mills, Newhaven

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Madam/ Sir,
I am writing to object strongly to the plans for Brett to be able to use not only the site known as E1 which
has been set aside for building a cement works, but also appears to include part of Tide Mills beach and
what was the old Seaplane Landing site.
The beach area is the property of the Crown, in the first instance - all areas on the litoral of any beach is
Crown property and cannot be sold off without the express consent of the Crown. Secondly, it is in
constant public use by numerous members of sporting activity groups - windsurfers, surfers, swimmers,
dog walkers, fishermen - and the custom and practice, therefore, is that it cannot be taken out of public
use without the approval of the public.
We have evidence that Brett Aggregates had employees in the area looking over the proposed site 2
YEARS before there was even any hint of public consultation on the project - and the so-called 'public
consultation' conducted by Councillor Davies and a nominal spokesperson for the public was not a public
consultation at all, as the public who were 'invited' to attend were told they could only do so if they said
nothing. This is an infringement of the right to speak out on matters of importance to the community not
only of Newhaven, but also Seaford and the surrounding areas and communities.
I do not condone or agree to the sale of public land to a company that could easily have used, instead, the
disused cement works already constructed at Lancing.
Yours sincerely
Ms Bryony Weaver
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Representation ID: REP/470/E1

Representation ID:

REP/470/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/470

Name:

Jo Wightman

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
I am writing because I am concerned that developing Tide Mills is based purely for profit
with no regard to the environment and that it will degrade and destroy yet more of our
precious coastline. Also, what will happen to the purple sandpiper's
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/472/E1

Representation ID:

REP/472/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/472

Name:

Jane Wilde

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
are the custodian of our local environment and this is our opportunity to try and save our
coastline and the western end of Seaford Bay for future generations.
I wish to let Lewes District Council know just how much our local environment, our
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coastline and Tide Mills is valued.
We must save what will be left of Tide Mills after the harbour expansion works currently
under way to the south of the harbour towards the East Arm and the East Sussex
County Council plan for the Road and Bridge over the Railway Line and Mill Creek and
onto Tide Mills. Any further loss of land at Tide Mills would have a catastrophic effect on
the western end of Seaford Bay and must be resisted.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Include a public consultation
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Because this is a incredibly important historic site
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Representation ID:

REP/475/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/475

Name:

Tia Williams

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
I'm not sure if this is where I note that I would like to register my vote of unwillingness to
support the development of tide mills. This is an important and beautiful area for wildlife,
a wonderful area to walk and it would be an awful thing to develop it.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No
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Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/476/E1

Representation ID:

REP/476/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/476

Name:

Faye Willis

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Having spent many summers (since my own childhood over some 40+ years) visiting
beautiful tidemills from neighbouring Lewes with my family, I strongly object to the
proposed E1 development. My grounds for objecting are that it will add more traffic to an
already overloaded area, destroy the wildlife habitats there and not add any positives to
this area at all. It is short sighted of LDC to continue to allow further destruction of
Newhaven, with its strangled non existent town, its heavy traffic problems and increased
accident risks, as well as taking away a stretch of industry-free shoreline. Would it not be
more wise to invest in saving the area in its current state and perhaps instead focus on
the poor dead town centre and dealing with the existing traffic problems around
Newhaven, towards both Seaford and Peacehaven? LDC seems hell bent on the
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continued ruin of Newhaven and I am shocked tidemills is not embraced as an area of
historical and natural interest with the focus on its preservation, rather than destruction.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Faye Willis
02 November 2018 17:23
ldf
E1 tidemills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear planners
Having spent many summers (since my own childhood over some 40+ years) visiting beautiful tidemills
from neighbouring Lewes with my family, I strongly object to the proposed E1 development. My grounds
for objecting are that it will add more traffic to an already overloaded area, destroy the wildlife habitats
there and not add any positives to this area at all. It is short sighted of LDC to continue to allow further
destruction of Newhaven, with its strangled non existent town, its heavy traffic problems and increased
accident risks, as well as taking away a stretch of industry-free shoreline. Would it not be more wise to
invest in saving the area in its current state and perhaps instead focus on the poor dead town centre and
dealing with the existing traffic problems around Newhaven, towards both Seaford and Peacehaven? LDC
seems hell bent on the continued ruin of Newhaven and I am shocked tidemills is not embraced as an area of
historical and natural interest with the focus on its preservation, rather than destruction.
Faye willis
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Representation ID: REP/479/E1

Representation ID:

REP/479/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/479

Name:

Helen Winters

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I'm emailing to express my dismay at this development at Tidemills. It will mean the loss
of the nature reserve, the loss of a community amenity; it is neither 'green nor clean',
and won't even bring jobs (Brett Aggregates reckon only about 30 jobs). The impact on
the local environment will be HUGE, including new piers for docking, sea defences to
make it safer for the boats that will be waiting for the tide, huge elevated escalator
tracking for moving aggregate, an overpass for lorries costing over £20 million.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Winters
05 November 2018 11:46
ldf
Planning reference E1

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To whom it may concern:
I'm emailing to express my dismay at this development at Tidemills. It will mean the loss of the
nature reserve, the loss of a community amenity; it is neither 'green nor clean', and won't even
bring jobs (Brett Aggregates reckon only about 30 jobs). The impact on the local environment will
be HUGE, including new piers for docking, sea defences to make it safer for the boats that will be
waiting for the tide, huge elevated escalator tracking for moving aggregate, an overpass for lorries
costing over £20 million.
Best wishes.
Helen Winters
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Representation ID: REP/480/E1

Representation ID:

REP/480/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/480

Name:

Gaye Wolfson

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing against the development for industrial use of the Tide Mills beach.
The recent decisions to put a concrete plant and other activities on this site is short
sighted and irresponsible.
The area is starting to see progress and all along the beach to Seaford communities are
improving the look and use of the coastal area .
Marine life is present with fish , seals and healthy water . The E1 policy should be
changed and the area should be protected not industrialised .
This stretch of coast is an asset and should not be missed used. Please can we see
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some long term vision and some real stewardship of our local area . We need a move
away from support of businesses who go through the motions and somehow manage to
gain council support before there is authentic consultation .
Do the right thing and say no to this company how ever much you are or have been
promised.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gaye wolfson
04 November 2018 18:29
ldf
Tide mills

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

To whom it concerns
I am writing against the development for industrial use of the Tide Mills beach.
The recent decisions to put a concrete plant and other activities on this site is short sighted and irresponsible.
The area is starting to see progress and all along the beach to Seaford communities are improving the look
and use of the coastal area .
Marine life is present with fish , seals and healthy water . The E1 policy should be changed and the area
should be protected not industrialised .
This stretch of coast is an asset and should not be missed used. Please can we see some long term vision and
some real stewardship of our local area . We need a move away from support of businesses who go through
the motions and somehow manage to gain council support before there is authentic consultation .

Do the right thing and say no to this company how ever much you are or have been promised.
GAYE WOLFSON

1
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Representation ID: REP/483/E1

Representation ID:

REP/483/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/483

Name:

Kay Woolner

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Site E1 is within an area designated as being a Site of Conservation Importance,
containing rare variegated shingle beach and adjacent to the South Downs National
Park, all of which are indicators of environmental significance and to be protected from
industrial development. In the light of recent international surveys (1) (2) (3) (4) which
cite the impending catastrophic consequences for the natural (and therefore human)
environment as a result of human activity, it seems irrational, irrelevant and perverse to
persist in developing this gradually dwindling area of Conservation Importance for short
term and limited industrial gain.
The new road leading from Halfords towards the site E1 and the shingle beach has been
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made ready for commercial/industrial/retail activity since before I moved here 4 years
ago. However, the uptake of opportunity on that land is non existent and the land
remains denuded and empty. Industrial units recently erected near the sewage works
also remain empty and un-used but have been added to by another building of hangar
like proportions. The lack of occupancy in these buildings in itself raises doubts about
the business case for further development of land which is environmentally significant
given that the prepared sites are obviously hard to let.
A significant financial contribution of £23.000.000 from ESCC (and further government
funding attached to it) for the construction of a flyover, has been criticised as having little
economic benefit to the town of Newhaven, economic or otherwise. It appears, in effect,
to be a public subsidy which will serve the interests of a private business (Brett
Aggregates) and do little if anything to alleviate congestion or improve air quality in an
area which regularly exceeds limits for vehicle pollution (5) . The rationale for this plan
was determined at a time when we were blissfully unaware of the consequences of
human industrial activity. We can no longer claim to be unaware.
Economic development in Newhaven must be relevant, rational and mindful of the future
consequences as well as need. Proposed activity in E1 including the flyover should be
halted immediately, considered for re-location to land which has already been spoiled
and denuded through industrial activity and the available millions should be spent on
projects which sustain life rather than degrade it.
* https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-vulnerability*
2016http://www.sussex.ac.uk/geography/researchprojects/coastview/Policies_and_coast
al_defence/Thorburn
* report.pdf [https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/climate-change-impacts-andvulnerability-2016] https://saferenvironment.wordpress.com/
* https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07250y?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+nature%2Frs
s%2Fcurrent+%28Nature+-+Issue%29&utm_content=Yahoo+Search+Results
*
https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/16147614.Campaigners_call_planned___23_million_N
ewhaven_Port_access_road__waste_of_money_/
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Hodgson, Lilly

Subject:

kay woolner <
>
05 November 2018 11:31
ldf; joanna.glyde@southdowns.gov.uk; michael.gove.mp@parliament.uk;
sj@sajidjavid.com
Objection to Local District Plan E1. Newhaven Tidemills East Sussex

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

From:
Sent:
To:

Dear Councillors, Joanna Glyde and Right Honourable Members.
Site E1 is within an area designated as being a Site of Conservation Importance, containing rare variegated
shingle beach and adjacent to the South Downs National Park, all of which are indicators of environmental
significance and to be protected from industrial development. In the light of recent international surveys
(1) (2) (3) (4) which cite the impending catastrophic consequences for the natural (and therefore human)
environment as a result of human activity, it seems irrational, irrelevant and perverse to persist in
developing this gradually dwindling area of Conservation Importance for short term and limited industrial
gain.
The new road leading from Halfords towards the site E1 and the shingle beach has been made ready for
commercial/industrial/retail activity since before I moved here 4 years ago. However, the uptake of
opportunity on that land is non existent and the land remains denuded and empty. Industrial units
recently erected near the sewage works also remain empty and un-used but have been added to by
another building of hangar like proportions. The lack of occupancy in these buildings in itself raises doubts
about the business case for further development of land which is environmentally significant given that
the prepared sites are obviously hard to let.
A significant financial contribution of £23.000.000 from ESCC (and further government funding attached to
it) for the construction of a flyover, has been criticised as having little economic benefit to the town of
Newhaven, economic or otherwise. It appears, in effect, to be a public subsidy which will serve the
interests of a private business (Brett Aggregates) and do little if anything to alleviate congestion or
improve air quality in an area which regularly exceeds limits for vehicle pollution (5) . The rationale for this
plan was determined at a time when we were blissfully unaware of the consequences of human industrial
activity. We can no longer claim to be unaware.

Economic development in Newhaven must be relevant, rational and mindful of the future consequences as
well as need. Proposed activity in E1 including the flyover should be halted immediately, considered for relocation to land which has already been spoiled and denuded through industrial activity and the available
millions should be spent on projects which sustain life rather than degrade it.

Respectfully yours.

Kay Woolner.

1. https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-vulnerability1
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2. 2016http://www.sussex.ac.uk/geography/researchprojects/coastview/Policies_and_coastal_defen
ce/Thorburn
3. report.pdfhttps://saferenvironment.wordpress.com/
4. https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07250y?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+nature%2Frss%2Fcurre
nt+%28Nature+-+Issue%29&utm_content=Yahoo+Search+Results
5. https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/16147614.Campaigners_call_planned___23_million_Newhaven
_Port_access_road__waste_of_money_/

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Campaigners call planned £23 million Newhaven Port access
...
Community Action Newhaven has launched a social media
campaign with the hashtag #CleanGreenNewhaven to raise
awareness about the scheme and force the council into
consulting with the community.
www.theargus.co.uk

6.

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Daily Briefing: Within two years, we must commit to saving
the web of life
We are at a decisive moment to halt wildlife losses. Plus:
discover the burgeoning science of mood forecasting.
www.nature.com
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Representation ID: REP/484/E1

Representation ID:

REP/484/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/484

Name:

Irene Woolway

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
I am against any development east of the Port Access Road and Bridge onto Tide Mills
once these are built. I understand that both Seaford Town Council & Newhaven Town
Council (as well as other organisations) also oppose any development & wish to protect
this undeveloped & important area of countryside.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
I believe that Lewes District Council should amend the document to support the views of
the residents of Seaford & Newhaven & both Town Councils.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/485/E1

Representation ID:

REP/485/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/485

Name:

William Wyndham

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am writing to express my opposition to the grossly disruptive 'developments' proposed
at Tide Mills.
I have grown up in the area, using the beach to swim, walk, and enjoy the fresh air for
my entire life.
Over the years I have seen our town and valley dumped upon mercilessly time and time
again, from the unforgivable town planning in the 60s and 70s to the landfill site on Itford
hill in the 90s, through to the incinerator, and now this.
It seems evident that Newhaven and the Ouse Valley were earmarked as East Sussex's
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dumping ground decades ago.
Any reasonable attempt at fighting for any cause in this area is doomed to failure, and I
am holding out no hope this time either.
If there was a real vested interest in the future sustainability of this town, its natural
assets (the beaches, Tide Mills, the natural habitats) would be invested in to flourish and
become lucrative attractions, not locked up and built on, as is happening now.
Any argument for the creation of jobs is moot. To sacrifice one of the towns few assets
for the creation of 30 or so jobs, makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. Far less
damaging enterprises could be created in the area to profit off its already natural beauty.
Once this damage is done, there is no turning back.
The Council vampires already have their fangs sharpened and poised to suck more life
out of this failing town, the Whipping Boy of East Sussex.
One of the last shining lights of Newhaven will be extinguished forever.
It is clear someone is profiting off of these Joyless schemes, and it certainly isnt the
townfolk.
Tide Mills ought to be celebrated as the Ouse Valley's nearest and dearest swimming
beach, for the moneyed people of Lewes and beyond. It could be invested in, to create
jobs around its unique arrangement as a place to bathe.
Turning it into a place of toxic industry will dash any hopes of a brighter future for this
special part of coast, and it's populace whom have been failed by our Council time and
time again. This area needs salvation, answers and a sense of true progress. Not This.
Please do not allow this to happen.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilby Wyndham
05 November 2018 14:29
ldf
Tide Mills Beach Development.

Categories:

Vanessa to deal with

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my opposition to the grossly disruptive 'developments' proposed at Tide Mills.
I have grown up in the area, using the beach to swim, walk, and enjoy the fresh air for my entire life.
Over the years I have seen our town and valley dumped upon mercilessly time and time again, from the
unforgivable town planning in the 60s and 70s to the landfill site on Itford hill in the 90s, through to the
incinerator, and now this.
It seems evident that Newhaven and the Ouse Valley were earmarked as East Sussex's dumping ground
decades ago.
Any reasonable attempt at fighting for any cause in this area is doomed to failure, and I am holding out no
hope this time either.
If there was a real vested interest in the future sustainability of this town, its natural assets (the
beaches, Tide Mills, the natural habitats) would be invested in to flourish and become lucrative
attractions, not locked up and built on, as is happening now.
Any argument for the creation of jobs is moot. To sacrifice one of the towns few assets for the creation of
30 or so jobs, makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. Far less damaging enterprises could be created in
the area to profit off its already natural beauty.
Once this damage is done, there is no turning back.
The Council vampires already have their fangs sharpened and poised to suck more life out of this failing
town, the Whipping Boy of East Sussex.
One of the last shining lights of Newhaven will be extinguished forever.
It is clear someone is profiting off of these Joyless schemes, and it certainly isnt the townfolk.
Tide Mills ought to be celebrated as the Ouse Valley's nearest and dearest swimming beach, for the
moneyed people of Lewes and beyond. It could be invested in, to create jobs around its unique
arrangement as a place to bathe.
Turning it into a place of toxic industry will dash any hopes of a brighter future for this special part of
coast, and it's populace whom have been failed by our Council time and time again. This area needs
salvation, answers and a sense of true progress. Not This.

Please do not allow this to happen.
Very sincerely,
1
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William Wyndham and family.

2
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Representation ID: REP/486/E1

Representation ID:

REP/486/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/486

Name:
Organisation:

Newhaven Port and Properties Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:

Daniel Frisby

Organisation:

DMH Stallard LLP

Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Administration Office
East Quay
Newhaven
BN9 0BN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
It is considered that the allocation of land at East Quay is legally compliant, sound and
consistent with national planning policy. Newhaven Port is a strategic asset within Lewes
District, making the most of opportunities presented by the Port should be seen as vital
to its long term viability and the economic regeneration of Newhaven.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), Paragraph 11, sets out a presumption
in favour of sustainable development that for plan-making means that; plans should
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positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area; and strategic
policies should, as a minimum, provide for the areas objectively assessed needs, as well
as any need that cannot be met within neighbouring areas.
Paragraph 80 places significant weight on the need to support economic growth and
productivity taking into account local business needs and wider opportunities for
development. The approach taken should allow each area to build on its strengths and
counter any weaknesses. Paragraph 81 states that policies should identify strategic sites
and be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the Plan.
It is considered necessary that additional land is allocated at Newhaven Port to support
economic growth and to make the most of opportunities for development taking into
account the investments being made to deliver the Port Access Road and designation of
the Enterprise Zone. Newhaven Port should be seen as a key asset to provide jobs and
regeneration within Newhaven.
In this respect the allocation of additional land for development at Newhaven Port is
wholly consistent with National Policy in terms of building on a strategic strength of
Newhaven and providing additional employment land to help boost regeneration.
Newhaven Port is currently too reliant on continuation of the DFDS Ferry Service in
terms of its overall viability and it is critical that opportunities are taken in order to
improve its resilience should income from the ferry service decline. The release of
additional employment land at Newhaven Port will help to counter this weakness.
Whilst it is acknowledged that the most up-to-date Employment Land Review does not
identify the need for significant new areas of employment land within Lewes and
Newhaven the approach taken by the NPPF is that policies should as a minimum
provide for the areas needs and in addition accommodate needs that cannot be met in
neighbouring areas.
It should be acknowledged that Brighton and Hove City Council have a significant
shortfall in their ability to meet employment needs. Therefore it is considered appropriate
and necessary for additional employment land to be made available in Lewes to assist
with shortfalls of suitable employment land in adjoining Districts, land at East Quay will
make a significant contribution towards meeting this need.
The proposed allocation is therefore considered to be sound and legally compliant and
will help to ensure the delivery of sustainable development within Newhaven.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
No changes are considered to be necessary.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Whilst we do not propose any change to the Policy we reserve the right to attend should
any subsequent amendments be made that we have not been given the opportunity to
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comment on, or alternatively should Lewes District Council wish Newhaven Port to
provide evidence in support of the allocation.
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Representation ID: REP/495/E1

Representation ID:

REP/495/E1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/495

Name:

Michael Young

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E1 - Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
It alllows development of any land 'for employment uses' regardless of the nature, flora
and fauna, that may be destroyed.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Prevent the development of green belt and public land without the agreement of the
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people in the local area.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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